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Preface

In  General Muhammad Zia ul-Haq, the military ruler of Pakistan, de-
clared that Pakistan would become an Islamic state. Islamic values and norms
would serve as the foundation of national identity, law, economy, and social
relations, and would inspire all policy making. In  Mahathir Muhammad,
the new prime minister of Malaysia, introduced a similar broad-based plan to
anchor state policy making in Islamic values, and to bring his country’s laws
and economic practices in line with the teachings of Islam. Why did these
rulers choose the path of “Islamization” for their countries? And how did
one-time secular postcolonial states become the agents of Islamization and
the harbinger of the “true” Islamic state?

Malaysia and Pakistan have since the late s–early s followed a
unique path to development that diverges from the experiences of other Third
World states. In these two countries religious identity was integrated into state
ideology to inform the goal and process of development with Islamic values.
This undertaking has also presented a very different picture of the relation be-
tween Islam and politics in Muslim societies. In Malaysia and Pakistan, it has
been state institutions rather than Islamist activists (those who advocate a polit-
ical reading of Islam; also known as revivalists or fundamentalists) that have
been the guardians of Islam and the defenders of its interests. This suggests a
very different dynamic in the ebbs and flow of Islamic politics—in the least
pointing to the importance of the state in the vicissitudes of this phenomenon.
What to make of secular states that turn Islamic? What does such a transfor-
mation mean for the state as well as for Islamic politics?

This book grapples with these questions. This is not a comprehensive ac-
count of Malaysia’s or Pakistan’s politics, nor does it cover all aspects of
Islam’s role in their societies and politics, although the analytical narrative



dwells on these issues considerably. This book is rather a social scientific in-
quiry into the phenomenon of secular postcolonial states becoming agents of
Islamization, and more broadly how culture and religion serve the needs of
state power and development. The analysis here relies on theoretical discus-
sions in the social sciences of state behavior and the role of culture and reli-
gion therein. More important, it draws inferences from the cases under exam-
ination to make broader conclusions of interest to the disciplines.

I have incurred many debts in researching and writing this book. Grants
from the American Institute of Pakistan Studies and the Faculty Research
Grant Fund of the University of San Diego facilitated field research in Paki-
stan and Malaysia between  and . Sabbatical leave from teaching,
along with a Research and Writing Grant from the John D. and Catherine T.
MacArthur Foundation, provided me with time to write. On Malaysia, the In-
stitute Kajian Dasar (Institute of Policy Studies), Zainah Anwar, Osman Bakr,
Abu Bakr Hashim, Khalid Jà far, Muhammad Nur Manuty, Hassan Mard-
man, Chandra Muzaffar, Farish Noor, Fred von der Mehden, and Imtiyaz
Yusuf greatly helped with the research for this project. On Pakistan, I bene-
fited from the advice and assistance of Muhammad Afzal, Zafar Ishaq Ansar,
Mushahid Husain, S. Faisal Imam, and Muhammad Suhayl Umar. I am also
grateful to Mumtaz Ahmad and John L. Esposito for their support, wisdom,
and many useful suggestions. I alone am responsible for all of the facts, their
interpretation, and resultant conclusions that appear in the following pages.
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Introduction

Defining the Problem

Over the course of the past two decades Islamism has exercised a growing in-
fluence on politics in Muslim countries from Morocco to Malaysia. In some
instances this trend has led to regime change as in Iran and Sudan, but more
often, it has ensconced Islamic norms, symbols, and rhetoric in the public
sphere, and in the process, it has had a notable impact on politics, policy
making, law, and social relations. Although Islamist forces are today the
principal protagonists in struggles of power with ruling elites in Muslim so-
cieties,1 they no longer hold a monopoly of speaking for Islam or acting on
its behalf. Increasingly, social and political actors across the board, including
state leaders and institutions—who are in many cases responsible for trans-
forming Islamic politics into policy—champion Islamic causes.

It is often assumed that the greater visibility of Islamic norms, values, and
symbols in the public arena, and anchoring of law and policy making in its
values—what has been termed Islamization—is the work of Islamist move-
ments who have forced their ideology on ruling regimes and other hapless so-
cial actors. The role of Islam in society and politics is therefore the culmina-
tion of Islamist activism, and in terms of what it spells for public policy, it
reflects the ideological directives and political imperatives that guide the Is-
lamist challenge to ruling regimes.

There is little doubt that ruling regimes and disparate social and political
actors alike are pushed in the direction of Islamic politics by Islamist forces.
Still, the pattern of Islamist activism and its revolutionary and utopian rhetoric
only partly explain this trend. To fully understand the expanded role of Islam in
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politics of Muslim societies, it is important to “bring the state back in,”2 to
look at it as an Islamist actor. For the state in Muslim countries has played a
key role in embedding Islam in politics. More important, as will become clear
in this study, states have done so not merely in reaction to pressure from Is-
lamist movements but to serve their own interests. State leaders have construed
Islamism as a threat, but at times also as an opportunity, and in so doing have
found added incentive to pursue Islamic politics. The turn to Islam is not so
much a defensive strategy as a facet of the state’s drive to establish hegemony
over society and expand its powers and control. Islamization is a proactive
rather than a reactive process, in which state interests serve as a causal factor.

Why do states Islamize? When are they likely to do so? Through what
mechanisms and to what ends do they Islamize? And what is likely to be the
consequence of this turn to Islam? These are the principal questions that guide
the analytical narrative in this study. By providing answers to these questions,
this study will look to the manner in which state interests become anchored in
Islamization—first through appropriation of the Islamist discourse, and then
through implementation of wide-scale Islamic policies. It is possible to think
of Islamization as a critical turning point in the development process, one that
alters the character of the state and, hence, the nature of state-society relations,
all with the aim of renegotiating the relative powers of the two. A state’s nor-
mative policies cannot be viewed as divorced from its intrinsic tendency to ex-
pand its authority and reach. These points suggest that cultural factors—Is-
lamic norms and symbols here—are decisive in the evolution of state-society
relations and can provide critical turning points on the path to development.

To identify those factors that govern state action, this study will focus on
the cases of Malaysia and Pakistan since the rise of the Mahathir Mohammad
and Zia ul-Haq regimes in the two countries at the juncture of –.
Since that time, the state’s involvement in Islamic politics in both countries
has been direct and extensive, revealing a clear link between state interests
and Islamization. The cases of Malaysia and Pakistan in addition suggest im-
portant causal relations between the nature and makings of state power and
the proclivity to use Islam to serve state interests. The exercise of power by
these states, as determined by the nature of their relations with key social
forces that bolster their authority or serve as resistance to it, is consequential
in anchoring social and political institutions and the national political dis-
course in an Islamic normative and conceptual order—Islamization, in short.

Both Malaysia and Pakistan can be characterized as weak states, wherein
ruling regimes have made prolific use of Islamic symbols and policies to
shore up state authority at a critical juncture—viewing Islamic politics more
as an opportunity than a challenge.3 The manner in which these states have
adopted Islamic ideology and politics to chart a new trajectory of develop-
ment underscores the central thesis of this book concerning the relevance of
Islam to state power. State structure and the continuity and change in state-
society relations are thus important in explaining the state’s decision to turn to
Islamization. In Malaysia the ruling party—the United Malays National Or-
ganization (UMNO)—and in Pakistan the military have also been important

 



in shoring up state power. However, the apogee of UMNO’s power in Malay-
sia and the military’s in Pakistan coincides with Islamization, attesting to the
centrality of religious politics to expansion of state power. In the cases under
study here the colonial period looms large in terms of explaining the capabil-
ities of the state.4 Examination of relations between state and society—and
by extension, state and Islam—in Malaysia and Pakistan will therefore begin
with the colonial period and its institutional legacies, and trace the impact of
those legacies on state formation and conduct of politics after independence.5

In exploring these themes, this study will draw on the theoretical contri-
butions of New Institutionalism.6 The emergence of Islamizing states in both
Malaysia and Pakistan underscores the complexity of continuity and change
in institutions in the process of sociopolitical change. By institutions I mean
“the formal and informal . . . procedures, routines, norms and conventions
embedded in organizational structure of the polity”7 that shape structures and
determine constraints—both formal (rules and laws) and informal (norms of
behavior and conduct)8—that provide the context for economic and political
change. The rationalist approach to New Institutionalism looks to strategic
decisions made by key actors to bring about institutional change, and in time,
new development outcomes.9 The historical approach, on the other hand, fo-
cuses on the interaction between institutions in a polity as key to understand-
ing particular development paths.10 In this perspective the political landscape
is shaped by struggles of power between institutions, and sociopolitical change
is punctuated by critical junctures when the outcome of clashes between in-
stitutions revises development paths.

As such, the institutionalist approach is a useful analytical tool for under-
standing historical change and the sociopolitical context in which develop-
ment paths materialize. However, New Institutionalism does not adequately
contend with the role of cultural and religious forces in historical change.
The cases of Malaysia and Pakistan show that the influence of culture and 
religion in transforming institutions, states, and development paths is far 
more significant than treating them as aspects of the institutional structure—
as norms, constraints, and routines—would suggest. This study will use the 
evidence from the cases under study to expand the purview of the institu-
tionalist approach just as it will use its insights to explicate Islamization in 
those cases.

Concerning State Power

States matter. They provide for education, defense, and health care, and ac-
count for economic development and social change. As centers of power,
states regulate collection and disbursement of resources, control policy mak-
ing, and deeply affect every facet of their citizens’ lives.11 Undertaking these
functions, in fact, shapes states,12 which in the process, and in turn, mold the
structure of politics.13 States are the most important determinants of socio-
political change in modern times,14 so much so that state leaders can and do

 



operate independently—and even in contravention—of underlying socioeco-
nomic forces, interest groups, and class.15 It is therefore not possible to satis-
factorily conceive of socioeconomic changes on the scale that Islamization in
Malaysia and Pakistan has entailed without contending with the state. In Ma-
laysia and Pakistan the Islamization period was also the era of unprecedented
expansion of state power. Therefore, the two cases serve as testament to the
rising power and importance of the state, and challenge the notion that in the
age of globalization states are necessarily on the decline.16

How much states can get done and how much of the lives of their citizenry
they control is a function of their strength. Therefore, what constitutes strength
and weakness in a state, and how that affects politics, economics, and social
change, is of great explanatory value.17 Marxist and statist theories equate
state strength with capacity—the ability of a state to extract and allocate re-
sources, as well as formulate and implement policy—and autonomy from
classes and interest groups.18 Strong states have larger jurisdictions and are
more independent from various classes and interest groups. Their policies are
rational and effective. They can intervene in markets more directly to control
the flow of resources—to mobilize them for investment in lieu of consump-
tion without hindrance of pressures of vested interest.19

Organizational theories equate capacity and autonomy with the coherence
of the bureaucracy and structure of the state institutions.20 Others place em-
phasis on the state’s ability to use force and to penetrate its society.21 For others
still, state capacity and autonomy is very much a function of the extent of its
domination over society.22 States with “integrated control” over society23 are
capable of successfully organizing interest groups without yielding to plural-
ism,24 and those able to blur state-society distinction are likely to enjoy high
capacity and autonomy.25 These theories, however, say little about the manner
in which cultural factors mediate state-society relations and can alter the bal-
ance of power between the two—directly affecting state capacity and auton-
omy. It is a central aim of this book to include culture in the discussion of
state power, not only as a means of bestowing states with legitimacy and
symbolic tools of control, but as the means of changing the balance of power
between state and social actors in various economic and social arenas where-
in capacity and autonomy are negotiated, and the powers of the state are es-
tablished. In the cases under examination here, the expansion of state capac-
ity to manage society, and bolstering of the requisite authority to do so with
least degree of resistance, is ineluctably tied to Islamization.

States face a multitude of imperatives that vary from one state to the next.
However, every state is concerned with security, legitimacy, hegemony, reve-
nue generation, and economic growth.26 Of these, revenue generation has gen-
erally been viewed as most directly responsible for state formation and the
shape that state institutions take. This has been true of the early European
state, wherein financial demands of war and administration propelled state
formation,27 as much as of the colonial state, which in many instances was
dedicated to extraction of resources from indigenous populations.28 The crux
of the argument is that a state needs revenue, whose generation and collection

 



will serve as the impetus for state formation.29 The constraints faced by state
leaders in generating revenue and extracting resources from society determine
their choice of structures, systems, and ultimately institutions that make up the
state.30 Conversely, state leaders shape constitutions, formal as well as unwrit-
ten rules of the game, to increase social output and maximize tax revenue.31

The turn to Islamization in Malaysia and Pakistan, however, does not sup-
port the attachment of so much importance to the relation between the im-
perative of revenue generation and state formation. For additional revenues
that were generated by state collection of religious taxes, as will be discussed
later, remained modest. Revenue generation was therefore not important in
the turn toward Islamization in Malaysia and Pakistan from the s on-
ward. The literature on Islamism would place emphasis on the imperative of
legitimacy, arguing that the turn to Islamization was a reactive policy—a
type of survival strategy—to protect the state from serious challenges to its
authority.32 The cases of Malaysia and Pakistan will show that the scope and
nature of Islamization extended beyond provision of legitimacy to belea-
guered states. Islamization, rather, reflected the influence of two other inter-
related imperatives: hegemony and economic growth. Both of these impera-
tives are tied to the state’s need for revenue. For it is the need for revenue that
led the state to dominate society, and later justified that domination, and also
sustained a keen interest in investment, growth, and development in the
state.33 However, growth and hegemony pose separate challenges to state
structures and help forge states in different ways.34 As will become clear in
the following chapters, Islamization was more directly tied to the imperatives
of growth and hegemony than to revenue collection or legitimacy. It was a
facet of expansion of state power and its project of economic growth and de-
velopment.

Culture and State Power

It follows from the foregoing discussion that to explicate the advent of Islam-
ization as a project of the state, one must take stock of the role of cultural fac-
tors in politics and state formation. There has been much written on culture
and politics.35 Earlier studies sought to explain political conduct in diverse
societies in terms of their cultural beliefs. Culture explained attitudes,36 as
well as the master narrative and the very design of politics.37 More recent
treatments of the subject have moved away from cultural explanations of po-
litical behavior to view culture as an element of exercise of authority by the
state38 and a “resource,” in the words of David Laitin, to be used by political
entrepreneurs.39 In this regard, cultural identity is a tool that can be used by
political entrepreneurs in competitions for power and resources,40 or by states
in establishing hegemony over society.

The exercise of authority is ineluctably entwined with the trappings of cul-
ture. Culture provides politics with its repertoire of symbols that connote au-
thority.41 Culture is thus the means to power.42 In the words of Clifford Geertz:

 



Politics is an endless jockeying for marginal advantage under settled (“consti-
tutional”) rules of the game, and the role of the wigs and robes that everywhere
attend it is to make the rules seem settled, to raise them above—or insert them
beneath—the partisan struggle they are supposed to regulate. But, in all these
views, the semiotic aspects of the state . . . . exaggerate might, conceal ex-
ploitation, inflate authority, or moralize procedure.43

States can easily dominate their subjects physically; but to effectively rule
over them—to establish hegemony over their lives in the Gramscian sense44

—they must also control their subjects ideologically—that is, control the
cultural underpinnings of their sociopolitical outlook.45 The political func-
tions of ideological and physical control are so close that, in fact, it is not al-
ways possible to distinguish between the two.46 The importance of ideologi-
cal domination lies less in its facilitation of physical control than in its
making such control unnecessary. For it is “an economizing device by which
individuals come to terms with their environment and are provided with a
‘world view’ so that the decision-making process is simplified.”47 Ideological
control thus fosters uniformity, by providing states with a centripetal antidote
to the centrifugal forces that could tear a state apart.48 It also makes gover-
nance more efficient and less dependent on coercion as it facilitates greater
fiscal control and makes extraction of resources easier,49 and gives citizens a
stake in the well-being of the state.50 A state that enjoys the unfettered hege-
mony that results from ideological control is then free to engage in rational
pursuit of economic growth.

To this end states will experiment with various ideological and institutional
mechanisms to achieve an “integrative revolution,” the success of which de-
pends on their ability to resolve the tensions between primordial and legal-ra-
tional attachments.51 The more coherent the relations between culture and ex-
ercise of authority—between spiritual excellence and political eminence,
magical power and executive influence—the more complete the hegemony.52

It is for this reason that state power is so concerned with symbolism and
theater.53 That concern reaches its apogee in the Balinese theater state of Ne-
gara, wherein, writes Geertz, “power served pomp, not pomp power.”54 Here
ceremonies and rituals of the state were ends in themselves, but also shaped
the world in the image of the state. Control came from the core—the seam-
less continuity between the state and Balinese culture—shaping the world as
an approximation of itself.

It is also for the same reason that states have laid claim to collective con-
sciousness and the very identity of the nation.55 The state has sought to appro-
priate those concepts that are foundational to people’s conception of history:56

“its traditional icons, its metaphors, its heroes, its rituals, and its narratives.”57

In short, argues Joel Migdal, “state leaders and agencies have been at the cen-
ter of redrawing social boundaries to coincide with actual or desired political
borders . . . . [and] states have been at the core of reinvention of society.”58

Culture is not, however, a monolithic concept. Laitin has argued that there
may be discord in a polity over the value system that underlies its working.59

Rather than a master narrative, Laitin argues, culture provides the political

 



system with a set of priorities or “points of concern” that may keep a politi-
cal system together, or, conversely, serve as sources of real conflict.60 Draw-
ing on Talcott Parson’s notion that changes in one subsystem require changes
in other subsystems as well, Laitin argues that the relations between culture
and politics is dynamic and subject to regular adjustment.61 Hence, we can
infer from Laitin to argue that greater Islamic consciousness in Malaysian
and Pakistani societies necessitated commensurate changes in their respec-
tive states as well. Laitin’s approach provides an explanation not just for why
Islam is relevant to Malaysian and Pakistani states, but for why it was so in
the s and the s. It also helps explain why only a relatively recent in-
terpretation of Islam is relevant.

The thrust of the foregoing discussions has been to establish a link be-
tween culture and hegemony. The cases under study here will highlight this
connection, but will also point to the importance of culture to economic
growth, arguing that there exists a direct linkage—above and beyond estab-
lishing hegemony—between the cultural policies of state leaders and their
designs for growth and development. Although the aim of hegemony is to
free the state to pursue growth as it sees fit and, hence, culture is used to es-
tablish hegemony that then provides for growth, in Malaysia and Pakistan Is-
lamization was directly tied to growth. This provides culture with an added
role in shaping politics and forging state structures.

Religion, Hegemony, and the Postcolonial State

The imperatives of hegemony and growth are particularly challenging to
postcolonial states of the Third World, as is the relevance of cultural factors
to exercise of authority by the state.62 For in postcolonial states state-society
relations remain fluid, state structures are still evolving, and the goal of de-
velopment looms large in society and politics. As such, it is here that the link-
age between cultural factors—and more specifically, religious symbols, rhet-
oric, and value system—and state power comes into sharper focus.

The state in much of the Muslim world did not emerge at independence,
but was inherited from colonial administrations.63 Its machinery of govern-
ment, ideologies of modernization, views on social engineering, and political
control were all handed down from the colonial era, as those who ran the ma-
chinery of colonial administrations continued to wield power in the successor
states and thus guaranteed a certain degree of momentum. The postcolonial
state, far from a new development, has been a later growth on an old tree.

The globalization of imperialism during the colonial era, moreover, en-
sured the dominance of the European form of the state, which in the Third
World appeared in the guise of the colonial state.64 Therefore, even countries
such as Iran and Turkey, who did not experience direct colonialism, created
modern states that although modeled after the European state, more closely
approximated the colonial state.65 The postcolonial state adopted European
concepts of sovereignty and self-determination along with administrative

 



features of the state to fashion itself in the mold of the European state, but it
did not replicate the relationship between the state and its citizenry that is the
hallmark of the European state. Instead, the postcolonial state continued the
colonial style of governance, whose limitation of popular participation in favor
of decision making by an elite—albeit Westernized—is more akin to tradi-
tional rule than modern democracy.66 Although the postcolonial state leaders
have shown far greater concern with popular support and have been more at-
tentive to demands from below, still their conception of governance has re-
mained highly paternalistic and indeed colonial.67 James C. Scott’s depiction
of colonial attitudes among the Malaysian bureaucratic elite rings true of
postindependence leadership across the Third World:

The ideal relationship between the people and their leaders, as these men
[civil servants] see it, does not differ in many respects from the colonial pat-
tern. They envision a class of people who know best and expect to rule in the
interests of the people . . . independently of popular desires by virtue of its su-
perior qualifications. [They] would encourage in the masses the traditional be-
lief that this natural elite is best fitted to direct the nation.68

This tendency has been reinforced by the resurgence of traditional con-
ceptions of authority, which have taken the form of neopatrimonialism.69 To
be sure, the legal structure in postcolonial states is modern and decision mak-
ing is rational and secular, but in other aspects of governance state leaders
display traditional rather than modern proclivities. Interestingly, traditional
patterns of exercise of authority among modern ruling elites is itself a product
of colonialism, which protected and nurtured traditional institutions of au-
thority and furthermore bolstered its paternalistic view of governance through
similar colonial conceptions.70

The continuity between the colonial and postcolonial states has to do with
the fact that at the moment of independence an underdeveloped indigenous
bourgeoisie was unable to contain the overdeveloped colonial state or to coun-
tervail the formidable alliances with key classes and social groups that bol-
stered colonial authority.71 Equally significant was the fact that the ruling bu-
reaucratic elite that had managed the colonial state remained in control after
independence. They had been a product of colonialism and had internalized
its values of governance.72 They proved instrumental in shaping politics after
independence, serving as conduits for colonial values in the postcolonial era.73

These points are particularly relevant to Malaysia and Pakistan, where state
structures have so closely approximated the British colonial state that they
have been dubbed as “viceregal” states.

The political forces that spearheaded independence across the Third
World, too, contributed to continuities between colonial and postcolonial
eras. Benedict Anderson writes that nationalism developed among “bilingual
intelligentsia”74—the products of colonialism who operated in the modern
rather than traditional sectors of the colonial society.75 The nationalist dis-
course did not reject foreign intellectual hegemony; rather, its struggle
against colonialism remained focused on political control.76 Thomas Hansen

 



writes of Indian struggle for independence that “Gandhi and the entire cul-
tural nationalist tradition in India saw the essence of the nation as residing in
India’s cultural communities, whereas the political realm of the colonial state
remained a morally empty space, a set of lifeless procedures and culturally
alien institutions. . . . This construction inaugurated [after independence] a
stream of cultural ‘antipolitics,’ that is, a production of culture.”77 The post-
colonial state sought to infuse the “lifeless” colonial state with moral authority.
This was drawn from the cultural repertoire of the nation to foist an indigenous
nationalism. As a result, the postcolonial state became anchored in ideologies
of nationalism that were imported from Europe and contributed to cultural du-
alism, and ultimately the crisis of the postcolonial state. This trend has been
particularly true of the Muslim world, wherein nationalism became identified
as an alien idea and a project of the state, both of which limited its penetration
of society and usefulness to state leaders as a tool of establishing hegemony.78

The more states faced crises in the political and economic arena, the more the
shortcomings of their ideological tools became apparent. This trend has been
most visible with the decline of rent—which has been used to gain consent to
rule from the population, especially in the Arab world—and the subsequent
collapse of the “social contract” that sustained authoritarianism in that part of
the Muslim world throughout the s–s period.79 The subsequent crises
have made the state vulnerable to an ideological challenge from below, which
took the form of Islamism—whose power rested in that it was not tainted by
a connection with the West, and it had a base among the masses.80 Some state
leaders responded by turning to Islam in search of a viable state ideology. The
ideological underpinnings of the postcolonial state, however, made success in
such a gambit unlikely. For, in the words of Nazih Ayubi,

[T]he fact that the contemporary state lays claim to secularism has enabled
some forces of political protest to appropriate Islam as their own weapon. Be-
cause the state does not embrace Islam . . . it cannot describe its opponents as
easily as the traditional State could as being simply heretic cults. Political
Islam now reverses the historical process—it claims “generic” Islam for the
protest movements, leaving the State the more difficult task of qualifying and
justifying its own “version” of Islam.81

Malaysia and Pakistan, as will become evident in this study, are perhaps
unique in both the degree to which they moved away from the dominant na-
tionalist paradigm to invest in a state ideology of Islam—whose foundation
lay in attitudes, arguments, and beliefs that had emerged from below and re-
lated to popular and community-based beliefs and practices—and were in fact
successful in using to establish hegemony and pursue their goals of growth.

In addition, colonialism saddled the postcolonial state with attitudes and
ambitions that have redoubled its desire for hegemony and yet made its at-
tainment more elusive. The colonial ideology posited that the colonial state
had to be separate from the people, based on a totally different—and supe-
rior—set of values and committed to changing society, over which it ruled in
its own image.82 This was facilitated by the fact that the colonial state gener-

 



ally enjoyed greater autonomy from the local society than did the European
state.83 From this emerged notions of order that would make governance effi-
cient just as they would multiply the productive capacity of the colony.84

These notions included new conceptions of space and personhood, as well as
social organization. In particular, colonialism policy followed a policy of in-
direct rule—through chiefs and landlords—that had the effect of unburden-
ing government, but reinforcing and demarcating state-society relations. The
result was that as the colonial state relied on intermediaries to rule, it did not
directly penetrate society.85 The colonial state also discouraged national iden-
tity formation and in fact encouraged subnational identity consciousness by
strengthening religious, ethnic, and tribal affiliations through its multilayered
legal system, communalist representation, and variegated patterns of extrac-
tion and disbursement of resources.86 The result was that postcolonial states
inherited divided societies, which were not easily controlled through nation-
alist ideology. Over time, the colonial nature of the postcolonial state created
tensions in state-society relations and proved to be a handicap for the post-
colonial state that has been far more interested in hegemony over society. The
more the state sought to expand its authority, the more it felt the limitations
that its colonial legacy created.

This problem was compounded by the struggle for independence. The anti-
colonial struggle encouraged everyday forms of resistance to the colonial state
and instituted legitimacy of defying the state—especially by using culture to
do so.87 The postcolonial state had difficulty in reversing this trend. Having
initiated the masses to resisting authority, the nationalist elite were then sad-
dled with the problem of establishing order over a more unruly society. With-
out the relations of order between the state and its subjects in place, the post-
colonial state became more dependent on ideology to get consent to rule.

The postcolonial state also enlarged the colonial state’s ambition of trans-
forming the societies over which it ruled, hoping to “transform society ac-
cording to its blueprint.”88 This encouraged highly interventionist attitudes in
the state, which, enjoying the broad autonomy that it had inherited from the
colonial state, outlined a vision of development and charged itself to pursue it
in the name of common good. Statism requires restructuring society, inte-
grating its parts into a uniform whole, and vesting that whole with broad
powers in managing society and the economy. Statism also acts to limit mar-
ket forces and the influence of nonstate actors. As the state seeks to rule over
society and tightly manage social and economic forces, it will seek broad-
ened hegemony. Hence, economic growth necessitates hegemony and more
efficient ideologies to achieve it. This need becomes more apparent when the
state’s management of the economy falters, with debilitating implications for
state hegemony. This has been a primary reason for the prominence of Is-
lamist opposition in the Arab world.89 In Malaysia and Pakistan the state con-
cluded that an Islamic ideology would provide for more complete hegemony
and hence serve the goal of economic growth.

In recent years, the limitations that restrain the postcolonial states have be-
come increasingly apparent. As the crises facing these states have mounted,

 



the need for more viable state ideologies that would yield effective hegemony
has grown. This has encouraged some state leaders to move away from hitherto
dominant state ideologies that were anchored in nationalism and secularism,
and to embrace new ideologies that draw on community-based and popular
cultural beliefs and practices. In India this has produced greater Hindu con-
sciousness in politics, and in the Muslim world, greater flirtation with Islam.

Islamization, whether undertaken deliberately, or gradually and unwittingly,
has been an effort on the part of the postcolonial state in the Muslim world to
find legitimacy and relevance in terms of local culture and mores, and to an-
chor itself in its value system. In states where the mark of colonialism is most
evident, such as in Malaysia or Pakistan, this function of Islamization is quite
clear.90 In these countries the turn to religion to augment state power has been
most thoroughgoing, virtually reinventing state ideology with broad implica-
tions for its powers, hegemony, and ability to pursue accumulation. Creating
cadence between the values of the state and those of society is necessitated
by the state’s desire to exert authority to a greater extent, expand its functions
and capacity to control and implement public policy, and to dominate the
public and private spheres more clearly. In short, state-led Islamization is in
essence the indigenization of the postcolonial state—embedding it in the
local value systems.91 The dialectic of state expansion and social resistance to
it has forced at least some postcolonial states to realize that it is more effi-
cient to be Islamic than not.

Islamism and the Islamization of Postcolonial States
in Malaysia and Pakistan

The ascendancy of Islamist ideology and activism over the course of the past
two decades has perhaps been the most significant change in the paradigm of
politics across the Muslim world.92 Islamism both rejects and defies secular
ruling regimes and the Western cultural underpinnings of their development
agendas. It demands submission to the writ of Islamic law in public as well as
private affairs, and promises to bring about an Islamic order that is just and
is capable of attaining veritable development. It is in many regards a Third
Worldist ideology that aims to complete the task that the nationalist move-
ments of earlier decades had left incomplete: to liberate Muslim lands from the
intellectual as well as the physical control of the West.93 Ali Benhadj, the Al-
gerian Islamist leader, perhaps most lucidly captured the heart of the matter in
the following words: “My father and brothers (in religion) may have physically
expelled the oppressor France from Algeria, but my struggle, together with my
brothers, using weapons of faith, is to banish France intellectually and ideo-
logically and to be done with her supporters who drank her poisonous milk.”94

Islamism has appealed to those who have been disaffected by the economic
and political achievements of Muslim postcolonial states, as well as those who
have been alienated from the state because of the cultural chasm that separates
the secular Westernized state leaders from the more Islamically conscious

 



masses.95 However, beyond the core group of its ardent supporters, Islamism’s
reach extends to a broader spectrum of the population, who have in various
ways and to varying degrees turned to Islam. Islamism has thus spearheaded
greater Islamic consciousness across the Muslim world and, in the process,
eroded the hegemony of secular ideologies of the state. What has ensued is
profound change in the nature of the public sphere in the Muslim world.96

That change has “deprivatized” Islam, to use José Casanova’s terminol-
ogy, and enshrined it as a “public religion.”97 This cultural impact of Islam-
ism is in many ways more significant than its more direct political challenge
to ruling regimes. For the Islamist challenge to the ideological underpinnings
of the secular state has been far more successful than its challenge to that
state’s political control.98 Consequently, even where Islamism has failed to
bring about regime change it has nevertheless affected state-society relations
by changing the cultural reference points of the society, and thereby forcing
change in the nature of the relations between the two.

The complexity of the Islamist challenge lies in the fact that it is not an
atavism—a medieval rejection of modernity.99 Islamism is very much con-
cerned with the modern world.100 It fashions itself as a modern ideology in
competition with other modern ideologies.101 In fact, Islamism defies the
facile religion versus secularism conception that has been prevalent in the
social sciences. As a religious idea that has internalized many aspects of mo-
dernity and seeks to operate in the modern world, Islamism shows that reli-
gion is adaptable to ideological change and will do so in a continuous dialec-
tic with society.102 Islamism is the product of this dialectic in the postcolonial
Muslim world. As such, it appeals to those Muslims who are groping for
what Geertz called the “integrative revolution.”103 Geertz believed that in
postcolonial states the main tension is between primordial attachments and
commitment to civil sentiments and modernization and social change. Indi-
viduals are divided between the attachments that define their identity, and the
goals that the modern state has set before them and which they also desire.
That Muslim states have failed to articulate ideologies that would resolve
those tensions has made at least the cultural—if not the more strident politi-
cal—promise of Islamism relevant to a broad spectrum of Muslims. Interest-
ingly, it is exactly this aspect of Islamism that has made it relevant to the
postcolonial state’s aim to reformulate its relations to society and to reestab-
lish its hegemony.

For Malaysia and Pakistan two aspects of the Islamist ideology were par-
ticularly useful. First, that Islamism had done much to mobilize Islamic sym-
bols and formulate new Islamic concepts of relevance to politics, and more-
over, had both articulated the manner in which they should serve political
ends and convinced the masses of the necessity of that process. Second, Is-
lamism was opposed only to the secular ideology of the state, but not to state
hegemony its extensive intervention in the economy and society. Islamism at
its core supports statism, provided that the state is “Islamic.” In Malaysia and
Pakistan state leaders concluded that if the state were to be construed as Is-
lamic, then it would be in the position to claim support from Islamism and

 



harness its energies to support expansion of state power, provided the state
would be recast in the proper cultural guise.

To begin with, throughout the s and the s Islamist thinkers harped
on the importance of Islam to politics, reinterpreted the main tenets and myths
of the faith to suggest a seamless continuity between faith and political ac-
tion, and articulated new concepts such as “Islamic economics,” “Islamic ed-
ucation,” “Islamization of knowledge,” and the “Islamic state.”104 All of this
amounted to a repertoire of concepts that would appropriately serve the state
and help it create new institutions with which to expand its capacity and so-
cial control. That Islamist ideas had permeated among the masses—and in
particular the educated youth and the segments of the intellectuals—would
allow the state to reinstitute its control over those social classes and segments
of the society that Islamism had attracted away from secular state ideology.105

Generally speaking, three social groups have been the backbone of Islam-
ism: the intellectual “counterelite,” shopkeepers and small merchants tied to
the petite bourgeoisie; and the unemployed urban youth and the poor—the
sansculottes. Although all three oppose the secular postcolonial state and
favor its replacement with an Islamic state, they do not necessarily share the
same political orientation. Most notably, the petit bourgeois element is mer-
cantilist in spirit and views society as divided along corporate rather than
class lines. It is therefore not committed to revolutionary change. The political
activism of the sansculottes element, however, is animated by class war and is
therefore revolutionary in nature. Hence, generally speaking, this element is
left of center in economic matters. In many Muslim countries separate move-
ments or organizations represent these different elements. The most serious
Islamist challenge to the state has occurred where all of these elements have
been gathered in a single movement. In Pakistan and Malaysia the turn to
Islam allowed the state to divide the counterelite intellectuals and the petite
bourgeoisie from the sansculottes, and to co-opt the first two. The counter-
elite intellectuals were co-opted into various state and educational institu-
tions and served as the means of constructing the Islamization regimes.106

The petite bourgeoisie forged an alliance with the state and became tied to its
drive to pursue its goal of accumulation. By dividing the core elements of Is-
lamism, co-opting some and isolating the remainder, Malaysia and Pakistan
were able to confound the Islamist opposition, create confusion in its ranks,
appropriate their ideology, takeover some of their institutions, and ultimately
diffuse its threat to the ruling regimes.107

In addition, state-led Islamization has thus allowed the state to organize,
bolster the power of, and ultimately control institutions and social organiza-
tions that can allow it to use Islam in the service of state interests. Islamization
from above allowed the state to reap the fruits of the Islamist propaganda and
win the competition with the Islamist challenge from below to control the nor-
mative order, and thus construct a viable state ideology that provides for uni-
formity across society, as well as greater compliance with the will of the state.

Islamization makes the boundaries between state and society blurry,108 and
as such gives greater room to the state to maneuver.109 Jamal Malik writes of

 



increase in state patronage of religious seminaries in Pakistan in the s
that it was not so much an effort to placate Islamist activists or to give the
state greater control through clientalism, as to use them as an outlet for con-
veying state ideology to the masses.110

Equally significant was Islamism’s statist proclivity. Islamism was from
inception nothing short of a rejection of both the reality and intent of the sec-
ular state’s penetration of society, and as such, it was a clear attempt at undo-
ing the impact of secular public policy in Muslim societies to date. In this re-
gard Islamism serves as an important source of social resistance to expansion
of state power and capacity, and as the focal point for the rallying of those so-
cial forces that resist state domination. Although Islamism is concerned with
the state power, it is not inherently opposed to it; its opposition to that power
emanates from the ability of the secular state to use it to further its secularist
agenda. In effect, resisting expansion of state power and capacity is a conse-
quence of Islamism’s resistance to state-sponsored secularization, and not to
statism itself. In this sense, Islamism does not purport to be some form of lib-
eralism—as it does not engage the problematic of the dominant state—but
by sticking to statist assumption promises to continue the state-centered au-
thoritarian tendencies of the regimes it challenges. Consequently, Islamism is
not a threat to the state per se, only to the secularism of the state. In fact, Is-
lamism holds promise for a state that is open to abandoning secularism in
favor of another ideology of rule. The turn to Islam, moreover, did not require
of the states fundamental transformation, only a cultural orientation. “Is-
lamic” states in Malaysia and Pakistan since the s have changed little in
their structure and policymaking, and display the same fundamental charac-
teristics, goals, and relations with society that they did before the s. Is-
lamization thus did not reinvent the state—as did the Islamic revolution of
 in Iran—nor alter the scaffolding that sustains its edifice, but merely
repackaged the postcolonial state as Islamic.

That promise was not a trivial matter. States vie to do more and to do so effi-
ciently. For this they need legitimacy and uniform cultural domination, which
Malaysia and Pakistan (as will be elucidated in this study) were lacking. States
also need better levers of power and less resistance to exercising it. For Malay-
sia and Pakistan Islamization served both ends. By presenting Islamization as a
public good to be provided by the state, the state expanded its capacity. It as-
sumed more responsibilities and extracted more from society. In Pakistan, for
instance, Islamization allowed the state to draw greater numbers of the popula-
tion into the ambit of its control by creating new sources of patronage and as-
suming control of preexisting autonomous Islamic patronage networks and the
financial and social institutions that were associated with them.111

It would be expected that the Islamization of the state and its appropria-
tion of religious funds and patronage would lead to some form of religion-
state conflict. This, however, did not come to pass in Malaysia and Pakistan.
In these countries from the s onward the state took over religious educa-
tion, jurisprudence, various forms of administration, taxation, and social ser-

 



vices with minimal resistance. These two states were able to assert far broader
domination over the religious sphere with far less resistance than had been
achieved in the stronger states of the Arab world and Iran before the revolu-
tion of .

Islamization also diverts attention from expansion of state power and dif-
fuses the significant challenge to state authority that comes from Islamism.
Islamization must be understood in terms of both its defensive function—as
a response to political and ideological challenges to ruling regimes at times
of crisis—and its proactive function, to get better terms in negotiations with
social forces for power and capacity. Why Islamization was so attractive for
Malaysia and Pakistan was that it allowed the states to simultaneously subdue
political opposition and expand state power and capacity. Contending with
opposition thus also produced stronger states.

Since the Islamist ideology implies that the state has a right to be intrusive
and interventionist—to expand its powers, capacity, and reach if it becomes
Islamic—and calls for provision of Islamization through state power, it
would be hard-pressed to mount a challenge to state-led Islamization. Malay-
sian and Pakistani state leaders saw in the Islamist ideology a green light to
expansion of state power.112 However, to successfully use Islam to the ends
described, these states had to undergo veritable cultural transformation. It be-
came apparent to state leaders in these countries that if the state were to be
culturally in tune with Islamism and the outlook of its constituency, that ide-
ology would support an expansion of state power and capacity. To dominate
the Islamist discourse, these states had to become legitimate Islamic actors.
Hence, state-led Islamization was a conscious strategic choice on the part of
some states to strengthen state institutions and expand state power, capacity,
and reach. In Malaysia and Pakistan this choice marked a notable turning
point—a critical juncture—in the s in state formation. Still, the state’s
turn to Islam was not an entirely new phenomenon—although it had never
assumed this scope. In both Malaysia and Pakistan, since independence the
state had on occasion used Islam to serve its interests. Positive returns in this
regard had in fact encouraged the state in both countries to do so more fre-
quently and had produced an institutional foundation for it. As such, the Is-
lamization regimes of the s in both countries were the culmination of the
gradual turn of the state toward Islam.

As states develop, certain battles are fought and certain struggles of power
are settled to determine paths of state formation. In the juncture of the s
Islamist opposition affected state formation, providing it with both challenges
and opportunities. How the state reacted to those challenges and opportuni-
ties both determined the trajectory of state formation from that point forward
and decided the faith of the Islamist discourse in politics and society. The fol-
lowing chapters will examine the manner in which the gradual turn to Islam
set the Malaysian and Pakistani states on the path that would culminate in
state-led Islamization, and why this tendency culminated in the marked cul-
tural transformation of those states at the critical juncture of the s.

 



Islam and State Power in Comparative Perspective

The relation between religion and state formation has not been fully explored
in the social sciences. This owes to the fact that, generally, most theorists
have assumed that in modern times economic changes have led, and will
lead, to privatization of faith and secularization.113 As a result, religion will
not have an impact on state formation in a meaningful fashion and will most
likely cease to command popular allegiance.114 However, historical evidence
shows that religion has been far more entwined with state formation than has
been assumed. In Europe organized religion thrived with expansion of the
modern state, using its fruits and apparatuses, including those governing fis-
cal regulation and violence, to augment its own powers.115 More important
for the purposes of our analysis here, states in turn used religious institutions
and appropriated church lands and property to augment their powers and rev-
enue. Thomas Ertman writes that the church was important to expansion of
royal authority in the tenth and eleventh centuries in Latin Europe, and pro-
vided the Carolingian state with institutions through which to exercise author-
ity and rule.116 The Carolingians totally integrated the church into state appa-
ratuses to create state administration, and took over various papal territories
and ecclesiastical resources—which accounts for the Christianization of the
Frankish Empire of the Carolingians after .117 Similarly, Robert Wuthnow
has shown that as the rise in trade in the s supported both rise of the state
and the Reformation in central and northern Europe, there emerged a sym-
biosis between the two.118 In Sweden and Denmark the princes turned to the
Reformation because it provided them with the opportunity to appropriate
church lands—quadrupling Crown lands in the case of Gustav Vasa of Swe-
den, who dissolved monasteries in  and took their land.119

This trend was also evident in England.120 Here the Reformation was a
revolution from above with broad implications for state power and capacity.
In  the king was proclaimed head of the Church of England, which
placed all ecclesiastical affairs in England under state authority. In  the
Parliament forced the clergy to surrender ecclesiastical law to the jurisdiction
of the Crown and forbade papal annates. The ties with the Vatican were fur-
ther weakened in  with the Act of Restraint of Appeals to Rome, which
prohibited appeals by domestic courts outside the realm. In  the Act of
Supremacy named the king supreme head of the Church of England. In the
same year the dissolution of monasteries began, which by  placed all
their lands in state hands; and in  all property of the church was vested in
the Crown.121 This allowed the Crown to take over the ancient parish admin-
istration that had until that time been ecclesiastical. That administration was
made into an instrument of poor relief and provided the Privy Council in
London with a direct role in, and considerable control of, local affairs.122 The
fusion of the Reformation and nationalism thus supported the expansion of
state capacity and reach.123 In Wuthnow’s words, “The English Reformation
was clearly a triumph for the central regime over the decentralized, provincial
power of the landowners and was recognized as such by the latter.”124

 



Wuthnow furthermore emphasizes the importance of the Reformation in
mediating struggles of power between towns and rising states.125 In central
and northern Europe, commercial activities were centered in cities and towns.
Their greater prosperity gave the burgeoning states greater autonomy from
the landed elite and revenues from the land. The conflict between the Crown
and the nobility translated into the Crown’s support for the Reformation,
which was also championed by the mercantile classes. The Reformation here
helped states consolidate their autonomy and forge a state-towns (and, hence,
mercantile classes) alliance in lieu of the state’s reliance on the nobility and
the church. In England, the Reformation began with Henry VIII’s break with
Rome over the divorce of Catherine of Aragon, but soon produced the same
result. As the Crown promoted trade, merchants in the Parliament came to its
assistance in severing England’s ties with Rome and ensconcing the Refor-
mation in England. It is evident that the Reformation helped the rising state
to establish ties with those social classes that would be most directly active in
promoting accumulation and economic growth. State-led Islamization estab-
lished the same ties in Malaysia and Pakistan.

Elsewhere in Europe the contribution of religion to state formation was
rooted less in economic considerations, and more in ethics. Philip Gorski has
underscored the importance of the “disciplinary revolution” that followed the
Reformation to shape later state formation in Holland and Prussia.126 Writing
on the Dutch Republic of – and Hohenzollern Prussia of the s
to , Gorski argues that it was Calvinism that provided primary support
for the “social and organizational basis for establishment of a strong system
of local government.”127 In both Holland and Prussia the state internalized
Calvinist ethics and used the strong institutions that they had formed at the
base of the society to strengthen the state. This process reached its apogee
under Frederick William I, who favored Calvinist recruits into state institu-
tions. Gorski thus associates the strength of Dutch and Prussian state institu-
tions—especially the bureaucracy—with Calvinist ethics. As will be eluci-
dated later in this study, in Malaysia at least, state leaders looked to Islamic
ethics to bring about the same “disciplinary revolution.”

It is interesting to note that in all of the aforementioned cases, the suc-
cessful use of religion to expand state powers led to the state’s assumption of
some form of religious authority—which was most evident in the English
king’s arrogation of the status of head of the Church of England. This con-
firms the observation made earlier that successful use of religion to expand,
state powers requires the state to assume the requisite religious and cultural
guise. It is also evident from the above cases that as states use religion to ex-
pand, they ensure certain sociopolitical roles for religion and even expand the
purview of its powers. Central and northern European states used the Refor-
mation to construct viable states, but in the process ensured the Reformation
of domination over large parts of Europe. The same trend has been evident in
the cases under study here.

In the Muslim world the relation between religion and state formation has
been more contentious. The postcolonial state in the Muslim world looked to

 



the modern Western state as a model. It sought to emulate its structure but
also cultural and ideological orientation, which it understood to be inherently
secular. The Turkish Republic established by Mustafa Kemal after World War
I serves as the most lucid example here. The Kemalist state was avowedly
secular and Westernized, and adopted nationalism in lieu of religion to un-
derpin the identity of the state. The Kemalist state was dedicated to growth
and development, and strove to assert broad hegemony over the population to
achieve its goal. Kemalism soon became a model for state formation in much
of the Muslim world, so much so that Alan Richards and John Waterbury view
later state developments in the Middle East and North Africa as Kemalist at
their core.128 Pahlavi Iran (especially during the interwar years), Algeria
under the FLN, Arab nationalist regimes from the s onward, or Pakistan
under Ayub Khan (–), all to varying degrees emulated the Kemalist
model, although never with the same penchant for secularism.

Secularization has led the state to look to molding the individual as a prel-
ude to carrying out successful social change and development. This has been
the avowed policy of Kemalist states from Turkey to Pahlavi Iran, and Indo-
nesia to the revolutionary Arab states. To a lesser extent this has also been the
case in Malaysia, Pakistan, Bangladesh, and Arab monarchies. The state’s
concern with music, dress, popular beliefs, and cultural outlook of Muslims
has been prevalent.129 It partly accounts for why for the social role of religion
and the extent of state penetration of society, and more generally, cultural is-
sues continue to be at the heart of politics in Muslim societies.

Social engineering went hand in hand with the conscious secularization of
politics and the public arena. In this process the state early on secularized the
judiciary and the educational system, and nationalized religious properties
and endowments, thus truncating the sociopolitical role of religion just as it
expanded its own powers and economic position.130 The problematic of the
secularization process in the Muslim world rested in that it did not seek to
separate religion from politics so much as it sought to dominate religion, mak-
ing its thinking and institutions subservient to the state.131 This had the effect
of politicizing religion as it instituted a struggle of power between the state
and religious institutions in the political arena, and tied that struggle to the
larger issue of state penetration of society. In Egypt, for instance, the Nasser-
ist regime’s imposition of reforms on the al-Azhar Islamic educational insti-
tution had the effect of bureaucratizing the religious scholars as a prelude to
making them subservient to the state. That bureaucratization, however, im-
parted political attitudes on the religious establishment.132

In many cases, the secularization drive pushed religion out of the public
sphere where it could no longer be effectively regulated or controlled by the
state. As a result, religion—made more politically conscious—festered in the
private arena as a potential source of support for opposition to the state and
its ideology. In Pahlavi Iran the Islamic Revolution of  resulted from ex-
actly this process.133

As a result, Islam remained important to politics in Muslim states, and ul-
timately ruling regimes admitted to this as they turned to the repertoire of Is-

 



lamic symbols and cultural tools to shore up their authority. The outward sec-
ular image of the state therefore was in contradiction to its own use of Islamic
cultural manifestations. This contradiction became more apparent as the state
faced economic and political crises, and in turn strengthened the role of
Islam in politics. However, after decades of confrontation, state leaders often
lacked either the legitimacy or institutional means to control Islamic forces
that had been gathering strength outside of state control in the civil society
and private spheres. The secular state itself, therefore, invited Islam back into
the political process; and despite its continued commitment to secularism,
paved the way for reentry of Islam into the public arena.

This process has been evident even in the most ideologically secular Mus-
lim states, and those that have been viewed as strong states. Early on in so-
cialist Arab states leaders turned to “political spirituality,” namely, selective
use of Islamic doctrines “to obtain consensus for secular undertakings.”134 In
Egypt Nasser quoted scripture when articulating his vision of Egypt’s devel-
opment, whereas in Algeria FLN leaders depicted socialism as compatible
with certain teachings of Islam.135 This process only gained in momentum as
Muslim states began to confront profound economic and political problems.
The collapse of Arab socialism after Egypt’s defeat in the  war, gradual
collapse of the social contract that had sustained authoritarianism, erosion of
regime legitimacy, downturn in income from rent in the s, and social
pressures that resulted from economic restructuring in the s and s
compelled states to use Islam more systematically. The emergence of Islamist
opposition from the late-s onward also made turning to Islam important
to contending with the legitimacy deficit that confronted ruling regimes.

As a result, from the s onward, Muslim states were compelled to con-
tend with the role of Islam in politics—and especially in the context of exist-
ing secular systems—more directly. Ad hoc uses of Islam had to give place to
rethinking the relation of Islam to the state. Generally speaking, there are
three types of state interaction with Islam and uses of Islamization evident in
the Muslim world with differing outcomes for state, society, and the mediat-
ing role of Islam: the rejectionist secularists; the opportunist Islamizers; and
the thoroughgoing Islamizers.

Algeria since the brutal military coup of  and Turkey since the “soft
military coup” of  are examples of the first category. These states have
chosen a path of retrenchment of the secular ideology of the state to the ex-
clusion of any meaningful Islamic representation in the public arena and the
political process. Algeria chose this course after Islamist activism threatened
to overwhelm the secular state pursuant to the elections of . Turkey has
opted to exclude Islam from the political process after economic reforms of
the s and democratization in the s opened the door for greater Is-
lamic assertiveness in the political process. The Algerian and Turkish ap-
proaches represent a reassertion of the secular vision of the state that was
prevalent in the s and the s; it is relying on the use of force to bolster
that notion of the state despite greater prominence of Islam in society and
politics.136

 



The second type of states—the opportunist Islamizers—are those that
have taken guarded steps in the direction of accommodating Islam in poli-
tics—at least during critical periods—but have not committed themselves
fully to a new cultural orientation. To varying degrees, the original concep-
tions of the state continue to define its character and relations with society.
These states have shown some dexterity in using Islam to serve their objec-
tives, but have not managed to monopolize the Islamic discourse or the flow
of Islam in the political arena.

Furthermore, in these cases the state has turned to Islam primarily to ad-
dress a short-term political crisis. However, the benefits that accrued from the
use of Islam have at times nudged them further in the direction of utilizing Is-
lamic symbols. In this type of state, since the state’s approach to Islam has
been purely utilitarian and even blatantly so, there tends to be a limited pe-
riod of time during which the state has been able to control Islamic politics.
Since the state does not undergo a cultural transformation, it cannot speak for
Islam, and has to rely on Islamist forces and their ideology to provide it with
support.

The inherent secularism of the state, and limited mandate of its Islam pol-
icy, means that ultimately any alliance between the state and Islamist forces
will end. In the process, however, Islamist forces get a foothold in the politi-
cal arena, and the state does develop certain degree of Islamic consciousness
and legitimacy.137 As a result, whether intended or not, the state develops cer-
tain cultural indigenization. It does not manage to gain control of Islamist in-
stitutions and ideology, or completely resolve the dilemmas of the postcolo-
nial state, but becomes more stable than the first category of Muslim states.
Still, these states remain arenas in which fierce battles between the state and
its Islamist opposition rage.

Egypt since , Turkey between the  coup and the  “soft coup,”
Jordan since the s, and to some extent Indonesia in the s exemplify
this type of state. All of these states have been secular postcolonial states. Of
the four only Jordan, as a monarchy, has been anchored in traditional cultural
institutions and has had a claim to representing indigenous cultural values.
Turkey has been a secular pro-Western republic, and Egypt and Indonesia after
periods of socialist secularism have now become pro-Western capitalist re-
publics.

The four states have all grown close to Islamic forces at critical periods,
and have been instrumental in entrenching the Islamist discourse and its
spokesmen in their political arenas. In all these cases the state has held on to
the view that it needs Islam only for the narrow purpose of accomplishing a
particular political objective. It has not viewed Islam as essential to the ex-
pansion of state authority. It has therefore accepted some degree of Islamiza-
tion while it strives for its objectives, but once the goals have been attained, it
has sought to end Islamization, and usually this has been when its conflict
with Islamists has arisen. In Jordan and Egypt since the s this develop-
ment compelled the state to stay the course with its Islam policy.138 Here, the
state has concluded that its connections with traditional Islamic institutions

 



and moderate Islamist forces were useful in constricting the radical Islamist
organizations that had now gained a foothold in the political process.139 By
controlling the flow of Islam in the public arena, these states have sought to
deny it to their Islamist oppositions. The state’s Islam policy has been a pol-
icy of policing and controlling the public sphere.

In Jordan in the s, in Egypt in the s, in Indonesia in some regards,
and in Turkey in the s secular states turned to both traditional Islamic
thinkers and Islamist activists to constrict the Left and dismantle their orga-
nizational networks. In Indonesia in the s and the s the state fol-
lowed a similar policy, but since the s the desire to combat the Left has
ceased to animate its Islam policy.140 Beginning with King Abdullah I the
Jordanian monarchy gave Islamist forces a great deal of room to maneuver.
The monarchy’s aim was to constrict Nasserists, Bà thists, Palestinian nation-
alists, communists, and other left-of-center critics of the monarchy. This util-
ity of the Muslim Brotherhood became more important after the Black Sep-
tember of , and in dividing the ranks of the Palestinians.141

In Egypt, beginning in , Anwar Sadat bolstered the Muslim Brother-
hood to destroy the Nasserist base of power and outmaneuver his rival, Ali
Sabri.142 The Brotherhood weakened the Nasserists’ presence on campuses,
in unions, and in political institutions.143 In Turkey, after the military coup of
, General Evren used Islamist groups, which later became the nucleus
for the Islamic Salvation Party and Refah and Virtue parties to weaken leftist
labor unions and student groups, and to minimize leftist resistance to the
coup and to the restructuring of the economy.144 In fact, the rise of Islamism
in Turkey is directly linked to the process of economic reform since the
coup.145 In a more sinister case, the Turkish military encouraged the growth
of a militant Islamist group, Hizbullah (Party of God), in the s to con-
strict the Marxist separatist Kurdish movement, PKK.146 In  Hizbullah
was accused of the torture and murder of more than , people, clearly the
most violent expression of Islamism in Turkey.

In each of these cases, the political leadership felt threatened by the Left.
In each case, furthermore, the Islamist forces viewed the Left as a grave dan-
ger as well. This provided for a tactical alliance between the secular state and
the Islamist forces. In each case the political leadership adopted a sympa-
thetic posture toward a role for Islam in politics and society to broker an al-
liance between the state and the Islamist groups.147 In these cases states en-
couraged religious education and facilitated a role for it in society in order to
make it immune to leftist activism.148 In the end, however, each of these lead-
ers would prove to be more tied to the interests of the state than to those of
Islam and would ultimately prove unable to maintain his unique position.

In Jordan, Egypt, and Turkey, the eventual demise of the Left removed the
state’s need for Islam. The growing power of Islamist groups under state pa-
tronage and in battle against the Left would turn them into a formidable
force. Eventually the battle ceased to be between the state and the Left, and
became one between the state and its former partners among the Islamist
groups. The state made it obvious that with the demise of the Left it intended

 



to end its alliance with Islamist groups, who, having tasted power, let it be
known that they would like to lay claim to the state.

The principal political leaders in these states had to choose which camp
they belonged to. In these cases, the limited interests of the state in Islamic
politics, its refusal to accommodate Islam at a fundamental level, and the
transitory nature of the alliance with Islamist forces produced an untenable
situation: it led to the rise of a powerful social movement that the state, owing
to its essentially secular nature, could never fully control.

In response to this challenge Turkey has opted to move back in the direc-
tion of uncompromising secularism,149 whereas Egypt and Jordan have sought
to retain control of the flow of Islam in politics. To do so they have constructed
more solid alliances with traditional Islamic institutions and incorporated Is-
lamic symbols and values to a greater extent into state ideology and its work-
ing.150 In this regard, they have moved in the direction of the thoroughgoing
Islamizers—Malaysia and Pakistan—to which my discussion will now turn.

Malaysia and Pakistan: Riding the Tiger 
and Expanding State Power

Malaysia and Pakistan are the most interesting cases. Here state leaders went
beyond using Islam and Islamist forces in a limited fashion to contend with a
political crisis and rather viewed Islam and the need to anchor the state in in-
digenous cultural values as central to the state’s efficient functioning and ex-
pansion of its power and capacity. In Malaysia under Prime Minister Ma-
hathir Mohammad (–present) and Pakistan between the military coups
of  and , Islamization of society has occurred under the aegis of the
state, and in far more thoroughgoing fashion than in Egypt or Jordan. In Ma-
laysia and Pakistan the state became the agent of Islamization and undertook
this effort in close collaboration with Islamist forces.

In each case the state’s turn to Islam has been explained as a reactive strat-
egy. Both Malaysia and Pakistan turned to Islam at a time of profound crisis
before the ruling regimes. Pakistan faced a rising tide of Islamist activism in
the form of the Order of the Prophet (Nizam-i Mustafa) movement of ,
which threatened not only to topple the Pakistan Peoples Party Governmant
of Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto but to wash away the postcolonial state, part and parcel,
as had happened in Iran in .151 The Islamic challenge was complemented
with rising ethnic tensions in the country, which the state believed could be
contained through greater reliance on Islam. Throughout the Zia period (–
) the growing importance of ethnic politics in Sind, NWFP, Baluchistan,
and Southern Punjab deviated from, and perhaps accounted for, the state’s pre-
occupation with Islam.152

In Malaysia, too, the ruling UMNO party was faced with a serious chal-
lenge for its control of Malay politics by the resurgent Partei Islam Se-Malaysia
(Malaysian Islamic Party [PAS]—Pan-Malayan Islamic Party [PMIP], before
) that made solid gains prior to the May , , riots, as well as the newly

 



educated middle- and lower-middle-class youth, under the leadership of Anga-
tan Belia Islam Malaysia (Malaysian Islamic Youth Movement [ABIM]) in
the s.153

In each of the two cases the state made a strategic choice: to champion the
cause of Islam in order to shore up its authority and legitimacy, outmaneuver
its opposition, and gain stability. In this, Malaysia and Pakistan, it is usually
suggested, have acted as Egypt, Turkey, Indonesia, or Jordan did, except that
here Islamization became more broad based and the state committed itself to
it beyond the scope of resolving a single crisis. Also in Pakistan and Malay-
sia the state chose to manage Islamization itself rather than rely on Islamic or
Islamist intermediaries to spearhead it. More important, the Malaysian and
Pakistani states proved willing to give up on their secular ideology to do so.
By Islamizing the public sphere, they brought Islam into the public arena and
established a measure of control over its flow in society and politics. In this
process, the state was interested in regulating Islamist politics, extending its
control over Islamic institutions and Islamist movements. Islamists in turn
wanted access to state resources and influence in public policy making. Is-
lamization was designed to create circumstances in which Islamists would
perceive their interests to be compatible with those of the state.

Pakistan and Malaysia may have opted for this different course because of
the vulnerabilities that were particular to their state structures. Both Malaysia
and Pakistan are new states with weak notions of nationality—states that
were literally conceived of at the moment of birth and lack continuity in time.
They are, moreover, multiethnic states that include important population
groups that were not included in the new states willingly. Both Malaysia and
Pakistan lack a strong notion of nationalism born of a sustained struggle for
independence against colonialism. In both countries the ruling elites closely
collaborated with the British to the very end—to stave off Hindu hegemony
in Pakistan’s case and the communist Chinese threat in Malaysia’s. In both
cases the populations that inherited the state were beneficiaries of colonial
largesse. The areas in Northwest India that were included in Pakistan were
deemed as strategic and hence received much patronage from Delhi during
the colonial era. Similarly, the British interest in Malaya was until the mid-
s limited to their concerns with supporting the China trade from India.
Thenceforth, British economic interests in resources on the Malayan penin-
sula were tied to the Chinese and Indian businesses and labor, whereas the
Malayan oligarchy and peasantry were enticed to facilitate the burgeoning
colonial economy. As a result, throughout the colonial period, the British
maintained strong patronage links with the Malays. The close connection to
colonialism in both cases made for states that were not forged through the
crucible of the struggle of independence, but were rather handed down—cre-
ated—at independence. These states emerged after intricate negotiations
over power between future state leaders, colonial powers, and various ethnic
and social groups. For instance, in the case of Malaysia, the British forced the
concept of a multiethnic state on a reluctant UMNO, and then secured guar-
antees for the Chinese and Indians in the future Malaysian state. The Malay-

 



sian and Pakistani states were therefore greatly constricted as the scope of
their powers was decided by those negotiations and was from the outset con-
trolled by checks and balances that obviated the possibility of formulating
effective economic and social policy.

Both Malaysia and Pakistan were weak states, not only for the reasons just
mentioned but also because they lacked effective machinery of government.
In Malaya the Chinese and the Indians were the backbone of the British
order, which at any rate operated as much through Singapore as Kuala Lum-
pur. In Pakistan’s case the impressive government of the British Raj was left
behind in Delhi. The new Pakistani government had to govern out of a hotel
in Karachi without the rudiments of a national government over provinces
that had no natural grid among them, and some of which were reluctant par-
ticipants in the Pakistan movement.

In addition, in both Malaya and northwest India, the British ruled through
intermediary power brokers. In Malaya it was the sultans and in northwest
India, princes and landlords who maintained control over local populations.
As a result the Malaysian and Pakistani states were born with strong social
institutions that immediately restricted the power and capacity of the new
states.

As a result, both Malaysia and Pakistan were born as weak states, con-
fronting a formidable task of state building in fractured societies with strong
social institutions and power brokers, and while lacking even the ideological
tools that were available to other Muslim states in the form of nationalism.
That secular nationalism was so weak in Malaysia and Pakistan made these
states both more vulnerable to the Islamist challenge and yet more interested
in using Islam as a basis for state ideology. In Malaysia the expansion of
UMNO has been a source of power for the state. In Pakistan the military has
performed the same function. However, in both cases these institutions have
bolstered state authority since the s by advocating state-led Islamization,
attesting to the linkage between expansion of state power—whether facili-
tated by UMNO or the Pakistan military—and state use of Islam.

Given the limitations to state power and capacity in Malaysia and Paki-
stan, state leaders reacted differently to the challenge of Islamism. They were
more hard-pressed to reject encroachment of Islam into the public sphere in
the manner witnessed elsewhere in the Muslim world, but by the same token
were more likely to identify its promise.

In Malaysia and Pakistan Islamization helped reinvent the postcolonial
state and its relations to society. Under Islamization state power in Pakistan
was restored, and in Malaysia it was expanded and its domination became
more pronounced. It was during the Islamization era that corruption and
predatory behavior reached its apogee, attesting to greater state role in the
economy and society. It was also owing to changes in state power and capac-
ity that Malaysia and Pakistan showed notable progress in at least one of the
main indicators of development during the Islamization era. It was then that
Malaysia took giant strides in the direction of capitalist development, and Pa-
kistan in the direction of democratization. Whatever the shortcomings of

 



these processes in Malaysia and Pakistan, the two countries have exceeded
secular Muslim states elsewhere in progress on these fronts. This indicates
that Islamization has allowed these countries to remove some of the obstacles
to development in society and politics. How the Islamist threat was turned
into an asset is captured in the manner in which Mahathir and the UMNO
leadership deftly depicted Islamization as the equivalent of capitalist devel-
opment. In the words of Deputy Prime Minister Musa Hitam in :

Through a complex process of accommodation . . . cooptation . . . and con-
frontation . . . we Sunni Muslims of Malaysia will remain on top of the situa-
tion. . . . We see absolutely no contradiction between Islam and modernisation.
Indeed Islam of the st century must be a core element of our modernisation
programme.154

So the state replaced large swaths of colonial ideology of the state with Is-
lamic ideology. Such an act of accommodation was not merely reactive, but
proactive. In fact, such a fundamental voluntary reorientation of a state can
be explained only as a rational choice to further the interests of the state. The
state would internalize Islamic values, not only to combat Islamist challeng-
ers to its authority but also to become stronger and to expand its powers.

By actively endorsing the cultural language of the opposition and the pre-
vailing norms of the larger society, the state not only receives greater legiti-
macy but also manages to reduce resistance to its continued expansion, which
is at the heart of the postcolonial state. For instance, despite much pressure
brought to bear on Pakistan since  to increase taxation of the agricultural
sector, the ruling regime has failed to do so. The only agricultural tax to have
been levied and collected over the last twenty years is the Islamic land tax
(kharaj) that was imposed in the s. Hence, Islam alters the balance be-
tween state and society in struggles that involve extraction of resources from
society, pointing to the importance of culture to discussions of state formation.

While much attention has been focused on how education, economy, state
institutions, and the like become Islamic—posing the issues as the passing of
secularism in favor of Islam, less attention is paid to what Islamization of
these arenas of public life means for state power. Islamization is not just
about Islam but also about the state.

In the long run, however, Pakistan and Malaysia produced different re-
sults. In Malaysia ultimately state interest completely dissolved ABIM inter-
ests and for much of Malaysian history marginalized PAS. In Pakistan, even-
tually Islamists asserted their interests within the state to a greater extent.
This had to do with the fact that in Malaysia UMNO was a strong party,
which co-opted ABIM and was able to contend with PAS. In fact, in Malay-
sia UMNO became the means for co-opting Islamism, and as a result became
an instrument of Islamization. In Pakistan Zia’s military regime had no party
and was therefore less successful in fully co-opting the Islamist forces and
establishing control over their constituency. As a result, in Pakistan the state
conceded more to Islamists and had greater difficulty in managing them.155

More important, the alliance between the state and the Islamists in both Ma-

 



laysia and Pakistan proved untenable. Islamists ultimately concluded that the
interests of the state—despite its significant Islamization—were incompat-
ible with the Islamist worldview and that the state in Malaysia and Pakistan
had changed culturally, but little had changed in its structure and working.
These tensions came to the fore in the late s as the Asian financial crisis
in Malaysia and IMF-imposed reforms on Pakistan forced a breach between
the state and its Islamist constituents. Still, the twenty years of Islamization is
an important phase in the development of Malaysia and Pakistan, one that
has profoundly changed the shape of the state in the two countries. Islamiza-
tion has left an indelible mark on society and politics, the state and its insti-
tutions, with far-reaching implications for sociopolitical changes and eco-
nomic developments from this point forward.

Plan of the Book

This book is divided into three parts. Part I deals with the origins of the state
in Malaysia and Pakistan and early state formation in the two countries.
Chapter  will elaborate the manner in which the colonial experience formed
the essential characteristics of the state in the two countries in general, and
the relation with Islam and society in particular. Chapter  will examine the
manner in which relations between early state formation shaped politics, set-
ting the stage for the encounter of Islam and the state in the s.

Part II discusses the critical juncture of the late s through the early
s. Chapter  examines the crisis that confronted the secular state in Ma-
laysia and Pakistan between  (May  riots in Malaysia and fall of
Ayub Khan regime in Pakistan) and the – period (escalation of Is-
lamist challenge to the ruling order in Malaysia and fall of the Bhutto regime
in Pakistan). Chapter  presents a broad account of the nature and scope of
the Islamist challenge to the ruling regimes in the two countries.

Part III analyzes the responses of the Malaysian and Pakistani states to the
challenges before them. Chapter  elaborates on the Islamization initiative in
the two countries—the policies that they entailed and the ends that they served.
Chapter  discusses the consequences of Islamization for Malaysia and Paki-
stan. What was the impact of this strategy on state-society relations, the at-
tainment of state objectives, and the long run prospects for development, sta-
bility, growth, and democracy?
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The Colonial Legacy

Malaysia and Pakistan did not exist, even as an ideal, before colonialism.
Their final shape and borders were in fact determined only on the eve of in-
dependence. Their societies reflect the deep impact of colonialism, just as
their machinery of government displays uncanny similarity to that of the colo-
nial era. The colonial era is therefore the beginning of the modern state in Ma-
laysia and Pakistan. It was then that both the capabilities and vulnerabilities
of the state were decided, as were the particular institutional characteristics
of the state that account for why and how culture and religion would become
so central to later stages of state formation, and its projects of hegemony and
economic growth. The story thus begins with the colonial era.

One Malay State or Many? Britain 
and the Creation of Malaysia

With the Anglo-Dutch Treaty of  Malaya became a sphere of British in-
fluence. Until well into the mid-s colonial rule in Malaya was not con-
cerned with extraction of resources from peninsular Malaya so much as it was
aimed at maintaining control over the strategically located Straits of Malacca
and its environs. As a result, initially at least, Malay territories were periph-
eral to British interests in Southeast Asia, and later when the British found
ample reason to penetrate those territories, Malays were supplanted with im-
ported labor and were thus removed from the thick of the colonial economy.
This marginality would prove consequential for state and society in Malaysia.
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The British presence was first established in the three Straits Settlements
of Penang, Malacca, and Singapore, all of which were directly ruled by the
British and had a mixed population of Malays, Chinese, and Indians. The se-
curity of these city-states was dependent on some form of control of the
Malay interior. That, however, was more easily achieved through local struc-
tures of authority than through direct British rule.1 The British policy there-
fore became one of preserving those structures of authority that were con-
trolled by a Malay ruling class in various sultanates (kerajaan) under the rule
of the raja or sultan (king).2 This ruling class controlled the Malay peas-
antry—which at the time constituted the vast majority of the Malay popula-
tion—through time-honored patron-client relations.3 The British found indi-
rect rule through the various sultans who ruled over patches of territory on
peninsular Malaya to be both effective and cost-efficient. Colonial state for-
mation from this point forward would not be concerned with land or extrac-
tion of resources, but control of the local population.

The Malay Peninsula at the time consisted of several sultanates with dis-
tinct boundaries and ruled by separate dynasties. Only the Malay lingua franca
and Islam tied these disparate political entities together. The British did not
at first have a conception of the Malay Peninsula as a single unit, but as a re-
gion that consisted of many political entities.4 That conception changed in the
– period as political chaos, first in the sultanates of Selangor and Perak,
and then further east, threatened British commercial interests and stability in
the Straits Settlements.5 The chaos compelled the British to take a more active
interest in Malay politics and to develop a coherent policy toward control of
the interior.6 This produced the Forward Movement in , which began the
consolidation of British authority over Malays.7 That process would gain mo-
mentum with the Treaty of Pangkor in  and culminate in the Federated
Malay States in , which by  covered all of peninsular Malaysia and
was governed by a high commissioner.8

The Treaty of Pangkor brought nine Malay sultanates or states (as they came
to be known) mainly on the western and southern parts of the peninsula—
known as Negri Sembilan — under British protection. The treaty would later
serve as the basis for extending that protection to the eastern and northern parts
of the peninsula as well. Under the Federation Agreement the British protection
covered all of today’s peninsular Malaysia, but remained weakest in states
under Siamese suzerainty—which have traditionally been the most Islamic
in their culture—Kedah, Perlis, Kelantan, and Trengganu. This was signifi-
cant for future Malaysian politics, for UMNO, too, is weakest in these states,
which happen to serve as the base for Islamist challenges to state authority.9

The period of the s–s witnessed growing Chinese and British in-
terest in the economic potential of the Malay interior.10 Capital accumulation
in the Straits Settlements had led to new places for investment, and attention
turned to the Malayan interior.11 The Chinese already held investments in the
interior, but were soon overshadowed by Europeans, who dominated foreign
investment in the interior, especially in rubber. By  Europeans controlled

      



some % of land planted with rubber in Malaya.12 This interest necessitated
more direct control of the Malay Peninsula in order to protect the lucrative in-
vestments in tin and rubber that soon constituted the lion’s share of the colonial
government’s revenue.13 Stability in the Malay states was now a greater imper-
ative, which justified the formalization of the British protectorates into a coher-
ent system. In addition, the growing local European population demanded a
greater say in colonial policy making and favored it to be managed centrally
outside of the hold of individual sultanates. British commercial interests thus
favored centralization of administrative functions in Kuala Lumpur.

The result of all this was the Federation Agreement that formalized the
British protectorate system in Malayan states. However, although the British
had moved in the direction of looking at their Malayan territories as one en-
tity—which was reflected in the fact that they adopted the same policies and
used the same treaties in dealing with all Malayan sultanates—they contin-
ued to uphold the sovereignty of individual sultans and their states—which
was evident in the Federation Agreement. The British consolidation of power
therefore both entrenched individual state identities and promoted the con-
ception of the Malayan Peninsula as one cultural and political unit.

The aim of the protection was merely to bring order to the Malay states
through the steady hand of British supervision. The British did not wish to
rule directly over the Malays, but to merely minimize political instability
caused by internal struggles of power. The British would thus provide advice
to the sultans and help them in administration, but would refrain from direct
intervention in the government of the states.

The British advice was conveyed through a “resident” who served as the
link between the sultanate and the British center in the Straits Settlements.
The resident would oversee the economic and political affairs of the state and
would dispense advice to the sultan with the aim of minimizing political tur-
moil. Direct British intervention in the affairs of the state would occur only if
the sultan failed to heed British advice or interfered with British commercial
interests.14 The intervention would, however, be limited to either forcing the
sultan to mend his ways or replacing him on the throne with a more pliable
relative.15 Those rulers—and the upper ranks of the aristocracy—who fol-
lowed the British lead were in turn protected from challenges to their author-
ity by rival states, or claimants to power and status from within their own
states, and were moreover richly rewarded by substantial regular incomes in
keeping with their status.16

The limited nature of the British intervention, therefore, meant that colo-
nialism would not infringe upon the sultans’ prerogatives, or disturb the na-
ture of the sultans’ authority and relations to the Malay peasantry. The British
presence did not affect the power and status of the Malay aristocracy or the
social standing of the Malay peasantry. In fact, by relying on the Malay oli-
garchy to control the Malay masses, the British bolstered the powers of that
social class just as it co-opted it into the British system through education in
modern subjects and recruitment into the British administrative system.17

   



One result was to retard the growth of a Malay middle class. The British com-
pensated for that by nurturing Chinese and Indian middle classes that per-
formed the function of the bourgeosie.18

Hence, on the Malayan Peninsula British rule perpetuated the myth of
Malay sovereignty, vested in individual Malay states, and strengthened their
traditional cultural and political institutions. In fact, under the British the sul-
tans became symbols of Malay political sovereignty although they had little
power to make real decisions.19 The British system also strengthened the ties
that bound Malay states to Islam. The British took over the functions of lower-
ranking chiefs, who had traditionally served as magistrates and tax collectors.20

Greater administrative efficiency under the British improved collection of reli-
gious taxes and management of religious endowments, Islamic courts, and pil-
grimages to Mecca, and encouraged formation of a religious advisory council
(Majlis Ugama Islam) to assist sultans in management of religious affairs.21

The council became the basis for a religious bureaucracy in all Malay
states, and as such both entrenched the role of religion in Malay politics and
gave the religious establishment a vision of a larger Malay polity that ex-
tended beyond individual states. Therefore, during the heyday of colonialism
the rise of religious bureaucracies in Malayan states bolstered the authority
of the sultans and placed control on the flow of Islam in society and politics.
This control would, however, be short-lived. For the ulama that were inducted
into state religious administrations tended to be rural religious functionaries
that were tied to the syncretic Islam of rural Malaya. In cooperation with the
sultans they acted to limit the powers and influence of orthodox reformists
(the Kaum Muda—young group), who grew in prominence in the late nine-
teenth century as a result of greater contact with the Arab heartland of
Islam.22 The reformists were thus excluded from the power structure that the
British and sultans set up, and would in time serve as leaders in the emerging
Malay nationalist movement that evolved outside of the British system of
control and in defiance of it.23 These Islamic leaders provided for use of reli-
gion in mass politics in competition with the hierarchical control of rural
Islam by the sultans.

Legal reforms proved equally important for the powers of the sultans. The
British preserved the traditional Islamic courts, although they were made
subservient to the new civil code that was modeled after the Indian Penal
Code.24 Still, those areas of the law that most directly affected the Malay
masses—family law, inheritance, and minor offences—were dealt with in Is-
lamic courts under the sultans’ control. Moreover, although British reforms
reduced the powers of Islamic courts by codifying legal relation in a feudal
and hierarchical society, they augmented the powers of the sultan as the titu-
lar overseer of the system.25 The consequence was that during British rule, in
civil and legal matters a clear distinction between religion and the state—the
domain of the British civil authority and the sultans’ cultural and religious
prerogatives—was established.26 However, the political role of the sultans
precluded a complete separation of religion and politics.

      



The growing economic penetration of the Malay interior encouraged legal
and administrative changes, including changes in private property rights, con-
tractual obligations, and land ownership.27 These changes produced new admin-
istrative systems in various states under the supervision of the residential sys-
tem. The need for financing such an undertaking led to a rationalization of
fiscal systems and centralization of tax collection.28 Hence, the Federation
Agreement produced far more administrative centralization than it did political
centralization. British Malaya continued to consist of three Straits Settlement
colonies and nine separate Malay states. Each of these states had joined the
Federation through a separate treaty with Great Britain, which was negotiated
independently and at different points in time. As a result, the very process of
creation of the Federation underscored rather than downplayed the sovereignty
and individual identity of the Malay states.29

Yet, the federal administrative system became increasingly centralized with
the resident-general at its apex. It standardized administrative practice across
the Malayan Peninsula and even the Straits Settlements.30 This development
encouraged a peninsular conception of authority in Malaya that extended be-
yond individual states. It had a uniformalizing function, encouraging the con-
ceptualization of the peninsula as a single unit, managed from a center, which
by the s had moved from the Straits Settlements to Kuala Lumpur.31 The
apparent anomaly between political decentralization and administrative cen-
tralization would affect state power in Malaysia after independence as the ad-
ministrative center would serve as the foundation of the future Malaysian state,
and political decentralization would ensure certain devolution of power to the
individual Malay states and their sultans.

By the turn of the century Malays, too, became participants in this growing
bureaucracy.32 Education had equipped many Malays of aristocratic back-
ground with skills to join the civil service, and many had been recruited by
the British to serve in state bureaucracies—but not in the colonial bureau-
cracy. The growing Malay civil service eventually became a strong source of
support for a united Malay civil service.33 This produced the Malaya States
Civil Service, which was manned by recruits from the Malay oligarchy and
elite bureaucrats in various states.34 The Malay bureaucrats now constituted a
“rentier cum aristocratic class”—which after independence would form the
core of the bureaucratic elite and leadership of UMNO.35 For instance, Onn
Jà far, who was a key figure in the formation of UMNO, was a member of the
royal family of Johor, and Tunku Abdul Rahman, Malaysia’s first prime min-
ister, was the brother of the sultan of Kedah. Both men were officers in the
British administration of Malaya. This class, the “administocracy” in Jomo
K. S.’s words, would continue to manage the state and the economy, limit the
Malay bourgeoisie, collect rent, and dispense patronage.36 The rise of this
class, however, promoted a conception of the Malay polity—and ultimately
the state—that superseded individual Malay states and that coincided with
the boundaries of control of the civil service.37 This class would both articu-
late new ideas such as “progress,” “territorial state,” and “Malayness,” thus

   



laying the foundations for a nationalist discourse,38 and would become the
conduit for the transmission of the colonial conception of the state into
postindependence Malaysia.39 The Malay elite who were integrated into the
British administration would also contribute to the rise of Malay nationalist
parties, most notably, UMNO.40 The Malay elite, who had all along felt dis-
advantaged in the British administration, were able to translate their feelings
of frustration into a nationalist discourse that addressed the demands of the
Malay middle classes as well.41 The Malay elite therefore performed the pe-
culiar function of both representing and articulating Malay nationalism, and
yet ensuring the continuity of the British order in Malaysia.

Under the Federation the economic value of peninsular Malaya grew.42 Tin
mining and rubber plantations proliferated, bringing other forms of trade and
investment.43 Malaya became a large source of revenue for Great Britain—a
bright jewel in the British Empire. Between  and  British govern-
ment revenue went up from $. million to $. million.44 One estimate
places British revenues in Malaya in  at twenty million sterling.45 How-
ever, the British did not make money in Malaya through direct revenue gener-
ation. In fact, British revenues and expenditures were often very close, and the
colonial administration would on occasion experience deficits.46 The British,
rather, made money in trade as well as managing currency and credit flows. In
fact, the Malayan economy was largely trade dependent. In  overseas im-
ports of British Malaya were  million sterling, and exports  million.
These figures exceeded “the whole of the rest of the Colonial dependencies
put together.”47 The foreign exchange contribution to Great Britain, espe-
cially during the difficult post–World War I years, would prove significant.48

The economic value of Malaya to the British prompted greater concern for
stability and control. British rule was not benefiting from, and hence was not
being shaped by, direct extraction of revenue, but by trade. This made exercise
of territorial control over land, crops, and labor unnecessary, especially since
labor was provided by imported Chinese and Indian migrants. Trade required
stability, which could be secured through indirect means of control. The British
continued to look to Malay states for that stability and control. Economic boom
in the twentieth century therefore further entrenched the sovereignty of Malay
states and sociopolitical standing of the sultans and the Malay oligarchy just
as it strengthened the skeleton of the British administrative system.

The growing colonial economy benefited the Malay rulers and oligarchy.
Investment in Malay states increased, as did both the incomes and rent that
they received. The economic boom, however, did not affect the mass of Malay
peasants, whose livelihoods continued to depend on rice farming and who ex-
perienced greater poverty during the colonial era.49 The British relationship
with Malayan rulers supported the feudal relationship in rural Malaya and kept
the Malayan peasantry on the land where they could be controlled by their tra-
ditional institutions of authority. The British, furthermore, had no interest in
Malays as laborers.50 They were viewed as lazy and therefore better kept on
the land, in the kampongs (villages) and under the control of the sultans.51 The
British instead imported Chinese and Indian labor to serve the colonial econ-

      



omy. As a result, the expansion of the colonial economy in Malaya changed
the ethnic composition of Malaya—with profound implications for later state
formation—but had minimal impact on the social characteristics of the local
population. Since the British did not directly exploit Malay labor, British
rule did not produce a mobilization of Malay peasantry into an anticolonial
movement.

It was all along the avowed policy of the British to improve the lot of the
Malay masses, but their policies, in effect, contributed to their misery and
poverty.52 The expansion of the colonial economy, especially the spread of
rubber plantations, increased competition for land and produced a money
economy in rural areas, which contributed to growth of poverty.53 In effect,
the British policy toward Malays was one of benign neglect. They were not
included in the colonial economy and were left to their own devices in their
own increasingly marginalized kampong economy. They were shepherded by
the Malay oligarchy, whose own economic interests rested not with the econ-
omy of their Malay subjects, but with the colonial economy in which their
subjects had no place.

The colonial era, however, did affect Malays in other ways. The rise in the
number of Chinese and Indian laborers reinforced Islamic identity among
Malays,54 as did greater access to education, communication, and roads. As
more Malays read or made pilgrimages to Mecca, their interest in their Is-
lamic identity grew, and their view of Islam changed—extending beyond
the local traditions that were tied to the sultans.55 These changes loosened the
control of the sultans over segments of the Malay population and opened the
door for Islam to become an aspect of Malay nationalism, if not a surrogate
for it.56 The British system, which had emphasized oligarchic control of the
masses, had left the door open to mass politics. The new interpretations of
Islam that were tied to the rising Malay educated and middle-class elements,
and were not controlled by the sultans, became a claimant to that mass poli-
tics. Islam therefore emerged on the political scene in Malaya in the early
years of the twentieth century as a competitor for secular nationalism and the
traditional relations of politics in the sultanates.57 The rise of the Partei Islam
Se-Malaysia (Islamic Party of Malaysia [PAS]) as a challenger to both UMNO
and the authority of sultans is reflective of this development.58

The pattern of consolidation of colonial rule and later its retrenchment
were also significant in determining both the shape and capabilities of the fu-
ture Malaysian state. From  onward British rule over Malaya became in-
creasingly centralized. Colonial rule, however, did not formally unify the
Peninsula and the Straits Settlements. The former continued to be divided into
separate states under the umbrella of a federation, whereas the British governed
the latter directly. The Federation of Malay States, meanwhile, provided for a
uniform legislation and administration, and encouraged Malays in secular as
well as religious administrations to focus on the federation rather than its
constituent parts. Still, the federal arrangement moved in the direction of a
single Malay polity only very slowly. To begin with, the Federation Agree-
ment recognized and reinforced the status of sultans, who, at any rate, were

   



not keen on the administrative centralization that followed the agreement.59

Along the way the British made many concessions to the sultans regarding the
powers of the federal legislative body and the extent of central administra-
tion’s infringement on their powers. The nature of relations between the colo-
nial economy and the Malay masses encouraged such concessions further, as
did the fact that each Malay state had joined the federation after negotiating
separately and directly with the British.

As the colonial economy expanded, so did the scope of tensions between
the states and the central British administration. The colonial economy de-
manded development spending, which translated into increase in central ad-
ministrative powers. The sultans and their British residents resented this cen-
tralization. They believed that administrative centralization would undermine
the authority of the sultans before their subjects and would ultimately desta-
bilize Britain’s indirect rule over Malays. In the s the British high com-
missioner, Sir Laurence Guillemard, acquiesced to these demands by decen-
tralizing administrative powers and functions from Kuala Lumpur to various
state capitals.60 This move was not tantamount to devolution of power to
states—as British administration continued to manage development spend-
ing—but recognized state sovereignties and lowered the status of the bur-
geoning Malay center in Kuala Lumpur.61 Guillemard’s concession was in
turn unpopular with European investors, who favored contending with one
administrative authority that would be beyond the influence of sultans and
residents.62 The Europeans favored a colonial administration that would be
solely responsive to European interests and would not include Malay influ-
ence in its decision making.

The debate was greatly influenced by developments in the Middle East.63

In the s the British were devising a protectorate system in the Arab lands
of the Ottoman Empire.64 In the Middle East, under the provisions of the
mandate system of the League of Nations, the British formed a regional order
that consisted of politically separate although culturally and religiously uni-
form Arab polities and states. The similarity made the Middle Eastern devel-
opments directly relevant to British Malaya. The wisdom that emerged from
the Middle East was that given the international climate of the post–World
War I era and the resources available to Great Britain, indirect rule would
serve its interests most directly. In Malaya this wisdom would mean moving
in the direction of strengthening Malay states rather than the British center in
Kuala Lumpur.

The decentralization effort was directed at transforming the Federation of
Malay States into what was then termed the Union of Malay States.65 The
Federation of Malay States was based on the idea of a singular Malay politi-
cal and administrative arena that would supersede the sovereignty of individ-
ual states and would in time dissolve them. The Union of Malay States would
give up on the existence of a united Malay political and administrative space,
favoring the presence of many sovereign Malay states loosely held together.
The Union would be more akin to the British Arab mandates after World
War I, whereas the Federation would have been closer to the British Raj.

      



In effect, World War I forced Great Britain to reevaluate where it was
heading with its rule over Malaya. The federation idea made for better ad-
ministration—and was favored by local European capitalists. However, the
federation formula suggested a united pan-Malayan political and administra-
tive space that could potentially make rule over Malaya more difficult, for it
would allow more broadly based nationalist political resistance to surface—
what the British were encountering in India in the form of the Indian Na-
tional Congress. Just as the conception of India produced Indian nationalism,
the concept of Malaya would produce Malayan nationalism. The British policy
in the Middle East suggested that after World War I Britain favored unbur-
dening colonialism by getting maximum economic advantage with minimal
political commitment. Decentralization in Malaya would serve that purpose.
It would shore up the identity of separate Malayan states and encourage pop-
ular loyalty to them. It would also weaken the broader conception of Malayness
and possibilities of broad-based peninsular opposition to British rule. Decen-
tralization would provide for more possibilities of divide and rule, and com-
partmentalizing the Malay identity and politics.

The upshot of the struggle over decentralization was that political forma-
tion in Malaya was kept suspended between development of individual
Malay states and the merging of state sovereignties into a larger Malay entity.
The implication of this for later state development was that the Malaysian
state’s powers were limited and it was saddled with strong institutions of au-
thority that were not vested in the political center of authority in Kuala
Lumpur. The tensions inherent in this would determine the dynamics of state
formation after independence.

The advent of World War II proved decisive for the debate over decentral-
ization. During the war the Japanese drove the British from Malaya and were
able to get support from indigenous Malays. The occupation also pitted the
Chinese and Malays against one another, with the former opposing the occu-
pation and the latter either supporting or remaining insouciant before its poli-
cies. The end of the occupation witnessed Chinese-Malay clashes.66 In the ab-
sence of a national and peninsular-wide leadership, Malays turned to the ulama
and religious leaders—especially the orthodox and reformist of the Kaum
Muda type—for guidance.67 These religious leaders were interested in defend-
ing Malay rights and interests in tandem with demanding liberation from colo-
nialism,68 infusing communal interests, enmeshed with Islamic consciousness,
into the nationalist discourse. The Japanese, therefore, changed Malay poli-
tics. Japanese occupation removed the British system of control in one swoop,
precipitated tensions with the Chinese that underscored the importance of
peninsular-wide political organization to the Malays, and brought Islam into
their politics. The Japanese interregnum therefore raised Malay political
awareness.69 This awareness laid the foundations of peninsular-wide Malay
nationalism. That nationalism, moreover, included Islamic arguments and
symbols, not only because the Malays had turned to orthodox and reformist
ulama for leadership during the Japanese occupation—the time when their na-
tionalist perspective was taking shape—but also because a peninsular-wide

   



conception of Malay nationalism needed the uniformalizing influence of Islam.
Across the Malay Peninsula significant variations in custom (adat), popular
religious practices, and dialect existed, distinguishing between regions and
states.70 In the absence of a widely shared sense of nation in lieu of allegiance
to states and sultans, Islam became an indispensable component of peninsular-
wide Malay identity and nationalism.

The emerging nationalism opposed the Union of Malay States in urban
areas. British-educated Malay aristocratic and bureaucratic elite, along with
Malay middle classes, articulated a “pan-Malay” nationalist discourse and
demanded a unified Malay polity. This movement took the form of UMNO
(formed on May , ). UMNO’s first leaders, especially Onn Jà far, advo-
cated a nonracial British style of governance, thus allaying British fears re-
garding rights and privileges of the Chinese and Indian minority.

Weakened by war, the British were unable to immediately resume formal
control over Malayan politics, especially since the surging Malay nationalist
movement was a new development outside of their traditional sphere of con-
trol. In addition, the British now faced a Chinese-Malayan communist move-
ment. Hoping to contain the communists, placate the nationalists, and also
protect British economic interests and the status of the Chinese and Indian
minorities, in  the British proposed a single Malay Union including
Penang and Malacca Straits Settlements. The move toward decentralization
was thus abandoned, not because of local European pressure, but because of
Malay demands.71

The British offer, however, faced resistance from the sultans who contin-
ued to wield power over large areas of the Malay Peninsula and lord over the
majority of Malays. British interest in tin and rubber made the British sus-
ceptible to their pressure as well. The Malaysian state was therefore carefully
crafted to satisfy both sides. A unitary Malay polity would coexist with the
individual Malay states.

The establishment of Malaysia was ultimately a victory for the unitary
polity. This owed to the fact that the Malay states had no relations with the eco-
nomically powerful Straits Settlements and could not serve the interests of
the economic actors who were critical to both the British and the future pros-
perity of Malays.72 UMNO, on the contrary, proposed to replicate British rule
and thus provided for a viable relationship between the Straits Settlements
and the Malay interior that would be acceptable to the Straits Settlements and
to the Chinese, the Indians, and the British interests therein. As a result,
UMNO was able to secure Malaysia by committing itself to the colonial
model of state, internalizing its values and following its methods of adminis-
tration. The Malaysian state was thus made possible by Malay nationalism’s
formal commitment to preserving the continuity between colonial and post-
colonial eras.

The Malaysian state, however, had to also accommodate the Malay state
system, although as subordinate to the unitary Malay polity. This meant that
UMNO’s victory came at the cost of limiting its power and reach in favor of
state rights and powers, and prerogatives of the sultans. The future Malaysian

      



state was born with limited powers and has since sought to eliminate the ves-
tiges of British indirect rule, not only to finalize the triumph of the unitary
Malay center but also to expand its powers.

From Muslim Separatism to the Muslim Vice-Regal State:
Britain and the Making of Pakistan

British rule over North-West India—areas that would later constitute Paki-
stan—shows great similarity with rule in British Malaya. Here, too, colonial-
ism produced the fundamental characteristics of the state and determined the
nature of its relations with society. British rule endowed the future state with
machinery of government, along with relations of patronage and powerful so-
cial organizations that were vestiges of its policy of indirect rule.73 In India,
too, British rule was shaped by trade rather than revenue extraction—espe-
cially during its latter part—and relied on intermediaries to establish con-
trol.74 Pakistan, too, inherited a powerful oligarchy—in the form of a feudal
and tribal elite—that confounded state formation from the outset. All this
was particularly true of North-West India. In this area, too, as was the case in
Malaya, the nationalist movement did not take shape in a struggle against
British rule, but in a competition with the Congress party and its notion of a
secular India, which Muslims believed was a euphemism for Hindu domina-
tion. The implications for Britain’s “soft colonialism” in North-West India
was to produce a weak and fractured state in Pakistan. However, in Pakistan
the impact of colonialism on the social structure—producing not only a dom-
inant oligarchy, but entrenching tribal, racial, ethnic, and religious divisions—
and the struggle for securing a state in the form of Pakistan played a more
important role in determining not only the powers of the future state but also
the relevance of Islam to it. The impact of each will be considered here.

The British earned very little in taxation in India. In fact, the low taxation
accounts for the success of the British Raj in governing India.75 The British
earnings in India came for the most part from managing credit and currency
flows that were used by Indian and British entrepreneurs. It also benefited
from trade, and from taxing British manufacturers and merchants that made
money through trade with India.76 In fact, the government revenue and ex-
penditure in India during the  –  period was very close, and many years
the government experienced deficits.77 But direct revenue was not what made
India the “Jewel in the Crown” of the British Empire. As was also the case in
Malaya, absence of taxation made direct control of labor, crops, and the vast
territory of India unnecessary. What mattered was stability, which could be
achieved through indirect rule.

In North-West India, however, the emphasis on control and stability went
beyond the needs of trade. British attitudes toward this region were greatly
influenced by perpetual fears of a Russian threat. British investments and pa-
tronage, and, more generally, benevolent colonialism, unburdened British
rule and gained a measure of acceptance for it. As a result, in North-West

   



India different state-society relations emerged. Here, unlike in the rest of India,
patronage played a prominent role in securing consent to rule, and trade and
revenue was less important to the colonial administration than stability.

The British ruled over the vast territory of India through an elaborate hier-
archy of indirect rule.78 At the apex were the Indian princes—the closest to
Malayan sultans—who ruled over their peasants under the watchful eyes of
British residents. More ubiquitous were tribal leaders, landlords, and rural inter-
mediaries (taluqdars and zamindars) who collected revenue from the peasantry
on their lands and repaid official recognition of their titles with loyalty. The
British hoped for a “stable stratum of landowners who, in the British fashion,
would combine support for the government with economic development of
their estates” and, as “counter-parts of the English squire and Scottish laird,”
would serve as a “benevolent, improving landlord[s] with a stake in the coun-
try.”79 More important, they would provide stability and control in rural areas
that facilitated trade, which enriched urban India and the British.80

British rule also relied on managing social divisions: horizontally between
the masses and the elite, and vertically between tribes, races, and ethnic
groups. The system of indirect rule rested on bifurcation of society into
masses and elites—who served as the pillars of British rule. Although this vi-
sion of the society served the imperatives of indirect rule, it also drew on
Britain’s ideologies of colonial rule. Britain’s thinking on India, especially
between  and , was premised on the notion of India’s difference from
Britain, and the “White Man’s Burden” to govern and change India in the
image of Britain.81 This view was central to the colonial state’s conception of
its own role being one of imposing discipline on an otherwise unruly and in-
ferior society. This paternalistic attitude toward society—which interestingly
was particularly evident in the British administration in Punjab82—would re-
main a hallmark of the postcolonial state in Pakistan, wherein state leaders
have retained both the colonial conception of the state’s role and its view of
society.

The colonial attitude was particularly evident with regard to Islam. Mus-
lims were seen as fierce invaders, prone to waging holy wars, intractable, re-
sistant to change and modernity, fanatical, despotic, and devoted to backward
views and practices. They were hard to rule over and were always a threat.
Even after Britain subdued Muslims and co-opted many Muslim leaders,
these attitudes persisted.83 In North-West India, the British enjoyed close re-
lations with Muslim landlords and tribal leaders, yet remained preoccupied
with the Muslim threat, manifested in the challenge of the Afghan tribes in
the “Great Game” on the frontier.84 That the Raj was particularly disparaging
of Islam, and viewed Muslims as ruled by their religious sentiments, has been
important in the attitudes of later generations of Pakistan leaders—whose
views on administration and government was shaped in the British military
and bureaucracy—toward religion and its role in society.85

The British also divided Indian society vertically along the lines of tribe,
race, language, religion, and ethnic identity, and privileged cultural values in
lieu of religious ones, for instance emphasizing the notion of honor in serv-

      



ing society (izzat) in recruiting into the British military. All this made social
control easier, but it also strengthened community and identity in politics,
and entrenched a social structure that would confound later state formation.
The primary instrument of the British in this regard was the law.86 The British
legal system made everyone equal before the law as property owners, but still
reinforced group identity by reinforcing personal law,87 which was premised
on traditional, tribal, and feudal norms.88 Hence, the British promoted mod-
ern norms and classes in public and commercial matters, but not in personal
law. This bifurcation politicized and reified communal, tribal, feudal, and tra-
ditional identities, and made them relevant to questions of proper rule and au-
thority. In later years in the postcolonial state the reified identities would
make claims to the state.89

During the colonial period Anglo-Muhammadan Law developed to estab-
lish a clear relationship between the British order and its Muslim subjects.90

It entailed new legal interpretations and institutions, and gave Islamic law au-
thority in a modern legal setting by fixing fluid practices and legal concepts
that were followed by Muslims in categories that could serve as the basis of
political and legal procedures and institutions. It thus confirmed a place for
Islamic law in the colonial order, but clearly as subservient to British norms
and laws. In this it closely resembled the relations between British and Is-
lamic laws and courts in Malaya. The Anglo-Muhammad law, much like its
counterpart in Malaya, had the function of establishing the idea that a “secu-
lar” colonial state can oversee the implementation and management of Is-
lamic law and make it subservient to secular law. This precedent would prove
important to both Pakistan and Malaysia in later years.

In North-West India, the British looked more narrowly to feudalism and
tribal affiliation to rule. Colonialism therefore supported customary law—
rather than Islamic law—as the basis of personal law.91 The British saw tribal
law as the more fundamental essence of indigenous life in North-West India,
more so than Islamic law.92 After all, the one thing the British were not was
Islamic. Hence, they preferred non-Islamic conceptions of law and political
order, especially given their fears of Islam.93

As a result, politics in North-West India, and especially in Punjab, became
anchored in tribal affiliations. The idiom of authority in Punjab became tribal
and was co-opted by the colonial administration. Both tribal rule and feudal-
ism emphasized kinship. In Punjab tribal and feudal norms were distinct
from religion. The British helped articulate the role and powers of tribal lead-
ers (and later landlords), whose authority depended on British rule and who
benefited from customary law and the political structure associated with it.94

The British system encouraged tribal loyalty and the vertical and corporate
division of society and precluded broader-based political affiliation.

Support for tribal affiliation was later extended to feudalism as landed
magnates became more prominent in western Punjab and development of
agriculture made landlords more important to social control.95 Reforms in the
structure of colonial administration from the turn of the century onward fur-
ther entrenched the sociopolitical role of British intermediaries. The Morley-

   



Minto reforms of  provided for provincial councils, elections, and new
arenas for conduct of politics. Still, the reforms were designed to rest power
not in those who wanted change, but in those on whose cooperation the
British had long relied. Hence, the opening of colonial rule to mass partici-
pation was done in such a manner as to strengthen British intermediaries, and
hence British rule.96

The feudal and tribal authorities were also tied to rural Islam as well. Is-
lam in rural Punjab and Sind is closely tied to shrines and their hereditary
keepers ( pirs and sajjadahnishins).97 Indian ulama, however, were not part of
this arrangement. Their socioreligious role as interpreters of the faith under
Muslim rulers could not have a place in British rule; nor could their shariah-
based conception of the sociopolitical order fit British customary law, nor its
patronage of rural shrines. British rule thus spurred Islamic reform move-
ments that were anti-British. These movements were supported by the ulama,
and sought to preserve the role of Islam in society by reviving faith and its
claim to societal and political life.98 From Shah Waliullah of Delhi to the De-
oband, Ahl-i Hadith, and Jamà at-i Islami (Islamic Party), Islamic actors and
movements had sought to either create shariah-based realms and spaces or to
roll back the British order.99 They were thus inimical to tribal and customary
law and rural Islam, and articulated Islam as a force for unity, rooted in a
broad-based conception of society in contravention to the tribal idiom of co-
lonial rule. Their vision would facilitate a greater role for Islam as a force in
politics at the end of the colonial era.100

In Malaysia there was no tribe, and the sultans were closely associated with
the shariah. Hence, there, British rule supported traditional Islamic institu-
tions in tandem with traditional political institutions. The British therefore en-
joyed some relations with shariah-based law, ulama, courts, and institutions.
In India, the British support for traditional political institutions precluded a
relationship with the ulama. For instance, in Malaya the British helped the
sultans in management of religious endowments, whereas in India an effort to
manage these endowments in the public domain in  was rebuffed, and re-
ligious endowments were returned to private control in .101 As a result, in
India British rule failed to connect with Islamic institutions. They gained
strength and a role in politics because they were mobilized against British
rule rather than co-opted by it. The ulama and, more broadly, Islamic institu-
tions thus found a role in politics outside of the control of the intermediaries
of power that were instead tied to rural Islam. In Malaya the sultans retained
control over ulama and Islamic institutions; in India the princes, tribal lead-
ers, and landlords enjoyed no such control. As a result, in India Islam became
more readily mobilized as a political force and entered the fray at an earlier
stage—during the struggle for independence.

The reification of tribal and feudal affiliations, however, was challenged
by the spread of anticolonial politics during the interwar years. The anticolo-
nial forces rejected customary law as a vestige of British order,102 and instead
foisted Islamic law as the counterweight to customary law, Islamic universal-
ism in place of patrilineal loyalties. The shariah-based Islam of the ulama and

      



Islamist activists thus became a tool for broad-based political mobilization
in the service of the nationalist struggle. This trend began with the Khilafat
(Caliphate) movement after World War I and quickly became central to Mus-
lim politics in India. The rise in the fortunes of Islamic universalism was sup-
ported by the Pakistan movement and the Muslim League as well, although
the ulama and Islamists did not support the demand for Pakistan, nor did the
League advocate Islamic rule. The League rather understood that in order to
promote Muslim nationalism as a credible force in Indian politics it had to
cut across parochial political loyalties to build a broad-based movement. The
demand for Pakistan was, after all, a nationalist struggle, one that saw tribal
affiliation as a stumbling block to the creation of a uniform society to support
state formation in North-West India. After the Morley-Minto reforms opened
provincial and national-level politics to nationalism, Islam became an impor-
tant force in galvanizing localized Muslim communities into a larger unit capa-
ble of competing in the broader political arena.103 Meanwhile, the ingrained
vertical division of society allowed the advocates of Islamic politics to appeal
to Muslims in communal terms just as they sought to integrate them into a
larger whole. This process culminated in the Pakistan movement and eventu-
ally occluded tribal affiliation as a dominant marker in Muslim politics. The
creation of Pakistan, in fact, finally ensured Islam’s triumph over tribal and
customary law in defining the foundations of the state104—a process that would
be pushed further along with Islamization in the s.105

In sum, British rule brought to the fore conflicting impulses. It strength-
ened rural Islam through patronage, and also provoked the mobilization and
strengthening of the ulama and shariah-based Islam. In politics British rule
bolstered the authority of the tribal and landed elite and a corporatist division
of society. By so doing, it encouraged the ulama and the leadership of the Pa-
kistan movement in the Muslim League to promote an Islamic, integrative,
and broad-based political movement. Since the Pakistan state both inherited
colonial rule and embodied the Pakistan movement, it included all of these
impulses. As successor to the British order, the Pakistan state continued to
operate through the tribal and landed elites, and to maintain ties to rural Islam.
In fact, it was by appealing to these powerful political institutions that Mu-
hammad Ali Jinnah was able to win Pakistan.106 Pakistan was from the outset
ruled by a bureaucratic and military elite who had been in the service of the
British Raj, in alliance with the intermediaries that had also supported British
rule. Jinnah became governor-general at independence; Pakistan’s military
was under the command of a British general until ; the country was ruled
by the same bureaucratic, military, and oligarchic elite—the “salariat” in
Hamza Alavi’s words107—who had also managed the British apparatuses of
power; and the law of the land was the India Act of . Consequently, Paki-
stan was aptly dubbed the “vice-regal” state—a continuation of the adminis-
trative and political structures and practices of the Raj. This would ensure
continuity between colonial and postcolonial states.

Still, the idea of Pakistan drew on a more universalist notion that came
from ulama and Islamist conceptions of Muslim society. Pakistan’s politics

   



was from the outset caught between British structures of authority and the Is-
lamic tide that had risen in opposition to it. These contradictory forces made
the task of state formation difficult, and account for the weakness of the state
and its conception of authority.108

Pakistan was the culmination of Muslim separatism that emerged as a
corollary of decolonization of India. The demand for Pakistan gained in
strength during the interwar period, but its roots ran deeper. British rule in
India had all along encouraged communal affiliations in lieu of a shared
sense of “Indianness.” Even reform measures designed to expand the social
base of support of colonialism, such as the Morley-Minto reforms, reinforced
these tendencies through its system of separate electorates. The Muslim
League was established in  to safeguard Muslim interests in the commu-
nally conscious colonial polity of India. Muslim communalism, however, be-
came a notable political force only after secular nationalism failed to bridge
the communal chasms that colonialism had entrenched in India. As Gandhi
nudged the Congress party in the direction of Hinduism, secular Indian na-
tionalism found its hold on Muslim elites and middle classes slipping.

The Muslim League gained in stature and prominence under Jinnah’s lead-
ership to further the interests of Muslims after independence.109 The interwar
period was a time of great uncertainty for Indian Muslims. They had already
lost their position of dominance during British rule and were now anxious
about their fate in independent India. The Muslims had never been reconciled
to British rule over India and were, therefore, the natural constituency for the
Congress party and its struggle for independence. For many Muslims, how-
ever, the prospect of living under Hindu rule was also quite daunting. Their
dislike of the British was tempered by their apprehensions about what they
were to expect of a “Hindu Raj.” Jinnah and the Muslim League did not view
the struggle against the British to be the paramount concern of the Muslims
and remained apprehensive about living as a minority in a predominantly
Hindu India. Jinnah, therefore, demanded special constitutional rights and
privileges to protect Muslim interests in independent India. The Congress
Party would not countenance the demands he put before the future Indian
democracy to give Muslims a true say in shaping the Indian republic. The re-
sult was the partition of the Indian Subcontinent and the birth of Pakistan.

As Indian nationalism emphasized the uniqueness of the Hindu commu-
nity, especially after Gandhi appeared on the scene, that link to pluralism and
democracy in the eyes of Muslims like Jinnah and his followers became
weaker. They were propelled into action by their distrust of the Congress
party and by the belief that Indian democracy, far from safeguarding their in-
terests, would in fact marginalize them. Jinnah’s camp eventually articulated
Muslim nationalism in rejection of Indian nationalism. The demand for Paki-
stan was not about religion, but about safeguarding Muslim rights and privi-
leges in Hindu India. Still, it was closely associated with Islam as identity
and would in time serve to mobilize it.

As the Muslim League sought to establish itself as a viable force before
the Congress Party, it was compelled to create bridges between disparate

      



Muslim communities. As a result, the league began to put forth an Islamic
posture that would transcend local cultural differences and the boundaries of
control of individual tribal leaders and landlords to confirm the existence of a
single Muslim polity, political platform, and demand for power—on which
the league’s claims rested. The secular defender of Muslim rights thus found
itself advocating Islamic universalism.

In the elections of  the Muslim League did poorly, especially in those
areas that were to constitute Pakistan. This defeat compelled Jinnah to appeal
more directly to Islamic sentiments in order to garner support for Pakistan. A
famous battle cry of the league at the time was: “Pakistan ka matlab kiya
hey? La ilaha ila’llah” (“What is Pakistan about? There is no god but God”).
Jinnah was also compelled to make deals with the intermediaries of British
rule in North-West India, who controlled the local population, and could de-
liver them during elections and plebiscites. Pakistan was thus born despite
the obstacles that the colonial social structure placed before it. A successful
Muslim nationalist movement was possible only in defiance of the British hi-
erarchy of intermediary rule and emphasis upon tribal, racial, linguistic, and
other local affiliations. Jinnah was able to achieve this feat by, first, appealing
to Islamic universalism, the language and rhetoric of which had been made
available to the league by ulama and Islamists’ discourses in response to the
structure of colonial rule. In a sense, the colonial rule set up mobilization of
Islam and its subsequent use to construct a Muslim nationalist movement. It
also set a precedent for the Pakistan state to continue to use Islam to com-
pensate for the limitations that have been placed before its authority by the
system of colonial control. Second, Jinnah used the pillars of the colonial
system, and by so doing guaranteed their continued prominence in Pakistan.
As a result, the scramble for Pakistan vested the future state with both colonial-
era social structure and intermediaries of power, and Islamic universalism. The
first would ensure the use of the latter, just as had been the case on the eve of
the partition. The colonial era thus not only determined the fundamental
characteristics of the state, the nature of its authority and relations with soci-
ety, but also the role of Islam in it. The relations between Islam and politics
after , including during the period examined in this book, are closely tied
to the manner in which colonialism shaped both state-society relations in Pa-
kistan and the relevance of Islam to managing them.

In both Malaysia and Pakistan, therefore, the fundamental characteristics
of the state and the role that Islam would play in state and society are a legacy
of the colonial era. Colonialism gave these states their machinery of govern-
ment, ideologies of rule, and social structure. Indirect rule saddled the future
states with obstacles before their exercise of power and provided them with
little with which to manage mass politics. The absence of a struggle for inde-
pendence denied the states strong ideological moorings. Mass politics re-
mained outside the state and close to Islamic forces that were not part of the
colonial system of control. Benevolent colonialism thus produced “vice-
regal” states that have been particularly weak and also prone to using religion
to compensate for those limitations that were inherited at birth.

   





From Independence to 

Malaysia and Pakistan arrived at independence without a prolonged struggle
for independence. Muslim Indian and Malay nationalists demanded inde-
pendence for Pakistan and Malaysia, but their attentions were primarily fo-
cused on ethnic squabbles, with the Chinese and Indians in Malaya and Hin-
dus in India. The British, more often than not, were tacit allies rather than
adversaries in these competitions for power. Malay domination of the state in
Malaysia and the birth of Pakistan were in good measure facilitated by the
process of decolonization that was managed by Britain. As a result, Malaysia
and Pakistan were born as nation-states in new territorial spaces, but with little
in the form of nationalist ideology to support state formation. What existed at
independence in the form of nationalism was tied less to the territorial bound-
aries of the state and more to the ethnic interests of the dominant community.
Even then, nationalism had to compete with strong allegiances to competing
identities: ethnic identities in Pakistan and fidelity to sultans and Malay states
in Malaysia.

The state in Malaysia and Pakistan did not replace the colonial state so
much as it took over its operation. In Pakistan, for instance, Muhammad Ali
Jinnah became governor general at independence in , and the India 
Act of  served as the operative constitution until . In Malaysia, the
country’s first prime minister, the anglicized and aristocratic Tunku Abdul
Rahman, fashioned the country’s leadership as “designated heirs of colonial
rulers.”1 In many regards, therefore, independence did not change the nature
of the state, but merely supplanted those who controlled the levers of power.
The state retained its colonial setup, functioned as it did under colonialism,
and even retained the ideologies of colonial rule along with its systems of
control. This indigenization of the colonial state was made possible by the
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absence of a prolonged and serious nationalist struggle for independence, but
did not mean that such a struggle had altogether been averted. In fact, in good
measure, decolonization would continue in Malaysia and Pakistan after inde-
pendence as the relations between state and society would undergo change.
The postcolonial state in Malaysia and Pakistan was not the culmination of the
nationalist struggle for independence, but insofar as the state inherited the
mantle of colonial rule, it would be compelled to contend with growing mass
politics as an adversary. This greatly limited the powers of state and also com-
pelled it to indigenize itself, both to shed its colonial coloring and also to
augment its powers. In fact, in large measure, state formation in Malaysia and
Pakistan has been conditioned by the state’s attempts to contend with the cir-
cumstances of its birth—to compensate for its lack of a nationalist legacy
and to shed the colonial one.

The problem here has been that the political institutions and social struc-
ture that were left behind by colonialism constricted state power and reach.2

In both Malaysia and Pakistan, the bureaucracy, judiciary, military, and po-
lice were assets to the state, but also ensured colonial inertia in postindepen-
dence states.3 The state leaders who assumed power in Malaysia and Pakistan
were from among not the nationalist counterelite, but the administrative and
military elite of the colonial establishment. In both Malaysia and Pakistan the
instruments of indirect British rule—sultans, princes, tribal leaders, and
landlords—continued to wield great power in the new states. In Malaysia the
British accepted a peninsular conception of Malaya very late in the game.
Consequently, Malaysia arrived at independence with Malay states and sul-
tans whose long entrenched authority rivaled—if it did not supersede—that
of the new state. Malaysia had to coexist with Malay states; and Malaysian
state leaders had to cede significant powers to Malay sultans. In Pakistan the
same trend held true. In fact, the prospects of formation of Pakistan strength-
ened tribal leaders and landlords as Jinnah and the Muslim League were
compelled to turn to these intermediary powers to win independence. The
state in Malaysia and Pakistan therefore inherited not only the machinery of
government but its intermediaries. That would have implied that state leaders
would continue to rule in the manner of the British. State leaders in Malaysia
and Pakistan, however, were not keen on indirect rule. They became increas-
ingly interested in more centralized control, especially as they sought to
transform their economies from a component of Britain’s global trade net-
work into self-contained and growing markets. National interest, inherent in
the nation-state, nudged state leaders in Malaysia and Pakistan to look for a
different relationship between the state and the economy, and hence the state
and society. The indigenized colonial state thus parted with the colonial state
as it sought to strengthen the center at the cost of the intermediaries of power.
The dialectic of this process would not always prove successful—keeping
Malaysia and Pakistan relatively weak—and would consequently involve
Islam in politics.

Equally important were the fractious societies that Malaysia and Paki-
stan inherited from the British era. Chinese and Indian labor migration had

    



changed the ethnic composition of Malaya, creating an axis of conflict be-
tween migrants and “sons of soil” (bumiputra). The Malays were locked in
the agricultural sector and predominated in rural areas, whereas the Chinese
and Indians dominated in urban areas, especially the commercially important
Straits Settlements. They were also more prominent in British administration
and in trade and financial activities. The migrants served as the bourgeoisie
of Malaya although they had no links to the emerging Malay nationalism. In
fact, following the Japanese occupation, tensions between the Chinese and
Malays turned into racial violence.4 Since Malaysia lacked a Malay bour-
geoisie, it had to coexist with the Chinese bourgeoisie. The legacy of the
racial violence, however, made this difficult. This became apparent early on,
when on the eve of independence, the nationalist leader, Onn Jà far, tried to
fashion Malay rule in the image of British rule—as nonracial—by opening
UMNO to non-Malays, but failed.5 The anomaly of a state that is dominated
by Malays but relies on a Chinese bourgeoisie, amidst the racial and eco-
nomic divide that separates the two communities, has greatly constricted the
Malaysian state.

The Pakistan state was similarly constricted by its social structure.6 Mus-
lim separatism had been popular in those Indian provinces where Muslims
had been a minority, fearing Hindu domination most: Bihar, Hyderabad, and
the United Provinces, to name the most important. Pakistan, however, was
created in the Muslim majority provinces of North-West India—Punjab,
North-West Frontier Province, Sind, Baluchistan, Western Kashmir—and
East Bengal. While all of these provinces were predominantly Muslim, eth-
nic, linguistic, and cultural distinctions set them apart from one another and
from the Muslim populations of the Muslim minority provinces. The lan-
guage of the Muslim minority provinces was Urdu, which had very little fol-
lowing in Sind, Baluchistan, or even Punjab.7 Hence, language immediately
distinguished Muslims from Bihar, Hyderabad, or the United Provinces from
those in Sind, Baluchistan, or Bengal. Nor did Sindhis, Punjabis, Bengalis, or
Biharis and Hyderabadis follow the same customs and mores; they were dif-
ferent people, who except for their religious faith, shared more with their
Hindu neighbors than with Muslims of other provinces.

Yet, as Islam dominated the struggle for independence in India, Muslims
from disparate ethnic backgrounds, following different cultures, and conver-
sant in different languages were thrown together. Millions migrated from the
Muslim minority provinces to the two wings of Pakistan, settling among
people who were their coreligionists, but who were not as enthusiastic about
Pakistan as were the newcomers. Furthermore, the residents did not share the
language and culture of the newcomers, or of people living in the other prov-
inces of the new state, for that matter. The problem was evident at the highest
levels. Most of the leaders of the ruling party, the Muslim League, were born
and raised in provinces that had remained in India, and hence they had had no
political base in their new country. The influx of the newcomers and their
domination of politics, seen in such measures as declaring Urdu the national
language, raised the ire of the “sons of soil” and precipitated ethnic tensions.

      



These tensions, as was the case in Malaysia, too, reduced the maneuverabil-
ity of the nascent state and complicated state formation. In time, as will be-
come evident, it would encourage state leaders to turn to Islam in order to
override the differences between “sons of soil” and migrants (muhajirs), and
between the provinces and the center. Islam thus became the main legitimat-
ing force in Pakistan’s politics, underlying the viability of the federal unit.

The state in Malaysia and Pakistan was born weak. It lacked a strong na-
tionalist ideology and popular support, and it confronted powerful political
institutions and unbridgeable social divides. It was largely a continuation of
the colonial regime in spirit as well as practice. State formation early on
meant overcoming the handicaps of the circumstances of independence. State
leaders sought to shore up state authority, expand its penetration of society
and control over the economy, and more generally, to produce stronger appa-
ratuses of governance that would be capable of transforming society and sup-
porting economic development. These goals could not have been satisfacto-
rily pursued by a weak state and would therefore serve as impetus for change
in state-society relations. State formation up to c.  was a game of politi-
cal brinkmanship as state leaders had to negotiate with power brokers and so-
cial and economic forces, to augment central control in the face of social re-
sistance, and to provide the society and polity with ideological vision. The
vicissitudes of this process shaped the states and their relations with society,
it also determined the role of Islam in politics. The successes and failures of
state leaders early on and the manner in which they engaged religion and cul-
ture to achieve their goal of change set the stage for the more concerted use
of Islam to serve state power from the s on.

Malaysia, –c. 

Malay nationalists in UMNO and the bureaucracy inherited the colonial state
in . To do so they compromised with the British on two important is-
sues—both of which had direct bearing on the powers of the state and would
remain a preoccupation of state leaders in the years to come. First, UMNO
accepted a limited sovereignty for Malay states along with a political role—
albeit largely ceremonial—for their sultans. The states would have their own
governments, certain control over their budgets, and the ability to legislate
and implement laws. Just as the Constitution of  was largely secular in
character and reinstated the British order, during the same time period Malay
states passed legislation of their own in Islamic matters—suggesting that the
federal center and individual states were moving in different directions with
regard to the place of Islam in society and politics. These legislations, such as
the Selangor Muslim Law Enactment of , provided for religious coun-
cils, departments of religious affairs, Islamic courts, collection of religious
taxes, and regulation of preaching.8 Religious courts (courts of khadis and
khadi besars) remained under the jurisdiction of the sultans, who appointed
judges and prosecutors. The courts dealt with personal and criminal matters

    



of Malays only, but remained subservient to civil courts—a continuation of
the colonial practice.9 As a result, after  Islamic issues were largely left
to the states and their sultans.10 That individual Malay state identity persisted
in Malaysia somewhat limited the scope of the national identity that was to
underpin Malaysia.

Second, although UMNO rejected Onn Jà far’s conception of nonracial
governance, it agreed to an intricate power-sharing arrangement with other
ethnic groups. Malays would rule over Malaysia politically, but would not in-
fringe on the dominant position of the Chinese and Indians in the economy.11

Harold Crouch has argued that until  state authority was based on “an al-
liance between Malay aristocrats-bureaucrats and Chinese business in the
context of an economy dominated by foreign capital.”12 The Malay political
establishment would refrain from interference in economic matters and would
leave the economy open and market-oriented. This meant that the Malaysian
state early on was thwarted from the kind of interventionist policies that other
Third World states were following. This did not, however, mean that the 
government would remain completely aloof from economic matters, but that
its efforts to improve infrastructure13—especially in rural areas—and spur
growth would not affect Chinese and Indian economic interests, nor those of
British firms that were ubiquitous at the time of independence.14 In fact, cab-
inet posts overseeing the economy were early on reserved for the Chinese.15

Stability in the economic arena was important to UMNO’s political ambi-
tions, for its control of Malay politics and competition with the sultans for alle-
giance of Malays hinged on its ability to funnel money into that community.16

That money came from the British and ethnic-minority-dominated economic
sector. Hence, weak linkages between the Malay rulers establishment and the
Malay masses made those state leaders dependent on foreign and minority
economic interests.

As a result, the state leadership enjoyed only a limited role in Malaysia’s
economy and governed the country in cooperation with ethnic minorities, on
the one hand, and state-level leaders and sultans, on the other. The Malaysian
state was greatly constricted and enjoyed only a limited role. The story of
state formation from this point forward is one of overcoming this handicap,
and expanding the state’s role in the economy and power over the federal
structure. UMNO would achieve these goals in part by expanding its base of
support so that it would include economic actors and also gain control of var-
ious state assemblies and governments. UMNO’s success as a party in resolv-
ing the limitations before state power in Malaysia was, however, facilitated
by its dexterous use of Islam.

UMNO was initially charged with the task of managing Malay politics
with the aim of fostering stability needed for economic prosperity. This re-
quired UMNO to expand its base of support into rural areas where the majority
of Malays lived, a task that required lavish expenditure on rural areas. Whereas
during the colonial era authority and tradition had provided for control, the
greater degree of political participation after independence forced the ruling
order to be more responsive to the demands of the general population, and

      



Malays in particular. Moreover, since UMNO was in competition with the
sultans for the control of Malay politics, it had no interest in reinforcing the
traditional ties of authority and sought to wean greater numbers of Malays
away from clientalist ties to the sultans by integrating them into national pol-
itics through participation.

Between  and , one-eighth of the GNP was allocated to the rural
economy.17 Consequently, early on the industrial sector grew slowly.18 Since
the government’s rural expenditures greatly depended on its income from
other economic activities, it was compelled to take a more active role in the
economy, which was then largely dominated by British and Chinese inter-
ests.19 This necessitated a greater say for Malays in the economy, to assert a
symbolic presence in that arena as well as to ensure generation of wealth and
the allocation of a greater share of it to UMNO’s expanding Malay national
constituency.

The state and UMNO’s elite thus argued that effective control of Malays—
which had been in the interests of the foreign and minority economic actors
since the colonial days—required greater allocation of resources to Malays,
which in turn required more rapid generation of wealth. These tasks justified
expansion of a custodial role for the state in the economy20—not to supplant
the private control of business, but to manage its growth and distribution of
the wealth it generates. The change in government strategy was welcomed by
foreign and minority economic actors, for it would redirect investment from
rural areas to the commodity and industrial sector to the benefit of British,
Chinese, and Indian interests. Even if Malays would ultimately benefit from
this, so would the foreign and minority interests.

The government thus initiated import-substituting industrial ventures and
sought to reduce the blatant British and minority ethnic control of the econ-
omy through mixing private enterprise with state intervention—which stood
for Malay participation in the economy.

The government’s greater assertiveness in economic matters was justified
in terms of the imperative of maintaining control over Malays and rural areas
to the benefit of the economy as a whole. That it would be the state rather than
a Malay bourgeoisie that would make its presence felt in the economic arena
made these changes more acceptable to the foreign and minority economic
interests. As a result, from the outset, while UMNO supported the Chinese
bourgeoisie, it stifled the growth of the Malay one.21

At a more fundamental level, however, the greater role of the state in the
economy was reflective of the colonial ethos of the governing Malay elite.
The prominence of the Malay colonial bureaucrats in UMNO leadership
meant that from the outset UMNO would develop the same paternalistic view
of the economy and society that was characteristic of the British period. It
was Prime Minister Tun Abdul-Razzaq, a product of the British-era civil ser-
vice, who fashioned this policy as development through trusteeship of the
state on behalf of Malays in the s.

The influence of the bureaucracy in itself meant that the state would not
remain uninvolved in the economy for long.22 The bureaucratic element was

    



at the time co-opted by British interests. It functioned as an elite corps, serv-
ing in that capacity as an intermediary between foreign and minority capital
and the Malay peasantry and petite bourgeoisie that UMNO was targeting
and that the state sought to control.23

The bureaucratic element put forth the idea of “bureaucratic capitalism”—
namely, generation of wealth by using the state, over which UMNO had a
domination. State activism, moreover, would serve rather than hinder entre-
preneurial activity. The colonial state’s claim that it was fair and benevolent,
and that it would provide for the long-run interests of all, especially the Malays,
underpinned that activism. This was a compromise to satiate the Malaysian
state’s appetite for expanding its reach and support its claim to be serving the
society—and especially for the Malays. This activism gradually opened the
door to greater use of business to serve UMNO’s ends, and in time the greater
use of UMNO by business to serve its ends.24

The expanding role of UMNO and the state ultimately involved the ques-
tion of the role of Islam in society and politics. During Malaysia’s early years
language functioned as the most important force in Malay nationalism.25 The
Constitution of  was secular and ascribed to Islam a largely ceremonial
role relegated to the domain of the sultans, whose decisions, if in contraven-
tion with UMNO and the ruling elite’s, could be overruled by the federal cen-
ter.26 Prime Minister Tunku Abdul Rahman elaborated on the role of Islam in
Malaysia in the following manner: “I would like to make it clear that this
country is not an Islamic state as it is generally understood. We merely pro-
vide that Islam shall be official religion of the state.”27 The UMNO leadership
resisted using Islamic rhetoric and symbols, preferring to fashion itself as
secular-nationalist.28 This was not only in keeping with the ethos of the dom-
inant elite but was viewed as necessary for maintaining comity between the
various ethnic groups.

Still, the state leadership and UMNO elite could not remain insouciant 
toward Islam for long. To begin with, in Islam they saw a useful instrument
for promoting social cohesion, discipline, solidarity, and national unity.29

Secondly, it soon became evident that it was imprudent to deny the fact that
Malay identity is ineluctably intertwined with Islam. To successfully articu-
late and dominate a nationalist discourse—especially in the absence of a
strong nationalist ideology developed during decolonization—state leaders
and UMNO’s elite must address the issue of Islam.30 The Malaysian state had
been set up based on the assumption that Malay nationalism was secular in
nature. This perception was fostered by the anglicized elite of UMNO and
found support among Malay teachers, who constituted the bulk of UMNO’s
rank and file at the time and who were principally concerned with language
and ethnicity rather than religion.31 However, after the Japanese occupation,
that nationalism included Islam and orthodox ulama and reformist Islamic
leaders. The exclusion of that dimension of nationalism in postindependence
conceptions of Malay rule and UMNO’s politics led to the creation of Is-
lamist Malay nationalist parties, most notably the Pan-Malayan Islamic Party
(PMIP, which later became PAS) in .32 The rise of PMIP/PAS underscored

      



the folly of UMNO’s secular posture, and threatened to limit its reach into
Malay society and the control of its politics. For Islam was not merely an as-
pect of rural Malay politics and the sultans’ authority but a growing aspect of
urban Malay political life and the constituency in which UMNO operated. In
addition, UMNO’s ties to the commercial and industrial interests created ten-
sions in its relations with the rural sector, leaving the lower ranks of the peas-
antry open to PMIP/PAS.33

Consequently, from  onward UMNO became more open to Islam.34

UMNO’s  constitution “vowed to promote the advancement of Islam as
‘modus vivendi’ for all Muslims in Malaya.” In the same year the government
established PERKIM (Pertubuhan Kebajikan Islam Se-Malaysia, the All-
Malaysia Muslim Welfare Organization).35 The following year the govern-
ment built the National Mosque (Masjid Negara) and instituted the National
Qur’an Recitation Contest.36 Hence, the ebbs and flows of ethnic tensions
pushed the government to make symbolic gestures toward Islam. Attempts to
pacify the ethnic minorities had created problems for UMNO among the
Malay population. The turn to Islam was an attempt to placate that con-
stituency and to preclude the possibility of an Islamic bid for Malay leader-
ship to take advantage of UMNO’s predicament.

The s proved to be a period of turmoil for Malaysia. Communist ac-
tivity, largely associated with the Chinese, escalated—although its threat to
the state remained limited. Singapore, with its majority Chinese population,
first joined then left Malaysia, with notable impact on Chinese-Malay rela-
tions. Indonesia put forward irredentist claims to Malaysia, and the Philip-
pines did the same to the province of Sabah in Borneo.37 The communist
challenge and the Singapore saga encouraged state leaders to turn to Islam.
Both of these events were seen as Chinese bids for power that necessitated
the underscoring of Malay identity and interests—especially against the ide-
ological lure of communism to poor rural Malays. The irredentist claims to
Malaysian territory had the opposite effect. Since Indonesian ulama were
important to Islamic debates in Malaysia at the time, there had existed an ar-
gument for Islamic solidarity—if not unity—between the two countries.38

Malaysia found it prudent to deemphasize its Islamic character in order to
argue that Malaysia and Indonesia had little in common. Similarly, since
Sabah is not Malay, and was then not Muslim either, an ethnically plural and
secular Malaysia would have a stronger claim to it (although in time, as
people of Sabah and Sarawak were counted as bumiputras [sons of soil] to
raise the number of Malays, who are bumiputras, vis-à-vis the Chinese and
Indians, Islam became important. The people of Sabah and Sarawak are not
Malays, but have been converting to Islam. The bumiputra identity, if not the
Malay one, had to be Islamic). The more apparent impact of these crises was
that, collectively, they created a stage of siege among Malays, who found
their control of Malaysia under attack by Chinese communists and the inclu-
sion of Singapore in the federation, and the very existence of their country
challenged in one form or another by other regional powers. The result was
that the contentious debate over Malay interests, the setup of the state, and

    



the place of Islam in society and politics as downplayed, and UMNO proved
more open to alternate views in the hope of generating Malay solidarity.
These issues, however, returned to center stage in the late s once the sense
of siege was lifted.

By  the ruling regime’s token and largely Islamic policy was no
longer enough to contain the opposition. Since , despite state interven-
tion in the economy, foreign and minority domination of the economy had
continued unabated. Government attempts to generate wealth had dispropor-
tionately benefited the foreign and minority interests. Malays in both urban
and rural areas had not enjoyed the benefits of economic growth, although
the state had spent generously in rural areas. In – almost half of the
population of peninsular Malaysia lived in poverty—in rural areas the share
of the poor was %. Overall % of the poor in the country were Malay.39

Malay ownership in various sectors of the economy stood at only .% of the
total (.% in agriculture, .% in mining, .% in manufacturing, .%in
construction, .% in transportation and communications, .% in com-
merce, and .% in banking and insurance).40 The combined number of
Malay students in the two existing universities in Malaysia and Singapore in
 was only % of the total, although Malays were half of the popula-
tion.41 At the University of Malaya, Malays were .% of the student body,
and only  percent of those who studied sciences and .% of those who
studied engineering.42 The marginality of Malays to the economy produced
dissent, which, combined with income discrepancy between non-Malays and
Malays, translated into political tensions.

State and UMNO leaders were not able to claim impartiality between eth-
nic communities, as did the British, for these leaders were representatives of
Malay power and its control of the state. Malays therefore blamed state lead-
ers for the plight of their community in a country in which they predominated
and over which they ruled. The tensions erupted in the form of violent racial
riots in May .43 The riots, which involved significant loss of life and prop-
erty, shook the Malaysian state.44 First, the disturbances were an eruption of
ethnic enmity in a state that was premised on cooperation between its ethnic
communities. Second, it revealed the extent of Malay discontent with distribu-
tion of wealth in society and the perceived privileged position of the Chinese
and Indian communities. Third, it exposed the fact that the Malay state leader-
ship and UMNO’s policies of neutrality between ethnic communities—which
mimicked the style of British rule—had lost all legitimacy among Malays.
The Malay population expected UMNO and the state leadership to advocate
its cause rather than keep its political energies and ambitions at bay. The
state’s attempt to remain above the ethnic fray had undermined its nationalist
credentials—which at any rate were weak, owing to the absence of a struggle
for independence—as had its secular posture, which created distance between
the state and important segments of the Malay community. The riots under-
scored the imperative of expanding state power and reach in Malaysia to two
interrelated although distinct ends: first, to increase its control of Malay poli-
tics; and, second, to allow it to more tightly govern the economy to facilitate

      



that control. After  state power became a more central preoccupation of
Malaysian rulers. The state moved away from its erstwhile role of mere cus-
todial oversight of the society and the economy to more active management
of change. The transformation of the state would ultimately involve its rela-
tions to Islam.

After the  riots the era of cooperative management of the affairs of the
state was replaced by tighter control of social, economic, and ethnic relations.
The state became more openly the advocate of Malay interests, abandoning
the colonial style of governing in cooperation with all ethnic communities
while remaining above ethnic divisions. The anglicized and accommodation-
ist Tunku Abdul Rahman was replaced at the helm of UMNO and the state by
the more pro-Malay Tunku Abdul Razzaq. UMNO now decided to more ac-
tively intervene in the society and economy to even the playing field for
Malays.45 A new strategy was put forth in the form of the New Economic Pol-
icy (NEP) and its corollary, the New Education Policy. These broad-based
economic and social initiatives (which will be discussed in the next chapter)
provided respite for the state just as they justified and facilitated expansion of
its power and capacity, but they did not altogether resolve the crises it faced.
The solution to those crises required concentration of power in the state.

Pakistan, –

At independence, the state in Pakistan shared many similarities with its Ma-
laysian counterpart, although in many regards it was a weaker state. In Paki-
stan, too, an anglicized and bureaucratic elite inherited the colonial state and
ruled over a fractured society through the same intermediaries of power as
the British.46 However, in Pakistan the Muslim League never developed the
same power and control as UMNO did in Malaysia. Instead, in Pakistan the
military and the bureaucracy dominated. Unlike in Malaya, where the indige-
nous population had little presence in the British military, in India Punjabis
and Pathans were prominent in the Indian military, the result of which was
that half of that military’s officers and soldiers ended up in Pakistan, ensuring
a say for the military in the new state’s politics.47 The military and the bureau-
cracy were, moreover, colonial institutions, and their attitudes toward poli-
tics, social control, and proper government were those of the colonial era.
The British order in India had privileged law and order over participation.
This attitude conditioned the thinking of the military and the bureaucracy.
Their prominence in Pakistan’s politics therefore infused the new state with
ideologies of British rule. In Pakistan the “vice-regal” state was a military-
bureaucracy condominium in which the political class—especially after Jin-
nah’s death in —was the junior partner.48 This alliance first asserted it-
self in  when the governor-general, Ghulam Muhammad, a member of
the bureaucracy, dismissed the Constituent Assembly in order to prevent its
devolution of power to East Pakistan.49 Ghulam Muhammad’s assertion of
the paternalistic prerogatives of the administrative elite in lieu of democratic

    



practices thus established the primacy of the bureaucratic and military elite
over and above the politicians in Pakistan’s politics.

In addition, in Pakistan the tribal leaders and landlords constituted a pow-
erful social organization, with far more impact on state formation than the
sultans and the Malay oligarchy. To begin with, populism or socialism did not
influence the Pakistan movement as was the case with Indian nationalism,
and therefore was not inherently opposed to the landed elite. In fact, the Pa-
kistan movement had early on become the refuge of Muslims of privileged
classes who distrusted the economic policies of the Congress party and the
socialist rhetoric of some of its leaders like Jawaherlal Nehru. In addition,
once Pakistan was created, the state needed the landed elite in much the same
fashion as had the British, namely, to establish order in rural areas.

The Muslim League had little following in the provinces that later formed
the new state. The support of the landed elite, especially in elections in the
decade preceding independence, had been crucial to the Muslim League.50

The landed elite in Punjab, Bengal, and Sind supported the Pakistan move-
ment, and in so doing guaranteed their influence on the future state. The cir-
cumstances of Pakistan’s birth therefore militated a different balance of
power between the new state and the colonial institutions of control.

The Pakistan state was from inception a weak one. Its roots in the prov-
inces it had inherited were tenuous. These provinces had little in common
save for the fact that the majority of their populations were Muslim. Their
economies were not linked and were instead tied to the central grid of Indian
economy from which they were now cut. The new state had only rudimentary
machinery of government, confronted a massive refugee problem, was in a
state of war with India, and faced economic ruin and severe food shortages.
These problems led to concentration of power in the hands of the bureau-
cratic and military elite,51 whose domination ensured continuity between co-
lonial and postcolonial states.

Still, the concentration of power in the bureaucracy and the military did not
resolve the problems confronting the state. To exert social control, and to estab-
lish its authority, the state very quickly turned to tribal leaders and the landed
elite,52 on the one hand, and Islam, on the other. Indirect rule through the oli-
garchy, moreover, encouraged rather than discouraged reliance on Islam. For
the alliance between the state and the oligarchy impeded the state’s efforts to
either effectively pursue development or satisfactorily contend with inequities
in distribution of resources through state institutions, forcing the state to in-
stead look for alternate channels for alleviating poverty and to even contem-
plate a different structure of authority through which to expand its capacity to
rule.53 The result has been that the state turned to Islam and its social institu-
tions to achieve both ends. The turn to Islam in Pakistan is therefore a prod-
uct of the attempts by a state that is held captive by the oligarchy to augment
its power and autonomy of action.

In addition, in return for helping establish state authority, the oligarchy se-
cured their social and economic position. The tribal leaders and the landed
elite thus became intermediaries in establishing political order in rural

      



areas.54 The state gave them great discretion in local affairs, with the effect of
confirming and strengthening their authority. As the local role of the landed
elite became integrated into the organizational design of the new state, the
seeds of future weakness of the state were sown. The state had, for the imme-
diate future at least, closed itself out of the rural areas, helped bolster the au-
thority of a powerful sociopolitical force, and created a relationship of de-
pendence between the state and the oligarchy. Throughout the – period
the state would prove unable to extract agricultural surplus for economic
growth—either in the form of taxation or controlling the price of agricultural
goods55—or to even guarantee the supply of food to the population. The oli-
garchy, meanwhile, was able to use its local power to also influence politics at
the provincial and national levels. By the middle of the s it had effec-
tively taken over the ruling party, the Muslim League, and was broadly repre-
sented in the national and provincial cabinets, as well as in the Constituent
Assembly. The position of power of the oligarchy at the helm ensured it of ac-
cess to state resources and patronage, which was used to further strengthen
its power at the local level. The Muslim League thus proved unable to defend
its turf against encroachments by the oligarchy to the extent that had UMNO.

The alliance between the military, the bureaucracy, and the oligarchy
helped establish the state, but ensured limitations before its authority and ca-
pacity. While state leaders favored a strong central government, the oligarchy
through whom they ruled favored a weak center.56 State leaders ruled through
the vice-regal state, but were unable to invest it with the authority that it had
enjoyed under the British. This reality deeply influenced the transformative
agenda of the state and complicated its task of governance. It also mired na-
tional politics in petty squabbles and jockeying for power that undermined the
legitimacy of the political system in the eyes of the general population.57 The
state’s turn to Islam from the s onward must be understood in the context
of the problems that are inherent to the setup of the state, and the distribution
of power between state institutions and its instruments of indirect rule.

The deep-seated ethnic divisions in Pakistan were also important. The
aforementioned problems confronting the state made it particularly difficult
for the ruling establishment to effectively contend with tensions between the
Punjabi and Muhajir elite and Bengali and Sindhi nationalists in the prov-
inces. The problem that confronted the political center immediately after the
partition was how to keep East Pakistan at bay—avoid its domination of Pa-
kistan politically and culturally—and how to produce an ideology capable of
keeping the country together under the control of the West Pakistani elite—
Punjabis and Muhajirs for the most part. That East Pakistan was separated
from West Pakistan by the breadth of India, and was more populous than
West Pakistan (at the time of the first census in Pakistan in  there were
. million East Pakistanis and . West Pakistanis)58—which itself was
divided into ethnically distinct provinces—made the state particularly sus-
ceptible to secessionist demands. Immediately after the partition, the political
center faced a strong demand for distribution of power and resources in the
state. East Pakistan insisted on a greater share of economic investments and

    



military expenditures, and greater representation for East Pakistani Bengalis
in government service.59 The political center rejected redistribution of resources
and devolution of power to East Pakistan. As a result, the Bengali population
in the east, gradually but surely, was alienated from the state.

The dilemma that East Pakistan placed before the state manifested itself
soon after independence in the constitution-making process, which lasted
some nine years.60 The debates over distribution of powers between West and
East Pakistan, the question of national language, and the role of Islam preoc-
cupied the political elite.61 Meanwhile, the state used a host of ad hoc meas-
ures to manage the situation. The polity became increasingly Islamized, both
as a consequence of the constitutional impasse and as a means of diverting
attention from the standoff between the two wings of Pakistan. The Muslim
League began to lose all support in East Pakistan. In response, state leaders
began to emphasize Islam as a force of unity to a greater extent.62

As a consequence of the problems facing the state, in Pakistan Islam be-
came important to national politics far earlier and affected state formation far
more directly. As a result, state leaders in Pakistan were compelled to contend
with Islamic demands and negotiate with Islamist actors far more frequently
and as a part of their strategies of development.63

State leaders at first resisted giving Islam a central role in national politics.
However, a state built in the name of Islam and as a Muslim homeland, con-
fronted with insurmountable ethnic, linguistic, and class conflicts, quickly
succumbed to the temptation of mobilizing Islamic symbolisms in the service
of state formation. This tendency was only reinforced over the years as the state
has failed to address fundamental socioeconomic issues, carry out meaning-
ful land reform, and consolidate power in the center. This has opened the door
for Islamic parties to enter the fray.64 Islamist activism thus influenced the na-
tional political discourse, the manner in which key questions were framed,
and ensconced Islamism in the political process.65 The incremental sacraliza-
tion of the national political discourse has clearly favored a political role for
those who claimed to speak for Islam and advocate Islamization. Their ac-
tivism, in turn, strengthened the impetus for Islamization.66 The secular state
resisted this trend only briefly. By  the elite had accepted a political role
for Islamic forces, compromising their original conception of Pakistan as a
thoroughly secular state. In that year the government adopted the Objectives
Resolution, which was demanded by the Islamic forces as a statement of in-
tent with regard to the future constitution.67 The resolution formally intro-
duced Islamic concerns to constitutional debates and committed Pakistan to
greater Islamization. Subsequent state policy, culminating in the Constitution
of , only reinforced this tendency.68 As a result, by the end of the first
decade of Pakistan’s existence Islamic forces were fully included in its polit-
ical process and had moved to appropriate the national political discourse
from the state.

In both Malaysia and Pakistan the bureaucracy (and military) and inter-
mediaries of British rule had been tied to the colonial order. The nationalist
parties (UMNO and the Muslim League), too, were tied to the British, but

      



also included Islamic elements (ulama and Islamist activists). In Malaysia the
secular and colonial element was able to dominate and marginalize the Is-
lamic one more effectively and for a longer time. In Pakistan the state suc-
cumbed more quickly and adopted the Janus face of inheriting the British
order but seeking to represent Islamic universalism. This meant that although
the state accepted a place for Islamic forces in national politics, it was not
willing to abandon secularism, nor to permit any Islamization of society and
politics outside the purview of its direct control. The state therefore resorted
to regulating the flow of Islam in the political process, hoping to gradually
negotiate arrangements with Islamic parties to that effect. Although the state
never formalized a workable arrangement and was not able to avert frictions
and confrontations, still it succeeded in retaining control over the flow of
Islam in politics and limiting the scope of Islamization. The state oversaw the
inclusion of Islamic forces into the political process by using regulatory
arrangements. The manner in which these arrangements took form also ac-
counts for the particular role that Islamic parties have adopted in Pakistan’s
politics, the limits they have faced in their drive for power, and the structure
of their discourse on politics and society.

The state did not, however, adopt a clear policy regarding Islam until 
when the military under the command of General Muhammad Ayub Khan
took over and proceeded to resolve many of the anomalies that had con-
founded state formation.69 Ayub Khan attempted to strengthen state institu-
tions, and to expand their control over the society, economy, and politics.
Once freed of its shackles, the state would be able to do away with the en-
cumbrances of ethnic conflict and Islamist activism, and to embark on devel-
opment.70 The Ayub Khan regime was avowedly secularist and justified the
coup in part as an effort to save the state from an Islamist takeover.71 The mil-
itary regime revamped the political system, replacing politicians with the
most anglicized, and hence secular, Pakistani leadership from among the
civil service and the military.72 By suspending the democratic process, the
coup immunized the power structure against Islamic activism of any sort.
Ayub Khan did not believe that Islam could provide a notion of Pakistani na-
tionhood that would serve the national goal of development.73 The military
regime therefore set about changing the focus of the constitutional debates
from “why Pakistan was created” to “where Pakistan was heading,” that is,
from ideological, and hence Islamic, to developmental concerns. This ap-
proach left its imprint on society and politics during the – period.
Modernization and industrialization, combined with the secularization of so-
ciety, in large measure divided Pakistani society into a secular and Western-
ized ruling class and the mass of people living according to time-honored
Indo-Islamic traditions. Each adhered to its own cultural, social, and political
outlook, which resulted in alienation between the rulers and the masses.

Still, Ayub Khan was unable to extricate either ethnic conflict or Islam
from Pakistan’s politics. He chose to crush the first and to manage the sec-
ond. The state during the Ayub Khan period sought to incorporate Islam into
the state’s discourse on sociopolitical change and at the same time limit the

    



role of Islamic parties—the self-styled advocates of Islamization—in the po-
litical process.74 Here the state sought to appeal to the emotive power of
Islam at the same time as it sought to depoliticize it by limiting the political
uses of faith by nonstate actors.

During the Ayub Khan period the state acknowledged a role for Islam in
politics, albeit begrudgingly.75 Ayub Khan came to power at the helm of a
military coup that sought not only to consolidate power in the central govern-
ment but also to modernize Pakistani society. Islam had no place in the gen-
erals’ vision of the future and could only serve as an obstacle to it. Hence,
Ayub Khan initially tried to extricate Islam from politics. Soon after he as-
sumed power, he tried to formulate a new agenda for state construction, one
that would be both secularizing and yet a unifying force—thus replacing
Islam as the glue that kept Pakistan together. However, the general found it
impossible to undo the impact of a decade of gradual Islamization of national
politics, especially as his autocratic style met with popular opposition and his
plan of action raised the ire of various Pakistani ethnic groups, notably in
East Pakistan.76 Ayub Khan was compelled to appeal to the emotive power of
Islam to boost the legitimacy of the state. The Ayub Khan era witnessed the
emergence of linkage between Islam and state power—and more particularly,
the state’s efforts to manage development. It was also during the Ayub Khan
era that the state first tried to control Islam’s flow in society and politics with
the aim of harnessing its energies in the service of the state. The manner in
which this occurred and its ramifications for society and politics would be
important for the more concerted Islamization policies from the s on.

Soon after it took over power, the Ayub Khan government chose to gain
control of and manage Islamic politics rather than to expel Islam from poli-
tics. Although Ayub Khan and his coterie of advisors were secular in orienta-
tion, they understood that the Pakistan state lacked the kind of centralized
control that made the more strident secularism of Nasser’s Egypt or Pahlavi
Iran possible.77 Moreover, ethnic tensions in Pakistan compelled the state to
harp on Islamic solidarity, which precluded the kind of secularism that was in
vogue in Iran and the Arab world at the time.

Between  and  Ayub Khan tried to use Islam for socioeconomic
and development purposes. He tried to portray Islam as a progressive force
and to use it to justify development.78 Central to this effort was the appropri-
ation of the right to interpret Islam from the ulama and the Islamist parties,
and to wrest control of Islamic institutions from Sufi shrines to mosques and
religious endowments.79 The West Pakistan Waqf (Endowment) Properties
Ordinance of  initiated state takeover of religious endowments and dom-
ination over rural religious leaders.80 In rural areas these endowments were
closely tied to rural religious leaders who had once served as intermediaries
of British rule. The state thus expanded the purview of the colonial state’s
control in rural areas. The endowments also allowed the state to assume con-
trol of welfare services that were associated with these endowments and that
affected the lives of many among the rural population.81 By taking over the
management of the shrines, state leaders were able to use them to propagate

      



a new interpretation of Sufism and rural Islam as compatible with develop-
ment.82 Sufi doctrines were depicted as enjoining a positive work ethic, and
rural religious festivals were used as venues for agricultural and industrial
fairs. By becoming the keeper of shrines, the state was able to find a presence
in rural areas, which was otherwise closed to it by the landed elite.

Ayub Khan was able to take over religious endowments and their lands
and property in rural areas largely because he was able to claim that he was
doing the bidding of the ulama and Islamists, who were strongly opposed to
rural religious leaders and their institutions.83 Ayub Khan thus used the reli-
gious cover of ulama and Islamists to expand the powers of the state in rural
areas. The lesson would not be lost on state leaders from this point on. In fact,
Ayub Khan soon indicated his desire to extend similar control over ulama and
preachers to also use their institutions and mass following to serve develop-
ment.84 In May , soon after he consolidated power, Ayub Khan addressed
a gathering of the ulama from both East and West Pakistan. In his speech the
general encouraged the religious leaders to interpret Islam in ways that would
help the country’s developmental agenda.85

All this would make the state the chief spokesman for Islam and permit it
to set the pace for the flow of Islam in politics. The state, in principle, con-
ceded to a political role for Islam but only if it would control its interpretation,
institutions, and politics. As a result, the state used an Islamic rhetoric when
necessary and paid lip service to Islamic ideals.86 Soon after, government-
sponsored institutions such as the Advisory Council for Islamic Ideology, the
Institute of Islamic Research, and the Institute of Islamic Culture were charged
with the task of formulating a modernist view of Islam.87 The government then
proceeded to implement measures that clearly reoriented the state’s policy on
Islam to date and redefined the role of Islam in politics. The Family Law Ordi-
nance of , for instance, effectively secularized family law, precipitating a
confrontation with the ulama and Islamic parties.88 The Constitution of ,
in the same manner, removed “Islamic” from the official name of the state,
which now became the “Republic of Pakistan.”89 By  the government
had introduced a host of bills to reform Islamic law and practice with the aim
of accommodating the state’s modernizing agenda.

The success of the state’s policy depended on both a successful articulation
of its interpretation of Islam and its ability to effectively marginalize Islamist
movements that could challenge its hold on Islam. The state’s efforts to regu-
late and control Islam eventually failed. The failure owed to, first, the short-
comings of the state’s vision of Islam. The Islamic pretense of the secular state
was at no point convincing to the masses. Its interpretation of Islam did not
grow roots and was easily challenged by the ulama and Islamist activists.90 It
was obvious that the state was not serious about Islam and had no authority to
interpret it.91 In the end, the state initiated control of Islam to serve state inter-
ests,92 but was not able to sustain that control. It did, however, provide an ex-
ample for instrumentalist uses of Islam to augment the powers of the state.

Second, the collapse of state authority in the late s made effective
control of Islam difficult for state leaders. The Ayub Khan regime was com-

    



mitted to development in Pakistan. In this it followed in the path of other late
developers and Third World states in promoting industrialization through
state intervention in the economy.93 It sought to reduce the scope of political
participation and to vest greater powers in state institutions in order to in-
crease investments in the industrial sector. The Ayub Khan regime also fol-
lowed the Kemalist model of secularizing the state and society with the aim
of facilitating development. These efforts greatly changed Pakistan’s economy.
It gained an industrial infrastructure, experienced sustained growth rates, and
took giant strides toward development. This development was accomplished
at great social and political cost, however.94 The development process went
hand in hand with greater authoritarianism and weakening of institutions of
civil society. It followed economic policies that in different ways mobilized
important segments of the population against the government. Ayub Khan’s
strategy for spurring industrial development led to corruption and flagrant in-
come inequalities between social classes, economic groups, and, most omi-
nously, the various provinces of Pakistan. It led to mobilization of industrial
labor and the urban poor, led by the intelligentsia and ethnic parties.95 Be-
tween  and , the percentage of the poor—those whose incomes were
below Rs.  per month—had somewhat declined in both the rural and the
urban areas, from .% to .% and from .% to %, respectively,96 but
the disparity in the distribution of wealth between the provinces and between
the propertied classes and the masses had increased.97 According to Mahbub
ul-Haq, “By   families controlled / of Pakistan’s industrial assets;
% of banking; % of insurance.”98 Economic growth had favored the in-
dustrial sector at the cost of the traditional economy, the cities at the cost of
the hinterland, and Punjab and West Pakistan at the cost of East Pakistan. The
business elite had amassed great fortunes, as had senior civil servants and
high-ranking members of the armed forces, while the middle class and the
poor had lost ground. Corruption, which by  had infested the country,
had only further discredited the government’s promise of economic progress
in the eyes of those who had not shared in its fruits. Agricultural policy had
caused large-scale migration to the cities, while industrialization had gener-
ated grievances among the labor force, whose numbers had risen threefold in
the s. The costs of development in the end delegitimated the Ayub Khan
regime, with the effect that it was unable to contain rising ethnic and Islamic
activism at the end of the s.

Pakistan’s defeat in the  war, combined with disaffection with author-
itarianism, secularism, and economic inequities, eroded government legiti-
macy and produced wide-scale antiregime political activism. The Left and Is-
lamists articulated antistate ideological positions, prodemocracy movements
demanded end to authoritarian rule, and ethnic forces, especially in East Pa-
kistan, demanded autonomy and secession. Weakened and under attack, the
ruling regime buckled, and the concentration of power at the center collapsed.
Ayub Khan resigned in . The military ruled another two years, only to
lose East Pakistan after a bloody civil war and defeat in a war with India.

In the end, the Ayub Khan era proved to be an anomaly in Pakistan. A

      



strong and secular state, committed to development and able to formulate and
implement policy with relative freedom from social resistance, proved to be a
transient phenomenon. The collapse of the Ayub Khan regime thus ended the
attempt to construct a strong secular state that would control Islam, and
would initiate development and social change from above using the power
concentrated at the center.

In both Malaysia and Pakistan the period between independence and 
was a time of adjustment for the new states. In both cases weak states born of
colonialism sought to establish social control and extend their power and
reach, but only tentatively. Saddled by the institutions and legacy of colonial-
ism, both Malaysia and Pakistan were weak states from inception. The state
in Pakistan was saddled with more problems than its Malaysian counterpart.
During the period under discussion Pakistan produced two constitutions—
the first, nine years after independence. However, Pakistan was also able for a
time during the – period to concentrate greater powers at the center,
approximating those at the disposal of many Third World states at the time.

The bureaucracy, military, judiciary, and the political elite—nationalist
leaders as well as the oligarchy—of the British period continued to wield
power in the new states as well. In Malaysia the nationalist political elite were
able to dominate at the center and to keep the oligarchy at bay. In Pakistan,
the nationalist political elite were unable to contain the oligarchy and were
eventually altogether sidelined by the bureaucracy and the military in .
Both states sought to manage the social structure that they inherited from the
colonial era in the manner that had the British. Malaysians sought to balance
the interests of Malays, Chinese, and Indians, whereas Pakistanis followed
British divide-and-rule policies. In both cases the state failed to manage eth-
nic tensions. Malaysia erupted in race riots in , and Pakistan became em-
broiled in an ethnic civil war in  that led to secession of East Pakistan and
the creation of Bangladesh.

The limitations of state power eroded secularism in Pakistan more quickly
and also led to instrumentalist uses of religion to serve state power. Islam
does not feature in Malaysia’s politics as a notable force during this period,
and has little role in or impact on state formation. Pakistan’s first constitution,
unlike Malaysia’s, was avowedly Islamic, and concentration of power at the
center during the Ayub Khan era used Islam to vest power in state institutions
even as the state claimed secularism.

Finally, state formation in the period under discussion, in both Malaysia and
Pakistan, came under a great deal of pressure from distribution of wealth be-
tween ethnic groups and sectors of the economy, as well as from the challenges
that were inherent in economic change and industrialization. The year 
marked an abrupt interruption in state formation as social uprisings led to
regime change in Pakistan and overhaul of national politics in Malaysia. These
changes would provide respite for the postcolonial state in the s, but did
not remove the underlying causes of crisis in the secular postcolonial state.
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Secular States in Crisis

The crises that confronted the Malaysian and Pakistani states in  resulted
in major changes in the setup of the states and the ways in which they inter-
acted with society. In Malaysia the post- era witnessed a profound change
in the character of the state and how it perceived its role in society and politics.
In Pakistan the post- era was one of tumult during which the country went
through civil war, war with India, secession of East Pakistan, democratization,
and recalibration of state-society relations through a new constitution and
large-scale restructuring of the economy. In both cases, these changes allevi-
ated some of the problems that had besieged the state before . However,
the changes did not remove those problems altogether, and in seeking to do so
created new crises. As a result, by the end of the s the secular state began
to decline, reaching the limits of its power, capacity, and social control. The
decline of the secular state resulted in greater Islamic consciousness in the po-
litical arena. This occurred at a time of Islamist resurgence across the Muslim
world, which made Islam more directly relevant to the crisis that confronted
the state in the s. Islamic resurgence would contribute to that decline,
would benefit from it, and would in the end also provide solutions for revers-
ing it. The manner in which Islam would become entangled with the state,
however, began with the decline in state authority and power.

Malaysia, –: The NEP Era

Between  and , Malaysia, under the leadership of Tunku Abdul-
Razzaq (–) and Husain Onn (–), sought to defuse sociopoliti-
cal tensions that had led to the  riots through aggressive intervention in
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the economy and society. In so doing, the state would not only expand its
powers and capacity but change its relations with the majority and minority
communities.1 The expansion of state power and capacity faced little resist-
ance and acted to limit the scope of pluralism in Malaysia, producing a mix
of authoritarianism and democracy, which would become more apparent in
the s during the Islamization era.2

Authoritarianism grew with relative ease in the s, for the minority
Chinese and Indian communities were persuaded that expansion of state
power was in their interests. Such expansion, they believed, would allow state
institutions and UMNO to better placate the disgruntled Malay community.
Malays favored expansion of state power and capacity because it would be
directed at furthering their interests.3 After  the Malaysian state moved
away from its original colonial conception of being above all ethnic commu-
nities and serving all of their interests equally. It would no longer be au-
tonomous and equidistant from all ethnic communities. After  the state
became more openly an advocate of Malays—their representative and instru-
ment. This change was necessary if the state and UMNO were to control
Malay politics to the benefit of all. Still, the change signaled an important
turning point in state formation. The closer affiliation with Malay interests
after  would subject state formation to influences to which it had hitherto
been immune. The political, social, and cultural forces that were internal to
the Malay community now more openly affected the working of the state.

That the Malaysian economy was largely foreign and minority owned,
combined with the weakness of the state, prevented the state from wide-scale
nationalization of industries (which would occur in Pakistan in the s, as
well as in parts of Africa with foreign and minority interests).4 The state in-
stead turned to acquiring, rather than appropriating, property to achieve redis-
tribution of resources. As a result, state intervention in the economy re-
mained somewhat limited, leaving the economy relatively free and under
foreign and minority control, but increasing the share of Malays in the wealth
that it would generate. This was not a strategy of giving Malays control of the
economy, but of gradually increasing their say in it—and then through the
agency of the state—while generating wealth for all concerned by encourag-
ing industrialization and trade. It did not change the structure of socioeco-
nomic relations, but fine-tuned them by imposing certain compromises. The
strategy benefited Malays as Malaysia experienced growth rates exceeding
other middle-income countries.5 Between  and  the Malaysian econ-
omy grew at the annual rate of .%.6 Still, it did not produce the kind of po-
litical capital for the state that more aggressive intervention in other Third
World countries had done. Between  and  the share of Malays in 
the private sector rose from .% to .%.7 This translated into some redis-
tribution of wealth, but kept the Malays at the lowest rung of the economic
ladder. It also left foreign and minority interests dominant in the economic
sector, with obvious political implications. Hence, the failure to nationalize
foreign and minority economic interests, although economically beneficial,
was politically a problem. For it denied the state the kind of legitimacy and
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social control that other Third World states were enjoying. This had partly to
do with the fact that although NEP had some of the trappings of Third World-
ist and nationalistic state-led industrialization, its principal “enemy” was not
foreign interest, but the domestic Chinese and Indian one. This placed certain
limits on nationalist zeal in dealing with the “enemy” in the economic sec-
tor.8 The upshot of all this was that the state would eventually have to look to
Islam to get what other Third World states got from anti-imperialism.

The principal tool for bringing about socioeconomic change was the NEP,
which was implemented in . Its main objectives were to eliminate poverty,
especially among Malay peasants; to enhance Malay social and economic
standing through a system of quotas for Malays in education, employment,
and government contracts; and to change in the ownership of corporate equity
holdings through state funding of bumiputra (sons of soil) “trust agencies”
that would purchase and hold equities for the Malay community.9 Large gov-
ernment and quasi-government agencies would acquire corporate equity 
in favor of Malays, especially in trade, finance, and industry. For instance,
Bank Bumiputra (Sons of Soil Bank) was established to provide credit to these
ventures.10 This approach produced a strategy of development by “trustee-
ship”11 managed by a state bourgeoisie rather an a Malay entrepreneurial
class. In fact, NEP led to a “subsidy mentality” among Malays that retarded
their entrepreneurial zeal.12

NEP provided for interethnic parity in ownership of corporate wealth
through state intervention in public enterprises. This intervention led to an
increase in the role of the state agencies and actors in the corporate scene.
Large financial allocations were made available to public enterprises to help
economically weak Malays.13 However, as the state became the agent of
Malay activity in the private sector, it spawned a new relationship of patron-
age among the UMNO, the state, and Malays, which served the state’s inter-
ests in controlling Malay politics. That the Malays’ stake in the economy still
depended on the performance of foreign and minority interests made both the
state and Malays dependent on those interests.

NEP temporarily neutralized formal Malay opposition. Throughout the
s the government increased the flow of funds to the rural economy. More
important, by creating educational and employment opportunities, a Malay
presence in the private sector, and—symbolically, at least—asserting the
Malay supremacy in Malaysia, NEP placated Malays. As part of NEP the
government increased the quota of Malay students in universities and created
new ones to specifically serve them, such as the National University of Ma-
laysia (Universiti Kebansangan Malaysia). Many more students received
government scholarships to study in Australia, Europe, and the United States.
These students were then recruited into government service, universities, and
the private sector. Consequently, NEP began to change the face of Malay so-
ciety.14 It increased the size of the Malay urban middle classes, and extended
the control of UMNO and the state over them. That control, as discussed
later, would be less than total.

In the short run NEP accelerated the growth of Malay urban and middle

     



classes, and helped UMNO to gain a following among them. This bolstered
UMNO’s—and, hence, state leaders’—claim to represent the Malay commu-
nity in lieu of sultans and other contenders such as PAS.15 The balancing role
that UMNO played between Malays and minority economic interests gave
state leaders increasing powers and room to manuever. Management of the
delicate economic and political relations was eventually formalized in the
Barisan Nasional (National Alliance),16 which also ensured UMNO domina-
tion of national politics. The alliance between UMNO and Chinese and In-
dian parties in the alliance produced a stable ruling coalition that re-created
in the political arena the pact that existed in the economic one. Even PAS was
part of Barisan Nasional between  and .

NEP’s social and economic successes in the end were short-lived, under-
mining its promise of political stability. It expanded government power and ca-
pacity, created new relations of patronage and clientalism between the state and
the Malay community, and reduced social and ethnic tensions. By the mid-
s, however, NEP faced new challenges. First, NEP’s record fell short of ex-
pectations. Second, social changes that NEP brought about produced new de-
mands on UMNO and the state, which NEP alone was not able to contend with.

Between  and  the Malay share of manufacturing jobs rose from
% to % and the Malay share of managers in the private sector rose from
% to %.17 In  Malays owned no more than % of all capital. In fact,
by all counts NEP had failed to realize its goals by .18 The pace of change
was viewed as too slow and soon produced disenchantment with the powers-
that-be. This disenchantment was even evident in UMNO and led to severe
criticism of the party’s leadership by a number of younger leaders, among
them Mahathir Mohammad.19

In addition, the industrialization initiative encountered the same problems
with backward and forward linkages that are evident in import-substituting
industrialization everywhere. These problems compelled the government to
intervene in the market to a greater extent but with diminishing returns. In
addition, the wide-scale presence of state actors and UMNO leaders in the
private sector, especially in various corporations and industrial projects, soon
made UMNO an avenue for generation of wealth. This not only provided
UMNO and state leaders with means to use patronage for political control
but tied UMNO to private sector interests, and, furthermore, opened the door
to corruption.20 Also, as state and UMNO leaders, for personal as well as po-
litical reasons, developed a vested interested in the growth of companies in
which government enterprises held equity, they increasingly supported busi-
ness interests, leaving Malay rural areas and urban middle and lower middle
classes by the wayside.21 By the end of the s businessmen had replaced
teachers—the original founders of UMNO—in the party’s leadership posi-
tions.22 NEP was benefiting large businessmen, who served as instruments of
state intervention in the market or acted as middlemen between the govern-
ment and foreign and minority interests. The large business interest used its
access in UMNO to protect its position and reduced NEP to a source of rent
for a few powerful Malays. This meant that in practice the state was not so
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much a “trustee” of all Malay interests as a “facilitator” for enrichment of the
Malay elite.23 This trend would become more pronounced after , but it
was already undeniably shaped by the late s.24

By  it was also clear that most antipoverty subsidy programs had
failed.25 There was more urban and rural poverty,26 as well as income in-
equality—between Malays and minority communities, and between rich and
poor Malays. NEP was designed to reduce ethnic tensions. Therefore, it did
not concern itself with social tensions within the Malay community. These
tensions were, however, notable, with roots in the colonial era.27 As NEP
calmed ethnic tensions, it brought into the open grievances within the Malay
community.28 The unevenness of NEP’s social and economic impact had ag-
gravated class conflict among Malays. The wealthy Malay beneficiaries of
NEP flaunted their wealth—which owed less to entrepreneurship and more
to connections—displaying ostentatious lifestyles that created resentment
among rural and middle-class Malays toward NEP.29 Soon the fact that NEP
trusteeship was, in effect, a support system for wealthy Malays caused politi-
cal tension. Those left behind by NEP turned to social activism, which often
took the form of Islamic voluntarism.30 The movements that resulted from
this development, which will be examined in the next chapter, created a po-
litical arena from which NEP, UMNO, and state control were excluded. The
growth of these movements signaled that expansion of state power and reach
under NEP had reached its limits, and might actually experience a reversal.

These tensions produced anti-UMNO and antistate Malay forces. These
forces were prominent among students and in rural areas. They opposed
UMNO and the state’s economic strategies, rejected conspicuous consump-
tion of the wealthy few, and criticized NEP for its narrow focus on wealthy
Malays, on the one hand, and its failure to alter the balance of wealth in the
country in favor of Malays. The challenge to NEP, UMNO, and state leaders
was serious. Malay students had been an important force in the riots of 
and in Tunku Abdul-Rahman’s fall from power.31 They were also an impor-
tant constituency of NEP, whose quota policies had been designed to benefit
students in education and employment. NEP had increased the number of
Malay students from % of the total in 32 to .% by  and .%
by .33 It had increased their numbers but had not established control over
them. Unrest among the students was a significant blow to NEP. It also was a
source of concern since students were integrated with urban middle classes
and their numbers were far higher than in .

Equally important was unhappiness with NEP in rural areas. That unhap-
piness had limited UMNO’s penetration of rural Malay politics, which ap-
peared as a potential threat to UMNO and state leaders’ position of power
after PAS left Barisan Nasional in  to exploit the rising anti-NEP and
anti-UMNO mood.34 PAS’s departure, along with the students’ Islamist lean-
ings (which will be discussed in the next chapter), underscored UMNO and
state leaders’ “Islamic deficit” at a time of pending crisis. The state in Malay-
sia had remained largely secular. It had sought to control Malays through
NEP, and beyond that by championing language and Malay nationalism. It had

     



assumed a secular Malay identity. The turn to Islam among Malay rural and
middle classes—and their rejection of NEP as a gateway for Western con-
sumerism and domination35—caught UMNO and state leaders off-guard.36

The NEP era also produced greater authoritarian tendencies in the Malay-
sian state. Although Malaysia remained a democratic polity, state encroach-
ment into the economy and society through NEP, the extension of its control
over Malay politics, and the rise of controlled democracy through Barisan
Nasional reduced the scope of democracy. This development presented the
Malaysian state with problems that Alfred Stepan has argued are typical of
statist responses to socioeconomic crises. He writes:

Statism seeks to structure society, integrating its many parts into a solidaristic
whole. It vests power in that whole, but still assumes self-management of the
parts (as reflected in continued presence of market forces and social groups).
This attempt to strike a balance between the liberal and Marxist conceptions of
the state is untenable. It creates tensions. Statism ultimately acts to limit market
forces, and also empowerment of non-state actors (since both could threaten the
state’s role and social harmony and common interest.) Hence, Organic-statist
systems seek to manage social groups (with varying degrees of success). These
states often emerge after crises of pluralist systems, and vie to limit the free-
dom of action of social forces under the pluralist regime in favor of controlled
and tight state management. Achieving this end may be difficult.37

Stepan believes that statism can contend with these problems through corpo-
ratism. In the Malaysian case, however, the solution would rather come from
Islamization.

The socioeconomic problems created by NEP found added significance as
Malaysia witnessed a marked increase in Islamist activism. This phenome-
non was in part a response to the failures of NEP, but also dovetailed with the
global resurgence of Islam in the late-s—which made it a greater threat
to the balance of power in Malaysia. The rise in Islamism was, therefore, the
other part of the political equation in the late s. To understand why the
Malaysian state reinvented itself in the early s the problems inherent in
NEP must be examined in conjunction with the dynamics of Islamist politics
during the decade of the s. This relationship will be discussed in the next
chapter.

Pakistan –: The End Game of the Secular State

The Ayub Khan regime fell from power in  amidst growing sociopolitical
tensions across Pakistan. The decade of authoritarianism and rapid industrial-
ization had generated class conflict and aggravated ethnic tensions. Pakistanis
of all political hues demanded an end to military rule and return of democracy.
The Ayub Khan regime, the strongest to date in Pakistan, was unable to con-
tain the rising tide of the opposition, especially the combination of Islamist
demand for an end to secularism, leftist agitations for social justice, and Ben-
gali and Sindhi demands for autonomy and secession. The depth and breadth
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of these demands were such that they rolled back the gains made by the state
under Ayub Khan. After a decade of consolidation of state power, Pakistan
witnessed successful social resistance to state power. In East Pakistan a total
collapse of state authority led to civil war and secession of that province. In
the western portion of Pakistan, the collapse of state authority led to regime
change and a reformulation of state-society relations. This effort would fail to
satisfactorily restore power to the state, leading state leaders to turn to Islam
in the s to create stability in state-society relations and to vest in the state
the powers that it lost in .

Ayub Khan’s regime was replaced by a martial law administration under
General Yahya Khan. The military’s second direct intervention in politics
would last until . Yahya Khan’s administration sought to see Pakistan
through two crises: first, transition to democracy, which was to take place
through general elections in December ; and, second, resolution of ethnic
tensions between East Pakistan and the center. The latter crisis was particu-
larly important to the state leadership, for it involved the territorial integrity
of Pakistan and the delicate balance of power with India.

Faced with a strong leftist challenge to state authority in both wings of Pa-
kistan and a resurgent Bengali nationalism, the Yahya Khan regime turned to
Islam. The generals believed that Islam was the only ideology that could con-
front the Left and provide a basis for keeping Pakistan together.38 The state’s
instrumentalist use of Islam more openly related questions of state power to
religion. Islam, however, did not prove to be the panacea that the martial law
administration had hoped for. In particular, Islamic solidarity failed to sub-
due Bengali nationalism.

The East Pakistan debacle followed immediately after Pakistan’s first gen-
eral elections, which were held soon after Yahya Khan took over. When Paki-
stan went to the polls in December of , Bengali grievances against the
central government were already threatening the unity of the country. Sheikh
Mujibur Rahman and the Awami League had mobilized support in East Paki-
stan around their for demand for what was, in effect, a confederation between
the two wings of the country, in which the eastern wing would receive parity
and broad autonomy.39 In East Pakistan, Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto’s Pakistan
People’s Party (PPP) and its left-of-center populist platform had resonated
with the masses. The elections produced the curious results in which the
Awami League won  of  National Assembly seats allocated to East Pa-
kistan (of the total of ), but won no seats in West Pakistan, whereas
Bhutto’s PPP won  of  seats allocated to West Pakistan, and won no seats
in East Pakistan. After the elections Bhutto and the military refused to allow
the Awami League to form the government and devolve power to East Paki-
stan, pushing that province to secessionism.40 The Pakistan military then re-
sorted to brute force to prevent that outcome, with disastrous results—loss of
East Pakistan after military defeat to India.

After the military debacle of East Pakistan Yahya Khan handed over power
to Bhutto’s PPP. Throughout his campaign for power Bhutto had promised to
bring fundamental changes to the country. He systematically attacked the

     



dominant military and bureaucratic elite, and their instruments of power
among the oligarchy and the industrial elite, who had emerged during the
Ayub Khan era. Bhutto had promised to disenfranchise the structures of
power that Pakistan had inherited from the colonial era, and to distribute
power and wealth from the dominant ethnic groups and provinces to the
smaller ones, and from the wealthy and powerful to the plebian masses. His
campaign slogan was kapra, roti, makan (cloth, bread, shelter—the three bare
necessities for the poor).41 Bhutto combined socialist rhetoric with Islam,
talking of Islamic socialism and musawat-i Muhammadi (Muhammad’s jus-
tice).42 Bhutto intended to use strong popular support to push through social
change, and in the process to empower the state and expand its capacity.43

Whereas Ayub Khan had sought to concentrate power at the top in order to
bring about social transformation, Bhutto would do so from below.

The PPP government, however, did not live up to expectations. It never
managed to institutionalize Bhutto’s charismatic appeal, and in time the
regime fell back into the mold of Pakistan’s politics. The PPP rose to power at
a time of greater popular participation in politics. To its detriment, it proved
unable to either harness or suppress that participation. Bhutto failed to ex-
ploit the military’s moment of weakness to institutionalize the PPP’s popular
support. In fact, the PPP was never made to resemble a popular party, but at
all times remained an extension of its leader. As the PPP failed to provide
Bhutto with a satisfactory base of support, he resorted to authoritarian meas-
ures, and ultimately relied on the oligarchy and the military to rule.

The party’s populist agenda affected the industrial elite, but not the rural
areas, wherein many more of the poor lived. Bhutto failed to carry out effec-
tive land reform, leaving intact the rural power structure and failing to alter
its impact on poverty and national politics. The failure to contend with the
military, the bureaucracy, and the oligarchy made the task of restructuring the
state unattainable, especially as Bhutto was compelled to rely on these insti-
tutions in place of a strong party to rule. The populist regime thus began to
resemble the one that it had replaced. Far from reinventing the state, it con-
tinued with the apparatuses of power of the colonial state. The failure of the
PPP, however, further eroded state authority, with debilitating consequences
for stability and economic growth.

Throughout the s the PPP relinquished its populist agenda for a bal-
ancing act between various interest groups. Bhutto was compelled to eviscer-
ate his agenda of its substantive content, purge his party of its left-of-center
workers, and push it in the direction of patrimonial politics. By the mid-s
the PPP—populist by claim and leaning to the right in practice—was para-
lyzed. As a result, it was not able to fully benefit from, nor control, the new
policies that it implemented in the economy.

The nationalization of industries and the use of the public sector to foster
greater economic equity, which followed PPP’s rise to power, had benefited
the bureaucracy and the state bourgeoisie, whose powers had been increased
to allow them to oversee the new state-run industries, more than it had the
labor force.44 With the influx of its erstwhile enemies—landed gentry and
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business leaders—into the ranks of the PPP following its ascension to power,
Bhutto’s populist agenda was turned on its head. The party was transformed
into a patronage machine to benefit those with political clout rather than the
poor—as was also the case with UMNO in Malaysia. Bhutto’s appeal to Is-
lamic symbols and to the support of the traditional elite and interest groups
and his strong-arm tactics in dealing with the Left disheartened loyal party
workers and eroded the PPP’s base of support among the modern social sec-
tor, whose expectations had remained unfulfilled.

The opposition also found ample ammunition in PPP nationalization and
land-reform measures. The propertied elite and the Islamic parties—the first
motivated by its economic and business interests and the second, by its belief
in the sanctity of property—joined forces to denounce the government’s eco-
nomic policies. Their opposition manifested itself in a host of anti-PPP is-
sues. The government’s halfhearted efforts at land reform in  and the na-
tionalization of agribusinesses—cotton-ginning and rice-husking mills—in
 (shortly before national elections) allied the landed gentry, small land-
owners, rural politicians, shopkeepers, and merchants, who saw their eco-
nomic interests threatened.

The scope of the disgruntlement eventually spread to constituencies that
had initially supported Bhutto. The PPP had generated much expectation that
the economy could not meet. In fact, the impact of populism on the economy
was to slow its pace of growth. Between the Ayub Khan and Bhutto periods,
annual average real growth rates in agriculture fell from .% to .%, and 
in large-scale manufacturing from .% to %. Total exports fell from .%
to .%. With a shrinking economy Bhutto’s hold on power became more
tenuous.45

The opposition to Bhutto, however, did not focus its attention on economic
issues alone. Islamic and political arguments were thought to provide a more
effective basis for a social movement and had the added advantage of taking
the debates beyond individual policies to challenge the legitimacy of the gov-
ernment as a whole. The alliance between the state and the bourgeoisie, which
was the PPP’s avowed aim, produced a more significant alliance between the
rural masses and the landed elite. Bhutto responded with efforts to find his
own base of support in the rural areas, but in line with the PPP’s dilemma of
meeting the demands of diverse interest groups, the move was interpreted by
city dwellers as having an “anti-urban bias” and further pushed the middle and
lower-middle classes into the fold of the anti-PPP alliance.

The opposition to the PPP quickly adopted Islamic form. In the s the
ideological hegemony of the Left—that had brought down Ayub Khan—ran
out of steam and was supplanted by Islamist ideology (the nature and scope
of which will be discussed in the next chapter). This shift made the state even
more sensitive to Islam. Furthermore, as Bhutto confronted more concerted
opposition to his rule, he, too, sought to use Islam to serve the needs of his
regime and those of the state.

The s witnessed the apogee of antistate Islamist activism in Pakistan.
Much as the race riots of  brought Islam into Malaysian politics, the loss

     



of East Pakistan more definitively anchored Pakistan’s politics in Islam.46 Is-
lamist parties had all through the East Pakistan debacle blamed the crisis on
the state leaders’ secular ways and lackluster adherence to Islam. At one rally
an Islamist student responded to the question “What broke up the country?”
with the answer “Wine.”47 After the secession of east Pakistan this sentiment
became prevalent in all sectors of society and even among some in the mili-
tary. The calamity that had befallen Pakistan was thus seen as a consequence
of secularism, a view that led many to turn to Islam for solace at a time of na-
tional crisis. This kind of change in the political climate clearly did not favor
the Bhutto government.

In addition, the loss of East Pakistan underscored the vulnerability of the
country to further disintegration along ethnic lines. This experience redou-
bled adherence to the ideological underpinnings of the country, which were
rooted in Islamic identity. Throughout the s Pakistan became palpably
more Islamically conscious. This mood was evident even in one of the princi-
pal bastions of secularism, the military. As mentioned earlier, some among
the officers blamed the loss of East Pakistan on secularism and the military
and state leaders’ secular ways. Their dissatisfaction with their superiors
translated into greater Islamic consciousness. More generally, the military
had recruited greater numbers from the lower middle classes in the s and
had not successfully transformed their worldviews. As the new recruits
moved up the ladder in the military, they made that institution more open to
Islam.48 The influence of this trend became more pronounced in the s as
the military, having suffered a humiliating defeat in East Pakistan and been
blamed for a decade of authoritarian rule under Ayub Khan, was eager to re-
gain respect and restore public confidence in itself, and to this end became
more open to Islam. Finally, during the s the military was under the com-
mand of General Muhammad Zia ul-Haq, who not only vaunted his own reli-
giosity but was insistent on promoting Islam in the military.

The loss of East Pakistan, in effect, created a crisis of identity for Pakistan
that Bhutto and the PPP’s leftist populism failed to resolve. As a result, the
population turned to Islam for answers. This opened the door for Islamists and
traditional religious institutions to become more directly involved in politics.49

The fate of the state from this point forward would involve them as well.
The new-found importance of Islam would make it central to all struggles

of power in the s. The salience of Islamic arguments in politics became
immediately evident in the debates surrounding the Constitution of .50

The debates produced a constitution that was more amenable to Islam than
Ayub Khan’s  constitution, and, more important, debates over division of
power between state and social institutions and actors were enmeshed with
concerns for Islamic norms and practices. The constitution, which included
all Islamic features of the earlier constitutions, made Islam directly relevant
to the state—and also its powers and authority.51

This constitution would further weaken the Bhutto regime, which, given
its secular image, was at a disadvantage in the face of the growing promi-
nence of Islam. This disadvantage became clear soon after the promulgation
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of the Constitution of  as the government confronted a series of chal-
lenges to its authority that were couched in Islamic language or involved Is-
lamic issues. These varied from opposition to Pakistan’s recognition of
Bangladesh to pressuring the government to declare the Ahmediya minority
non-Muslim. Bhutto was taken unawares by how quickly Islam replaced eth-
nic and leftist ideologies at the political center stage. He did not openly resist
the rise of Islam, nor assert the prerogatives of the secular state. Rather, he
sought to ride the tide of Islamic consciousness in order to use it to stymie his
opposition by forcing political debates to move beyond Islam to political and
social issues. Resisting Islam would only focus all politics on the role of
Islam in society and politics—which in the s was a losing proposition
for the secular state. By easily conceding on Islam, Bhutto hoped to make
Islam a nonissue and refocus attention on the issues that had brought him to
power.52 Stymieing Islamist opposition to the secular state by making such an
opposition moot was a strategy of survival that would only be perfected by
General Zia in the s.

Having opened the gateways of politics to Islam, Bhutto had no intention
of giving up all claims to it. To the contrary, opening politics to Islam made
him all the more interested in harnessing the energies of Islamism and Islamist
forces, and using them to the advantage of the state, its institutions, and its
leaders. This course of action would also limit the Islamists’ and ulamas’
ability to dominate the political arena.

Bhutto’s strategy rested on manipulation of both popular Islam and the
high Islam of Islamists and ulama.53 Bhutto’s campaign for power had since
inception been close to the popular Sufi Islam of rural Punjab and Sind.54

Bhutto was himself attached to rural Islam and the cult of saints in Sind.55

More important, however, Bhutto understood that rural Islam resonated with
the poor, and it provided him and the state with a powerful tool with which to
control those masses, and then to transform society and politics. Bhutto
aimed to mobilize the urban and rural poor in support of his drive to restruc-
ture state and society.56 To this end, he sought to create a strong nexus with
their religious worldview. Bhutto’s campaign of change ran aground early on,
but his interest in rural Islam continued. In the s he hoped to gain legiti-
macy from his devotion to the shrines and saints of Sind, and even to use the
power of rural Islam and Sufism to combat the Islamists and the ulama. In
this, however, he failed. Popular Islam did not empower his regime, and, more
important, did not save him from Islamist and ulama opposition.

As a result, Bhutto was compelled to compete more directly with Islamists
and ulama for control of the burgeoning Islamic politics. In this regard, he
sought to fashion the state as a legitimate agency for managing the role of
Islam in society and politics—a function that would become associated with
the state in the s. Unlike Ayub Khan, Bhutto did not seek to reinterpret
Islam to serve the needs of development. His notion of Islamic socialism and
appeal to popular Islam had been designed to serve populism. However, as
Islamists and ulama dominated the Islamic discourse in the political arena,
Bhutto abandoned all efforts to interpret or reform Islam, and resorted to

     



symbolic measures that were designed to placate Islamists and ulama and to
give the state legitimacy in terms of their vision of Islam. In  Pakistan
hosted the first Islamic Summit, which forged strong bonds between Pakistan
and the Persian Gulf Arab states. Bhutto hoped that these ties would give his
regime Islamic legitimacy just as they would buoy Pakistan’s sagging econ-
omy through investments and labor remittances. The Persian Gulf states were
eager for Bhutto to abandon socialism and were keen on strengthening their
ties with Pakistan based on Islamic solidarity. The government’s turn to Islam
thus also had an economic and foreign policy component.

After the summit the state’s symbolic appeal to Islam became more bla-
tant. It sponsored the International Seerah (Life of the Prophet) Conference
in ,57 commissioned the printing of an “error-free” Qur’an, relaxed regu-
lations governing pilgrimage to Hajj, made Arabic a component of the edu-
cational curricula and increased the Islamic theology and history component
of it, changed the national holiday from Sunday to Friday (the Muslim sab-
bath), changed the name of Pakistan Red Cross to Red Crescent, empowered
the Council of Islamic Ideology that had become dormant, and established the
Ministry of Religious Affairs to formalize and regulate relations between the
state and the ulama and Islamists.58 Bhutto even dubbed Pakistan’s nuclear
weapon the “Islamic bomb.”

These measures set the state on the path to Islamization—adopting Islamic
coloring in order to serve the interests of the state and its leaders. However, at
this stage the turn to Islam did not serve Bhutto’s project of power. The Bhutto
period continued to witness collapse of state authority as the scope of oppo-
sition to his regime broadened to include ever-increasing segments of the
population. That opposition maintained a tight control over Islamic politics
so that while the state became increasingly open to Islam—thus legitimating
its flow in politics—it was unable to benefit from that openness. It became
clear that the secular state and secular state leaders would not be able to effec-
tively manage Islamic politics. Bhutto was compelled to dabble in Islamic
politics but only to ensconce Islam in the political arena and seal the fate of
his own regime.

The scope of this problem became clear in  when Pakistan went to the
polls. The opposition to Bhutto formed a nine-party electoral alliance—the
Pakistan National Alliance—which included Islamist and ulama parties as
well. The alliance mounted an effective bid for power, which served as a tes-
tament to both the erosion of Bhutto’s power and secular authority in Paki-
stan. The election results, however, did not reflect the popularity of the oppo-
sition, which led to widespread belief that the election results had been
tampered with. The opposition turned to street agitation, which between
March and July  spread across Pakistan. The direct challenge to Bhutto
was the Nizam-i Mustafa (Order of the Prophet) movement.59 The confronta-
tion with the ruling order was thus cast in an Islam-versus-secularism mold.

In a last-ditch effort to maintain control of the flow of Islam in politics
Bhutto adopted the demands of the Islamist opposition.60 He banned the
serving of alcohol, ordered the closure of casinos and nightclubs, and banned
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gambling and all other social activities proscribed by Islamic law.61 He hoped
that by surrendering the right to interpret Islam to the Islamic groups he
could mollify them. But Islamists and ulama were in no mood to be placated.
Freed of the restrictions of state control, they were determined to use Islam to
take over power. They continued their anti-Bhutto campaign, which came to
an end only when the military staged a coup in July .

By the end of the s the state in both Malaysia and Pakistan faced a crisis.
In Malaysia NEP’s usefulness to support the postcolonial state had reached
its limits and had in fact placed new challenges before state leaders that could
not be dealt with in its existing setup. In Pakistan the collapse of state authority
during the – period initially pointed to radical changes in state-society
relations—an end to the colonial moorings of the state and redistribution of
power and resources in society. This, however, did not come to pass. Rather,
the state resumed its erstwhile mode of operation—relying on the military,
bureaucracy, and the oligarchy to rule—albeit behind the façade of Bhutto’s
populist regime. Tensions that were inherent in this arrangement, combined
with economic downturns and a growing chorus of Islamic opposition to the
state, eventually undermined state authority, which reached crisis proportions
in  when the tidal wave of social resistance threatened to sweep over the
state. The end of the Bhutto era thus witnessed a near collapse of state au-
thority in Pakistan—a crisis of the secular state that far exceeded the chal-
lenge that faced the state in Malaysia. At the juncture of the late s both
the Malaysian and Pakistani states faced an impasse. The secular state had
reached the limits of its power and was in fact experiencing a reversal in its
power and capacity. The crisis of the state was occurring in an environment of
greater Islamic consciousness in society and politics, which included the
state as well. With no ideological tools available to the state through which to
protect its position, state leaders began to look to Islam itself as a panacea.
The choice made by the state can best be understood in the context of the na-
ture and scope of Islamic politics in Malaysia and Pakistan during the s,
and the promise and challenges that inhered in it.

     





The Islamist Challenge in Malaysia 
and Pakistan

The decade of the s was a period of ideological tumult in Malaysia and
Pakistan. At the time when secular states were experiencing crises of gover-
nance, the society was in the throes of reexamining its foundational identity.
That process led to greater Islamic resurgence across society and in politics
that was evident in greater adherence to Islamic norms in private and public
lives. Change in dress and patterns of social interaction, as well as increase in
membership in Islamic societies, Islamic activism, attendance at mosques,
and pilgrimage to Hajj, indicated a turn to Islam in Malay and Pakistani soci-
eties.1 This phenomenon empowered and emboldened Islamist and ulama ac-
tivists and parties who articulated an Islamist discourse of power through that
decade, and formed or expanded existing sociopolitical organizations to
serve the directives of that discourse. These activists and organizations both
promoted the resurgence of Islam and were supported by it. In time they de-
fined the place of Islamic ideas and activism in the political arena—thus
changing the nature of demands on the state and casting anew the nexus be-
tween state and society. Islamist activism in the s, and its ideological vi-
sion, both defined the challenge to the secular state and determined the direc-
tion in which the state would develop along at the end of that decade.

Islamist Activism in Malaysia in the s:
PAS, ABIM, and Dakwah Movements

The s witnessed an intense ideological battle over Malay identity be-
tween Islam—as conceived of in the new wave of Islamist activism—nation-
alism, and traditional conceptions of Malay community tied to sultans2 and
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rooted in language and custom (adat).3 Islamic resurgence during that decade
was rooted in the race riots of , which ignited interest in Islam as an im-
portant distinguishing dimension of Malay identity in Malaysia’s polyglot so-
ciety.4 That interest, however, became more pronounced in the s as an
unintended consequence of NEP.5 The relationship of patronage between the
state and the Malay community reinforced Malay identity just as it distin-
guished between Malays and non-Malays.

Social tensions born of NEP were also important in this regard. The dec-
ade of the s witnessed rapid economic and social change.6 The growth in
Malay urban middle classes, migration and the rise of urban poverty, and 
income inequality between communities, classes, and urban and rural areas
all fueled Islamic resurgence.7 NEP had been designed to address ethnic im-
balances, not class, sectoral, or regional ones. Islamism focused on exactly
those chasms that NEP had created but was not equipped to bridge. Islamism
in the s created a student-peasant-worker alliance, thus clearly demarcat-
ing the boundaries of NEP’s influence and opposition to it.8 NEP not only
laid the foundations for an antistate political platform around demands for
social justice but also threatened to divide Malays along the line of support or
opposition to UMNO and NEP. This would have sharply reduced the purview
of UMNO and state leaders’ power and opened important space in Malay pol-
itics for other contenders to speak for that community and represent its inter-
ests. Moreover, once divided, Malay’s control of Malaysian politics may have
come under question as well.

Islamism emerged in the s as both a challenge to UMNO and a re-
sponse to social ills that had followed NEP. Islamism was therefore both a po-
litical force and a social force. It was largely associated with urban youth,
many of whom also had ties with rural areas. Although PAS continued to
serve as a political platform for Islamism9 and was important in underscoring
the relevance of Islam to Malay identity in the s,10 it did not act as the
principal vehicle for Islamic resurgence during that decade. For, despite its
antistate rhetoric, it remained more a rival to UMNO than a threat to the
state.11 In fact, for a time in the s PAS joined the ruling Barisan Nasional
to support the Malay state.12

Islamic resurgence was, instead, most prominent among students and dak-
wah (propagation) movements that were directly or indirectly associated with
them.13 Dakwahs had two aims: to make Muslims more vigilant in obser-
vance of their faith and to do social work. All dakwah activity in Malaysia
emphasized these two goals, but to varying degrees. Dakwah activity had
emerged soon after independence to emphasize the role of Islam in Malay
life.14 UMNO and the government had encouraged it as a means of spreading
Islam in Borneo—especially through PERKIM—whose population were
counted as bumiputras to bolster the number of Malays vis-à-vis the Chinese
and Indians.15 The number and scope of dakwah activity, however, expanded
significantly in the s, and more important, involved students.

The two most important dakwah movements in the s were the Islamic
Youth Movement of Malaysia (Angkatan Belia Islam Malaysia [ABIM]) and

       



al-Arqam. Both were rooted in student Islamic activism, worked to propagate
Islamic observance in private and public life, and were opposed to UMNO
and NEP. ABIM was more concerned with urban middle classes and the poor,
whereas al-Arqam was devoted to addressing issues associated with rural pov-
erty and rural development. Between them, ABIM and al-Arqam included the
most significant anti-NEP social groups in Malaysia, and sought to establish
a broad-based antistate and anti-NEP sociopolitical alliance.

Al-Arqam developed as a self-contained community that closely followed
the teachings of its leader, Shaykh al-Ashaari.16 It combined al-Ashaari’s
teachings with community-based rural development projects and businesses.
Its impact on the rural scene where it was active was notable, but its overall
impact on rural economy and society was limited. This owed to the cultlike
structure and teachings of the movement along with limitations that exist in
organization across the rural areas of peninsular Malaysia. Al-Arqam there-
fore did not pose the kind of challenge to the government that ABIM did. In
fact, the government did not contend with al-Arqam until , when it was
banned and its leader was arrested. The organization’s particular reading of
Islam and its sartorial regulations had by then set it apart from mainstream
Islam in Malaysia and made it easier for the government to crack down on its
activities.

The challenge of ABIM was both more direct and far-reaching. ABIM
was the culmination of student political activism that had begun in . Stu-
dents at the University of Malaya had been instrumental in the race riots and
in bringing down the government of Tunku Abdul-Rahman.17 As a political
force, their power only grew in the s. The National Education Policy
component of NEP provided for new universities, increase in the number of
Malay students, and scholarships for education abroad.18 The number of
Malay students in universities rose by % between  and , by which
time some , Malay students were studying abroad on government schol-
arships.19 By  .% of university students would be Malay—% at the
National University of Malaysia.20 The government investment in education
did not translate into control over their politics and activism. In fact, as early
as  the government felt compelled to limit their activism through the
University Colleges Act of .21 This only further encouraged the students’
turn to Islamist activism since by organizing as dakwahs rather than student
bodies students could avoid the government clampdown.22

More significant than the increase in the number of students and their pen-
chant for activism was this turn to Islam, which signified a tuning out of na-
tionalist politics in one of the most significant segments of the Malay commu-
nity—wherefrom its future leaders and the core of its middle classes would
emerge. For instance, Anwar Ibrahim, who began his political career by es-
tablishing ABIM, had parents who were both active members of UMNO.23

The impact of this trend was already evident in the s. It was then a source
of embarrassment to UMNO that in elections PAS candidates tended to be
better educated than UMNO ones, and the general perception was that the ed-

  



ucated youth were not to be found in UMNO but in ABIM and PAS. In short,
given the education gap between UMNO and its Islamist opponents, it ap-
peared that the future belonged to the latter. UMNO became particularly wor-
ried about this trend after PAS’s strong showing in the  elections, when it
took nearly half of the Malay vote.24

The turn to Islam owed to a number of factors. First and foremost was dis-
enchantment with UMNO and its secular nationalist ideology.25 The students
had become more conscious of Islam in the post- period, and saw little
reflection of that consciousness in UMNO and NEP. ABIM would character-
ize UMNO’s brand of nationalism as an un-Islamic attachment to race—as
asabiyyah—that contravened the universal conception of community that is
enjoined by Islam.26

International influences were also important. The turn to Islamism in Malay-
sia came during a decade when Islamism rose in prominence across the Muslim
world. This surge ended the Bhutto regime in Pakistan in , mounted a
strong challenge to the Sadat regime from  onward, and brought down
the Pahlavi monarchy in Iran in . Malaysian students were exposed to
these trends and imbibed the ideology of Islamism in contacts with Islamist
movements abroad as well as through Islamist literature in Malaysia.27

In Malaysia contacts between ulama and centers of Islamic learning in the
Arab world had always been strong. Many among the Malaysian ulama—and
PAS leaders—for instance, have been educated at the al-Azhar in Egypt or at
various institutions in Saudi Arabia.28 International Islamic organizations, as
well as movements dedicated to propagation of Islamic orthodoxy—such as
the South Asia–based Tablighi Jamà at (Propagation Society)— served as
conduit for ideas between the Middle East and South Asia, and Malaysia.29

These contacts had exposed Malaysians to developments in relations between
Islam and politics in the Arab world and South Asia. PAS, for instance, has
followed the example of Islamists in the Middle East and South Asia in de-
manding implementation of Islamic law and restrictions on women’s partici-
pation in public affairs and economic activities.30

In the s, however, the influence of the Arab world extended beyond re-
ligious channels of communication. The Arab-Israeli war of —which
animated ABIM’s activism—and ascendancy of OPEC supported feelings of
Islamic solidarity and empowerment, which extended to Malaysia as well.31

With the flow of wealth to the Middle East came greater economic contacts
between Malaysia and the Persian Gulf states, and investments by states,
companies, and entrepreneurs from that region.32 As was the case with Paki-
stan, fecund economic ties between Arabs and Malaysians strengthened Is-
lamic unity and identity. Greater ties with the Middle East also opened the
door to infusion of funds into religious schools and projects across Malay-
sia.33 Eager to assert its claim to leadership in the Muslim world, Saudi Ara-
bia favored patronage of Islamic projects across the Muslim world, which
also strengthened direct ties between Malaysians and Saudi religious leaders.

All this had the effect of bolstering the role of Islam in Malaysian identity.

       



During a decade when the Middle East experienced wealth and empower-
ment, Malaysians were drawn to Islamic unity, wishing to belong to the Is-
lamic world. That wish contributed to Islamic consciousness that quickly ex-
ceeded UMNO’s position on Islam.

The Iranian Revolution of  had the effect of transforming the rising Is-
lamic identity that had resulted from economic and political ties with the
Middle East into a political consciousness that more closely paralleled Middle
Eastern Islamism.34 The revolution in Iran suggested to some activists and in-
tellectuals that advocating a confrontational, aggressive, and antiestablishment
form of Islamism would make them more important and relevant.35 This belief
then spread to some politicians as well—for instance, precipitating internal
schisms in PAS that led the party to explore the promise of greater activism
by leaving Barisan Nasional.36 Iran thus served as an example in suggesting
new avenues for discourse and mobilization with greater returns to activism.
In addition, the revolution—along with other expressions of Islamism—
was then deemed to be progressive whereas Malaysian society was viewed as
decadent and stagnant. Islamism for many Malays held the promise of true
development and progress that NEP and its notion of trusteeship had failed to
deliver. It was therefore a foil to NEP just as it was a suitable ideology of op-
position. For instance, in September  the United Association of Malay-
sian Students in Britain rejected NEP as capitalist and materialist, benefiting
only a corrupt elite, and irrelevant to the poor.37 The attack on NEP then set
the stage for advocating an Islamic solution to the problems facing Malays
and Malaysia. ABIM hoisted Islamism not only as an alternative to UMNO’s
brand of Malay nationalism but to show that UMNO and state leaders were
not serving Malay interests.38

The state leadership also viewed the Islamist wave as a concern for Ma-
laysia’s regional policy. Muslim separatism in the Acheh region of Sumatra,
Pattani region of Southern Thailand, and the Mindanao region of the Philip-
pines was on the rise in the s. Muslim populations of these regions are
either Malay or have had historical ties to Malays. Islamism in Malaysia
therefore had the potential to influence political stability in the region and to
affect Malaysia’s delicate relations with its ASEAN partners.39

Malaysian students abroad were also changing through interactions with
Islamist trends from South Asia and the Middle East.40 In Britain, Australia,
and the United States many formed Islamic student societies (Persuatan
Islam) and joined Islamic student associations, emerging as important actors
in the Muslim Student Association in the United States or the Federation of
the Organization of Islamic Societies in Britain.41 They formed the Malay-
sian Islamic Studies Group, Suara Islam (Voice of Islam), and the Islamic
Representative Council.42 It was in these forums that they studied the works
of radical Islamists from the Arab world and Mawlana Mawdudi of Pakistan,
and integrated Islamist arguments about social justice and the Islamic state
into their political worldview.43

These ideas came back to Malaysia with the returning students to gel with
ideas that were being promoted in Malaysian universities by ABIM, in rural

  



areas by al-Arqam, and in mosques by al-Azhar and Saudi-trained ulama, who
had already initiated Islamist political activism.44 The popularity of Islamism
among returning students also indicated that religious activism was increas-
ingly flowing up to the more privileged segments of Malay society and its fu-
ture leadership. For instance, Prime Minister Husain Onn’s daughter returned
from her studies abroad observing the Islamic code of dress for women.45

By the middle of the s Malaysia was clearly in the throes of a wide-
spread Islamic resurgence that extended from greater personal observance to
political activism. The students had emerged as the most important actors in
the Islamist movement. They were present in various dakwah movements and
in PAS. However, their most important vehicle was ABIM, which in the s
became not only the most powerful dakwah and activist organization, but a
direct challenge to UMNO’s hold on Malay politics and its conception of the
Malaysian state.46

ABIM was formally created in  with  members. It was the culmi-
nation of student activism of the – period,47 bringing together the mes-
sage of dakwah that was ubiquitous outside of campuses and the political de-
mands of students for sociopolitical change on campuses.48 ABIM was from
the outset closely associated with its charismatic leader, Anwar Ibrahim, who
served as ABIM’s president between  and his resignation in . Anwar
had been at the University of Malaya during the race riots of  and had
been instrumental in relating Malay identity after  to Islam. In ABIM he
proved very effective in relating the question of “survival of Malays”—that
had become central to Malay politics after —to Islamic identity.49 ABIM
emphasized morality in tandem with demands for social justice and Malay
rights, and popularized the notion that Islam is the panacea for all social ills
and economic problems.50 ABIM, however, never openly called for an Is-
lamic state, and instead advocated change in the sociopolitical system from
below based on Islamic values. It, moreover, advocated interpreting those
values so as to accommodate Malaysia’s pluralist society.51 ABIM advocated
an Islamic state, to be based on Islamic laws and values. ABIM recognized
the problems that confronted the campaign for an Islamic state, given the eth-
nic composition of Malaysia. As a result Anwar and ABIM admitted that
Middle Eastern and South Asian Islamism could not be readily imported into
Malaysia, and that while Islamic ideology born in the Middle East and South
Asia could provide a model for Malaysians to follow, it had to be tempered to
fit the needs of a multiethnic society.52 In a speech before ABIM’s annual
congress in  Anwar declared: “Islam is the solution for the problems of a
plural society.”53

Under Anwar’s leadership ABIM became dominant in both Islamist and
student politics in the s, and fused the energies of the two to create a po-
tent political force.54 ABIM’s membership in the middle of the s stood at
around , and  branches.55 It received recognition outside of Malay-
sia and accolades from Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, and Ayatollah Khomeini in
Iran.56 ABIM’s Islamism was modern and reformist, and as such was different
from the more traditional Islamism of PAS and rural dakwah movements. For

       



this reason, it had broad appeal in urban areas and among the rising middle
classes. ABIM advocated sociopolitical change by instilling Islamic values in
society. It emphasized education, and to this end it established Islamic sec-
ondary schools (Yayasan Anda) that were to spearhead its aim of overhauling
social values and carried its message beyond campuses and deepened its so-
cial base. ABIM was not a political party, although in many regards it posed as
such, especially during the time when PAS was a part of Barisan Nasional—
when ABIM was the principal Islamist opposition force. Rather, it operated
as a dakwah movement dedicated to propagation of Islam.

ABIM’s criticisms of UMNO, corruption of state leaders and the political
elite, nepotism, failures of NEP, and secularism and “Westernized” culture of
the elite, was more direct and uncompromising.57 Siddiq Fazil, an ABIM
leader characterized the organization’s position in the following terms:

The leaders were condemning corruption, but they were enriching them-
selves. They talked about Malay nationalism, but they were alienated from
Malay masses. They were obsessed by the West. They were too accommodating
to non-Malay sentiments. They were extremely slow in implementing national
policies in education and langauge. We were impatient and angry about the
plight of the Malays, their education, rural development, rural health . . . . We
were very angry, disgusted and critical of the government. There seemed to be
no moral foundation and no spiritual guidance. We turned to Islam to fill this
vacuum and to look for guidance.58

ABIM also criticized the government’s use of the Internal Security Act—
a vestige of the British period, which gives broad powers to the government
to suspend civil liberties—demanding greater personal freedoms and limits
on state exercise of power. These kinds of views were expressed in the orga-
nization’s organ, Risalah (Message), and accounted for its popularity beyond
its student base of support.

ABIM also created a broad-based organizational structure that extended
across Malaysia. Through study cells, lectures, and seminars the organization
propagated its ideas far and wide and continued to recruit among the youth
and urban professionals. By the middle of the s the sheer size of ABIM’s
organization became a source of concern to UMNO, which understood the
potential of a rival that claimed the membership and following of as many
Malays as did ABIM.

Some in UMNO looked to sultans and ulama to contain dakwah activity.
For instance, Tunku Abdul-Rahman at one point chastised the sultans for not
controlling extremist dakwahs.59 However, since dakwah activity of the s
rejected adat and custom as un-Islamic, it rejected the authority of the sul-
tans, which was based on adat.60 UMNO leaders therefore had to equip the
state with the means to contain ABIM and other dakwah movements. UMNO
and state leaders initially responded to the Islamist challenge by bolstering the
government’s Islamic legitimacy, mostly through symbolic acts and procla-
mations. In  the government declared that NEP had been rooted in the

  



Qur’an and Islamic legal sources. Fines were levied on Malays for consuming
alcohol.61 By the late s use of Islamic language in public discourse and
pronouncements of state leaders had become routine.62 Television broadcast
call to prayers and government sponsorship of mosque building increased, as
did the frequency with which UMNO and state leaders appeared in religious
functions. Foreign policy became more pro-Arab, and in  trade with Is-
rael was ended.63 Finally, the inclusion of PAS into Barisan Nasional was also
designed to provide the ruling regime with Islamic legitimacy.

These measures did not, however, stem the tide of Islamism, especially the
growing influence of ABIM. This became apparent during the Baling uprising
of —a peasant protest movement in which ABIM took part. The uprising
was of great concern to state leaders. For until then communists led by Chi-
nese activists had led this kind of opposition, which the government had eas-
ily dealt with by relying on Malay identity. The Baling uprising was the first
instance of a Malay-based and Islamically inspired peasant uprising—a con-
frontation between Malays and the Malay leadership. State leaders responded
to what they saw as the Islamist threat to their position and ABIM’s rise
through strong-arm tactics. In  Anwar, along with , ABIM members,
was arrested.64 In the same year UMNO put forth plans for an expansion of
federal religious bureaucracy, including Pusat Penyelidekan Islam Malaysia
(Islamic Research Center of Malaysia [Pusat Islam]); and established the
Pusat Dakwah Islamiyah (Islamic Missionary Center) in the prime minister’s
secretariat;65 set up the National Fatwa (Religious Decrees) Council, and
charged the Religious Council for the Federal District (Majlis Ugama Islam)
with the task of regulating dakwahs.66 The government also created its own
dakwah organization through PERKIM in . The former secular prime
minister, Tunku Abdul-Rahman, mobilized support for PERKIM within Ma-
laysia as well as across the Arab world, fashioning it as an international Is-
lamic movement dedicated to conversion of non-Muslims of Malaysia to
Islam, especially in Borneo. PERKIM received funds and support from Saudi
Arabia, Kuwait, and Libya, and provided the government with some Islamic
legitimacy. For instance, in  Tunku Abdul-Rahman received both the
Faisal Award from Saudi Arabia and the National Hijrah Award from Paki-
stan for service to Islam.67

Through these measures UMNO not only sought to assume an Islamic
image—in particular by becoming a part of the dakwah movement—but to
regulate dakwah activity in general. In particular by the late s UMNO
had become worried about labor and peasant disturbances that had connec-
tions to dakwahs,68 as well as the rise of anti-Hindu extremist dakwahs that
led to attack on Indian temples and property during the Kerling incident in
.69 Worried about escalation of violence and militancy, UMNO made 
a distinction between “proper” dakwah and “false” dakwah (dakwah song-
sang), justifying use of force against the latter. UMNO’s strategy was to di-
vide and rule dakwah movements by isolating radicals and extremists, along
with small groups with small bases of followers, in tandem with co-opting

       



larger mainstream dakwahs through PERKIM.70 However, the distinction
made by the government was somewhat arbitrary. According to one survey, in
 there were  extremist dakwahs with , members.71

These measures, however, failed to slow the spread of Islamism, which with
PAS’s departure from Barisan Nasional constituted added threat to UMNO.
The apparent change in the balance of power between secular regimes and Is-
lamist oppositions in the Middle East and South Asia convinced PAS that it
had much to gain by leaving Barisan Nasional. PAS believed that once it left
the ruling coalition it would be in a position to capitalize on the political
mood in the country and to harness the energies of urban and rural Islamist
movements to mount an effective challenge to UMNO. From  onward
PAS, too, became a notable Islamist threat to UMNO and state leaders.

Since its creation in , PAS had kept Islam relevant to Malay identity
and nationalism, but had not been able to challenge UMNO either ideologi-
cally or politically. PAS’s influence had remained limited to the more purely
Malay and Islamically conscious northern provinces of Malaysia, notably,
Kedah, Kelantan, and Terengganu.72 Since its creation PAS had advocated Is-
lamic rule for Malaysia. Its vision of Islam was more strident and also more
ethnically chauvinistic than that of ABIM. Although PAS accepted democ-
racy, it favored a direct role for the ulama in governance, which hinted at
theocracy. PAS also equated Islamization with disenfranchisement of the
“yellow culture”—Chinese influence over Malaysia.73 PAS had, in the first
place, left UMNO after independence in part because of the party’s accom-
modation of the Chinese and Indian communities, which it equated with am-
bivalence toward Islam.74

PAS’s view of Islam was in concert with the religious sensibilities of
small-town and rural voters that supported the party. It also reflected the
thinking of those ulama and religious leaders who had been educated in the
Middle East, at al-Azhar or in Mecca and Medina, as well as in South Asia at
conservative institutions such as the Deoband. For this reason, PAS had never
been able to make an effective bid for urban and middle-class Malay vote.

In ABIM PAS saw an opportunity. Anwar and ABIM had opened urban
areas, middle classes, and professionals to Islam and Islamism, in essence
creating a unique opportunity for PAS. PAS left Barisan Nasional to explore
the possibilities that dakwah activity in the s, and ABIM in particular,
had brought to the fore.75 PAS’s own membership had undergone change in
the s to make the party more open to those possibilities. In the s the
old guard was gradually replaced by younger Islamist activists and ulama,
many of whom had been ABIM leaders or had been involved in student ac-
tivism in Britain. These younger voices sought to revamp PAS to turn it into
the vanguard force for the creation of an Islamic republic in Malaysia. They
initiated recruitment, training, and organization drives, and changed PAS’s
platform to increase its appeal to ABIM’s constituency. Since ABIM was not
a party, it could retain control over its members only for a finite period of
time. Furthermore, it could not use student mobilization directly in the polit-
ical arena. PAS, however, was a political party and was the most natural des-

  



tination for ABIM’s “graduates.” The new leadership in PAS, especially the
ideologically strident Hajji Abdul Hadi Awang (chief minister of Terengganu
since ), made the creation of an ideological and organizational nexus be-
tween PAS and ABIM the bedrock of an effective Islamist bid for power.76

After leaving Barisan Nasional, PAS had quickly adopted ABIM’s rheto-
ric. It made the demand for an “Islamic state” central to its program, and de-
picted UMNO and Malay nationalism as too narrowly communal. PAS also
criticized NEP and industrial development in Malaysia along with its West-
ernizing cultural influence.77 With this prelude Awang and PAS approached
Anwar after he was released from jail in  to formalize an alliance be-
tween PAS and ABIM.

However, PAS remained more radical than ABIM, for it had recruited
from among the more radical ABIM and Malay students in Britain. The party
more closely followed the teachings of Egypt’s Sayyid Qutb and Pakistan’s
Mawdudi, and after  Iran’s Khomeini. Its vision of an Islamic state was
closer to the Middle Eastern and South Asian models than that of ABIM. It in
fact saw in Islamic universalism the means to reduce Malay attachment to na-
tionalism and hence to end UMNO’s domination. In many ways ABIM was
from the outset uncomfortable with this dimension of PAS’s activism. ABIM,
too, was impressed with Islamist forces outside of Malaysia, but did not seek
to emulate their radicalism. These differences made the alliance between the
two Islamist forces problematic. In particular, Anwar remained cautious. He
was wary of PAS’s strident rhetoric and uncompromising Islamism, and be-
lieved that PAS’s approach was not likely to work in multiethnic Malaysia,
and might alienate Malay middle classes as well. Anwar and ABIM’s vacilla-
tions prevented a united Islamist challenge against the state at the critical
juncture of the late s. It also opened the door for UMNO to make a bid
for ABIM’s support.

Between  and  UMNO and PAS competed over ABIM’s support.
In  UMNO came out victorious. In that year Prime Minister Mahathir
Mohammad persuaded Anwar to join UMNO. Anwar resigned from ABIM
and, along with many of its leaders, joined the ruling party and various state
institutions. ABIM continued to function as a semiofficial youth movement,
but lost its independence, and in due course, power and influence. Anwar
would rapidly rise in the ranks of UMNO to become deputy party leader, as
well as deputy prime minister and acting prime minister in , before his
dismissal and arrest in  (which will be discussed in later chapters).

Anwar’s decision to choose UMNO over PAS was a pragmatic one.78 Anwar
saw PAS as dominated by ulama and posed to grow more radical in response
to events in the Middle East and South Asia. He believed that ABIM’s urban
and middle class base of support would not be comfortable with PAS’s radi-
calism, nor with following the lead of its ulama. ABIM had all along favored
a “Malaysian Islamism” that would borrow from outside ideas, but would
adapt them to the needs of Malaysia. Anwar’s own background had convinced
him of the necessity of such an approach and made it difficult for him to fol-
low PAS’s lead. He came from a Hindu ancestry and was raised in Penang—

       



one of the original British settlement colonies with a large Chinese entrepre-
neurial community. PAS’s approach was more in tune with the cultural am-
biance of the more predominantly Malay northern states of Malaysia. Anwar
understood early on the limits to Islamist radicalism—and in this he was far
ahead of Islamist thinkers everywhere—whereas PAS would remain enam-
ored with radicalism for far longer, expecting it to produce for PAS what the
revolution had done in Iran. As a result, ABIM and PAS disagreed over the
utility of radical action, and the scope of Islamization in society and politics.
Whereas PAS’s position emulated the Iranian and Arab models, Anwar was
moving in the direction of an accommodationist Islamism.

Moreover, PAS had traditionally been strong only in Kedah, Kelantan, and
Terengganu. UMNO, on the other hand, was a national organization. ABIM
was more likely to influence the state and the broader spectrum of Malay
community through UMNO. Many Malays, although critical of UMNO, were
still attached to it and would not have followed ABIM into PAS. UMNO thus
provided for a more tenable marriage between Islamism and the modern state
that ABIM’s followers desired than PAS’s platform.

Soon after Anwar was freed from jail, Mahathir Mohammad, who was a
rising star in UMNO at the time and knew Anwar through family connec-
tions, invited the ABIM leader to join UMNO and to bring ABIM’s message
into the party. Anwar’s rapport with Mahathir was critical in ABIM’s decision
in favor of UMNO. ABIM had until that point rejected overtures from UMNO.
Anwar, however, trusted Mahathir—whose position on Malay rights had re-
ceived support from ABIM—and chose the nationalist party as the appropri-
ate vehicle for projecting ABIM’s influence onto the state and the broader
Malay society. The pact between ABIM and UMNO also committed the latter
to greater openness to Islam, which, in turn, ensured Mahathir’s rise to the
helm in the party. 

PAS’s failure to forge a pact of unity with ABIM, and its decision to vest
its fortunes in a Middle Eastern and South Asian style of antistate and puri-
tanical Islamism, compromised Islamism’s potential to win the state. UMNO,
having lost its Islamic legitimacy after PAS left Barisan Nasional, was quick
to exploit the differences between PAS and ABIM. Thus UMNO and state
leaders stymied the progress of Islamism toward power, but they had to do
more to completely contain its threat. That would not come to pass until the
s when Mahathir Muhammad would commit the state to Islamization.

Islamism in the s also held some promise for UMNO, which some
like Mahathir were quick to understand and, in time, exploit. Islamism was
generally supportive of state power. It promoted the idea of a powerful state
that faced no hindrance in its efforts to change society. Only such a state
could guarantee social harmony and genuine development by instituting Is-
lamic values and laws. Whereas PAS envisioned such a state to be narrowly
rooted in Islamic law and approximating a theocracy, ABIM had put forth 
a more flexible view. Anwar and ABIM had argued for adherence to Islam 
by state leaders, and not necessarily rebuilding the state de novo based on a 
preconceived Islamic blueprint. The mark of Islamicity of the state was not

  



simply in its adherence to narrow interpretations of Islamic law nor in lead-
ership by the ulama, but in good governance and acceptance of Islamic val-
ues. Anwar argued, “[W]e have seen the hypocrisy of the so-called modern
political elite . . . . [W]e felt rampant corruption and moral decadence. So we
moved to see the relevance of Islam in a societal context.”79 Islam provided
an ideology for better government. The Islamic state was a desired end not
only because it was Islamic but because it was good. This line of reasoning
was therefore open to coexistence with minorities in an open economy so
long as the state abided by Islamic norms and guaranteed socioeconomic
equity. In fact, Anwar argued that Malaysia’s multiethnic reality made the 
uncompromising Islamism of the Middle East and South Asia—that PAS
sought to emulate—unfitting to Malaysia.80 Anwar thus placed greater em-
phasis on values than law, on morality than hard-and-fast strictures, in defin-
ing his desired Islamic order. Anwar had in many regards stepped out of the
rigid confines of Islamist ideology to formulate a broader interpretation of
what was the Islamic state was, what sort of state would qualify as Islamic,
and why it should be established. This interpretation gave state leaders
greater latitude in contending with the Islamist demands placed before them.

The Islamic state in ABIM’s formulation was in essence an argument for
concentration of power in the state and expansion of its capacity. To be Is-
lamic, the state had to do more, control more, regulate more, and do all of
that more efficiently and within the moral bounds of Islam. In addition,
ABIM argued for hard work, discipline, and unity, all values that the state
would also promote in the s as a basis for its pursuit of economic growth.
In the s the state would respond to the threat that was posed to its au-
thority by Islamism, but would also seek to capitalize on the possibilities that
inhered in it.

The Islamist Challenge in Pakistan in the s:
The Jamà at-i Islami and the Nizam-i Mustafa

The principal Islamist actors in Pakistan in the s were the Jamà at-i
Islami (Islamic Party) and its student wing, Islami Jam`iat-i Tulabah (Islamic
Student Movement [IJT]). Also important were the ulama parties, most no-
tably, Jam`iat-i Ulama-i Pakistan (Society of Pakistan’s Ulama [JUP]) and
Jam`iat-i Ulama-i Islam (Society of Ulama of Islam [JUI])81—both of which
had become more interested in politics and adopted some of the rhetoric, or-
ganizational features, and policies of political Islam owing to the influence of
the Jamà at and IJT.

The Jamà at was formed in  in what was still united India.82 It was the
brainchild of Mawlana Sayyid Abu’l-À la Mawdudi (d.), who also served
as the party’s chief ideologue and titular head until .83 Since its forma-
tion, the Jamà at articulated a distinctly political interpretation of Islam and
demanded the restructuring of society and politics and the establishment of a
state that would embody the spirit of Islamic law—replacing the secular state

       



with an Islamic one. The Jamà at is perhaps the first movement of its kind to
develop systematically an Islamic ideology, a modern revolutionary reading
of Islam, and an agenda for social action to materialize its vision.

Pakistan’s particularly arduous experiences with nation building and con-
solidation of the state, the deep-seated cleavages in its polity, uneasy coexis-
tence between democracy and military rule, and civil war and secession of
the majority of its population made the emotive power of Islam increasingly
more appealing, and its promise of unity ever more poignant.

Following the creation of Pakistan, Mawdudi and the Jamà at quickly closed
ranks with the ulama and other self-styled religious movements in pressing
the newly formed state for an “Islamic” constitution. The Jamà at’s ideas and
policy positions featured prominently in the ongoing debates between the
government and the religious alliance from  to , most notably in the
Objectives Resolution of . In this climate the Jamà at successfully an-
chored constitutional debates in the concern for the Islamicity of the state.84

Jamà at’s activism in these years eventually culminated in an open confronta-
tion with the government over the role of religion in politics.

In , the ulama and religious activists led agitations to demand the
relegation of the Ahmediya sect to the status of a non-Muslim minority.85

They argued that this measure would serve as a litmus test for the govern-
ment’s commitment to Islam. The Jamà at’s role in this affair proved critical.
As a result, once the government clamped down on the agitations, Mawdudi
was charged with sedition and was subsequently sentenced to death. That
sentence was later commuted and was eventually reversed by the country’s
Supreme Court.

By pitting the Jamà at against the state over a popular cause, the anti-
Ahmediya issue enhanced the party’s political standing and following. More-
over, the agitations placed Islam more squarely at the center of the constitu-
tional debates regarding the nature of the Pakistani state, all to the Jamà at’s
advantage. As a result, the Jamà at became more directly involved in politics.
It used its growing power to exert renewed pressure on the government, this
time around the issue of the Constitution of .

During the Ayub Khan years, the political establishment became domi-
nated by an authoritarian and bureaucratic elite, who actively promoted reli-
gious modernism as a way of retarding the drive for the Islamization of the
country. Advocates of Islamic revival and an Islamic state were increasingly
pressed into retreat. The Jamà at’s offices were closed down, its leaders were
excoriated in government-sponsored publications, and its activities, networks,
and operations were restricted. Mawdudi himself was imprisoned twice during
Ayub Khan’s rule. The government had launched an offensive against Islamist
activism with the hope of freeing Pakistan and General Ayub’s modernization
schemes of the menace of the clamor for Islamicity.

The result of this transformation was clear in the Jamà at’s policies in the
post-Ayub period. In  it participated in national elections with the aim of
capturing power. Those hopes were dashed when the party won only four
seats to the National Assembly and four seats to the various provincial as-

  



semblies. In , the Jamà at responded to the advent of civil war in East Pa-
kistan by mobilizing its resources in support of the central government and
by joining the conflict to prevent East Pakistan from becoming Bangladesh.

The secession of East Pakistan, and the rise of Bhutto to power in , in-
tensified the Jamà at’s political activism. The socialist content of the PPP’s
political program was particularly instrumental in prompting the Jamà at into
action. Viewing Bhutto’s populism as a direct challenge to the Islamic basis
of Pakistan, and to its place in the country’s political order, the party directly
confronted the government on numerous political issues. The Jamà at, how-
ever, did so increasingly through the agency of its student organization, IJT.

IJT was formed in  with twenty-five students. Much like ABIM, it was
initially conceived of as a dà wah (Arabic and Urdu equivalent of dakwah) —
a voluntary expression of Islamic feelings among students.86 Its aim then was
to influence the education of the future leadership of Pakistan through re-
cruitment and spread of propaganda on campuses. It was not long, however,
before it turned its attention to politics, first on campuses, and eventually on
the national scene.

Throughout the s, concern with the Left increased. The ideological
dichotomy between Islam and Marxism soon culminated in actual clashes be-
tween IJT and leftist students. These clashes politicized IJT. The new orienta-
tion became important as in the s IJT became locked in battle with the
Ayub Khan regime. IJT created unrest on Pakistani campuses, initially to op-
pose the government’s educational initiatives, but eventually to register its
dissent on such national issues as the Tashkant Agreement of , which
ended the war between Pakistan and India. The agitations elicited government
reaction, leading to clashes and, subsequently, to the arrest and incarceration
of numerous IJT activists. The impact on IJT was profound. It institutional-
ized agitations, increasingly in lieu of religious work, as the predominant
mode of organizational behavior, but also attested to the power and potential
of student activism.

It was therefore not surprising that IJT was pushed further into the political
limelight between  and  when the Ayub Khan regime collapsed and
the civil war in East Pakistan led to the dismemberment of Pakistan. IJT, also
with the implicit encouragement of the government, became the main force
behind Jamà at’s national campaign against the PPP in West Pakistan and
Bengali secessionists in East Pakistan. The campaign confirmed IJT’s place
in national politics, especially so in , when IJT began to interact directly
with the military government of East Pakistan in an effort to extirpate Ben-
gali nationalism. As a result of these contacts, IJT joined Pakistan military’s
counterinsurgency campaign in May .

Clashes with the Left in West Pakistan and the civil war in the East left an
indelible mark on IJT. The organization’s penchant for radical action now
clearly eclipsed its erstwhile commitment to an agenda of religious work. It
saw the political situation at the end of Ayub Khan’s rule and, later, during
the Bhutto period, in apocalyptic terms, wherein the end thoroughly justified
the means.

       



The ideology of the Jamà at was firmly imprinted on the ethos and identity
of IJT, enough so as to shape the student organization’s worldview. IJT thus
extended the ideological reach of the Jamà at into a broader spectrum of the
population through campuses. IJT’s ability to mobilize large numbers of stu-
dents in addition provided the Jamà at with valuable manpower needed to
wage demonstrations, stage agitprop, and conduct electoral campaigns. IJT’s
activism proved particularly important to Islamist resistance to Bhutto in the
s because the principal Islamist party at the time, the Jamà at, had been
routed at the polls in , while IJT, fresh from a “patriotic struggle” in East
Pakistan, defeated the PPP’s student federation in a number of campus elec-
tions in Punjab and Karachi. IJT’s victories breathed new life and hope into
Islamism and the dejected Jamà at. IJT had taken on the PPP successfully,
parrying Bhutto’s political momentum. The victory had, moreover, been in-
terpreted to mean that Islamism could stop the Left—which led anti-Bhutto
social forces to rally behind the Jamà at.

Following its victory, IJT became a more suitable vehicle for launching
anti-PPP campaigns. The student organization soon became a de facto oppo-
sition party and began to define the parameters of its political activism ac-
cordingly. It performed its oppositional role so effectively that it gained the
recognition of the powers-that-be. IJT leaders were among the first to be in-
vited to negotiate with Bhutto later in , once the PPP decided to mollify
its opposition.

IJT’s rambunctious style was a source of concern for the newly formed PPP
government. The student organization had not only served as the vehicle for
implementing Jamà at’s political agenda, but was poised to take matters into
its own hands and launch even more radical social action. While the Jamà at
advocated Islamic constitutionalism, IJT had been harping on the demand for
Islamic revolution. The tales of patriotic resistance and heroism in East Paki-
stan imbued IJT with an air of revolutionary romanticism. IJT thus became
the mainstay of such anti-PPP agitational campaigns as the Non-Recognition
of Bangladesh movement of –, the anti-Ahmediya controversy of ,
and the Nizam-i Mustafa (Order of the Prophet) of . As a result, IJT found
national recognition as a political party and a new measure of autonomy from
JI. The organization also developed a psychology of dissent, which, given the
fact that it was as an extraparliamentary force, could only find expression in
street demonstrations and clashes with government forces.

The Jamà at-IJT combination became the vanguard force in anti-Bhutto
Islamist activism throughout the s. Their aim and program of action was
more akin to that of PAS. The Jamà at and IJT were revolutionary and anti-
establishment forces that sought to establish an Islamic order that was narrowly
based on their austere reading of Islamic law. Their vision of the future and
mode of activism was uncompromising and left little room for the broader
inclusive interpretations that were evident in ABIM’s program.

The success of the Jamà at and IJT made Islamism the pivot of the anti-
Bhutto activism in the s. The social forces and economic interests that
rejected Bhutto’s populism and style of rule began to lend support to Islamist

  



forces and to adopt its rhetoric in expressing their dissent. This was even true
in the military, where officers that were unhappy with the PPP gravitated to-
ward the Islamist stance. This success made the Islamist position more stri-
dent and less open to compromise. From  onward, Islamist activism
would increasingly weaken the Bhutto regime and limit the possibility of
restoration of power to the state after the tumult of the – period. The
prospect of overwhelming the state would underscore the utility of radical ac-
tion in lieu of accommodation and compromise. Thus, the s would wit-
ness a more powerful and radical Islamist onslaught against the state, one that
posed a more serious threat to the state and its leadership than Islamism did
in Malaysia.

No sooner had Bhutto assumed power than the anti-PPP opposition reared
its head. This opposition soon assumed an Islamic front and became depend-
ent on the Jamà at to mount a successful campaign of political agitation.
Bhutto initially tried to control the activities of the Islamic parties, but, given
the gradual rise in the popularity of Islam, the weakening of the state follow-
ing the civil war, and the mistakes made by the ruling party, it failed. This led
to further decline in the state’s authority. By the end of the Bhutto era, Is-
lamist forces, led by the Jamà at, were in a position to make a direct bid for
controlling the state.

The inability of Islam to keep the two halves of the country united had not
diminished the appeal of religion either to politicians or to the people. Oddly
enough, it even increased it. The precariousness of Pakistan’s unity led Pak-
istanis to reaffirm their Islamic roots. The PPP government, much as Ayub
Khan’s regime, sought to both manipulate Islam and marginalize its principal
spokesmen, but did not succeed. Although not the main force behind the re-
turn of Islam, the Jamà at proved to be its main beneficiary. For, given the
prevailing climate, its views on an array of national issues were for once in
tune with those of a larger number of Pakistanis. Its growing influence in the
army, the most secular and anglicized of state institutions, was indicative of
this trend.

This trend was reinforced in the subsequent years, thanks in part to Bhut-
to’s choosing General Muhammad Zia ul-Haq as the army’s chief of staff. Zia
had long been sympathetic to the Jamà at. He had been greatly impressed
with Mawdudi’s works, and following his investiture as chief of staff, used
the powers vested in his office to distribute the party’s literature among his
soldiers and officers. Bhutto was greatly dismayed at this development and
had summoned the general before the cabinet to explain his actions. Later dur-
ing his trial before the Supreme Court, Bhutto was to remark, “I appointed a
Chief of Staff belonging to the Jamaat-i-Islami and the result is before all of
us.”87 His statement underscores the Jamà at’s increasing influence in the
armed forces and the party’s role in bringing down his regime.

The PPP’s credo from its inception had been “Islamic Socialism”; Bhutto
had said “Islam is our faith, democracy is our polity, socialism is our econ-
omy,” but under the pressures of Islamization, as he lost his grip over the
hearts and minds of the people and with growing ties with the Persian Gulf

       



states, he had to forego the second two in favor of the first.88 The Constitution
of  reinstated “Islamic” as part of the official name of the state. But be-
cause Bhutto had been one of the most secular of Ayub Khan’s lieutenants,
and his ties to Islam had been through popular religion, his gestures toward
Islam were not thought to be genuine by the Islamists and ulama.89 Bhutto
was all along viewed as a rabid secularist. The ulama and the Islamists made
much of his open disregard for religious values and mores, and accused him
of receiving financial and organizational backing from the Ahmediya com-
munity.90 By  the Ahmediya connection had become sufficiently damag-
ing to the government to compel Bhutto to declare that community to be a
non-Muslim minority, but despite this concession, the government never
managed to develop a following among the Islamically inclined Pakistanis. It
was caught in a situation of Islamizing the national political discourse, while
it was unable effectively to appeal to Islam. In fact, given Bhutto’s policies
and style the Islamization of national politics would not favor him or his
party. The secularism of the PPP never ceased to be a political issue.

This became all the more the case when PPP found itself at loggerheads
with the ulama party, JUI, in provincial politics. JUI had formed the govern-
ment in Baluchistan and NWFP in coalition with the Pathan nationalist Na-
tional Awami Party. Although JUI’s rise to power in these provinces was not
the result of an Islamic campaign, after assuming power JUI pushed for the
first “Islamization” measures to be instituted by a governmental body in Pa-
kistan, including strict observance of the fast during Ramadan. In this the
JUI/NAP governments were the first instances of Islamic government in Pa-
kistan and added to the momentum for Islamization in the s.

Eager to consolidate power, in  Bhutto used strong-arm tactics to dis-
miss the only two non-PPP provincial governments in Baluchistan and
NWFP. The Baluch resisted, and a brutal guerilla war broke out, which by
December  pitched the Baluch tribes against the Pakistani army. The
conflict harkened back to the East Pakistan debacle and intensified opposi-
tion to Bhutto just as it brought the military into politics. In fact, the Jamà at
used the occasion to put Bhutto’s record in East Pakistan on trial. Meanwhile,
since JUI had been a partner in the dismissed governments, Bhutto’s actions
were interpreted as an assault on ulama and Islamist parties.

The Baluchistan and NWFP imbroglio made the resolution of other crises
more difficult. For instance, it took the convening of the Islamic summit of
heads of Muslim states in Pakistan in  to overcome the opposition to the
recognition of Bangladesh. The anti-Ahmediya agitation ended only after the
government buckled and declared them a non-Muslim minority. The agita-
tion strengthened IJT and underscored the weakness of the ruling order.
Bhutto had not only failed to create a strong state, but presided over further
erosion of state power as politics became mired in agitational politics in a cli-
mate of growing Islamic consciousness.

The weakening of Bhutto led to the emergence of more broad-based op-
position to his regime that gained strength on the back of Islamist agitation in
the streets. In  opposition leaders decided formed a multiparty anti-PPP

  



coalition, the United Democratic Front. In a move indicative of the increas-
ingly central role that Islam was playing, the group chose Mufti Mahmud, a
member of the ulama and leader of JUI, as its leader. The Front was able to
translate the agitation staged on the streets by the Jamà at and IJT into a po-
litical movement that could challenge the PPP through formal channels. It
soon became a force to contend with and was able to challenge the govern-
ment on a host of issues in the parliament.

When the government announced national elections for March , the
Front changed its name to the Pakistan National Alliance (PNA). It was com-
posed of nine parties, including the Jamà at, JUI, and JUP. The alliance
adopted an Islamic platform, popularly known as Nizam-i Mustafa, which fa-
vored the ulama Islamist parties. PNA gave a large number of its election
tickets to the three ulama and Islamist parties, who, in turn, provided PNA
with workers and activists—mostly from IJT—to push its agenda on the
streets and in the election campaign. The Jamà at was by far the most active
and prominent of the Islamic parties in the PNA, owing to both its long his-
tory of political activism and the central role that IJT had been playing in
anti-Bhutto politics since .

In the  elections, of the  seats PNA contested, the Jamà at’s share
was thirty-two seats. The PNA won thirty-six seats, of which the Jamà at’s
share was nine. The Jamà at did surprisingly well in these elections, tallying
% of PNA’s seats. (Along with JUI and JUP, the share of the religious seats
was even higher).91 If the results of the rigged elections were any indication,
the Jamà at had been headed for domination of PNA and the political order
that elections were to produce.

The PNA’s results fell far short of expectations and were not in keeping
with its apparent popularity. As a result, PNA accused Bhutto of rigging the
elections. The PNA then began a national campaign to demand new elec-
tions. As politics moved from elections and the democratic process into the
streets, PNA became more reliant on the Jamà at and IJT to produce mobs
and activists, and to keep the pressure on the government through demonstra-
tions and agitation. By July , as a result of PNA’s postelection agitational
campaign, Jamà at’s popularity had risen still further, enough to suggest that
it would have done even better if new elections were held.

Bhutto remained defiant in the face of mounting opposition. He dis-
patched the police to combat demonstrators and ordered the arrest of PNA
leaders. Bhutto had all along regarded the Jamà at, and its leader, Mawdudi,
as a major force behind the PNA. He decided that the agitation was in
essence a demand for Islamization and moved to resolve the crisis by dealing
directly with the Jamà at on Islamic issues. In April Bhutto met with Maw-
dudi in the hope of defusing the crisis. After that meeting he openly champi-
oned Islamization in the hope of co-opting a part of the opposition. He an-
nounced that in recognition of the demands of the Nizam-i Mustafa casinos
and nightclubs would be closed down, sale of alcoholic drinks and gambling
would be banned, and generally activities proscribed by Islam would be
against the law. In addition, he would reconvene the Council of Islamic Ide-

       



ology under the supervision of Mufti Mahmud, the leader of JUI and PNA,
so it could oversee the implementation of government-sponsored Islamiza-
tion. The Islamic parties rejected this idea and again demanded new elec-
tions.

With no way out of the impasse, Bhutto turned to Saudi Arabia, hoping
that using its moral and financial leverage, the kingdom could help end the
stalemate. Saudi Arabia proposed negotiations between the government and
PNA, which began again on June . The PNA was represented by a three-man
team, two of whom—its chair, Mufti Mahmud of JUI, and a representative
from the Jamà at—hailed from ulama and Islamist parties. The PNA contin-
gent was careful to keep negotiations on the elections of , the legitimacy
of the government, and new elections. Islam and the Nizam-i Mustafa, on
which Bhutto was willing to make substantial concessions, did not figure
prominently. Bhutto now tried to divert attention from the negotiations by ral-
lying Pakistanis around a nationalist and anti-imperialist platform, charging
that the PNA and the Jamà at were being led by the United States, who had
been opposed to the PPP’s socialist and Third World leanings, and to Paki-
stan’s nuclear program. For instance, in a speech before the parliament on
April  Bhutto had stated, “The person inflaming the country in the name of
Nizam-e-Mustafa, Maulana Maudoodi.”92

Negotiations went on for a month. During this period, Bhutto’s resolve
gradually waned, and he became increasingly amenable to new elections. It is
not certain whether the government and PNA actually reached an agreement
or not. All sides, however, concur that the delay in reaching a final agreement
during the last hours before the coup owed much to General Zia’s counsel to
Bhutto.93 The general had warned him against entering into an agreement
with PNA based on preliminary understandings reached in the negotiations
because the army would not accept its requirement of leaving Baluchistan in
two months and releasing from custody National Awami Party leaders who
had fought the army in that province. Bhutto’s indecision augured ill for the
stability of the country. On July , , the Pakistan army, led by Zia, staged
a military coup, removed the government, arrested political leaders from
both sides of the conflict, and imposed martial law.

The Bhutto years saw the apogee of Islamist activism. The government
failed to reverse the erosion of state authority that had followed the fall of
Ayub Khan and the loss of East Pakistan. Rather, the PPP’s social, economic,
and political policies produced an intractable opposition, whose activism
continued to corrode state authority. That opposition took heart from Islamist
activism led by the Jamà at and IJT, and, in turn, helped propel those forces to
new heights of antiestablishment politics. In Pakistan there were no fissures
among Islamist and ulama forces, nor did their ideological perspectives dis-
tinguish them, as was the case in Malaysia. In Pakistan the ABIM stance did
not emerge, and, as a result, Islamism remained resolutely strident in its ide-
ology and politics. Pakistan in the s witnessed a full-fledged power
struggle between Islamism and the state, the scope of which far exceeded that

  



of Islamist politics in Malaysia. By  Islamism in Pakistan was posed to
overwhelm the state, only to be thwarted by a military coup.

Islamist activism also ensconced new assumptions, beliefs, and modes of
behavior in Pakistan’s politics that provided state leaders with new possibili-
ties in managing state interests. Islamist ideology in Pakistan, too, advocated
the creation of an omnipotent Islamic state that could resolve the problems
facing the country. Islamists provided detailed signposts showing how the Is-
lamic state was to be created, and more important, the extent of its powers,
the scope of its control of society and economy, and the duties of the citi-
zenry before it. Beyond its assurance of an Islamic order, the Islamic state
promised a strong state with little or no resistance to its powers. As Islamists
hacked at the roots of the postcolonial state, they instilled in Pakistanis the
virtues of a strong state—albeit an Islamic one.94

At the critical juncture of – in both Malaysia and Pakistan the
postcolonial state faced a serious crisis. Its strategies of survival and efforts
to shore up state authority and pursue economic development—NEP in Ma-
laysia and the PPP’s populism in Pakistan—had faced resistance. That resist-
ance had parlayed into Islamist activism that threatened state authority and,
in the case of Pakistan, came close to debunking the state altogether. State
leaders were thus compelled to look for new ways in which to bolster state
authority and augment its powers. The task of empowering the state would
inevitably become anchored in the ideas and political tools of Islamism, for
the decade of Islamist activism greatly affected social norms and values, and
the relation of society to the state. Creating cadence between state and soci-
ety compelled state leaders to take stock of the place of Islam in society and
politics, and to repackage the state in accordance with the Islamist concep-
tion of the state.
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Malaysia, –

Islamization and Capitalist Development

In  Mahathir Mohammad became the head of UMNO and prime minister
of Malaysia. With Mahathir came profound changes in the nature and work-
ings of the Malaysian state. It grew in power—as did UMNO—to oversee a
prolonged period of economic growth and development in the country. All
this occurred in tandem with state-sponsored Islamization, which instituted
Islamic values and norms in society and politics with far-reaching impact on
various aspects of Malaysian public life, societal relations, and economic
transactions.

During the Islamization period (–) Malaysia experienced a pe-
riod of great political stability. Factionalism within UMNO declined, and the
party was able to exercise effective power through the absolute majority of a
broad-based ruling coalition. This stability allowed the state to expand its
powers as well. Islamization extended the reach of the state into the private
lives of Malays, as well as into social and economic activities from which the
state had until then been excluded. Islamization thus provided the state with
more social control. The stronger state then oversaw economic development.
By the close of the s Malaysia’s per capita GDP was close to $, (hav-
ing risen by .% per annum on average during – period), the annual
GDP growth rate stood at .% on average, life expectancy had risen to 
and the literacy rate to .%.1 In the meantime absolute poverty had gone
down to % from .% in .2 At the time of the Asian financial crisis of
 Malaysia stood at the threshold of qualitative social and economic trans-
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formation, and held on to a lofty vision for its future—the much vaunted Vi-
sion  that was introduced in . Islamization was thus the handmaiden
of empowerment of the state and economic growth. The contribution of Is-
lamization to state power was not, however, in the new revenue extraction pos-
sibilities that it brought to the fore but in growth and supporting development.

Mahathir rose to the helm in Malaysia at a time of crisis for both UMNO
and the state. The crisis before NEP was straining relations between the Ma-
laysian political elite and Malay masses, and resurgent Islamism posed a se-
rious challenge to the secular state. Mahathir saw the solution to the crisis in
rapid growth and development, which would increase the size of the eco-
nomic pie, thus relieving tensions between ethnic communities as well as
within the Malay community. This was a task that required greater state con-
trol of the economy—although to put in place a different economic strategy
than had NEP. The Mahathir era was not just one of state intervention in the
economy on behalf of Malay interests, but of greater state intervention in the
economy, period.3 It was Mahathir’s specified aim to erect a strong Malay-
dominated capitalist state in Malaysia.4

This, in turn, required the state to overcome the resistance that confronted
it and to create greater harmony in state-society relations. Since the main
source of challenge to the ruling establishment in the late s came from
Islamism, which was also defining popular political attitudes and identity, the
state had to contend with that force. Mahathir understood the challenge of Is-
lamism, but also saw that ideology as a potential tool for empowerment of the
state. As a result, he sought to co-opt rather than crush the Islamist opposi-
tion; to harness its energies and appropriate its popular political and ideolog-
ical tools, rather than assert the primacy of the secular state by force. Ma-
hathir understood that Islamism had already created a powerful social base,
enjoyed wide popular support, and had convinced many Malays of the im-
portance of the state—albeit an Islamic state—to veritable development. If
the Malaysian state was willing to compromise on secularism, it stood to
benefit from the fruits of a decade of Islamist activism just as it would subdue
it as an oppositional force. For Mahathir, therefore, Islamization was a means
to pursue capitalist development.

In addition, whereas UMNO’s leadership had since  viewed secular-
ism of the party and the state to be essential for ethnic peace, Mahathir ar-
gued that it was a moderate Islamic UMNO and state that could provide eth-
nic peace. He argued for responding to Islamism with more Islam. Mahathir
was not interested in Islamic revival, a fact that distinguishes him from Gen-
eral Zia ul-Haq in Pakistan. In fact, in many regards Mahathir has more in
common with secular modernizers such as the shah in Iran than with Islami-
cally oriented political leaders in the Middle East and South Asia. Nationalism
expressed through pursuit of progress to carry the nation to great heights—
Vision  in Malaysia and the Great Civilization in the shah’s Iran—the
drive to empower and enrich the country through development and close al-
liance with the West, and the belief in the necessity of a top-down social and
cultural revolution as a prelude to development were hallmarks of the shah of

    



Iran’s leadership as well. Mahathir, however, was more sensitive to the impor-
tance of Islam to society and politics, and was more willing to compromise on
secularism to achieve a viable balance between religion and modernization.

As a veteran of politics in Kedah, where PAS is a force to contend with and
where local politics bore the influence of Islamic values, Mahathir was both
more sensitive to the importance of Islam to politics and less openly secular.
He favored grafting an Islamic national identity to the secular state in order
to strengthen it. Mahathir believed that UMNO faced a potential crisis. Stu-
dents were coming back from abroad bearing the imprint of the Iranian revo-
lution and ascendant Islamism. They were entering various walks of life and
were likely to choose PAS if the choice was between Islam and secularism.
The consequences of the exodus of the educated to PAS could be far- reaching.
In the early s in many elections PAS candidates were better educated than
UMNO ones. This meant that as PAS would absorb the better educated and
Islamically oriented students it would become the party of the future, the party
of the elite (intellectually speaking) of Malays. UMNO could not afford to let
this to happen. Mahathir argued that unless UMNO was able to appropriate
the Islamic discourse PAS would dominate Islamic politics—recruit ABIM
workers and even absorb the student organization.5

If PAS were to become a force in national politics, there would be an up-
surge in radical Islamism that would be far more dangerous to ethnic peace
than would UMNO’s moderate Islamic image. In  elections PAS won
% of the vote and five seats in the parliament.6 Mahathir believed that these
modest numbers masked PAS’s potential threat to UMNO’s domination in
Malay politics. PAS continued to show strength in the four northern states of
Kelantan, Perlis, Kedah, and Terenganu, which are next to one another—and
hence, made PAS into a regional power—and which have an overwhelming
Malay majority. Control of Malay politics there could put PAS in the position
to influence Malay nationalism as well.

Through a moderate Islamic image UMNO would actually contain and
control Islam, and marginalize PAS in the process so as to preserve ethnic
peace.7 The ethnic peace would provide for economic growth and develop-
ment that would benefit minority economic interests as well as those of
Malays. Non-Malays accepted moderate Islamism as a necessary step to con-
tain more radical Islamism.8

The same argument held for foreign investment, which was to be at the
crux of Mahathir’s growth strategy. As early as , Mahathir, who was then
minister of commerce and industry, argued that resistance of Islamist forces
to foreign investment was making things complicated. He suggested that
such investments had to be in accordance with Islam.9 An “Islamic” state was
thus put forth as a prerequisite for growth and prosperity. UMNO and the
state would have to include both Islam and the private sector, and Islam had
to be interpreted in a manner to make such a feat possible.

Between  and  UMNO and PAS had cooperated in the Barisan Na-
sional. That alliance had, however, fallen apart. That experience had proved
to many in UMNO that there was little to be gained by ad hoc alliances with
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Islamist parties and that UMNO and the state it controlled would do better by
being in the position to directly control Islamism rather than rely on a third
party to do so. Mahathir was perhaps the first UMNO leader to fully concep-
tualize the meaning and potential of reinventing the secular postcolonial state
as an “Islamic” state.

Mahathir had been minister of education in the s and had seen up
close the scope of ABIM and Islamist student activism. He understood the
extent of the influence of Islamist ideology on the Malay youth and saw that
Islamism was not likely to dissipate easily, and that UMNO and the state
would not quickly contain it. In addition, he was not personally as secular as
his predecessors, and as an ardent Malay nationalist he had received support
from ABIM in the past. In fact, Mahathir’s “Look East” and “Buy British
Last” policy10 and criticism of Western values and imperialism had given
him certain support in the constituencies that also supported ABIM or PAS.11

In the s his opposition to Western imperialism gave place to defense of
Asian values.12 This, too, was popular with the Islamic constituency as it de-
fended cultural values that are closely tied to Islam in Malaysia. He was there-
fore not as adamant on secularism as were his predecessors, or his Middle
Eastern counterparts. He was open to coexisting with Islam, co-opting Islam-
ism, and conceptualizing the ideology of the state altogether differently. His
aim was to create a stable political center under UMNO’s leadership, through
which the state could assert its prerogatives and manage the economy. The
ideological underpinnings of that center would be moderate Islamism cum na-
tionalism. Whereas in – UMNO leadership was pushing for a crack-
down on Islamism and such measures as banning the use of the term “Is-
lamic” in party names, Mahathir did not favor a confrontational approach.

The crux of Mahathir’s program was to revamp NEP and push forward
with industrial deepening and economic growth.13 State control of Islam was
to facilitate this process. The Malaysian economy had traditionally been a
mix of public and private sector. Malays had been generally active in the pub-
lic sector—especially through NEP—whereas the private sector had been
largely dominated by Chinese business interests. Mahathir wanted to open
the private sector to Malays as well. He was supportive of NEP’s use of pub-
lic enterprises to acquire assets for Malays, but believed that this was not
enough.14 NEP limited the Malay economic role to the public sector, and then
as shareholders rather than entrepreneurs. NEP, moreover, made Malays de-
pendent on Chinese entrepreneurship.15 He argued that Malays ought to be
the vanguard force in industrial development as entrepreneurs rather than as
overseer bureaucrats.16 Under Mahathir NEP’s emphasis on eradication of
poverty as the means to uplift Malays gave place to creating a Malay entre-
preneurial and capitalist class.

Hence, despite its claim to representing all Malays, after  UMNO and
the state became increasing tied to the Malay business elite—to some extent
in lieu of the party and the state’s traditional ties to the Malay middle classes.
UMNO and the state relied to an increasing extent on Malay capitalists to
spearhead growth and uplift of Malays, and to this end encouraged foreign

    



investment and provided corporate welfare. Middle-class Malays supported
this development to some extent, but rural Malays—PAS’s base of support in
the north—were opposed to it.17 The size of the middle class had grown to
.% of the population from % in , and that of the peasantry had de-
clined from .% to .% during the same time period. Still, the peasantry
constituted close to % of the population, and .% of the .% middle
class were the less privileged and more Islamically conscious lower middle
classes.18

Since UMNO’s support for Malay capitalists is depicted as a nationalist
project, then it has to be tied to debates over Malay nationalism, to which
Islam is relevant. Therefore, embarking on the project of creating a Malay
capitalist class required UMNO to gain control of Islamic politics, and to de-
fine Islamic values for Malays so as to prevent an alliance between the middle
and lower classes around an Islamic demand for social justice.

Mahathir turned to the East Asian model of development, emphasizing
export-led growth. The strategy proved successful. In the s the growth rate
stood at –% a year on average and per capita income rose above $,;
manufacturing was % of GDP, and % of manufacturing was export ori-
ented.19 State-run enterprises continued to play a central role in the economy,
but the private sector became more important to growth. A privatization ini-
tiative opened the economy to foreign investment and more aggressive entre-
preneurial activity.20 The growing private sector was dominated by foreign
and Chinese interests, but soon included Malay businesses as well. Mahathir
was particularly keen on this development. He argued that a viable Malay en-
trepreneurial community must be nurtured to serve the economic interests of
Malays. He was aware that NEP fostered dependency on the state and was
not compatible with nurturing entrepreneurial skills. If there was to be a
strong Malay presence in the private sector, then the state need not represent
Malay interests through NEP’s policy of acquisition of industrial assets. In
fact, all such assets could be turned over to Malay businesses. Mahathir
therefore was willing to reduce the role of the state in the market, provided
that it would be replaced by Malay rather than Chinese business interests.
The problem was that in the early s there did not exist a viable Malay en-
trepreneurial community. It had to be created. According to Mahathir, “the
best way to keep shares between Bumiputra hands is to hand them over to the
Bumiputra most capable of retaining them, which means the well-to-do.”21

Mahathir was committed to promoting Malay capitalism. He openly advo-
cated emergence of Malay millionaires.22 From  onward the government
encouraged the rise of Malay-owned conglomerates. The result was the emer-
gence of very wealthy Malay entrepreneurs with close ties to party leaders
such as Daim Zainuddin.23 The rise of the private sector, however, also in-
creased the state’s control of the economy. Through support for new business
ventures as well as UMNO-business alliances the scope of state intervention
in the economy expanded—although the intervention was not direct.

Mahathir also believed that the development of Malay capitalism required
changes in attitudes toward work and the economy. For him development was
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first and foremost built on correct values that could then support technologi-
cal leaps and industrial deepening.24 His Look East policy had meant looking
to Japan and South Korea as “values” models.25 In those cases he saw qualities
of hard work, discipline, loyalty, group cohesion, order, and cleanliness. These
were characteristics that were key to development, and that Mahathir saw
lacking in Malaysia, especially among Malays.26 He blamed poverty on the
unwillingness of Malays to work, show initiative, and take advantages of eco-
nomic opportunities. He reiterated colonial-era characterizations of Malays
as lazy and uninterested in work. In  he asserted, “We are not worka-
holics. We think we should be.”27 NEP is not just division of assets and pa-
tronage, he asserted, but it also meant that Malays had to work.28 Mahathir
did not, however, believe that Malay culture and religion was inherently anti-
capitalist. Rather, it was the misunderstanding of Islamic teachings in the cul-
tural life of Malays as well as in their politics that was responsible for dilemmas
that Malays faced. NEP had, moreover, further entrenched these tendencies.
Correct interpretation and application of Malay and Islamic beliefs and
mores could support capitalism. In  he compared Malaysia and Japan,
concluding that the Japanese “are not very religious, but their cultural values
are akin to the kind of morals and ethics that we have in this country or would
like to acquire in this country. They may not be praying all the time but . . .
[for them] profit is not everything.”29

In Islamist activism of the s Mahathir saw the means to change local
values to support economic growth. For that activism had shown altogether
different character traits than those Mahathir had associated with Malays.
ABIM and its allies had been disciplined and hardworking, and they had pro-
moted positive work ethics and values for governance and social relations.
Mahathir thus turned to Islam to articulate the values and ethics that were
necessary for the development of Malay capitalism, setting in motion the as-
similation of Islamic values (penyerapan nilai-nilai Islam) into state policy
making. The government promoted the values of justice, honesty, efficiency,
dedication, diligence, and self-discipline as Islamic values for government
administration as well as entrepreneurial activity.30 In numerous speeches
Mahathir characterized the ideal civil servant as berish, cekap, dan amanah
(clean, efficient, trustworthy).31 In the early s seminars for government
administrators advocated hard work in the context of Islamic belief and prac-
tice.32 The government also argued that economic development could not be
devoid of spirituality—that development needed spiritual regeneration and a
morally upright society.33 The Fourth Development Plan (–) specified
commitment to Islam.

Mahathir used Islam to revamp state administration, and in essence de-
fined the state as an “Islamic developmental state.” Malaysia’s entire strategy
of growth from the s on, changes in the bureaucracy, and the rise of a
Malay private sector were all tied to the burgeoning Islamization strategy.34

Since Malay entrepreneurs were to assume control of enterprises that had
hitherto been under the control of the bureaucracy, the latter could not over-
see the formation of the former as had been the case in East Asia. As a result,

    



the task of creating and nurturing a Malay private sector was directly over-
seen by UMNO, and the circle of advisors close to Mahathir, notably Daim
Zainuddin. This opened the door to close business-party relations,35 creating
corruption, mismanagement, and income inequality.36 It also changed the
image and distribution of power in UMNO. As UMNO became dominated by
businessmen and pursued private-sector development, it encountered some
problems with its traditional base of support. This time, the problems of
equality and social justice were not ethnic and intercommunal, but internal to
the Malay community. The drive for Chinese-Malay parity thus created social
tensions in the Malay community.37 These tensions, in turn, made it neces-
sary that the state maintain control of Islamic politics, both to provide legiti-
macy for its development strategy and to reduce the possibility of Islamism
spearheading an effective social resistance. Thus, the game of ethnic parity
went hand in hand with concentration of power in the state.38

Export-led growth required keeping the price of labor down while the gov-
ernment supported the enrichment of the Malay capitalists who managed the
business ventures. This made the ruling order susceptible to the kind of rhet-
oric that ABIM had used against UMNO in the s. Export-led growth also
required including women in the labor force to a greater extent, which had
been criticized by PAS.39 The problem was all the more serious since in the
early s Malaysia experienced an economic downturn owing to declining
oil and tin prices and a recession in its export markets.40 It is therefore not co-
incidental that the Islamization initiative was launched during the –
time period when the economy was in the throes of a recession, and when
UMNO was becoming more entangled with capitalist interests and corruption.

The government was also concerned with the implications of Islamist ac-
tivism for foreign investment and also for Malaysia’s international image.
Export-led development was reliant on foreign investment and required fa-
vorable reception of Malaysian goods in foreign markets. In the early s
the government was wary of Islamist reaction to foreign investment.41 It
therefore sought to cloak itself in Islam in order to minimize resistance.42 For
instance in  the finance minister declared that the government intended to
create a new economic system that would be compatible with Islam.43 Simi-
larly, the government was concerned about Islamic extremism, emphasis on
imposition of strict Islamic legal codes, and a theocratic and intolerant image
for Malaysia. Not only would this disturb the ethnic peace that underpinned
economic growth,44 but it would also damage Malaysia’s international image,
with implications for its trade earnings. This was especially a concern be-
cause in the s Malaysia became the world’s largest exporter of compo-
nents assembled and tested—mainly in electronics and then mainly for
American firms.45 Malaysia was thus highly dependent on the global econ-
omy and the United States in particular. Given tensions between Iran and the
United States in the s and generally the negative image that Islam had in
the United States, Islamist activism was viewed with concern by the powers-
that-be. Mahathir was eager to keep Islamism moderate and away from radi-
cal influences from the Middle East. Throughout the s and the s, just
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as Malaysia promoted Islamization it kept its distance from Iran.46 Throughout
the Mahathir period, despite symbolic concessions to Islam, Malaysia’s for-
eign policy has been guided by the needs of export-led growth and the imper-
ative of globalization.47 It has been oriented primarily toward ASEAN rather
than the Muslim world.48 In fact, commitment to ASEAN required a more
moderate approach to the question of Islam in politics in order to avoid com-
plicating Malaysia’s relations with Indonesia as well as with Burma, Cambo-
dia, the Philippines, Thailand, and Singapore, which have significant Muslim
minorities—with separatist tendencies in the Philippines and Thailand.

Since  the government has shown great sensitivity to those expressions
of Islam that could adversely affect Malaysia’s image. In  when PAS an-
nounced that it passed a bill in the Kelantan state assembly to implement puni-
tive strictures of Islamic law (hudood) it faced stiff resistance from Mahathir.49

He has in addition criticized regulating interaction of the sexes, and in 
when demands for strict observation of modest dress by women (hijab) cre-
ated a furor, he remarked, “Everyone looks to our Islam, some here look to
Islam elsewhere.” Not only did he defend moderation, but also by casting it
as Malaysian Islam versus “outsider’s” Islam, he placed advocates of harsher
Islamism on the defensive. He also hoisted moderate Islam as a Malaysian
export product, one that could affect Islam elsewhere, arguing that “[h]ow
Malaysia handles Islam will directly affect world perceptions of Islam in gen-
eral.”50 This approach also related to Malaysian pride and ambition, and hence
gave moderate Islam a nationalist dimension. Mahathir thus early on set the
tone for the state’s strategy of defining the “Islamist middle,” occupying it,
and asserting its hegemony. In  he declared that “Islam is a pragmatic and
flexible religion which takes into account the condition of the day.”51 This was
not only to keep Islamism moderate but also ensure state control of Islam, and
full utilization of whatever means to power Islamism could provide the state.

The government decided that to tackle these issues it would have to as-
sume control of the Islamic discourse. In a manner that was reminiscent of
Ayub Khan’s attempt to reinterpret Islam in the service of development in Pa-
kistan in the s, Mahathir set out to wrest control of interpretation of
Islam and to promote a version of Islamism that would be compatible with
Malaysia’s economic growth strategy. To do this successfully, however, the
government would have to co-opt or marginalize other contenders for inter-
preting Islamism—ABIM and PAS in particular. Moreover, the state had to
be viewed as a genuine Islamic actor. It would have to be in a position to
claim that it is more Islamic than any other force in the political arena.52 It
was in this spirit that in  Mahathir responded to PAS’s accusations that
UMNO is “un-Islamic” (kafir, lit. infidel or unbeliever) by challenging PAS
to a television debate to see who is more Islamic.53 In the s Mahathir
would announce with confidence that even the Prophet of Islam could not
have done more for Islam than he had. In later years as he received the acco-
lades of the Muslim world—including the prestigious Faisal Award from
Saudi Arabia for services rendered to Islam—he became bolder in respond-
ing to Islamist critiques of his policies.

    



The attempt to gain control of the flow of Islam in politics first led to an
intricate policy of managing Islamist groups, and then to the Islamization ini-
tiative. The government devised a multipronged approach to containing and
managing Islamism and curbing its extremism. It sought to co-opt moderate
Islamist forces, marginalize and silence the extremists, and generally regulate
all Islamic activity—which would be tantamount to extension of state reach
into the private sphere.54 The first was necessary in order to provide the gov-
ernment with legitimacy to undertake the other two. It was with this in mind
that Mahathir began to “Islamize” UMNO’s image and made a bid for co-
opting ABIM.

Soon after he became prime minister Mahathir began to change UMNO’s
image. In  UMNO declared that it was “the largest Islamic party in Ma-
laysia” and that undermining it would damage Muslim and Malay interests.55

Shortly thereafter UMNO leadership declared UMNO to be “the largest 
Islamic party in the world,”56 and asserted that to “oppose the policies of
UMNO was to also oppose Islam as UMNO was set up to champion the cause
of Islam.”57 Mahathir then went further, charging the party to assume the role
of the principal advocate of Islamization in Malaysia. He told UMNO:

UMNO defeated the Malayan Union. UMNO won independence. UMNO re-
deemed the dignity of the colonized Malays. UMNO has preserved and upheld
Islam in Malaysia. UMNO has ruled justly and brought about development,
and many other things. These are the results of UMNO’s struggle. But I repeat,
UMNO’s struggle has not ended. Today we face the biggest struggle—the
struggle to change the attitude of the Malays in line with the requirements of
Islam in this modern age. . . . UMNO’s task now is to enhance Islamic practices
and ensure that the Malay community truly adheres to Islamic teachings. . . .
Naturally this cause is far bigger than the previous struggles of UMNO. Of
course it is not easy to succeed. But UMNO must pursue it, whatever the ob-
stacles, for this is our real cause.58

UMNO even sent teachers to villages and kampongs (traditional Malay vil-
lages) to teach the peasants to equate UMNO with Islam.59 UMNO’s turn to
Islam began Islamizing the state to the extent that UMNO and state were not
separable.60

This set the stage for UMNO’s bid for ABIM. Mahathir had known Anwar
since the s, and the two were distantly related and held one another in
high esteem.61 Mahathir was a new breed of UMNO leader. He, much like
Anwar, was an outsider to the ruling circle. He did not come from an aristo-
cratic background, and, much like Anwar, came from a humble background—
which in both their cases included Indian migrants. Mahathir too, had been
antiestablishment and had at one point been expelled from UMNO. Mahathir
was aware that with the existing UMNO leadership the party could not op-
pose PAS and might lose control of Malay politics. UMNO had strong na-
tionalist credentials, but if Malay politics was to be dominated by Islam
UMNO could not afford to be out of touch with it and leave Islam to PAS.
ABIM could supply Islamic legitimacy to UMNO, and provide it with intel-
lectual and organizational tools to control Islam.
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Mahathir had viewed much of the dakwah activity of the s as retro-
gressive and too radical in tone.62 In his book The Challenge () he criti-
cized dakwahs for removing Malays from modern society and diverting their
attention from pursuit of economic development. However, Mahathir saw
ABIM differently. ABIM had a modern profile; it called for Islamic revival,
but its principal aim was to change Malaysia, espousing values and goals that
were not all that different from those Mahathir advocated.

Mahathir met with Anwar, and argued that ABIM was more likely to have
an impact on state and society in Malaysia if it were to join with UMNO than
with PAS. UMNO was the best vehicle for Islamization. He furthermore ar-
gued that it was not time to push for full-fledged Islamization, but Malaysia
could move in that direction.63 Mahathir in effect argued that he favored a grad-
ual Islamizaiton approach, postponing full Islamization to some future point
in time, but showing concrete progress in that direction. PAS was arguing for
either full Islamization, or, at least, greater commitment to progress in that di-
rection.64 Not only was PAS’s ideology too strident to be mainstream, but PAS
was not an actor at the center. Mahathir also promised Anwar that UMNO
would serve as an appropriate vehicle for the realization of ABIM’s goals.

ABIM then faced a choice, joining PAS in a grand Islamic alliance against
UMNO or joining UMNO after it indicated it was turning away from secu-
larism toward Islam in –. Anwar favored joining UMNO, for it pro-
vided for greater consensus in the Malay community, whereas an ABIM-PAS
alliance would have opened a wide chasm at the center of Malay politics and
society. In addition, Anwar agreed with Mahathir that PAS’s ideology was a
threat to ethnic peace, and was likely to undermine economic growth and po-
litical stability. At the time young firebrand ulama, who had been educated at
al-Azhar in Egypt or at Medina University or Darul Ulum of Mecca in Saudi
Arabia had taken over PAS and pushed it to radicalism. The lay-educated
ABIM would have been uncomfortable in an ulama-dominated party. Anwar
believed that if ABIM merged into PAS a clash between ulama and their ways
and the lay Islamists would have been inevitable. In the end, Anwar was not
confortable with an organization that was dominated by the ulama, particu-
larly ones with radical leanings.

PAS was also strong in northern Malaysia, where the scope of influence of
Islamic orthodoxy had been different from in southern Malaysia where local
cultures and customs held sway. Although PAS offered Anwar the presidency
of the party, Anwar saw in UMNO a more influential vehicle for change.

ABIM also had to consider that it would face far more pressure from the
government if it were to remain in the opposition. In  the government
passed the Societies (Amendment) Act of  to control extremists.65 Al-
though the act, which strengthened the Societies Act of , was meant to
curb the activities of extremist and deviant dakwahs, its ultimate target would
have been ABIM. Direct confrontation would have radicalized ABIM in a
manner that Anwar was not willing to accept. Anwar understood that UMNO
and the state’s control was too strong for ABIM to become anything but a
marginal force as PAS had been. PAS, in the meantime, hoped to use ABIM

    



to break UMNO’s clientalist hold on Malay politics. It was better, concluded
Anwar, to join the system rather than fight it.

The rank and file of ABIM were not supportive of Anwar, nor were all
members of UMNO keen on “Islamizing” the party. Whereas Anwar had
some following among UMNO youth, the old guard was opposed to dealing
with ABIM. For instance, Tunku Abdul-Rahman openly opposed Anwar’s ad-
mission into UMNO, arguing that UMNO was a secular nationalist party.

In  Anwar resigned from ABIM and joined UMNO. Without Anwar
ABIM lost much of its power and influence. It continues to operate as a semi-
official youth movement—however, without the same energy and influence
that characterized its activism in the s. Many ABIM leaders and sympa-
thizers followed Anwar into UMNO, or joined the bureaucracy and the pri-
vate sector. In subsequent years Anwar was able to use these ABIM alumni to
strengthen his own position in UMNO. Anwar would rise quickly in the ranks
in UMNO, first as youth leader, but subsequently in the national cabinet as
minister of culture, minister of finance, deputy prime minister, and acting
prime minister in . He was dismissed from his official positions and tried
for corruption and sexual misconduct in , an event that marked a turning
point for the Islamization regime and that will be discussed in the Conclusion.

Anwar’s entry into UMNO gave the party’s new “Islamic” orientation le-
gitimacy and credibility—not only because of ABIM’s Islamic credentials,
but also because at the time Anwar symbolized global resurgence of Islam in
Malaysia.66 Anwar’s decision proved to be a turning point for UMNO and the
ideological underpinnings of Malay politics. It could be read as either Islam-
ization of Malay nationalism or pragmatic Malay nationalism co-opting ele-
ments of Islamism to stave off the tidal wave of global Islamic resurgence.67

UMNO and the state forced changes on Islamism through Anwar, but were
themselves conquered by the moderate Islamism that they promoted as the
foil to PAS and the more radical Islamism that was emerging across the Mus-
lim world at the time. In time Anwar became an UMNO politician and built
an impressive political base of support within the party.68 By the time of his
dismissal in , his career was directed at securing the premiership rather
than ensuring Islamic revival.

Anwar’s most important contribution to UMNO and the state was to legit-
imate the conceptual foundations of Mahathir’s intended Islamization initia-
tive. Mahathir wanted to define Islamism as a moderate ideology that would
accommodate pluralism, capitalism, globalization, and Malaysia’s foreign
policy. It would provide Malays with positive work ethics and social values,
but would not insist on rejecting modernity and sequestering Malays from the
pursuit of wealth. For him there was no point in having Islamic revival (for
revival’s sake) unless it led to material advancement and progress of Mus-
lims. Serving Malays was serving Islam, but not vice versa. Revival had to
accommodate Muslim economic, social, and technological needs. Islamiza-
tion was not so much about law and politics as it was about values and
progress.69 This was a daring posture that Mahathir could advocate without
more credible Islamic credentials. Anwar and ABIM had those credentials. In
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time, Anwar would also prove to be an articulate spokesman of that approach,
in many ways appropriating that discourse from Mahathir.70 In the end, Ma-
hathir and Anwar reduced Islamic views on economic issues to concerns for
human dignity—a broad concept that allowed capitalist development. Accu-
mulation of wealth and capitalism would be acceptable so long as they would
not degrade human dignity.71 The concern for human dignity conveniently
became a justification for favoring Malays, and favoring Malays was equated
with Islamization.72 By the time of the Seventh Development Plan (–
) Islamic rhetoric was openly used to justify government support for
Malay businesses.73

In addition, Islamization was used to strengthen ties of patronage between
Malays and UMNO and the state. The flow of resources to various social
groups in the name of Islam benefited Malays only. In fact, Islamization in
many regards became the means of providing resources to Malays. For in-
stance, when in  the government established the International Islamic
University, it rejected the proposal for the Chinese Merdeka (Independence)
University. The International Islamic University was for all practical pur-
poses a Malay venture; however, since it was not defined as an ethnic under-
taking but a religious one, the government did not feel compelled to provide
to the Chinese community in kind.

Anwar put forth a moderate and inclusive vision of Islamism that em-
braced globalization and capitalism along with cultural pluralism within Ma-
laysia as well as the region, and deemphasized Islamic revival as understood
in the Islamist ideological literature. He carefully distinguished between the
“Southeast Asian” view of Islam that is tolerant of minorities and is open to
capitalist development and the West and the Middle Eastern and South Asian
views on Islam that are more exclusionist.74 He argued that Buddhism has
imparted a psychological condition on Islam in Southeast Asia, namely, that
salvation is generally a personal matter, and hence notions about the needs of
an Islamic social order do not have cadence with Malay culture. Anwar’s
ideas soon found regional support, especially in the views of Indonesia’s Ab-
durrahman Wahid, who also advocates an inclusive and pluralist view of
Islam.75 Anwar later further embellished these ideas to produce a more com-
prehensive vision for Malaysia’s role in the region and the Islamic world in a
book entitled The Asian Renaissance ().

Anwar argued that Islamic values and lessons of its history must be first
rediscovered, and only then recovered—that is, made into the basis of society
and politics. This meant a gradualist approach to Islamization that would
conveniently postpone full Islamization to a distant future. Anwar’s line of
reasoning also meant that Islamic ideals, symbols, and thinkers would be ap-
propriated and defined by the state to serve its own ends. In – Institut
Kajian Dasar (Institute of Policy Studies), Anwar’s main policy-making think
tank, held a series of conferences on key Islamic revivalist thinkers, such as
Jamal al-Din Al-Afghani and Muhammad Iqbal, in conjunction with non-
Muslim Asian thinkers, such as José Rizal and Rabindranath Tagore, in the
context of Anwar’s Asian renaissance approach. The aim of the conference

    



was to redefine these figures in such a fashion that their life’s work would
support Malaysia’s conception of Islamization.

Tolerance of pluralism in effect argued against imposition of Islamic law,
which has been the bedrock of Islamism across the Muslim world. UMNO
argued that it was not possible to treat the Chinese and Indians as dhimmis
(non-Muslims that are accorded special rights by Islamic law and are subject
to a poll tax) and to make them subservient to Islamic law without shattering
the ethnic peace and undermining economic growth on which the Malays de-
pended. This line of reasoning was convincing to most Malays outside of
PAS. This meant that the Chinese and Malays had a right to engage in activi-
ties that were proscribed by Islamic law, such as gambling, consumption of
alcohol, or patronizing bars, Western-style restaurants, and clubs. These ac-
tivities would be available in Malaysia, but technically for the minorities
only. The government would ban Malays from such activities to the extent
possible—such as forbidding Muslims from entering casinos in Malaysia—
but generally it was up to Muslims to adopt a “moral filter” and avoid harm-
ful activities. Thus it was not up to the state to act as the moral police, but in-
dividual Muslims should accept responsibility for their own morality. This
also meant that an Islamic society for Malays does not need Islamization of
the state or the Malaysian society as a whole.

This live-and-let-live approach—and especially absolving the state of the
responsibility of ensuring Islamicity—is clearly at odds with the directives of
Islamist ideology and was opposed by PAS as unacceptable. It was, however,
popular with urban Malays, who understood the importance of cultural plu-
ralism to economic stability and prosperity. In sum, this was a happy com-
promise between Islamization and open society. The state would push for Is-
lamizing Malays but keep Malaysia pluralist and open, a distinction that was
not convincing to all, and a segment of Malays continued to support PAS—
which recovered in  by winning elections in Kelantan to UMNO’s em-
barrassment—and other small dakwah movements. Nor was the pursuit of
capitalist development readily compatible with Islamization—even the gov-
ernment version.76 PAS’s electoral victory in Kelantan, forming the govern-
ment in that state, proved that the center’s domination over Islamic discourse
was far from complete. Still, by and large the UMNO-ABIM combine man-
aged to dominate the Islamist scene in Malaysia and to ensconce its vision of
moderate, inclusionary, and prodevelopment Islam in society and politics.

Ideological hegemony, in turn, gave legitimacy and support for official
regulation of Islamic life and thought. The state set out to draw clear bound-
aries for Islamic activism and social institutions. It accepted dakwahs if they
would avoid revolutionary activism, would not insist on implementation of
Islamic law (especially hudood laws), would not divide Malays into “real”
and “nominal” Muslims, would accede to the state’s view of Islam as tolerant
and inclusionary, would support education and economic development, and
would not demand of their followers beliefs and modes of behavior that
would be inimical to modernization. Dakwahs that did not fit this image were
defined as “false” (dakwah songsang).77 The government would use the Soci-
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eties Act to suppress the activities of these dakwahs. In  the government
cited forty-five groups with , members as targets for suppression.78 A
number of the more radical Islamic peasant movements were crushed by the
state, most notably after the revolt of Ibrahim Mahmud, a renegade activist
with ties to PAS, which involved the use of the military and left thirteen dead
and  wounded.79 In  the government shut down the largest rural dak-
wah movement, al-Arqam—whose cultlike organizational setup and sartorial
distinction flew in the face of the dominant view of Islam.80 The government
also looked to end student radicalism abroad. In  it introduced a program
of socializing students before going abroad as well as after their return, and
sent ulama overseers to supervise Malay students.81

While the attempt to prune the dakwahs was initially directed at moderating
Islamism, it soon extended into a policy of extending state’s reach by assur-
ing it of uncontested domination in the Islamic arena. The elimination of the
al-Arqam was justified in terms of the movement’s deviation from accepted
dakwah beliefs and behavior. However, the government was also motivated by
the fact that in the s al-Arqam expanded its social and economic activities.
The al-Arqam developed strong business networks, marketing, and produc-
tion of goods, especially in rural areas, and increased its investments abroad,
all without use of government loans, subsidies, or other support. Not only did
this accomplishment threaten the logic of the “trusteeship” relationship that
ties Malays to UMNO and the state, but it purported to create social and eco-
nomic arenas outside of state control. The threat to UMNO and the state’s pri-
macy and domination over Malay society and economy was thus eliminated
through the state’s Islamic policy.

Generally, Mahathir favored uniformalizing Malay Islam as a necessary
prerequisite for development. This meant that the phenomenon of dakwahs,
with their particular readings of Islam and their tendency to create separate
communities within the larger Malay community, were at odds with the the
state’s agenda. Hence, the government also cracked down on Sufism and mis-
sionary movements such as the Ahmediyah after . The government
strongly discouraged conversion to Shi’ism that had gained currency after the
Iranian revolution. UMNO even justified its objection to PAS in similar
terms. However, UMNO stopped short of denouncing dakwah as an institu-
tion, and in place of the dakwahs it closed down established its own dakwah.
In – the government even appointed its own “dakwah attaches” to its
embassies abroad.82

The tendency to use Islam to expand state power and reach was also evi-
dent in UMNO and the state’s dealings with the sultans and ulama. Whereas
ABIM, PAS, and dakwahs were a threat to the state, sultans and ulama were
traditional institutions that merely impeded consolidation of power under
UMNO in the federal center. Mahathir believed in the necessity of a united
Malay society and polity under a single political leadership dominated by
UMNO. He therefore was opposed to those political structures that divided
the Malay community into smaller political units (the sultans) or claimed
leadership over them (sultans and ulama).83 In  Mahathir moved to reduce

    



the powers of the sultans by introducing a bill to the parliament that would re-
duce the scope of the sultans’ veto power over government legislation.84 The
sultans were tied to the ulama, their office had religious symbolism, and most
religious laws were in the domain of states in which they were the nominal
sovereigns. The issue therefore had religious significance. Mahathir’s move
against the sultans was popular with middle-class Malays.85 It was, however,
feasible because the state benefited from its claim to Islamism. Islamist ideol-
ogy in Malaysia was disdainful toward the sultans and adat (custom, tradi-
tion)—although after Mahathir’s challenge they grew closer to PAS—and
favored a centralized republican state. Mahathir took full advantage of Islam-
ism’s opposition to monarchy—fully expounded upon by the principal ideo-
logues of Islamism such as Khomeini or Mawdudi—and extended the federal
center’s claim to the powers of the sultans, and those federal religious bureau-
cracies to state level ones, all under the pretext of fulfilling an Islamist de-
mand: replacing monarchy with Islam.86 In fact, Anwar’s entry into UMNO
went hand in hand with relocating adminstration of Islamic affairs away from
Malay states to the federal government, which Anwar initiated in his first offi-
cial post in the prime minister’s office dealing with Islamic affairs.87

In the s Mahathir and Anwar would continue to nibble at the sultans’
powers using Islam as a cover. In – federal-level shariah courts ruled
against immunity of sultans from prosecution.88 The government argued that
variations between interpretation and application of Islamic laws in various
states were harmful to Malay society, and at any rate since the Malaysian
state at the center was more Islamic—and “genuinely” Islamic—than the
sultans’ administrations, it was the appropriate seat for interpretation and ap-
plication of a single Islamic legal code. Since  the government has
sought to uniformalize the working of Islamic law (shariah) courts in various
states and to move some of their function to the federal level, and has even
upgraded the status of shariah judges in order to facilitate these measures.89

Since  there has been an attempt to integrate shariah courts (that oversee
family law) with other courts that are based on English common law.

Mahathir and Anwar were no doubt keen to reduce the power of state
courts after Kelantan state’s decision to implement hudood laws in .
Wresting control of Islam from the various states would eliminate such a pos-
sibility. Throughout the s Mahathir supported the work of the feminist
Islamic group, Sisters in Islam, who favored centralization of application of
Islamic law in order to close loopholes in enforcement of divorce and
polygamy laws that result from differences in various states’ laws. In addi-
tion, Sisters in Islam believed that women would fare better before a lay Is-
lamic bureaucracy in Kuala Lumpur than before ulama in provincial settings.

UMNO and the state’s triumph in its showdown with the sultans in –
 led to greater authoritarianism. With no real resistance before its authority,
and having successfully adopted an Islamic image and already expanded its
powers, the state began to assert itself prerogatives more clearly. In  Ma-
hathir moved to weaken the judiciary by cutting the powers of the judges and
removing their autonomy from the executive branch.90 The assertive state
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thus began to use its power to consolidate its position and to cut down those
legal and civil society institutions that impeded its exercise of authority.

The ulama presented a more complex challenge. The religious divines ex-
ercise a great deal of influence on Malay religious and social life, but do not
form a single organization with clear-cut boundaries. Moreover, the nature of
its interaction with the state has been varied. Whereas many ulama, espe-
cially in northern Malaysia, have traditionally followed PAS, the Grand Mufti
and the government-sponsored ulama congregation, Majlis Ugama, and the
National Fatwa (Religious Decrees) Council have supported the central gov-
ernment, most notably in contending with extremist dakwahs after .91

Religious decrees ( fatwas) by ulama in the National Fatwa Council and Pusat
Islam (Islamic center) were used against the al-Arqam, after which their
properties were seized and offices closed.92 The government’s desire to re-
duce the ulama’s powers stemmed from the belief that, first, the ulama were a
retrogressive force whose influence on society would subvert modernization
and, second, the ulama were also a powerful social institution whose influ-
ence could serve state interests. The state could penetrate society under the
aegis of the ulama if it were to co-opt them. The Islamic image of the state
provided such a possibility.

The government has protected ulama power, but sought to limit it to
“those [who are] truly versed in Islam and have given proof of their adher-
ence to and reverence for the teachings of Islam,”93 that is, those who are
moderate, apolitical, and accommodating toward state policy.

Mahathir greatly used Anwar and ABIM as the means of wresting power
from the ulama by claiming support from a class of “lay” keepers of religion
whose popular ideology was not kind to the ulama. Anwar and ABIM have
served to legitimate both the state’s claim to speak for Islam in lieu of the
ulama, and a lay bureaucratic management of Islam through state institutions.

The government has been generally supportive of anti-ulama modernist
interpretations. Sisters in Islam’s feminist critique of the ulama receives gov-
ernment backing, as do modernist works such as the controversial book by
Kassem Ahmad that was published in  and that rejected aspects of Islamic
belief. Ahmad was close with UMNO, and the book was withdrawn only after
vociferous opposition by PAS and the ulama.94 It has, however, been clear that
the ulama cannot be easily challenged through such means. The government
has therefore sought to establish tight control over them by defining, control-
ling, and even bureaucratizing the ulama—standardizing their education, li-
censing their practice, and organizing them hierarchically, all to control them
and to limit their political potential. The aim is to use the ulama’s position to
sanction policy and to use their social-religious role to enhance state capacity.
Already in  the federal government had over  ulama employed in the
prime minister’s office and  in the ministry of education.95 Ulama associa-
tions and councils such as the Persatuan Ulama Malaysia (Malaysian Ulama
Association [PUM]), Pusat Islam (Islamic Center), and the religious affairs di-
vision of the prime minister’s office featured in policy making. Still, the state’s
control over the ulama remained tenuous, and increase in it involved conflict.

    



A principal arena of conflict is mosques and preaching. Over the course of
the past two decades the government has invested massively in mosque build-
ing across Malaysia. Beyond its symbolic value, this undertaking has been a
means of establishing the state’s presence in every village and hamlet. The gov-
ernment provides preachers and ulama for these mosques, which ensures that
local Islam remains politically subservient. The extension of state power into
regulation of mosques was made possible by its Islamic image. That image did
not, however, remove all resistance. Many ulama and PAS members have re-
fused to accept government preachers and continue to congregate around their
own preachers. Others have created their own small places of worship (surau,
equivalent of Arabic musalla) to compete with state-controlled mosques.96

The government has, in turn, sought to establish a licensing system on preach-
ers, forbidding unlicensed preachers from government mosques, which in
many areas are the only mosques. For instance, in March  the Islamic
Council of Kuala Lumpur declared that “no one without official permits from
the council is allowed to preach Islam in mosques [in the city].” In November
a bill was introduced to the parliament to make it illegal to challenge religious
authority of the Council, or build a mosque without permit.”97 As a result,
mosques and preaching has become an arena for struggle between PAS and
UMNO, the state and the ulama. The state’s success here would end the au-
tonomy of the ulama and transform them into a state institution—expanding
the scope of the state’s social control significantly.

The government has also sought to gain control of the training of ulama.
Most ulama are trained in religious seminaries in Malaysia and across South-
east Asia. Increasingly, they have received their education in Egypt, Saudi
Arabia, Pakistan, and India. Neek Abdul-Aziz, the PAS chief minister (Men-
tari Besar) of Kelantan, was, for instance, educated at the seminary of Deo-
band in India. The government views the Middle Eastern and South Asian 
influence on the ulama to be retrogressive and politically radical. It prefers
educating them in Malaysia. Foreign education also makes it impossible for
the government to control the education of the ulama. The government has
proposed establishing the University College of Islamic Studies of Malaysia
outside of Kuala Lumpur to train ulama. If this scheme were to prove suc-
cessful, it would further increase the state’s control over the thinking and 
social function of the ulama, and through them social and political attitudes
of Malays.

The Islamization Policies

In order to control the flow of Islam in politics UMNO and the state had to
operate as a legitimate Islamic actor. This required formulating and imple-
menting policies that would fulfill the popular demands for a greater role for
Islam in society and politics. This led the state to put forward a broad-based
Islamization program in  that included law, the economy, social relations,
and politics. It involved much use of Islamic symbols, but also changed many
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aspects of Malay as well as Malaysian society and politics. Initially, state-led
Islamization was based on three initiatives: the establishment of an Islamic fi-
nancial sector, an Islamic higher education system, and an Islamic bureau-
cracy. The creation of an Islamic bank, and the International Islamic Univer-
sity—along with the introduction of courses on Islamic civilization for
university students—and expansion of the religious bureaucracy at the center
were the pillars of Islamization.

Islamist ideology has included demands for an “Islamic economy” as a
part of its promised utopian order. An Islamic economy is to operate free of
interest rates and would provide social justice, equity, and harmony.98 Cred-
ible Islamization, therefore, had to include financial and economic transac-
tions as well. Muslim states have found it easier to accommodate Islamism
on economic issues than on political ones. Moreover, they have seen Islamic
economics to be a useful means of gaining some Islamic legitimacy. As a re-
sult, Muslim states from North Africa to Southeast Asia have created Islamic
financial institutions. These, however, operate on the margins of the regular
economy and cater to a minority of economic actors, while providing the
state with Islamic legitimacy. In Pakistan in the s interest-free banking
dominated the financial sector, but accounted for only a fraction of banking
services, over % of was which were carried out by foreign banks.

Malaysia was no exception to this trend. Islamic banking was introduced
by the government in  as an option in the banking sector for those who
wished to engage in interest-free banking. Islamic banking did not apply to
the banking sector in its entirety. Bank Islam Malaysia was established with
government support, which accounted for % of its paid-up capital—the re-
mainder coming from PERKIM, religious departments of various states, and
other government Islamic ventures.99 By  Bank Islam had sixty-three
branches across Malaysia.100 In  another state-controlled bank, Bank
Rakyat (Peasants Bank) too began to offer interest-free banking. The role of
interest-free banking in the banking sector has been marginal and, moreover,
has not contributed to government revenue. Instead, it has provided UMNO
and the state with Islamic legitimacy, and extended their reach into society by
bringing social groups that had largely shunned state-run financial institu-
tions—and in the case of peasants and the pious, all banking operations—
under the control of state-run financial institutions. Interest-free banking, for
instance, has increased the scope of the state’s economic ties to the peasantry,
who have by and large operated outside of the mainstream financial system
and have been more closely tied to PAS or al-Arqam.

The experience with banking was replicated in insurance with the estab-
lishment of the Islamic Economic Development Fund in , and Syarikat
Takaful Malaysia (Malaysia’s Insurance Cooperative) in .101 The Islamic
insurance scheme, too, avoids interest and operates as a trustee profit-sharing
operation. In the s Islamic pawnshops were introduced—mainly in rural
areas—along with an Islamic brokerage scheme in .102

The Islamic economic initiative also included collection of Islamic taxes
and disbursement of the resultant revenues. The most important tax in this re-

    



gard is the zakat (alms tax), which is a .% compulsory flat tax. According
to traditional law, Muslims must calculate the tax themselves and can give
the funds to educational or religious causes, or to the poor directly or through
the ulama and religious institutions. Only a genuinely “Islamic” political au-
thority can legitimately assume the collection of the tax and the disbursement
of the revenues. As a result, the collection of zakat by the state was necessary
to legitimate its claim to being “Islamic,” and popular compliance with the
state’s collection of that tax was a litmus test of the public’s acceptance of its
Islamicity.

In Malaysia, zakat had been traditionally collected by government agen-
cies. In rural areas state administrations collected zakat, and in the cities an
equivalent tax was levied by the state.103 The numbers had traditionally been
modest. For instance, in  only $. million was collected in zakat in rural
areas. In the Kelantan, wherein PAS has been very strong and Islam plays an
important part in society and politics, only % of the crop went to zakat.104

These zakat funds went to Majlis Amanah Rakyat (Council of the Peasants
Trust). The trust invested them in commercial, educational, and infrastruc-
ture projects for Malays.105 Hence, zakat funds did not go to the poor directly,
but followed the logic of alleviating poverty through trusteeship that was also
the basis of NEP. Some zakat funds went to building mosques, training ulama,
and organizing pilgrimages to Mecca (the Hajj).

In the s the state streamlined the collection and disbursement of zakat
funds. Although the funds were still collected and disbursed locally, much
more emphasis was placed on the collection of the tax as a mark of the Islam-
icity of the state. Still, compliance rates remained modest, % in , over
% of which came from rural areas.106 The contribution of zakat funds to state
revenue was (and continues to be) negligible. It has, however, bolstered the
state’s claim to legitimacy, and extended its control over education, mosque
building, religious activities, and infrastructure projects in rural areas—where
UMNO and the state had been traditionally weakest. Here, it is not tax col-
lection that has been shaping the state, but the state’s political needs that have
necessitated control over taxation.

This imperative has also been evident in the evolution of the Lembaga
Urusan dan Tabung Haji ([Hajj] Pilgrims’ Management Fund Board,
[LUTH]). LUTH was originally formed in  as a government service for
those who wished to perform the Hajj. It was designed to encourage gradual
savings for a pilgrimage in lieu of sale of agricultural lands to that end. It be-
came more centralized after . LUTH collects regular deposits into indi-
vidualized savings accounts toward the cost of pilgrimage to Mecca. In addi-
tion, it organizes the pilgrimage itself. Over time LUTH became very popular
with Malays. In , , Malays performed Hajj through LUTH, whereas
by  the number stood at ,.107 By the mid-s only a small per-
centage of pilgrimages in Malaysia were organized outside of LUTH by PAS
or al-Arqam; % in , and a total of , in –.108

Over time LUTH has become an important financial institution with large
financial holdings and assets invested in various state and private sector en-
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terprises. The size of its fund grew from RM. million in  to RM.
million in .109 In  LUTH had total resources of RM million. Its
deposits stood at RM million from , accounts. By  LUTH had
RM. billion in funds in ,, accounts and  branches.110 It had in-
vested RM million in acquisition of stocks in various industrial projects.111

It had  branches, three fully owned subsidiaries, and equity participation in
 private and  public companies. It had a profit rate of % for depositors
(based on profit-sharing rather than interest).112 LUTH has been viewed as a
success case of interest-free operations in a capitalist environment. LUTH thus
provided impetus for other ventures, notably, Bank Islam, % of whose paid,
up capital came from LUTH.113 LUTH’s success has also helped other interest-
free projects such as the Islamic insurance, whose assets reached RM mil-
lion by , and whose growth, along with that of LUTH and the Bank Islam,
showed that interest-free financial activities were popular with Malays.114

The interest-free institutions, and LUTH in particular, have been a means
of mobilizing savings—particularly from amongst those who may not use
the regular financial institutions—to support various economic projects.
After NEP, LUTH invested in acquiring stocks in various industrial projects
and is today one of the largest holding companies in Malaysia; as such, it pro-
vides the state with significant control over various aspects of the economy.115

More important, however, was the fact that LUTH’s domination of Hajj tied
increasing numbers of religiously conscious Malays to a state-controlled fi-
nancial institution—making them dependant on the state to perform a central
article of their faith. LUTH also gives the state the means to control the ex-
tent of Malays’ contact with Islamist trends in the Middle East and South
Asia, which was especially important in the s when Iran used the Hajj as
the forum for spreading its revolutionary ideology.

LUTH’s example led the government to extend the purview of its control
to religious endowments (waqf property) as well. In the Seventh Develop-
ment Plan (–) the government openly laid claim to religious en-
dowments.116 Anwar Ibrahim advocated developing waqf property to help re-
alize Vision , and encouraged the Mufti of Penang to join Shahdah
(Testimony), a development company that was formed with that aim in
mind.117 By the late s UMNO was more openly using its Islamic rhetoric
and interest-free institutions to mobilize previously untapped domestic sav-
ings to support its agenda of growth, just as it minimized resistance to its
overall growth strategy.

The government undertook equally important steps to Islamize education.
Primary and secondary educational curricula, along with those of university
education, were changed to include classes on Islamic civilization.118 An Is-
lamic Teachers Training College was established in  to train teachers for
these tasks. The most important institutional development was the Interna-
tional Islamic University (IIU), which was established on the outskirts of
Kuala Lumpur in .119 IIU was closely associated with Anwar, who took
particular credit for conceptualizing its Department of Revealed Knowl-
edge.120 Anwar served as the nominal chancellor of the university and ap-

    



pointed its principal directors. The university was based on Islamist notions
of “Islamization of knowledge” which had been put forward by the Palestinian-
American Islamic scholar Islam`il al-Faruqi, who had influenced Anwar in the
s when he taught in Malaysia.121 Islamization of knowledge was an effort
on the part of Islamist intellectuals to make various modern academic disci-
plines compatible with Islam, and thus lay the foundations for an educational
system and an intellectual tradition that would “Islamize modernity.”122 In
many ways, IIU was incompatible with Mahathir’s vision of Islam. Anwar,
however, saw in IIU a means to retain his relations with Islamism of old and,
in particular, to continue to be viewed as an Islamist leader internationally—
to maintain Islamist legitimacy. He also used IIU to co-opt and silence critics
of Malaysia in international Islamist circles. As scores of South Asian and
Arab Islamist intellectuals were employed by IIU or received scholarships to
study there, Malaysia was able to establish some control over the manner in
which its experiment with Islamization was presented in Islamist circles.
Early on, IIU also served as a think tank for the Mahathir administration on
Islamic issues and was important to countering leftist criticisms of its eco-
nomic policies.123 In time, IIU also came to be viewed as a Malay university,
one that trained Islamically conscious civil servants for the state. It acquired
engineering and medical faculties, and expanded in size and influence.

The government also established other Islamic institutions of higher learn-
ing and expanded the scope of Islamic education in Malaysia’s existing uni-
versities. The Islamization of education spawned numerous think tanks and
research institutes that recruited from among university faculty and gradu-
ates, and provided policy-making guidelines to UMNO and state institutions.

Islamization from  onward required establishment of new institutions
and revamping of old ones. It also involved new policy initiatives that found
embodiment in the institutional changes. Pusat Islam was reorganized and
expanded in –. The religious affairs department of the prime minis-
ter’s office was expanded under Anwar’s supervision. By  it had a staff of
, up from eight in .124 Two nationwide committees were formed to
guide Islamic policymaking: Badan Perundingan Islam (Islamic Consulta-
tion Board), to recommend Islamic policies; and Lembaga Bersama Penye-
larasan Kegiatan Islam, Malaysia (Joint Committee on Management and Im-
plementation of Islamic Activities, Malaysia), to monitor the implementation
of all decisions and programs that the government had agreed to establish ac-
cording to Islamic tenets. New national-level committees were formed to con-
tend with various aspects of Islamization: Majlis Kebangsaan Bagi Hal Ehwal
Agama Islam, Malaysia (National Council for Islamic Affairs); Jawatankuasa
Kemanjuan Hal Ehwal Agama Islam, Malaysia (Board for the Promotion of
Muslim Welfare, Malaysia); Majlis Syura (Consultative Council); Jawatanku-
asa Peringkat Kebangsaan Menyelaras Perlakasanaan Undang-Undang Sivil
dan Syarie diMalaysia (National Board for the Implementation of Civil and
Shariah Laws, Malaysia); and Lembaga Penasihat Penyelarasan Pelajaran
dan Pendidikan Agama Islam (Advisory Board for Islamic Education and
Curricula).125
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The institutional developments went hand in hand with increase in the Is-
lamic content of radio and television broadcasting; introduction of require-
ment of religious knowledge into civil service examinations (); creation
of an Islamic Medical center (); plans for Islamic villages in urban cen-
ters (); regulation of sale of alcohol and relation between the sexes; in-
crease in censorship of films and publications (); imposition of taxes on
cigarettes and alcohol to be used to implement an Islamic value system ();
and an acceleration in mosque building—including grand state mosques—
and use of Islamic architectural concepts in showcase projects.126 There was
also a great deal more Islamic activity in the foreign-policy arena. Malaysia
took a more active role in the Organization of Islamic Conference after .
It also adopted a more pro-Arab foreign policy that sat well with the Islamic
constituency. It held the Palestine Solidarity Day in  and an “Interna-
tional Conference on Palestine” in , when Anwar participated in the PLO
Summit in Algiers; and in  Yasser Arafat visited Malaysia.127 In the s
Malaysia took an active role in political change in Albania as well as in the
Bosnian crisis. In addition to giving the countries financial and political sup-
port, Malaysia admitted hundreds of students from these areas to IIU and the
University of Malaya on government scholarships.

At the state level, too, new institutions were created. The Jawatankuasa
Hal Ehwal Agama Islam Negeri (State Committee for Muslim Affairs at the
State Level) was set up to streamline Islamic activities at the state level. It
was to be chaired by Mentari Besar (chief minister). This institution’s work
was to complement that of the Majlis Agama Islam, which itself was reor-
ganized. However, whereas Majlis Agama was directly answerable to the sul-
tan, Jawatankuasa Hal Ehwal Agama Islam Negeri was to advise the state
government and the chief minister.128

Since Islamic courts and law was the domain of state governments, institu-
tional changes in these regards occurred at the state level. Shariah courts were
freed from oversight by the sultan or the chief minister, and the status of the
judges was raised to be on par with that of their counterparts in the civil judi-
ciary. Hence, shariah courts became more powerful. In  the scope of ju-
risdiction of shariah courts was extended beyond RM, and in  they
were recognized as the equal of civil courts and were given broad powers to
protect the sanctity of Islamic law.129 The rise in power of shariah courts was
not in keeping with Mahathir’s aim of limiting Islamization to matters of ethics
and values. In fact, controlling the shariah courts as they became more pow-
erful became a challenge to UMNO and the state. Still, the shariah courts
provided the state with the means to wrest power away from Malay states, to
gain more control over Islamic issues—especially to deny states control over
Islamic politics—and to use Islamic law to assert social control.

Encouraged by Islamization after  various states introduced their own
Islamic codes in various criminal and civil matters. In  Article  of the
constitution was amended to stipulate that the High Court and subordinate
courts have no say in matters that fall under shariah court jurisdiction.130

The government also created mechanisms to make sure that Malaysian

    



laws do not contravene Islamic laws. It hoped that this would reduce de-
mands for implementation of Islamic law and limit the discussion of the topic
to one of bringing Malaysian law into accordance with Islam rather than in-
troducing a new legal code. In  after PAS introduced its Hudood Bill in
Kelantan the government’s position came under pressure, for PAS’s proposal
for implementation of Islamic law went far beyond the government’s limited
approach, rendering it as inadequate. The proposal underscored PAS’s asser-
tion that UMNO’s Islamization was largely cosmetic, “long on symbolism,
short on substance.”131

Finally, whereas the government had been able to limit discussion of im-
plementation of Islamic law to one of ensuring that Malaysian laws did not
contravene Islamic law, it could not, however, stave off the various codes that
were added in Malay states—including the PAS bill in Kelantan. Islamiza-
tion therefore created an unexpected struggle for power between Malay states
and the federal center.

The increase in the number and diversity of new Islamic codes across Ma-
laysia was also a source of concern insofar as it bolstered individual states’
autonomy vis-à-vis the center. In addition, various businesses and civil soci-
ety groups decried the difficulties that were inherent in contending with the
many codes. The feminist Islamic group, Sisters in Islam, for instance, has
pointed to the fact that variations in marriage, divorce, alimony, or inheri-
tance laws across states means that what may be a violation of law in one
state is lawful in another. By the end of the s the government capitalized
on the unhappiness to argue for a uniform Islamic code managed by the cen-
ter. Mahathir stated that “if the end result of the implementation of Islamic
laws is chaos . . . it is not any good.”132

However, it was Anwar who took the lead in this regard to argue that the
federal center was a bona fide Islamic state, rightfully entitled to manage Is-
lamic law and its application. Islamic law was therefore used at first by states
to assert their autonomy and identity, but in the end became a tool in the
hands of UMNO and the federal center to wrest control of Islamic affairs,
which had until the s rested in states, and situate it in the center—to in-
crease the power and control of the center at the expense of Malay states.
Shariah courts at the center are now directly responsible to political leaders
and are used by UMNO and the state to legitimate policy making or actions
against opponents, such as the crackdown against the al-Arqam in .

The most interesting institution to emerge in the s, insofar as Ma-
hathir’s aim of relating Islamization to globalization and capitalist develop-
ment is concerned, was the Institut Kefahaman Islam Malaysia (Institute of
Islamic Understanding of Malaysia [IKIM]).133 IKIM was formed in . It
was initially a think tank for the government on Islamic issues. Mahathir no
longer viewed IIU as a suitable think tank for policy making, and no other in-
stitution was properly organized to provide the government with the kind of
policy formulation it needed. IKIM also served as the means of establishing
control over Islamic thinkers and intellectuals through patronage that was
dispensed in the form of retainers, research positions, and project funding.134
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In fact, the scope of IKIM’s research projects was so broad, and included so
many intellectuals and writers, that the institute exercised great influence on
the direction that research work on Islam in Malaysia would take.

In time IKIM was given a more specific charge, to justify capitalist devel-
opment, globalization, and Vision  in Islamic terms, and to articulate a
moderate vision of Islam that would support Mahathir’s agenda. IKIM’s ob-
jectives were spelled out in the following manner:

To correct the image of Islam which has been wrongly portrayed as promoting
terrorism, conservatism, fanaticism, backwardness, poverty and degrading
stereotypes to present Islam as a religion that promotes the concept of truthful-
ness and that thrives on tolerance and dynamism and full of extraordinarily
pure and valuable universal precepts to nurture a harmonious society whereby
Muslims and non-Muslims can live and prosper side by side to provide a plat-
form for Muslim and non-Muslim scholars to discuss or analyse issues of mu-
tual importance to create an in depth awareness and understanding of interna-
tional issues having direct impact on Muslims.135

IKIM was to portray capitalist development as compatible with Islamic val-
ues, and in so doing provide an ideological response to PAS’s attacks on gov-
ernment development policy as un-Islamic. IKIM seeks to justify the pursuit
of wealth, the administrative values and practices that are needed for manag-
ing it, and to rationalize globalization, consumerism, foreign investment,
limited labor rights, income inequality, and the like in terms of Islam.136 It
seeks to develop Islamic values of capitalism and articulate the notion of an
“Islamic developmental state.” It openly equates Vision  with Islam, and
hence globalization and corporate culture with Islamization.137 IKIM also
places emphasis on those Islamic values that would support growth, equating
Islamic values with Asian work ethics, discipline, and entrepreneurship.138 A
quote on IKIM’s web site in  read: “Islamic nations need not invent sys-
tems of Government because systems can never be perfect and can never
guarantee good government. What creates good Government is the quality of
the people who are entrusted with ruling the country.” Islamization is not
about the Islamic state, but about producing Malaysians needed by the devel-
opment process.

IKIM has argued that Malaysia should adopt institution formation on the
model of the West. It has been publishing prolifically on the relation of West-
ern corporate culture to Islam. The issues are purely economic and modern,
and the aim is to find some kind of Islamic angle for promoting American or
Japanese corporate cultures.139 IKIM’s discussions of corporate culture give
an Islamic basis to Vision .140 However, the role of Islam in corporate
culture here is purely ethical—limited to the role Confucianism plays in
Asian corporate culture.141 The aim is to promote the right kind of corporate
culture and industrial strategy.142

IKIM has argued that revival of Islam should be seen in empowerment
and enrichment of Muslims. It places emphasis on the broader concern of re-
creating glories of Islam and capturing the spirit of the faith and its history in

    



lieu of the more narrow interpretation of the revival of Islam as mere imple-
mentation of the shariah. It promotes a moderate and circumspect definition
of Islamic revival.143 This definition is also used to convince foreign inter-
ests—as well as the minority Chinese—that Malaysian Islamism would not
be a threat to their investments.

In  Anwar gathered a number of ABIM activists to form his own think
tank, Institut Kajian Dasar (Institute of Policy Research [IKD]). In the s
IKD became more active, and provided Anwar with policy-making advice in-
dependent of government channels. It also did much to articulate and propa-
gate Anwar’s own views on moderate Islam and its relation to Malaysia’s de-
velopment. IKD, however, did not have the same impact as IKIM. IKIM has
perhaps been the most ambitious attempt on the part of the Mahathir adminis-
tration to moderate Islamism and harness its energies in the service of growth.
More than any other institutional manifestation of Islamization, IKIM captures
the essence of Mahathir’s aganda, to ride the tiger of Islamism, but also to
use Islamic values to expand state power and push for rapid growth through
globalization.

By  when the Asian financial crisis set back Malaysia’s economic de-
velopment and tarnished its industrial policy, the Malaysian state looked
nothing like the weak postcolonial state of the – period. The state con-
trol of society and the economy had increased markedly. The state had pene-
trated many more social arenas, and exerted much control over cultural and
religious discourses. It controlled more aspects of Malay life and politics—
especially those of middle-class and urban Malays. That domination, more-
over, appeared to be absolute. In the process civil society had weakened—de-
spite growth of the private sector. The UMNO-business alliance stifled rather
than promoted pluralism in politics. Democracy had become largely con-
trolled, the judiciary had been weakened, the sultans had lost power, and PAS
was caged in Kelantan. Authoritarian tendencies were on the rise under the
guise of Asian values.144 There was a direct correlation between Islamization
and expansion of state power. Religious politics had been successfully used
by the state to lessen resistance to its projects of power and growth. Islamiza-
tion was the handmaiden of the rise of a strong late-developer state in Malay-
sia in lieu of the weak state that was the legacy of the colonial era. Islamiza-
tion had provided the Mahathir administration with means to compensate for
weaknesses of the state and to revise its institutional structure in such a fash-
ion as to shore up its authority.

Still, as much as Islamization helped expand state power in the s and
s it did not produce political stability, nor a firm basis for state-society
relations. The Asian crisis produced fissures in the Malaysian body politic
that will be discussed in the next chapter. Those fissures may well have
marked the Islamization period—at least in the form that it took between
 and . However, regardless of the fate of Islamization the strong state
will remain in place. Malaysian politics from this point forward will have to
contend with the fruits of the Islamization era. 
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Pakistan, –

Islamization and Restoration of State Power

In July  the Pakistan military, under the command of General Muham-
mad Zia ul-Haq, staged a coup. Months of agitations against the government
of Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto had eroded authority at the center in Pakistan and mo-
bilized antiregime forces—and especially Islamists—to an unprecedented
degree. It was therefore not altogether unexpected that regime change in 
led to inclusion of Islamic values and laws into policy making. The state ini-
tiated a broad-based Islamization scheme that had a profound impact on Pa-
kistan’s society and politics. Here, too, Islamization was very much a project
of the state. It was designed to stave off the Islamist challenge to state author-
ity, but also to strengthen state institutions and expand their reach into society.

There were, however, important differences between Malaysia and Paki-
stan that account for variations in the two countries’ experiences with Islam-
ization. To begin with, Pakistan faced a far graver crisis at the time of the
 coup than did Malaysia when Mahathir came to power. Pakistan did not
have strong political parties and hence relied on the military. Finally, in Ma-
laysia UMNO and state leaders were concerned with state authority, but in
tandem with economic growth and development. In Pakistan restoration of
state authority was the paramount concern.

At another level, in Pakistan Islamism had all along been both more pow-
erful and more radical, and became even more so through the crucible of the
 agitation. In Pakistan in  there was no moderate Islamist force like
ABIM. Whereas in Malaysia at the time the most significant Islamist force
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was also the most moderate one, in Pakistan it was the Jamà at-i Islami or JUI
that dominated the scene. As a consequence, whereas the UMNO-ABIM
combine would produce moderate Islamization in Malaysia, the alliance be-
tween the military and the Islamists in Pakistan would produce far more thor-
oughgoing and ideologically strident Islamization. In Malaysia UMNO man-
aged to dominate the Islamist discourse and to harness the energies of Islamism
to serve UMNO and the state’s interests. In Pakistan Islamism at all times dom-
inated the Islamist discourse. State-led Islamization in Malaysia was thus far
more moderate in tone than it was in Pakistan. Still, the aims of the state in
both cases were the same: to expand state power and reach, and to do so by
posing as the principal agents of Islamization in society and politics and the
chief implementers of Islamic laws. For both states, Islamism presented chal-
lenges, but also new possibilities, to allow the state to overcome the handi-
caps of its colonial legacy. Islamism could endow the state with the requisite
legitimacy and provide it with ideological moorings and institutional capabil-
ities that it had lacked before the Islamization period.

The military coup in Pakistan came at a time when Pakistan’s politics was
at an impasse. Months of agitation had precipitated a serious crisis. Negotia-
tions between the government and the PNA had proceeded slowly, and there
is dispute as to whether in the end they produced an agreement, and if so
whether it would have been viable. Many in the PPP and PNA argue that such
an agreement had been reached,1 but the military was opposed to some of the
compromises Bhutto had made, notably, those regarding release of Baluch
separatists from prison. General Zia argued that Bhutto had intended to use
the agreement as only a respite after which to order a military crackdown on
the opposition.2 That would have further undermined state institutions, polit-
ical stability, and law and order. In addition, Zia argued that politicians had
proven themselves incapable of ruling the country effectively, and more so, of
resolving the crisis that they had created.3 The military thus concluded that
the collapse of the state was imminent, and that neither Bhutto nor the PNA
would be able to reverse that trend. In fact, Bhutto had become the obstacle to
restoration of order. In addition, many in the military sympathized with the
PNA, and hence the military was not willing to act under Bhutto’s command,
which would have put the military at odds with the popular opposition move-
ment.4 The military intervened in the political process independent of Bhutto
in order to avert a bloodbath or a civil war in which the military would have
to take sides.5

The military coup’s first aim was therefore to restore order, a task that took
place through gradual regime change between  and .6 However, al-
though by  it appeared that Pakistan had put the worst of the crisis behind
it, the military proved reluctant to return to barracks. First, the military be-
lieved that restoration of order depended on removing Bhutto from the polit-
ical scene. The scope of PNA agitation and the speed and ease with which the
PPP fell from power had initially convinced the military that Bhutto and the
PPP were finished.7 After Bhutto was received by a large crowd in Lahore in
August  when he was released from custody, the military understood that
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it was not going to be that easy. The generals concluded that they had to stay
in power until the PPP was rooted out and Bhutto was finished off. Zia also
concluded that democracy was likely to be disruptive, and, hence, an obstacle
to restoration of state power. If Pakistan was to have a strong state, it would
have to create it in lieu of democracy.8 The military would postpone elections
and suggest revision of electoral laws—especially adoption of proportional
representation, which was believed to favor Islamists and right-of-center par-
ties—to make a PPP comeback through elections difficult.9 The military regime
redoubled its efforts to destroy the PPP’s organizational capabilities and to
see to Bhutto’s execution.10 Zia understood very well that to deal with the
PPP politically the character of Pakistani politics had to be Islamized and the
electorate had to be reoriented toward right-of-center and Islamic politics.

Second, the military viewed the rising tide of Islamism to be a threat to
political stability and ultimately state interests in Pakistan.11 As was the case
in Malaysia, here, too, the military decided to “ride the tiger” rather than try
to suppress Islamism.12 To begin with, the military needed the PNA’s support
in its attempt to restore stability, and especially to suppress the PPP. For in-
stance, the Jamà at-i Islami’s support was crucial to the execution of Bhutto.13

In addition, the military was not keen on confronting Islamism at the height
of its power, and at the same time that it was cracking down on the PPP, al-
though it wanted to keep Islamism at bay and away from the levers of
power.14 It therefore decided to follow a conciliatory policy toward the PNA,
adopt the Islamist agenda, and use its influence to legitimate military rule.15

After Bhutto’s execution in  Pakistan’s politics stabilized, but this
only strained relations between the military and the PNA. The former
dragged its feet in holding elections whereas the latter became impatient with
military rule. Zia was not eager to return power to the politicians, lest politi-
cal order collapse again and state authority once again erode. That in  the
monarchy in Iran fell to an Islamic revolution that affected Pakistan directly,
India became embroiled in conflict with Sikhs in Punjab, and, most impor-
tant, the Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan made the military eager to hold
on to the levers of power. In fact, Zia believed that since the primary vehicle
for national integration was the state, the military should remain in power
until that consolidation was complete.16

In addition, Zia believed that the job of restoring state authority was not
complete in . In fact, Bhutto’s execution and the marginalization of the
PPP were not the end of the process, but rather the beginning. In particular,
Zia was keen to undertake political and economic reforms, in order to undo
the effect of Bhutto’s populism. Zia’s initiatives in this regard did not go very
far. This compelled him to increasingly rely on Islamization to legitimate
military rule.

In fact, between  and  the Zia regime became increasingly con-
cerned with staying in power in order to ensure expansion of state power in
the face of challenges that regional politics and conflict placed before Paki-
stan, and in order to immunize Pakistani society against the PPP and its brand
of populism. Zia did not look to political institutions to achieve this end, but

    



rather to Islamization.17 In fact, the Zia period is remarkable for its paucity of
new political institutions, given that the ruling regime’s aim was restoration
of the state.

Zia, however, showed more interest in stabilizing the economy. Wide-scale
nationalization of industry in the s had overwhelmed the bureaucracy
and led to economic inefficiencies, slow growth, and inflation.18 Soon after
the military took over, it put forward a five-year plan (–) to spur
growth. Hence, early on, growth and development were very much on the
mind of Pakistan’s new rulers. Given the fact that the military blamed eco-
nomic stagnation on Bhutto’s socialism, it looked to capitalist development
to generate growth. Hence, much as was the case in Malaysia, in Pakistan,
too, the private sector featured prominently in the new regime’s plans for the
economy. The sixth five-year plan (–), for instance, looked to shift the
economy away from state-led socialism to state-led capitalism. It therefore
envisioned a greater role for the private sector, and favored deregulation and
some privatization. It laid the basis for a private sector-state alliance.

Economic growth, and the role of the private sector and capitalist devel-
opment in that process, however, did not dominate politics at the top to the
extent that it did in Malaysia. To begin with, domestic and regional political
crises were a greater concern for the Zia regime. Second, the flow of rent to
Pakistan’s economy increased noticeably in the s, dampening the urge to
pursue growth. Labor remittances from Pakistani workers in the Persian Gulf
rose from $ million in – to the average of $. billion a year in the
– period, and a total of $ billion between / and /,19

constituting some % of foreign exchange earnings and % of the GNP.20 In
– labor remittances stood above % of merchandise exports.21 An ad-
ditional $ billion is estimated to have come from the drug trade.22

Similarly, Pakistan’s income from foreign aid rose sharply after the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan. In the – period foreign aid had stood at
around $ million a year.23 In the – period it stood at around $.
billion a year.24 In – Pakistan received $. billion in grants from the
United States, and was promised another $. billion for the – pe-
riod.25 In addition, Pakistan benefited directly from aid to the Afghan fighters
and refugees that in – reached $. billion a year from American and
Saudi sources alone.26 This form of aid also found its way into the Pakistan
economy through both siphoning off of the funds and expenditures by the re-
cipients. The average per year increase in Pakistan’s income from aid in com-
parison with the – period therefore was close to $ billion in the –
 period—Pakistan was receiving close to $ billion a year in foreign aid in
the s. The revenue generated by Islamization measures—through taxes
and the like—was only a fraction of the revenue generated by rent. As was
the case with Malaysia, the turn to Islamization, as a phase in state formation,
was therefore not motivated by the imperative of revenue collection, but by
state interests and economic growth.

The flow of rent produced rapid economic growth in the s—between
/ and / the GNP increased cumulatively by % and per capita
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income by %27—without much structural change in the economy,28 or the
degree of investment in the private sector and capitalist development that was
evident in Malaysia. During the Zia period the government did not privatize
large nationalized industries nor adopt a new labor policy, but concentrated
on improving the performance of state-run industries.29 In fact, during the Zia
period public sector development continued to grow.30 In – it rose by
.% compared to –.31 The sixth plan (–) promised to continue
state management of nationalized industries and even to expand the state’s
role in the agricultural sector.32 The continued domination of the public sec-
tor caused unhappiness among the industrial elite and the entrepreneurial
class that had expected wide-scale privatization of nationalized industries.
Still, since the Zia regime protected middle-class values and interests, and
the economy grew to produce a good climate for business—which became
the cornerstone of Zia’s economic strategy in lieu of private-sector-led
growth—that unhappiness did not translate into meaningful opposition. In
fact, to the contrary, an alliance was soon forged between the military and the
private sector.33

Whereas in Malaysia the burgeoning state–private sector alliance was
rooted in Mahathir’s growth strategy, in Pakistan that alliance was first and
foremost motivated by political considerations. Bhutto’s populism had
affected the industrial elite in particular. The Bhutto regime had nationalized
industries and championed the cause of labor. In fact, it was only in the in-
dustrial sector that the PPP’s program had come close to realizing its aims. As
a result, from early on the industrial elite and the entrepreneurial classes were
a critical source of opposition to Bhutto. In opposing him, they joined forces
with lower-middle-class merchants, and more important, with Islamist
forces. Throughout the s businessmen and entrepreneurs provided finan-
cial and logistical support to the Islamist opposition to Bhutto. Increasingly
the ambient culture of this class became Islamic in tone. By  the private
sector, although weakened by Bhutto’s populism, exercised much influence
on the PNA and the Nizam-i Mustafa movement.

Zia saw the private sector as an important base of support for his regime.
It was a powerful economic class that was opposed to Bhutto and his policies,
was closely tied with Islamist forces and the Islamist parties that spearheaded
the fall of Bhutto, and could serve as a counterbalance to feudalism, which in
Sind and parts of Punjab was resisting military rule. The private sector was
also key to Zia’s attempt to create a middle- and lower-middle-class base for
his regime as a counterweight to the PPP’s lower class base of support. The
private sector became an integral part of the ruling military regime and tac-
itly supported its policies. By the mid-s the private sector became more
directly involved in politics. In alliance with Islamists it formed a right-of-
center political bloc that supported Zia, and served as a counterweight to feu-
dalism and a resurgent PPP under Benazir Bhutto’s leadership after . As
mentioned earlier, the private sector did not see eye to eye with the Zia
regime over the pace and scope of privatization of nationalized industries, or
the dominant role of the public sector in the economy. The private sector, how-

    



ever, continued to support Zia in his attempt to restore order and keep the resur-
gent PPP at bay. Since in Pakistan the state depended on the political support
of the private sector, the private sector developed far more autonomously of
the state than was the case in Malaysia. That autonomy parlayed into more
open political activism by the private sector, which made it a pillar of right-
of-center politics during the post-Zia period.

Changes in the private sector’s political role were apparent by the middle
of the s. It was then that with Zia’s prodding, Mian Nawaz Sharif, an in-
dustrial magnate in Punjab became active in the Muslim League, and ulti-
mately became the chief minister of Punjab. Sharif’s ascent signaled a more
direct political role for the private sector, first in competition to the landed
elite in the Muslim League, and ultimately as claimants to power when Sharif
became prime minister in the s.

Islam and the Entrenchment of Military Rule in the s

After  Zia’s main concern became civilization of military rule.34 There
was not going to be a return to democracy, and the military would continue to
rule Pakistan until state authority had been fully restored and domestic and
regional crises had been left behind. Legitimation of military rule, however,
required constitutional and political maneuverings, which turned Zia’s atten-
tion to Islam.

In  Zia promulgated the Provisional Constitutional Order as the
means of reconciling military rule with the constitution.35 It limited the pow-
ers of the judiciary and gave Zia broad powers to implement new laws. The
main problem facing the state was the growing demand for restoration of
democracy, which by  also included the PNA and Islamist parties.36 Zia’s
response was similar to that of Bhutto in the face of PNA demands for fresh
elections: to give in on Islamic demands but not on demands for elections. In
addition, Zia and the military had viewed Islam to have been more important
to the success of the PNA than the alliance’s purely political demands, and,
hence, believed that by adopting an Islamic veneer they would be able to sub-
due and outmaneuver the PNA. The power of the Nizam-i Mustafa movement
had meanwhile convinced the military of the ideological and political poten-
tial of Islam in the service of the state.

In addition, ethnic challenges to the state reinforced the tendency to rely
on Islam to organize national politics. The Bhutto years had clearly aggra-
vated ethnic tensions in Pakistan. The ascendance of ethnic politics, in turn,
had mobilized the Muhajirs and the Punjabis, who were wary of rising ethnic
tensions, and who were eager to steer national politics away from ethnic con-
cerns. The Nizam-i Mustafa movement that resulted from the mobilization of
the two communities focused on democracy and Islam—denouncing Bhut-
to’s secularism and autocracy—thereby removing ethnic concerns, at least
for the time being, from the political center stage. The Zia regime, which was
clearly worried about ethnic tensions, especially in Baluchistan and Sind,37
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appealed to Islam in the hope of obfuscating soaring ethnic tensions, and
hoped to bring stability to Pakistan, once again in the name of Islamic soli-
darity. It also aimed to downplay the Punjabi domination of the state under
the aegis of the military by harping on Islamic themes. In sum, Islam would
allow the military to limit resistance to its continued rule over Pakistan and to
its goal of restoring authority in the state.

When the generals took over power, they had no clear plan of action. Oper-
ation Fair Play—as the coup was dubbed—had been a military contingency
plan rather than a political operation.38 Once the military decided to remain
in power, it had to come up with a political program. The military regime had
few ideological tools with which to legitimate military rule, and fewer still to
shore up state authority. It therefore turned to Islam and the political platform
put forward by the Nizam-i Mustafa movement to achieve its ends.

Much like Mahathir in Malaysia, Zia in Pakistan was critical in bringing
about the ideological changes with which state formation would be associ-
ated from that point forward. Zia was instrumental in convincing the military
that the turn to Islam was the best course of action for that institution in serv-
ing the interests of the state.39

To begin with, Zia was himself pious. In the military he was affectionately
called “maulvi” (religious scholar).40 He had read Islamist works since his
youth, and was particularly under the influence of the works of Mawlana
Mawdudi of the Jamà at-i Islami, who placed great emphasis of the incum-
bency of the Islamic state as a religious necessity as well as a panacea for so-
ciopolitical problems. Zia had been promoted out of turn to lead the military.
Bhutto had viewed him as dilettante who could not threaten his civilian gov-
ernment. Still, as the army chief Zia opened that institution to Islam.41 He en-
couraged soldiers to pray and fast. Following his investiture as chief of staff,
he used the powers vested in his office to distribute Islamist literature among
the soldiers and officers. Zia also proposed including Mawdudi’s works in the
examination “for promotion of Captains and Majors,” which led to his repri-
mand by Bhutto before the cabinet.42 At his trial before the supreme court,
Bhutto remarked, “I appointed a Chief of Staff belonging to the Jamaat-i-
Islami and the result is before all of us.”43 In many regards the Islamization
process began first in the military in the s before it spilled over onto Pa-
kistani society as a whole in the s.44

In addition, Zia’s thinking was shaped by how he understood the successes
and failures of the military regimes of Ayub Khan and Yahya Khan to prop-
erly construct a more viable military regime. He concluded that Ayub Khan’s
policies were good, but his regime failed owing to its secularism. Yahya Khan
sought to remedy that shortcoming, but his turn to Islam fell short because he
was not a credible champion of Islamization.45 Zia also believed that the de-
mand for an Islamic system was the main animus behind the anti-Bhutto ag-
itation, and hence, by delivering on that demand the military would be able to
establish political control.46 He therefore came to a similar conclusion as had
Mahathir; namely, a state that is construed as a legitimate Islamic actor can
both ride the tiger of Islamism and harness its energies in the service of the

    



state. General Arif, who was a member of the military command that ruled
Pakistan in the s, recollects that Zia emphasized that in Pakistan sover-
eignty belongs to Allah. Hence, an Islamic state (i.e., the state as a legitimate
Islamic actor) would be an instrument of God with uncontested sovereignty.47

An Islamic state was therefore the most powerful form of state, one whose
powers far exceeded those of the secular postcolonial state. The notion of the
Islamic state also suggested that the most important duty of the state was to
Islamize society, and to that end it had free reign to expand its powers and
reach. To Zia this meant that military rule would continue without much re-
sistance—and would be able to achieve its goals—so long as state-led Islam-
ization continued. What Zia and the military in the end aimed for was to parade
the postcolonial state as an Islamic state, and thereby to enjoy the powers that
an Islamic state would have without bringing about fundamental changes in
state institutions.

Zia’s personal faith in Islamism parlayed into close collaboration between
the new state leaders and Islamist parties, first and foremost the Jamà at, but
ultimately a wider array of ulama and lay Islamist activists, movements, and
thinkers. The general had been an admirer of Mawdudi and the Jamà at for a
long time. He had looked to the Jamà at as an intellectual force that could
serve the same function in his regime as the Left had done in the PPP in the
– period. Jamà at’s ideology tended to support authoritarianism, and
contained a powerful critique of both the Left and Western democracy to the
military advantage.48 The fact that the Jamà at had been the main ideological
adversary of the Left since the s and had always claimed to have a blue-
print for the Islamization of the state further led Zia to draw parallels between
the Jamà at and Pakistan’s leftist intelligentsia. Hence, not only were Jamà at
leaders placed in charge of sensitive cabinet portfolios and invited to serve on
such prominent state-sponsored organs as the Council of Islamic Ideology,
but a number of pro-Jamà at thinkers, writers, and journalists were inducted
into the inner circle of Zia’s advisers with a view to laying the foundations for
a viable machinery for the Islamic state. In addition, after the Jamà at per-
formed well in municipal elections in , the party took control of impor-
tant cities, most notably, Karachi—thus serving as a governing partner with
the military at the municipal level.49

The military’s close collaboration with the Jamà at was similar to UMNO’s
co-optation of ABIM. However, in Pakistan, since the military was not a
party, it was not able to fully integrate the Jamà at, and in fact, soon strains
developed in their relations. After Bhutto’s execution, Zia reneged on his
promise of elections and return to democratic rule. The Jamà at believed that
the years – were the pinnacle of its popularity and was eager to capi-
talize on that popular sentiment at the polls. It therefore began to view the Zia
regime as an obstacle to the realization of its political ambitions. Zia, in turn,
sought to placate the party by accommodating its Islamic demands but not its
political ones. In fact, between  and  Zia successfully manipulated
the demand for Islamization and the fate of Bhutto to keep Islamist parties
away from the polls until their moment of enthusiasm had passed.
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The Zia regime decided that it would be the state that would undertake Is-
lamization and would do so without reliance on any one Islamist party. In this
manner it would be the state that would be the principal agent of Islamiza-
tion. Islamization would thus legitimate military rule and help restore state
dominance without empowering any one Islamist party so that it could pose a
threat to the state. The military regime furthermore created the institutional
means to organize Islamist interest groups within the state, and encouraged
them to participate in politics through these institutions. Islamization thus
created a framework for co-optation of Islamism. The institutions associated
with Islamization served to inform state leaders of the demands of Islamist
groups and to distribute resources among them. Islamization thus worked in
a manner reminiscent of what Alfred Stepan has termed “inclusionary corpo-
ratism.”50 The military regime sought to preserve the structure of the post-
colonial state just as it modified its outward appearance to be accommodating
of Islam. Despite its commitment to Islamization, state leaders during the Zia
period were first and foremost committed to the interests of the state. Islami-
zation was therefore a part of the state’s project of power.

To serve state interests Zia sought to increase normative compliance with
the state51 and to harmonize relations between the state and civil society.52

This was achieved through a combination of ideological and punitive meas-
ures that were encapsulated in Islamization. Islamic norms and ideals were to
provide the state with normative tools for exercising social control. They
were also intended to bring state-society relations and interests into align-
ment by providing a discourse of power that straddled the boundaries of the
two, while Islamic penal law, along with martial law, was to delegitimate dis-
sent. In particular, Islamic values and laws were used to bring order to the
productive sectors of society by guaranteeing sanctity of private property and
restoring confidence among private investors, all of which had been under-
mined by Bhutto’s populism.53 For instance, the Federal Shariat Court at one
point challenged Bhutto’s land reform, asserting that it was in contravention
to Islam’s respect for right to private property.54 Islamization was thus used to
both establish the authority of the state and to facilitate its greater reach into
society.

In addition to Islamists, the Zia regime also appealed to rural religious
leaders (pirs and mashayakh) and ulama.55 This move expanded the state’s
base of support and provided it with entry into rural areas. This was impor-
tant in that Bhutto’s most important link with Islam had been through the folk
Islam of rural areas centered in shrines. Whereas Islamists and urban ulama
parties were influential in PNA and urban areas, rural religious leaders were
important to gaining control where the PPP had been strong. That meant ap-
propriating the interpretation of rural Islam and control of its institutions as
well. The Zia regime used its Islamic image to gain control of religious en-
dowments, and through them, of the shrines, as well as appointment of prayer
leaders in mosques.56 Those rural religious leaders who resisted the state’s in-
trusion were subdued by use of coercion that was justified in the name of es-
tablishing proper Islamic practices in lieu of heterodox ones.57

    



Zia also resuscitated state Islamic institutions that had been created earlier
but had fallen into disuse. Most notably he revived the Ministry of Religious
Affairs and Awqaf (Endowments)58—that he used for the state’s push into
rural areas—and increased state control over mosques.59 Finally, he placed
much importance on the Council of Islamic Ideology that he charged with
advising state leaders and institutions on Islamic matters.60 The council in-
cluded members from sundry ulama and Islamist parties, and as a result, was
a legitimate representative of the Islamist movement in Pakistan. The council
also served as a means of co-opting Islamism into the state. It put forth pro-
posals on a host of social, economic, and legal issues that formed the basis of
the Islamization regime. It was the Council of Islamic Ideology that recom-
mended the creation of an Islamic state in Pakistan, thus providing Zia with
the legitimate excuse to expand the state’s reach into society and to perpetu-
ate military rule.61 In addition, many new Islamic agencies and organizations
associated with Islamization measures emerged to equip the state with addi-
tional institutional tools with which to exert greater control over society.62

The Islamization of State, Society, and Economy

Between  and  the military regime put in place an elaborate Islami-
zation regime. For reasons of expediency the Islamization process in Paki-
stan, unlike in Malaysia, started with imposition of Islamic penal laws63 and,
more generally, was narrowly focused on enforcement of the shariah—Is-
lamization in Pakistan was in essence “Sharitization,” to borrow Mumtaz
Ahmad’s term.64 Its main elements were the implementation of hudood laws
(Islamic penal laws), Islamic judiciary, Islamization of public sphere, Islamic
education, an Islamic economic system, and an Islamic taxation system
(based on collection of zakat and other Islamic taxes). With the exception of
hudood laws, the other elements of the Islamization regime were also present
in Malaysia, although they differ in the scope and manner of implementation
in the two countries.

In February  the military regime promulgated the Hudood Ordinances
that were designed to replace the British criminal code with an Islamic one.65

Although its impact on the criminal system was marginal, it was used to con-
trol dissent and the extent of social resistance to state policy making. These
laws, which in particular dealt with theft and robbery, were to put a check on
the lower-class expectations that were raised by Bhutto and to reinstitute re-
spect for the sanctity of private property.66 They were exclusively imple-
mented against the poor.67 It was the tool for a state that sought to reinforce
property laws.

In – Shariat Appelate benches were made operational in high
courts.68 These benches were given jurisdiction over appeals made against the
implementation of hudood laws and to hear original “shariah petitions.”69 In
 the Federal Shariat Court was instituted—although its operation would
be modified  times between  and  through twelve presidential or-
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dinances.70 The Federal Shariat Court was granted appellate jurisdiction over
convictions and acquittals from district courts involving newly implemented
Islamization schemes; exclusive jurisdiction to hear “shariat petitions” chal-
lenging laws or portions of them for being repugnant to the shariah, the
Qur’an, and the prophetic traditions (hadith). The Islamization of the judici-
ary under the aegis of the court, it was hoped, would produce a legal system
that was embedded in local beliefs and mores, and would provide speedier
justice than the cumbersome Anglo-Saxon law.71

The mandate of the Federal Shariat Court could potentially have given it
broad powers, especially since its oversight of all laws and legislation could
have led to large-scale legal changes. In fact, Zia once claimed that between
 and  some  laws were either amended or changed by the court.72

The controversial Law of Evidence is perhaps the best known. It also pro-
vides a glimpse of what the scope of those changes could have been. Pursuant
to the Council of Islamic Ideology’s review of all laws dating back to  to
eliminate those repugnant to Islam, the Federal Shariat Court supplanted an
 British law on testimony of women.73 The new law counts a woman’s
testimony as worth half that of a man.

Changes on the grand scale did not come to pass, however, because the ex-
ercise of such powers was limited by two restrictions. First, the court’s power
in criminal cases and its power to declare a law un-Islamic was made subject
to appeal to the Shariat Appellate Bench of the Supreme Court. Second, the
Federal Shariat Court’s jurisdiction was limited by the fact that the constitu-
tion, Muslim personal law, and laws governing procedure in tribunals and
courts were excluded from the Federal Shariat Court’s jurisdiction. In addi-
tion, at the outset there were few judges and lawyers that had been properly
trained for work in the Federal Shariat Court. This meant that the court would
have to rely on civil court personnel. Of the twenty-one judges who served on
the court between  and  sixteen had served on civil high courts and
eighteen had received secular legal education.74 This, too, limited the scope
of the court’s influence.

In practice, the court was used by the state to push through laws that
would extend state powers and social control such as the state’s claim to con-
trol of religious endowments and nationalization of industries.75 The court
shows the Janus face of Islamization, preserving the foundational structures
and institutions of the postcolonial state while accommodating Islamist de-
mands. The Federal Shariat Court was in the end used less as a means of cre-
ating an ideological system of justice and more as a powerful tool of social
control in the hands of state leaders.76 Zia directly appointed the court’s
judges, and the court’s mandate closely followed the military’s agenda.

Islamization of the judiciary was a cover for curbing its powers. During
the first years of military coup the judiciary, rather than political parties and
actors, served as the main source of resistance to military rule. The courts
were in a position to render judgment on the legitimacy of the coup and to de-
termine the fate of the PPP and Bhutto. Zia first curbed the powers of the ju-
diciary by using the siege mentality facing Pakistan at the time to implement

    



the Provisional Constitutional Order in .77 The order made the military
leaders and their decisions exempt from judicial oversight. Islamization of
the judiciary was a continuation of the process of limiting its powers. By ar-
guing that he wished to “decolonize” and “Islamize” the judicial system, Zia
diverted attention from the executive’s encroachment on the powers of the ju-
diciary. Moreover, he created a dualism in the judicial system, which although
limited in its importance, still portended to divide that system from within.
The weakening of the judiciary in turn weakened civil society institutions be-
fore the state and made extension of the state’s reach into society easier.

Concomitant with imposition of Islamic penal laws and Islamization of
the judiciary was an increase in religious observance mandated by conscious
increase in the Islamicity of the public sphere. Implementation of Islamic
penal laws—often carried out in the form of public floggings—did much to
relate Islamization to individual conduct and societal relations. New restric-
tions were imposed on interactions between the sexes, and the state took it
upon itself to enforce the sanctity of chador and chardivari (modest dress
and household). Beyond this, state leaders instituted the use of Islamic sym-
bolism in public discourse. It became common to begin all public meetings
with recitation of the Qur’an, and more important, the state took it upon itself
to enforce prayer and fasting—obligatory religious practices that had hitherto
remained matters of private concern.78 The Council of Islamic Ideology sup-
ported the state’s arrogation of the right to police compliance with prayers.79

In  Zia appointed a Nazim-i Salat (Organizer of Prayer) to encourage
prayer and also to submit reports to the government on popular behavior.80

The government accelerated building of mosques, including the grand state
mosque (Faisal Mosque) in Islamabad. The government also ordered all pub-
lic offices to provide a place for prayer—which was tantamount to enforcing
prayer on all employees—and used the media to encourage compliance among
the population. Government support for Hajj pilgrimage also increased, as
did its sponsorship of various other Islamic programs. The military also made
much of symbolic measures such as a grand celebration of the birthday of the
Prophet (milad al-nabi) as a national holiday and occasion for affirming the
Islamicity of the state.

The state thus intruded into the private sphere to regulate social transac-
tions and individual lives to an unprecedented extent, and to mold the citi-
zenry and their worldview in a manner to facilitate greater state domination
over them. An Islamically conscious citizenry would readily submit to an Is-
lamic state. Having committed the state to Islamization, Zia sought greater
normative compliance with the state by Islamizing the citizenry. The state’s
aim here was not only to increase religious observance but to instill in the
population that vision of Islam that would support the domination of an Is-
lamic state and that would foster harmony across society, as well as in state-
society relations.

Beginning in  the military regime initiated a process of educational
change with a view to bringing it into alignment with the Islamization pro-
cess.81 Education was important to that process in that it would inculcate in
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the population the values that Islamization policy wished to promote and
would create normative compliance with the state’s central role in Islamiza-
tion. If Islamization was meant to strengthen the state and the success of that
endeavor hinged on popular acceptance of the notion of an Islamizing state,
then education would properly orient the population to facilitate realization
of those ends. Moreover, the military regime hoped that by instilling Islamic
values in Pakistanis through the educational system they would become im-
mune to leftist politics. This was an important issue for Pakistan after the So-
viet Union arrived on its borders with Afghanistan in , and for Zia, who
hoped to extinguish all enthusiasm for Bhutto and the PPP in the populace.

Educational changes emphasized use of Urdu in place of English—posing
the issue as one of decolonization rather than Islamization. In addition, edu-
cational curricula included greater emphasis on Islamic history, faith, and
practice. Higher education received particular attention. Zia hoped that the
new educational system in the universities would train the needed manpower
for the Islamization regime. Universities across Pakistan were endowed with
shariah departments, dedicated to providing Islamic education to all stu-
dents, as well as training specialists in religious matters for employment in
public and private sectors.

Zia, much like Anwar, believed in “Islamization of knowledge”—that
modern and Islamic education systems can coexist and that modernity can be
infused with Islamic values. To this end, Zia helped establish the Interna-
tional Islamic University of Islamabad. Like its sister institution in Kuala
Lumpur, the International Islamic University of Islamabad sought to provide
the state with modern and yet pious manpower that would be capable of op-
erating in modern sectors of the economy and would help administer society
in compliance with dictates of the Islamic faith.

Also important was the Zia regime’s policy toward religious seminaries
(madrasahs). The seminaries, which train the ulama and which had been out-
side of the formal educational system and the control of the government, had
grown in number throughout the s as Islamic consciousness had grown,
and generous funding from Saudi Arabia and labor remittances from the Per-
sian Gulf had supported seminary education.82 The Afghan war would further
raise the number of seminaries and, moreover, make them important to Paki-
stan’s politics. The war made seminaries instrumental to recruitment and train-
ing of guerilla fighters in Afghanistan.

As a part of the Islamization initiative, the Zia regime provided financial
and other support to seminaries, and enabled Islamic parties, social groups,
and ulama to do the same.83 Most notably, from  onward seminaries be-
came notable recipients of zakat funds that the government collected. In
, for instance, .% of zakat funds went to support of seminaries, bene-
fiting , seminaries and , students.84

The Zia regime also encouraged the proliferation of seminaries by in-
creasing opportunities for employment of their graduates in government
agencies and state institutions. Recruitment into government service, how-
ever, went hand in hand with changing the social and intellectual functions

    



of traditional Islamic education. In  the National Committee on Dini
Madaris (Religious Schools) produced a report that encouraged seminaries to
reform their curricula in order to be more relevant to the needs of the chang-
ing society and economy.85 The conclusions of the report raised the ire of the
traditional ulama, who rejected the state’s attempt to judge the quality of their
curricula or to modernize it.86

In  the government announced that it would view seminary certificates
as the equivalent of formal school certificates if seminaries were willing to
undertake certain reforms in their curricula.87 The announcement opened the
door for seminaries to recruit from a broader spectrum of students, and
through them, to play a more central role in society as whole, as well as in na-
tional educational and political institutions.

With the government willing to provide financial support and accommodate
their graduates, many seminaries looked beyond training ulama to provide the
Islamizing state with its new “Islamic bureaucracy.” Various ulama organiza-
tions and parties, as well as self-styled Islamist parties, also looked to new
seminaries to help them expand their base of support. Greater role for semi-
naries in national education would produce a citizenry that would more likely
vote for Islamic parties and consider Islamic ideology an appropriate anchor
for the conduct of politics. Zia may have seen in seminaries the possibility of
changing the character of the Pakistani electorate and strengthening Islamic
parties—which were closer to his regime—to the detriment of the secular na-
tional parties, the PPP in particular, that were likely to oppose his regime.

As a result, the number of seminary graduates jumped from , in the
– period to , in  –.88 Whereas , ulama had been trained
in Pakistan in the – period, , were trained in the – period
alone.89 Umbrella organizations were set up under the supervision of the
Ministry of Religious Affairs to shepherd the seminaries.90

State support for seminary education also meant greater state control of
seminaries. The ulama had hoped to benefit from state patronage and jobs,
but retain control of their seminaries. The ulama’s resistance to extension of
the state’s reach into their educational domain led to tensions in relations be-
tween the two. As early as  various ulama began to complain that re-
liance on zakat funds, disbursed by the government, had reduced voluntary
contributions to seminaries, which at times exceeded government contribu-
tions, and could at any rate jeopardize seminaries’ relations with society.
Mufti Mahmud, the influential leader of JUI, who was personally close to Zia
and his Islamization regime, at one point asked seminaries associated with
JUI to refuse zakat funds, lest his party and the tradition with which it is as-
sociated lose control of their seminaries to the state.91 A number of ulama in
Sind declared government funding to be a form of political bribe and hence
objectionable. Still others, who sought to altogether shut down the flow of
government funds to seminaries, declared that the funds should not be ac-
cepted on religious grounds.

As the state’s control over seminaries grew, Islamic groups and parties
began to show their unhappiness by opposing government policy making. Since
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they were hard-pressed to challenge the government’s Islamization policies,
they began to criticize the government on a host of other issues. The result
was that the scope of Islamic opposition to the state expanded, as did the
purview of Islamist groups’ political activism. The expansion of state control
over Islamic institutions therefore broadened the scope of the state’s compe-
tition with Islamist parties over policy making, the right to interpret Islam,
and control of Islamic institutions.92

The Zia regime, compared to the Mahathir administration in Malaysia,
paid less attention to the potential of Islamization for managing economic
growth. Still, Islamization in Pakistan included new approaches to the econ-
omy. The Report of the Islamization Committee of  emphasized address-
ing income inequality, wealth tax, economic growth, universal education, so-
cial security, and antipoverty measures.93 The report, which was the most
serious statement of government intentions at the time, made the argument
that economic growth must occur with greater income equality. In this regard
it recommended land reform and a more progressive inheritance tax. It also
encouraged greater government management of the economy through five-
year plans and encouraged a moderate rate of growth.94 The report made no
real impact on planning, which continues to be driven by non-Islamic goals
and concerns.95

The military regime, however, changed the banking system to make it in-
terest-free. Although most of Pakistan’s banking happened through a small
number of foreign banks, the Islamization of the banking system provided
the powers-that-be with symbolic legitimacy, as well as greater control over
the financial system.96 Interest-free banking was particularly important to the
relations between the Zia regime and its base of support among the lower
middle classes, small shopkeepers, and merchants.

More important were the imposition of religious taxes, zakat and ushr (a
% land tax on value of harvests of irrigated lands or % on rain-fed land),
and, more generally a tax collection and distribution bureaucracy that pur-
ported to be an Islamic welfare system (see table .).97 Zia entrusted the
state to collect and distribute zakat and ushr funds, and made them compul-
sory. By taking over the collection and distribution of religious taxes, he also
bolstered the claim of his regime to be truly Islamic.98 The general saw the
taxes as the cornerstone of an Islamic welfare system.99 Moreover, in the case
of ushr the state had finally introduced an agricultural tax, but after disguis-
ing it as an Islamic tax. Islamization therefore provided the state with some
leverage, if not a convenient cover, in carrying out some of the measures that
had been effectively resisted before.

The state’s takeover of the collection and distribution of religious taxes
was aimed at improving social welfare, but also decreasing the government’s
budget deficits.100 In fact, since  zakat and ushr funds have been offi-
cially integrated into the government revenue accounts.101 The contribution
of these taxes to state revenue is modest, but they represent an increase in tax
revenues, filling in for taxes that ought to be collected directly and are not.
Although direct tax rates are quite high—% for individuals in the highest

    



bracket and % for companies—tax revenue recovery remains quite mod-
est. Evasions of income and corporate tax are common, and the agricultural
sector has been exempt from income tax. In recent years direct taxes have
made up only –% of the tax revenues.102

A Central Zakat Administration was formed under the Ministry of Fi-
nance to collect religious taxes. It had cells in every level down to villages,
thus providing the state with an elaborate revenue collection organization. By
 there were some , zakat committees across Pakistan, employing
some , people.103 The system co-opted some , mosque preach-
ers and placed them under government supervision.104 This represented a sig-
nificant revenue extraction administration with considerable reach into soci-
ety. In  the Ushr Assessment and Collection Rules were introduced.105

Zakat and ushr did not generate much revenue, but they were important in
a country wherein tax evasion is pervasive and some segments of the popula-
tion such as the landed elite pay little or no taxes.106 The ushr tax, for in-
stance, is a notable agricultural tax levied on an economic sector that pays
very little in tax. This shows that relations between state and society over rev-
enue extraction vary depending on the nature of ideological and cultural forces
that set the context for that encounter.

Between  and  the government collected a total of Rs.. billion
(about $. billion) in zakat and ushr funds.107 This was only a fraction of
government income from remittances or aid. In fact, religious taxes consti-
tuted some % of government revenue.

Religious taxes were distributed among the poor, but were also used to
support Hajj and religious seminaries. In – only % of religious tax
revenues were disbursed among the poor.108 Between  and  Rs..
billion ($ million) in religious tax revenue was disbursed to the poor.109

This sum is not very large. Still in a country where in  government dis-
bursement to the poor constituted merely .% of GDP the religious tax rev-
enues constituted a significant increase in welfare disbursement.110 The reli-
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Table .. Zakat Revenue as Proportion of Government Receipts and Expenditures
(Rs. Million)

– – – –  –

Total government 
revenue , , , , ,

Indirect taxes , , , , ,

Direct taxes , , , , ,

Expenditures , , , , ,

Social spending , , , , ,

Zakat and Ushr . . , , ,

Ushr — — . . .

Land tax . . . . .

Zakat distribution . . . . 

Source: Jamal Malik, Colonization of Islam: Dissolution of Traditional Institutions in Pakistan (Delhi: Mano-
har, ), p. .



gious tax revenues, moreover, complemented revenues that the state took over
from religious endowments, shrines, and charities, in the name of Islam. Cen-
tralizing tendencies of Islamization thus nudged the state to produce a welfare
system, in which revenues generated by religious taxes have formed the basis
of the state’s redistributive efforts. Limits before state power in effectively re-
distributing resources to the poorer segments of the population—owing in
large measure to continued prominence of feudalism—have compelled the
state to look to Islamic symbols and institutions to achieve distribution of re-
sources. This trend reached its apogee under Zia. Zia saw redistributive insti-
tutions to be important to expansion of state power.111 He used Islamization
to gain control of existing redistributive mechanisms tied with religious en-
dowments, shrines, seminaries, and mosques, and to create a new Islamic wel-
fare system under the control of the state.112 Religious taxes therefore were
more directly relevant to the state’s project of power than to its revenue base.

The Islamization measures amounted to an elaborate state-led initiative to
establish state hegemony over the public and private spheres, and to bring re-
lations between state and society into harmony. The success of Islamization
in achieving these ends, however, greatly depended on the vicissitudes of Pa-
kistan’s politics in the s.

Islamization and Pakistan’s Politics in the s

Pakistan’s Islamization initiative was both more thoroughgoing in terms of
areas of society, law, and economy that it covered, and was closer to the ideo-
logical demands than the Malaysian approach. However, in Pakistan the state
was not able to establish the same degree of hegemony over the political pro-
cess, or exercise the same degree of social control that was evident in Malay-
sia. That Malaysia’s Islamization was “soft” in comparison to Pakistan’s may
account for its greater success. Also, although troubled by political turmoil in
the late s, Malaysia enjoyed far more stability and political continuity on
the eve of the Islamization initiative than did Pakistan. UMNO’s steadying
hand in the political process, meanwhile, ensured a more seamless fusion of
state policy and Islamism than the military could produce in Pakistan. An-
other important factor was that Pakistan’s society is more fractured along eth-
nic and sectarian lines, thus making state hegemony less tenable. Whereas in
Malaysia the primary divisions are between Muslims and non-Muslims (Chi-
nese and Indians)—and the Muslim Malay community is fairly homoge-
neous—in Pakistan the important identity fault lines are internal to the ma-
jority Muslim community.

The military regime thus faced increasing resistance to Islamization and
was unable to fully establish hegemony on politics. Therefore, after —
when opposition to the military regime gained momentum—Islamization be-
came increasingly an ad hoc process, whose vicissitudes were decided in the
political process and as part of the struggles of power between state and so-
cial actors.

    



The military regime faced resistance from three separate although in-
creasingly interconnected political constituencies: ethnic forces, Shi’is, and
prodemocracy forces. The Zia regime took over power at a time when
Baluchistan was in throes of a rebellion against the center and Sind was reel-
ing from ethnic tensions between Muhajirs (in urban areas) and Sindhis (in
rural areas).113 That the military was active in suppressing the Baluch, had re-
moved a Sindhi prime minister, and was itself primarily a Punjabi force
heightened ethnic tensions. The advent of the Afghan war further aggravated
tensions in Sind as the flow of funds from the war empowered Pathans and
Afghans in Karachi.114

Initially the Zia regime used the rhetoric of Islamic solidarity, and more
generally Islamization, in the hope of obfuscating soaring ethnic tensions. It
also aimed to downplay the Punjabi domination of the state under the aegis of
the military by harping on Islamic themes. JUI and the Jamà at used their in-
fluence among the Baluch and Pathans, and the Muhajirs, respectively, to
promote ethnic peace under the aegis of the Islamic state. As useful as this
approach may have been in the short run, it was unlikely that it would prove
viable in the long run. Zia had been aware of the fact that as appealing as Is-
lamization may have been to Muhajirs, Punjabis, and a host of other Paki-
stani ethnic groups, it was unlikely that it would have assuaged Sindhis, who
had lost out with the fall of Bhutto.115 Therefore, in practice the Zia regime
was compelled to acknowledge the ethnic reality of Pakistan’s politics. Is-
lamization at the official level was thus complemented with ethnic politics at
the practical level. As a result, during the Zia period Pakistan’s politics expe-
rienced greater ethnic tensions just as it became anchored in Islamic solidar-
ity. This entwined Islamization with ethnic politics, predicating the fomer on
the imperatives of the latter.

The Islamization initiative also had an impact on Shi’i-Sunni relations in
Pakistan, which were already undergoing change owing to Shi’i mobilization
that had followed the Iranian revolution of .116 Zia’s Islamization was
largely a Sunni affair, and hence viewed Shi’i activism as a threat. This be-
came apparent when Shi’is refused to submit to Zia’s zakat law. Faced with
the strong Shi’i protest—manifested in a large-scale and violent demonstra-
tion by some , Shi`i demonstrators from across Pakistan on July ,
, that shut down the capital, Islamabad—and significant pressure
brought to bear on Pakistan by Iran, the Zia regime capitulated. It recognized
Shi’i communal rights and exempted Shi’is from all those aspects of the Is-
lamization package that contravened Shi’i law.

The Shi’i victory was deemed ominous by many in the ruling regime. In
addition, the state’s capitulation to Shi’i demands in  was seen by Zia’s
Sunni Islamist allies as nothing short of constricting their envisioned Islamic
state and diluting the impact of Islamization. The Zia regime began its efforts
to contain Shi’i assertiveness by investing in Sunni institutions in general,
and Sunni seminaries in particular.117 This, it hoped, would entrench Sunni
identity in the public arena and in various state institutions and government
agencies. The state thus promoted Sunni Islamism only to confront the polit-
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ical and geostrategic threat of Shi’i Islamism. The Islamization period there-
fore also witnessed the rise of a sectarian division in Pakistan’s society that in
the s would pulverize civic order.118

The greatest challenge to the Islamization regime, however, came from re-
sistance to military rule and the demand for restoration of democracy.119 The
Zia regime proved unable to remove this issue from the political arena and to
anchor politics in its entirety in concern with democratization. By the middle
of the s the combination of ethnic, Shi’i, and democratic forces greatly
constricted the hegemony of Islamization.

In June  Zia charged the Council of Islamic Ideology to prepare a
draft for an Islamic system of government. More specifically, he directed the
council to study what system of government would be compatible with
Islam—thus laying groundwork for changing the political system in the
name of Islamization. The council formed a commission led by Mawlana
Zafar Ahmad Ansari.120 The Ansari Commission relied heavily on Islamist
writings on the concept of the Islamic state, and hence recommended a pres-
idential system for Pakistan with concentration of power in state institutions
and leaders.121 The commission, however, allowed for elections, provided
they did not include political parties. The Ansari Commission therefore laid
the groundwork for reducing the scope of democratic rights and practices,
and concentrating greater powers in state institutions in lieu of civil society
ones, in the name of Islamization.122

In  pro-democracy joined in alliance with ethnic and Shi’i parties
under the leadership of Bhutto’s daughter, Benazir, to form the Movement for
Restoration of Democracy (MRD). The rise of MRD proved a serious chal-
lenge to the Zia regime, especially since Pakistan was then involved in the
Afghan war, and the – period was one of heightened tensions with
India.123 MRD’s activism threatened the process of expansion of state power
in the name of Islamization. First, it included the most important political
constituencies that were outside of Islamization’s purview of control: Shi’is,
Sindhis, Baluchis, some Pathan ethnic parties, and the remnants of the PPP.
Second, the movement was led by Bhutto’s daughter, resurrecting the PPP
and the ideological and political forces that the military had sought to elimi-
nate. Finally, MRD rejected limiting the scope of democratic rights and prac-
tices in the name of Islamization.

Zia’s response to MRD was to open the political system somewhat—re-
lent on the demand for democracy—but to reemphasize the imperative of Is-
lamization to retain the ideological upper hand in confronting opposition to
his regime. In  a new constitutional framework was set to work to revise
the  constitution in line with the Ansari Commission’s report.124 In 
Zia asked Pakistanis to vote on his regime in a national referendum. The
question put before the voters, however, was whether they favored Islamiza-
tion. In this way Zia clearly blurred the line between type of regime in power
and the goal of Islamization, equating the latter with military rule and con-
centration of power in the state.

    



In  Pakistan went to the polls to elect a parliament. The elections were
open but did not allow party affiliations. This led the PPP to boycott the elec-
tions. As a result, the partyless elections produced a government favorable to
Zia that was led by the Muslim League leaders—although without openly
claiming to represent that party—with a Sindhi landlord, Muhammad Khan
Junejo, as prime minister. The elections and the subsequent government were
designed to take the wind out of MRD’s sails by restoring the parliament and
a civilian government. By replacing Islamists with the Muslim League, Zia
sought to curb the ideological image of his regime, while the greater presence
of the landed elite, and the choice of a Sindhi landlord for prime minister
were designed to broaden the base of his regime.125 Zia’s appeal to the landed
elite was particularly important since this class had been at odds with Zia
owing to the military regime’s efforts to tax the agricultural sector and to con-
centrate powers in state institutions. The inclusion of the landed elite in the
ruling coalition was not, however, free of tensions. The private sector that had
supported Zia all along was not altogether reconciled to the greater promi-
nence of the landed elite at the center. These tensions would eventually trans-
late into open rivalry between Nawaz Sharif and Junejo over the leadership of
the Muslim League.

The elections of  were a concession to popular demands for democ-
racy but did not derail Islamization. Rather, the elections provided Zia with a
new venue to pursue the project of state power through Islamization. The
elections had followed the recommendations of the Ansari Commission’s re-
port, most notably in banning party affiliations. After the elections the result-
ant parliament had no clear internal structure of discipline based on party
affiliation, and thus was very much subservient to the president. Zia used the
parliament to “legitimately” transfer greater powers to the presidency, thus
fulfilling the central demand of the Ansari Commission. The most notable
step in this regard was the Eighth Amendment to the constitution that gave
broad powers to the president to dismiss the prime minister and the parlia-
ment as he saw fit, thus placing democracy at the mercy of the president.126

Zia also found the new parliament a more effective means for pushing
through his Islamization initiative. The greater presence of Islamist legisla-
tors was also important in this regard. Therefore, after  the parliament
became the focus of Islamization of the judiciary.127 Limits before Federal
Shariat Courts were now removed through legislation that sought to broaden
the mandates of those courts and remove constraints that faced their opera-
tion.128 The preoccupation with Islamization of the judiciary thus turned at-
tention away from socioeconomic and political issues to Islamization. It ob-
fuscated the chasm between democracy and Islamization that MRD had
pointed to by focusing the attention of the parliament on Islamization and
turning it into an instrument for its implementation.

This, however, presented Zia with new challenges. The effort to relieve
Federal Shariat Courts of their constraints implied that Islamization to date
had been inadequate. The parliament in fact devised a Shariat Bill to address
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the issue,129 and in  the Senate passed the Ninth Amendment to the con-
stitution to give Federal Shariat Courts the power to declare any law repug-
nant to Islam. The demand for that bill soon became the focus of parliamen-
tary activity, and when the bill faced an impasse in  Zia used the excuse
to dismiss the parliament. There were many reasons that Zia lost patience
with the parliament. However, as far as Islamization was concerned, the par-
liament had conveniently made the Shariat Bill a highly visible issue, and
the failure to pass it was viewed by Zia as a credible excuse to do away with
the parliament. In addition, Zia did not wish the parliament to replace him as
the chief “Islamizer” in Pakistan, and thus devolve powers from state institu-
tions and leaders to the parliament. After the parliament was dismissed, Zia
issued the Shariat Ordinance to achieve what the Shariat Bill had promised.

Shortly afterwards, Zia was killed in an airplane crash. His death quickly
opened the political process. The military allowed for open elections based
on party affiliation, thus ending the reign of the Ansari Commission’s report.
The elections brought to power Benazir Bhutto and the PPP in a weak ruling
coalition that was greatly constrained by the military and remnants of the
Zia regime.

Islam and Politics During the Democratic Period, –

Zia died before the Islamization initiative had been completed and attained
its objectives. In  Islamization in Pakistan still did not enjoy the degree
of hegemony that it did in Malaysia, nor had its institutional and political
goals been fully put in place. More important, Islamization in Pakistan had
subdued other contestants for power, but had not completely vanquished
them, nor had the state completely appropriated the right to interpret Islam
and speak for it from Islamist forces. Islamization had restored state power in
Pakistan, but in  it had to produce the kind of stability and control that
UMNO enjoyed in Malaysia.

With Zia’s death the opponents of Islamization—who had earlier gathered
in MRD—mounted an effective bid for redefining the ideology, function, and
goals of the state. The political alliance that had sustained Islamization was,
however, still strong. As a result, Pakistan’s politics became polarized be-
tween the pro-Zia forces (notably, the military, Islamists, and the private sec-
tor) and the PPP and its allies among the landed elite, ethnic parties, and the
Shi’i.130 The Muslim League under Nawaz Sharif formed the core of the pro-
Zia faction—forming the Islamic Democratic Alliance (IDA)—and the PPP
under Benazir Bhutto that of the anti-Zia one. The elections of  gave the
control of the central government to the PPP, but that of Punjab to IDA. More
important, neither PPP nor IDA enjoyed solid majorities and were at the
mercy of precarious coalitions. Consequently, financial deals and strong-arm
tactics replaced real issues in determining political allegiances and the coali-
tional constellations of parliamentary representatives. This exploded finan-
cial corruption and led to political decay.

    



The petty squabbles and corruption complicated democratic consolida-
tion, economic reform, and stability.131 During the decade of democracy that
followed Zia’s death Pakistan’s economy weakened, its growth rate declined,
and levels of external debt forced the government to succumb to IMF dictates
in the late s. Ethnic tensions in Sind escalated to a civil war in Karachi,
adversely affecting commerce in the country’s largest city and financial cen-
ter. Elsewhere in Pakistan collapse of law and order, sectarian violence, and
political tensions signaled declining state authority. Democracy thus pro-
duced a crisis of governability and reversal of gains that state power had
made under Zia. The president and the military used the powers that Zia had
vested in the presidency on three occasions to dismiss elected governments
(Benazir Bhutto in  and  and Nawaz Sharif in ) and parliaments
and to call for fresh elections (, , and ). In  the military in-
tervened to suspend what it called the “sham democracy” altogether. Be-
tween  and  Pakistan went through four general elections and had
seven governments led by five prime ministers. During the decade of democ-
racy (–) no government completed its electoral mandate.

There is little doubt that the crisis that faced Pakistan’s democracy eroded
state power and weakened its institutions. The sudden death of Zia left the
consolidation of power at the center incomplete. In fact, a reversal in that
process began as a consequence of the collapse of democratic rule into the ri-
valry between Benazir Bhutto and Nawaz Sharif, which led to the polariza-
tion of national politics, corruption, and political decay. The repeated inter-
ventions of the military and the presidency in the democratic process were in
part an effort to reverse this trend.132 In  the military concluded that
democracy in its existing form could not help restore authority and power to
the state, and that this end could be achieved only by ending democratic rule.

Political developments during the democratic era redefined the relation of
Islam to the state. Islam continued to be important in the political arena. Is-
lamist parties remained active in politics, generally supporting Nawaz Sharif
and the Muslim League against Benazir Bhutto and the PPP. Islamist political
institutions and organizations continued to proliferate, and a new penchant
for violence and sectarianism became apparent, especially after the rise of the
Taliban in Afghanistan.

At the official level, however, Islamization suffered a setback. First, the
rise of Benazir Bhutto and the PPP undermined Islamization’s claim to uni-
versal support and put some of the policies that were associated with it in
question. In fact, early on, the rivalry between the PPP and IDA was very
much defined by the struggle to dismantle or preserve the Islamization re-
gime. Benazir Bhutto’s failure to win a clear mandate in the  elections
limited her ability to challenge the Islamization regime. Islamization, and the
laws, policies, and institutions associated with it remained intact, but lost the
prominence that they enjoyed under Zia. Nawaz Sharif, on the other hand,
continued to support Islamization, proposing new legislations to its reach.
Still, even during Nawaz Sharif’s tenure of office Islamization did not regain
the stature it enjoyed during the Zia period. Nawaz Sharif promulgated a
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Shariat Bill in —which the parliament had failed to pass during the Zia
period—formed the Bayt al-Mal (Islamic Treasury or Fund) in  to
streamline collection and distribution of zakat funds, talked of creating an Is-
lamic welfare state, and continued support for seminaries, Islamic courts, and
Islamic laws.133 His most ambitious undertaking in this regard was a new
Shariat Bill that was passed in  as the Fifteenth Amendment to Pakistan’s
constitution.

Second, the intense rivalry between the PPP and Muslim League turned
attention away from ideological issues to political squabbles. In addition,
economic hardship, the collapse of law and order, and ethnic tensions were
deemed to be more pressing problems, and it was not readily apparent how
they would tie in with Islamization. As a result, the ruling governments—and
Nawaz Sharif in particular—found diminishing returns to pushing for Islam-
ization and were not able to anchor politics in Islamization as had been the
case in the s. As a result, even when there was support for Islamization it
failed to dominate politics as a national goal.

Third, in the s the government found it increasingly difficult to sus-
tain its financial support of Islamization. Economic crises forced the govern-
ment to cutback on its expenditures. This made religious taxes, although
meager, more important. For instance zakat revenues had increased from Rs.
. billion ($ million) to Rs. . billion ($ million).134 These funds
were important in supporting the government’s welfare expenditures (.%
of GDP in ).135 However, from the outset Islamization had been a source
of patronage more than one of revenue. As a result, at a time of economic
downturn Islamization came under pressure, and the political relations that it
had spawned began to weaken. Flow of funds to seminaries declined—lead-
ing many to turn to foreign patrons or criminal activities—as did provision of
jobs to seminary graduates. All this contributed to the growth of militancy in
seminaries and reduced the state’s control of them.136 Insofar as control of
seminaries in the s had been an important extension of state authority
into the religious spheres, in the s that trend was reversed. Similarly, pa-
tronage of various other Islamic institutions and organizations was reduced.

The decade of democracy therefore witnessed gradual erosion of state
power and authority, and decline in centrality of Islamization to politics and
the working of the state. Still, there were attempts during this period to re-
verse this trend, most notably by Nawaz Sharif. Throughout the democratic
period Nawaz Sharif followed the example of Zia to weave the demand for Is-
lamization with his own project of power to create a stable ruling regime that
would be able to augment state power and formulate and implement policies.
His efforts in this regard were hampered by the absence of an effective parlia-
mentary majority until  and tensions with the presidency and the mili-
tary, which controlled the levers of power and removed his government in
. However, these limitations were also instrumental in convincing him of
the imperative of Islamization for consolidation of power under the Muslim
League and the parliament and through them the state.

    



During Nawaz Sharif’s initial stint as prime minister first signs of fissure
in the anti-PPP forces surfaced. Tensions between Nawaz Sharif and the pres-
ident at the time, Ghulam Ishaq Khan, who enjoyed the support of the mili-
tary, led to Nawaz Sharif’s dismissal, fresh elections, and Benazir Bhutto’s
return to power.137 It was evident that Nawaz Sharif and the Muslim League
would be able to exercise power only if that power was concentrated in the
office of the prime minister, and if that office was able to lord over the presi-
dency and the military. The fall of the Muslim League government in 
thus led that party to move away from the military and to look for ways of ex-
ercising power independent of the military. In this regard, Nawaz Sharif
sought to appropriate the legacy of the Zia period and to fashion the Muslim
League in lieu of the military as the vehicle for Islamization in Pakistan.

Although Islamization was in abeyance in the s, Islam continued to be
important to Pakistan’s politics. Islamist forces enjoyed limited support, but
Islamic values were important to a broader spectrum of voters. From  on-
ward the Muslim League sought to construct a stable right-of-center Islamic
bloc that would appeal to that broad spectrum of voters, and would place the
Muslim League in the position to capitalize on the Islamic vote to project
power in the political arena. The upshot of this would be that the Muslim
League would replace the military as the champion of Islamization. In this
the Muslim League enjoyed some advantage over the military. Like UMNO,
the Muslim League was a party and could more successfully represent an
ideological and political platform. In fact, throughout the s Nawaz Sharif
looked to Malaysia as a model, not only in ensuring the Muslim League’s
domination over Islamist politics, but in using Islamization in the service of
development. In this Nawaz Sharif went beyond the initial goals of the Zia
regime, whose primary objective was restoration of state authority.

The results of the  elections encouraged Nawaz Sharif and the Mus-
lim League in this regard. In those elections the Muslim League and its brand
of soft Islamism did well. It did not win the elections because the Jamà at and
two other Islamist electoral coalitions took away votes from the Muslim
League to PPP advantage. In at least ten constituencies the votes cast for Is-
lamic parties and the Muslim League exceed those for PPP candidates, but the
seats went to the PPP. Those ten seats may well have denied Benazir Bhutto
her victory. 

Islamist parties, however, did poorly. The Jamà at, which contested the
elections on its own and challenged the Muslim League in several seats, won
only three seats to the National Assembly, and its leader, Qazi Husain
Ahmad, failed to win a seat. All Islamic parties put together won nine seats,
trailing behind the religious minorities.138 It was evident from the election re-
sults that whereas there was a repository of support for Islamic causes and
values, there was little support for ardent Islamism and Islamist parties. The
Muslim League stood to gain by posing as a moderate Islamic party that
stood for the values and causes that the electorate favored, but not the kind of
politics and policies that Islamist parties advocated. The Muslim League’s
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approach to Islam and politics from this point forward would greatly resem-
ble that of UMNO after . Throughout the s all attention was focused
on the PPP and Benazir Bhutto whereas the real story in Pakistan was the rise
of the Muslim League as claimant to power in that country.

The Muslim League’s project of power faced resistance from two impor-
tant political groups. The first were Islamist parties in general, and the most
prominent among them, the Jamà at, in particular. The Muslim League and
the Jamà at had both been a part of the Zia regime and had initially been al-
lied in IDA against the PPP.139 In this their relationship was very different
from that of UMNO and PAS. By , however, their competition for con-
trol of Islamist politics very much resembled the standoff between UMNO
and PAS, with the difference that the Muslim League did not enjoy the same
balance of power vis-à-vis the Jamà at that characterized UMNO’s relations
with PAS.

Islamist parties had been a pillar of the Zia regime and the strongest de-
fender of its Islamization initiative. They were also among the most ardent
opponents of the PPP. As a result, they quickly joined hands with the Muslim
League in IDA to protect the values and policies of the Zia regime. When Be-
nazir Bhutto fell from power in  and was replaced by Nawaz Sharif, Is-
lamist parties no longer saw any urgency in cooperating with the Muslim
League. Islamist parties, and the Jamà at in particular, had all along viewed
themselves as the rightful heirs to the Zia regime. They had hoped that once
Benazir Bhutto and the PPP had been vanquished, the Jamà at who would as-
sume the reigns of power in Pakistan. Islamist parties, therefore, viewed the
Muslim League as a rival.

Islamist parties were conscious of the power and potential of Islam in the
political arena and believed that as the rightful spokesmen for Islamism they
had proprietary rights to Islamist politics: it should be they who would reap
the political benefits of Islamization. Nawaz Sharif’s attempts to relate his
own project of power to a renewed Islamization initiative, therefore, set him
on a collision course with Islamist parties. His Shariat Bill of  elicited
strong criticism from the Jamà at and its leader, Qazi Husain Ahmad, who de-
scribed the bill as inadequate and a ruse designed to facilitate a power grab
by the Muslim League.140

The rivalry between Islamists and the Muslim League led to the breakup
of IDA in , pursuant to which the Jamà at decided to contest the national
elections on its own, and other Islamist parties congregated in two separate
electoral alliances. The Jamà at, in particular, took the prospects for exceed-
ing the Muslim League in importance and an Islamist victory at the polls
most seriously. The party’s leader, Qazi Husain Ahmad, posed as a national
leader, on par with Benazir Bhutto and Nawaz Sharif. As mentioned earlier,
the Jamà at’s expectations came to naught, but that did not end Islamist ri-
valry with the Muslim League, which to some extent accounts for Nawaz
Sharif’s inability to successfully consolidate power under his party.141

The other source of resistance to Nawaz Sharif’s project of power was the
military. After Zia’s death the military did not produce a national leader ca-

    



pable of carrying the mantle of “chief Islamizer.” The military as an institu-
tion showed signs that it favored a return to professionalism in lieu of open
advocacy of Islamization. It was the military’s turn away from openly cham-
pioning Islamization that opened the door for Nawaz Sharif to assume that
position. The military was not, however, reconciled to the political implica-
tions of Nawaz Sharif and the Muslim League’s assumption of the mantle of
the Zia regime. For Nawaz Sharif’s ultimate aim was to wrest power from
those state institutions that had monopolized power under Zia and vest them
in the parliament and the prime minister, and ultimately the Muslim League
and himself. The relations between the military and the Muslim League
therefore deteriorated throughout the s. The military was behind efforts
to limit Nawaz Sharif’s power on several occasions and made tactical al-
liances with Islamist parties to do so. It was, however, only after Nawaz
Sharif’s project of power was not restoring power in the state—and hence,
not reversing the political decay that democratization had augured—and also
had begun to infringe on the prerogatives of the military that the generals in-
tervened directly in the political process.142 The military therefore remained
the main obstacle to the prime minister—and Nawaz Sharif and the Muslim
League—emerging as the true heirs to General Zia and replicating his use of
Islamization to consolidate power.

The scope of Nawaz Sharif’s use of Islamization to augment power be-
came evident in the – period. The general elections of  followed
the dismissal of the PPP government for corruption and mismanagement. At
the time of the elections Benazir Bhutto and the PPP were at the nadir of their
popularity, Pakistan faced a serious financial crisis, and the threat of political
decay and loss of power at the center appeared more foreboding than ever.
The elections greatly favored the Muslim League. The PPP was too unpopu-
lar to be a challenge, and other right-of-center and Islamist parties were un-
prepared to mount an effective campaign.143 In fact, the Jamà at and JUP boy-
cotted the elections fearing a repetition of the  humiliation. Only JUI
contested the elections.

The elections of  were the first since  to give a party a clear man-
date to rule. The Muslim League won  of the  seats to the National As-
sembly, a % majority. The PPP managed only nineteen and JUI only two.144

The election results produced the smallest contingent of Islamist representa-
tion in the parliament on record. This permitted Nawaz Sharif to more openly
fashion the Muslim League on the model of UMNO. The Muslim League
was to form a stable right-of-center government that would not be beholden
to Islamist parties and would be able to govern Pakistan with a strong claim
to representing popular national and religious aspirations. As a senior Mus-
lim League leader, Mushahid Hussain, put it to me, “Nawaz Sharif will be
both the Erbakan [leader of Turkey’s Islamist Refah Party at the time] and
Mahathir of Pakistan.” The Muslim League’s claim was bolstered by the fact
that it had taken over seats that were once held by Islamist parties and had de-
feated those Islamist candidates that had participated in the elections. It ar-
gued that it could better serve the interests of the Islamic vote bank, given
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that only it could keep the PPP out of office and put in place Islamic legisla-
tion. However, the Muslim League’s power in  was not based on the kind
of grassroots support that UMNO relies on, nor were Islamists as easily mar-
ginalized in Pakistan as were PAS and dakwahs in Malaysia.

Still, Nawaz Sharif was quick to set in place new directives for Islamiza-
tion in the political process. Islamic symbols, laws, and policies would more
directly serve the aim of economic growth. Nawaz Sharif, who himself hails
from the private sector, emphasized the goal of rapid development—of turn-
ing Pakistan into another “Asian tiger.” He believed that the example of Ma-
laysia was germane, not only because UMNO served as an appropriate model
for the Muslim League, but also because Malaysian leaders Mahathir and
Anwar Ibrahim were respected by Islamists in Pakistan, and Malaysia’s model
of development had been lauded by them. Malaysia therefore would serve as
an appropriate way of committing Pakistan to development through an ex-
ample with which Pakistanis could identify, and which Islamists could support.

The first indication that Nawaz Sharif intended to appropriate the right to
interpret Islamism and the place of Islamic values in public life, and to do so
in the service of the state and its goal of development, was his move to
change the public holiday from Friday to Sunday. This was a demand of the
private sector that believed that such a change was necessary for greater in-
ternational economic interactions. The move also symbolized the shift from
emphasis on Islam to emphasis on the economy. The change was not received
well in all quarters. Islamist parties had demanded that Friday (the Muslim
sabbath) be the public holiday in lieu of Sunday throughout the s and the
s. In fact, it was to mollify his Islamist opposition that Z. A. Bhutto
changed the holiday to Friday. The change back was depicted as a reversal of
Islamization, marked an open breach between the Muslim league and Is-
lamist parties, and underscored the difficulties that faced Nawaz Sharif in
successfully riding the tiger of Islamism.145

More important, however, were the implications of the electoral victory
and the Muslim League’s assumption of the position of spokesman for Islam
in politics for restoration of state power and relations between the prime min-
ister and other institutions of the state, the military in particular. For the first
time in Pakistan’s history one party was in the position to control % (that
is, with its close allies) of the National Assembly, which allowed it to change
the constitution. There was then an opportunity to scrap the Eighth Amend-
ment to the constitution that had been set in place by Zia to limit the powers
of the parliament and the prime minister in favor of those of the president—
a power that had been exercised three times since  and had prevented all
three elected governments up to that time from completing their terms. The
Muslim League eventually removed the Eighth Amendment, thus once again
making the parliament and the office of the prime minister the preeminent in-
struments of power in the state.

This trend continued in  and  as Nawaz Sharif followed the ex-
ample of Mahathir (versus the sultans and the judiciary) to concentrate power
under the prime minister’s control. Nawaz Sharif forced the resignation of the

    



president, choosing his own candidate for the job, curtailed the powers of the
judiciary after a public showdown with the Supreme Court, dismissed the
chief of staff of the Army, and was about to do the same again when he was
ousted in the coup of . Nawaz Sharif also used his greater powers to
crack down on his opposition, ordering arrest of protesters, closure of news-
papers, and harassment of opponents. For instance, in May   PPP ac-
tivists were arrested in Lahore to prevent them from demonstrating against
the government, and a number of prominent journalists were arrested after
they criticized corruption in the government.146 In Karachi, terrorism courts
were used to silence Muhajir opposition to the government and intimidate op-
ponents. All this occurred during a time of escalating economic crisis, which
compelled the government to sign on to difficult IMF austerity packages.

When the Muslim League government assumed office, Pakistan’s domes-
tic and foreign debt had reached $ billion (% of GDP) and Pakistan had
become reliant on IMF loans. Economic progress slowed after Pakistan faced
trade sanctions that were imposed on the country for its testing of a nuclear
weapon in . In addition, the expansion of the prime minister’s powers did
not produce palpable improvements in administrative management and cor-
ruption. As a result, Nawaz Sharif’s project of power—which unfolded more
rapidly than that of Mahathir—was received with greater cynicism and faced
greater resistance. That resistance culminated in the October  coup,
which promised to deliver on the promises of the Muslim League administra-
tion, but to do so without use of Islamization.

The  coup marks the end of the Islamization era in Pakistan. General
Parvez Musharraf quickly separated questions of power, administration, and
growth from Islamization. The general’s position suggests that the military
no longer views Islamization as a useful tool for restoration of power to the
state. In fact, the coup was staged to arrest erosion of state power and author-
ity that occurred over the course of the last decade. Still, at its inception Is-
lamization was designed to strengthen state control of society, and expand its
powers and reach. It was a component of state leaders’ project of power. That
it did not fully accomplish that task owes to the interplay of a set of factors,
ranging from Pakistan’s social structure to the vicissitudes of democratization.
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Conclusion

The Islamization Period in the Balance

The Islamization period in Malaysia and Pakistan lasted some two decades,
beginning in – and stretching through . During that time it be-
came entwined with state leaders’ project of power and deeply influenced the
working of the state. It affected the scope of state powers, policy making, and
reach into society. Islamization redefined state-society relations, and changed
the balance of power between the two. Islamization had its roots in the Is-
lamist challenge to state authority in the s. In time, however, it became
the ideology of choice for state leaders in these weak postcolonial states that
otherwise lacked strong ideological tools and enjoyed only precarious hege-
mony over society. Islamization thus became a phase in the life span of the
postcolonial state in Malaysia and Pakistan. In the end, Islamization was not
so much a reinvention of the state, but a tool to allow the postcolonial state to
rise above the limitations before it. The cultural directives of Islamization
were real, but its impact on state institutions, law, and policy making did not
amount to creating the state de novo. To the contrary, the state during the Is-
lamization period was very much the same as before, only now it was mas-
querading behind an Islamic veneer. The postcolonial state in Malaysia and
Pakistan emerged from Islamization with its institutional design, trappings of
power, and view of the role of the state and its relation with society very
much intact. The Malaysian state under Mahathir at the time of the general
elections of  (which will be discussed later) was little different in its fun-
damental characteristics than before the Islamization period, save for the fact
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that it was stronger in . In Pakistan General Parvez Musharraf’s military
rule resembles Ayub Khan’s regime more than that of Zia ul-Haq. After two
decades of Islamization very little in the fundamental characteristics of the
state has changed.

In the final analysis, Islamization was not so much about Islam as it was
about the state. Despite its ideological and religious trappings, Islamization
was a strategy of state formation. Its ultimate success or failure was deter-
mined in the political arena, and then as a measure of the extent to which it
served the interests of the state. There is little doubt that Islamization did ful-
fill this function, and to that extent it was a useful tool in the hand of state
leaders in both dealing with crises before the state at a critical juncture, and
strengthening the state and expanding its reach. In both Malaysia and Paki-
stan Islamization in the first place allowed secular postcolonial states to sur-
vive the tidal wave of Islamist activism. In Malaysia, Islamization then
served the state’s goal of economic growth and development, whereas in Pa-
kistan it was used first and foremost to restore state authority.

What the cases of Malaysia and Pakistan show is that states are governed
by the imperative of hegemony and legitimacy, as well as the need to gener-
ate wealth and economic growth and extract revenue from society. Religion
and, more broadly, culture are directly relevant to state reach and power, and
hence, to the aforementioned imperatives. Far from static actors in politics, or
antithetical to the goals and needs of the modern state, religion and culture
are powerful and dynamic forces that serve the interests of that state. The role
of religion and culture in politics, and their contribution to the project of state
power, must be reexamined and understood more broadly than has been the
case in the social sciences.

The turn to Islamization in Malaysia and Pakistan had to do with the par-
ticular characteristics of the state that go back to the colonial era. Malaysia
and Pakistan were weak states that were conceived at the moment of inde-
pendence, and lacked strong nationalist ideology and social cohesion. Their
politics had been open to Islamist activism all along, and at the critical junc-
ture of the late s–early s a new leadership rose to power that was
more open to the presence of Islam in the political process.

In both Pakistan and Malaysia Islamization benefited and co-opted not the
poor; but the middle and lower middle classes. It co-opted through its ideo-
logical appeal and patronage and corporatist practices the upwardly mobile
and economically vibrant classes that were gaining political awareness but
could not be accommodated in the elite and oligarchy-dominated power
structures of the postcolonial states at the time. The co-optation of those
classes precluded a middle class–lower class alliance against the ruling order
that led to the revolution in Iran and continues to fuel Islamist challenges to
the state in the Arab world.

Islamization also co-opted Islamist thinkers, activists, and movements,
which weakened opposition to the state, but made state institutions the arena
for struggles of power. As the state adopted Islamization, Islam ceased to be
an important axis of conflict between state and society, but precipitated new

 



conflicts between state actors and leaders. Therefore, under Islamization the
state became larger and more domineering over society, but itself became
open to conflict. In Malaysia these conflicts were evident in UMNO and man-
ifested themselves with the dismissal of Anwar Ibrahim, and in Pakistan they
defined the relations between the various institutions of power as well as with
the state’s Islamist clients.

In particular, the Islamizing state was able to remove ideology as a main
axis of conflict in the political arena, but this did not mean the end of Islamist
opposition to the state. With ideology out of the way Islamist parties more
openly displayed their political and organizational interests, which were not
served by the Islamization regimes. Islamization fulfilled the ideological de-
mands of Islamism, but not the political and organizational interests of Is-
lamists who were upstaged by the state and kept away from power. In Paki-
stan this produced tensions in Zia’s relations with Islamist parties, most
notably the Jamà at, and culminated in the breach between that party and the
Muslim League in the s.1

Islamist parties came to the conclusion that they would fare better in op-
position to secular states and are likely to be marginalized by state-led Islam-
ization. The Jamà at had reached the height of its power and popularity in op-
position to Z. A. Bhutto and the PPP in the s, and had witnessed a
decline since then. The Jamà at therefore welcomed the removal of Nawaz
Sharif, and quickly mobilized in opposition to General Musharraf’s apparent
turn to secularism after the coup of  in the hope of gaining by polariza-
tion of politics between a secular state and its Islamist opposition.2 Similarly,
in Malaysia PAS has gained since the dismissal of Anwar Ibrahim (discussed
later), and which reduced the state’s hold on Islamist politics.

The outcomes of the Islamization initiative in Malaysia and Pakistan were
quite different. In Malaysia, the state was able to successfully divide Islamist
forces, and to co-opt some of them through UMNO and marginalize the rest.
Islamization in Malaysia unfolded smoothly and produced both a stronger
ruling party and state institutions—whose interaction and cooperation ensure
state power. In Pakistan Islamization faced greater resistance, and as a result
unfolded more unevenly in spurts and through negotiation. The state was able
neither to successfully divide Islamist force nor to co-opt or marginalize
them. There were a number of factors that were important in determining the
varied outcome. The Malaysian state entered the Islamization era from a po-
sition of greater strength whereas state institutions in Pakistan faced a crisis
at the end of the Bhutto era. Malaysian society is divided along ethnic lines,
but there is little real division within Malay society. In Pakistan there are
deep-seated ethnic and sectarian divisions among Muslims. As a result, in
Malaysia Islamization was more readily acceptable to all Muslims than it was
in Pakistan. In Malaysia Islamization to some extent became the ideology of
the Malay community in face of competition with the Chinese and Indians. In
Pakistan Islamization at all times remained an ideology of the state, over
whose content there was disagreement. Finally, in Malaysia UMNO was at
the forefront in the state’s attempt to manage the society and govern the econ-

 



omy, whereas in Pakistan this task was performed by the military. As a party
UMNO was better able to co-opt Islamist forces and formulate Islamization
as a political platform. Even when the Muslim League replaced the military
as the focus of Islamization, it lacked the infrastructural power and autonomy
of UMNO.

Malaysian Islamism, too, was different from Pakistani Islamism. In Ma-
laysia Islamism was divided between the more moderate ABIM and PAS,
with the former dominating the Islamist scene in the s. In Pakistan there
was no moderate Islamist element, and Islamism as a whole wielded greater
power on the eve of Islamization than did ABIM or PAS in Malaysia.

By the end of the s the Malaysian state was moving away from Islam-
ization, whereas Pakistan continued to be deeply involved in Islamization—
promulgating a sweeping Shariat Bill in  and again in . In Malaysia
the state had attained greater stability and social control, and its pursuit of
economic growth continued unbridled. In Pakistan, by contrast, political
decay and economic crisis eroded state authority and power, so much so that
by the time of the coup of  Pakistan was facing the same problematic that
it did in . During the Islamization era state power and authority had ex-
perienced a bell-curve rise and decline. The dissipation of Islamization in
Malaysia in light of expansion of its state power and pace of its economic
growth was proof that Islamization had attained its intended objectives—
hence, why a strong Malaysian state, having experienced economic growth,
could sublimate Islamization. Conversely, in Pakistan the continued salience
of Islamization in the face of erosion of state power suggested the opposite,
that Islamization had failed.

The end of Islamization also had to do with financial crises and IMF pre-
scriptions. Both Malaysia and Pakistan faced economic downturns from 
onward, which changed the political equation that underpinned the Islamiza-
tion regimes. The political fallout from the economic crises compelled the
states to withdraw financial support from Islamization schemes, but, more
important, to end political ties that had been spawned by Islamization.

The Asian Financial Crisis and the Fall of Anwar Ibrahim

In  Southeast Asian economies were plunged into a financial crisis. The
crisis was most severe in Thailand and Indonesia, but it affected Malaysia’s
economy as well. The Asian financial crisis opened a breach between Ma-
hathir and his deputy prime minister, minister of finance, and heir apparent,
Anwar Ibrahim. Anwar favored implementation of IMF prescriptions even on
a voluntary basis. That would have meant reform and restructuring of the
economy, withdrawal of government support for failing businesses and
banks, and an end to lucrative government patronage of industrial projects.
All of this would have adversely affected the Malay industrial elites and cap-
italists that had been carefully nurtured by Mahathir over the course of the
previous two decades. Mahathir did not favor sacrificing gains made by

 



Malay capitalists to live by IMF prescriptions. There was also a great deal of
pressure brought to bear on Mahathir from within UMNO where the Malay
business elite wielded a great deal of power.3 In the end Mahathir chose cap-
ital controls to prevent collapse of the Ringgit, and blamed international fin-
anciers and Western economic practices for Malaysian financial woes, thus
using nationalism in place of economic reform.4 The Malay industrial and
business elite now viewed Anwar as a threat and began to look for ways of
curtailing his power. It was clear that Anwar was not committed to the Malay
millionaires that Mahathir had nurtured and was more interested in enriching
the Malays as a whole, possibly through altogether different policies and in-
stitutions. This realization caused an open breach, first between Anwar and
the Malay business interest, and then between Anwar and Mahathir. Mahathir
indicated the direction that he was leaning by giving the control of the econ-
omy to Daim Zainuddin, who had been closely tied with the Malay business
elite and the policy of supporting them in the s.

The disagreement between Mahathir and Anwar over economic policy,
however, quickly escalated into a struggle for power. It was an open secret in
Malaysia that, encouraged by the fall of Suharto in Indonesia, Anwar was
poised to challenge Mahathir for the leadership of UMNO.5 Mahathir and the
growing opposition to Anwar from among the Malay business elite within
and outside UMNO therefore openly resisted a change in party leadership,
and, following the lead of Daim Zainuddin, began an anti-Anwar campaign.
The loss of support among the business elite all but ended Anwar’s chances
of assuming the party’s leadership. The business elite were, however, wary of
Anwar, and at any rate did not want him in control of the ministry of finance.6

Anwar responded to the concerted attack on his position by the business
elite by turning to populism to shore up his authority. He began to criticize fi-
nancial corruption involving UMNO leaders and business elite. Chandra
Muzaffar writes that Anwar went so far as refusing to guarantee the immunity
of Mahathir’s family—some of whom have been engaged in questionable
business practices.7 Anwar took heart from the collapse of the Suharto
regime in Indonesia, and quickly adopted the rhetoric of the prodemocracy
movement there, and called for reform (reformasi) to depict Mahathir as an
authoritarian ruler and his regime as corrupt and nepotistic.8

Mahathir, however, was not Suharto.9 He was popular among Malays and
had the backing of a powerful party. He was able to react to Anwar’s chal-
lenge quickly, and did so ruthlessly.10 He dismissed Anwar from his official
positions, charging him with financial mismanagement, corruption, abuse of
power, and sexual misconduct.11 With this move Mahathir not only removed
an immediate challenge to his own leadership and the financial interests of
the Malay business elite, but also sought to end Anwar’s political career alto-
gether. Anwar’s arrest and subsequent trial precipitated the most serious
Malay anti-government protest movement since the May  riots. Under
the banner of reformasi Anwar’s supporters demanded political and financial
accountability from the powers-that-be. The movement gained momentum

 



after it became apparent that Anwar had been beaten in jail, and the case
against him had all the trappings of a staged political lynching.12

The arrest and trial of Anwar had broad implications for the relation of
state to Islam, especially as charges of sexual misconduct caused as much
consternation in Islamist circles abroad—leading to widespread condemna-
tion of Mahathir—as they did domestically. It would also underscore the de-
gree to which the state had gained in strength since . Anwar Ibrahim had
continued to be associated with ABIM, many of whose members were now
working in various state institutions and in businesses, and who constituted
the urban middle classes. The showdown between Mahathir and Anwar there-
fore put to question the loyalty of the ABIM constituency—to the extent to
which it still existed—to UMNO and the state, and whether the two would be
able to weather the consequences of the attack on Anwar. For the dismissal
and trial of Anwar was popularly viewed as a divorce between UMNO and
ABIM, and, hence, the end of the Islamization era. It had been the alliance
between Mahathir and Anwar that had kept Islamism under state control and
anchored in a moderate middle. The end of that alliance could have meant
that the state would lose control of Islamism and that Islamism could gravi-
tate toward greater radicalism. Mahathir had gambled his own future and that
of UMNO on the fact that the party and the state were now sufficiently
strong, and enjoyed enough social control, to purge Anwar and his ABIM
constituency.

The Asian financial crisis thus parlayed into a struggle for power in Ma-
laysia that drove a wedge between two of UMNO and the state’s principal
constituencies, the business elite and the pro-Islamist middle classes. Until
 UMNO and the state’s political and economic platforms had success-
fully included both as Islamization had gone hand in hand with economic
growth. In fact, Anwar had very much symbolized the convergence of inter-
ests of the two constituencies. After Anwar’s dismissal a chasm opened be-
tween the business elite and the pro-Islamist forces in UMNO. Mahathir and
UMNO elite chose the business elite. As a consequence, the pro-Islamist
middle-class constituency was alienated from UMNO and became a stronger
source of support for Anwar.

As UMNO’s grip over that element of Islamism that it had co-opted in the
s weakened, others began to make a bid for it.13 It had been the UMNO-
ABIM compact that had marginalized PAS in the s. With the end of that
compact, PAS saw new opportunities before it.14 For the first time since the
late s UMNO had no viable Islamic credentials, and Malaysian politics
was becoming polarized between secularism and Islam, with the latter rele-
gated to the opposition.15 PAS saw this development as a threat to UMNO
and escalated its attacks against the government, accusing it of corruption,
authoritarianism, and un-Islamic practices. To underscore UMNO’s Islamic
legitimacy deficit in the wake of Anwar’s trial, PAS upped the ante with Is-
lamization by demanding the death penalty for apostasy. PAS leaders argued
that Anwar had made a mistake to join UMNO in the first place, and that the

 



interests of Islam would never be served in a secular party. PAS, however,
was able to threaten UMNO only in the northern states and its rural areas and
small towns. As significant as that threat would be, it would not be sufficient
for undoing UMNO at the center. PAS had tempered its stance greatly since
the s in response to changes in urban Malay society and changes in Is-
lamism in the Middle East—Khomeini’s revolutionary rhetoric was replaced
with overtures to democracy of Khatami of Iran and Ghannouchi of Tunisia.16

Still, the party was hard-pressed to attract the urban Malays. In  PAS was
viewed by many in ABIM and its supporters in urban centers as too militant.
The same ABIM members and supporters, after years of integration into the
economy and mainstream society, were now even farther from PAS.

The other contender for the ABIM vote was the new party, Parti Keadilan
Nasional (National Justice Party), that was formed by Anwar’s wife, Wan Az-
izah Ismà il. The National Justice Party’s setup and program reflect the changes
that have taken place in the ABIM constituency over the course of the past
two decades. The party is not openly Islamic, but rather demands social jus-
tice, democracy, and economic reform. It also capitalizes on popular anger
over the treatment of Anwar. The National Justice Party seeks to regroup the
old ABIM and its supporters, but without an open call to Islam. The upwardly
mobile ABIM constituency is no longer likely to respond to such a call, but
would look favorably on a reconstitution of ABIM, albeit informally.

Thus with the end of the Mahathir-Anwar alliance Islam once again became
an antiestablishment political force.17 The extent to which it could threaten
UMNO and make a bid for power would be decided in elections. As Malay-
sia’s economy improved throughout  UMNO felt more confident, leading
Mahathir to call for general elections in November. The National Justice
Party, PAS, and the Chinese Democratic Action Party formed an electoral al-
liance. The National Justice Party–PAS alliance was in essence the anti-
UMNO ABIM-PAS alliance that had been on the table in the early s.

The election results, however, attested not only to the power of UMNO and
social control of the state but also to the continued salience of Islamism.18

UMNO was able to use its considerable resources to ensure Barisan Nasional’s
victory at the polls—retaining its two-thirds majority in the parliament (winning
 of the  seats to the parliament, down from  in )19—proving
that UMNO and the state were now strong enough to rule without Islamiza-
tion.20 That Mahathir and UMNO chose the business elite over Anwar and his
constituency underscored where the aims and interests of the ruling party and
the state lay. That Mahathir and UMNO could win the  election in the
face of a resurgent PAS and National Justice Party attests to the success of Is-
lamization—producing a powerful state that can rule without Islamization,
and even in spite of it—at least for now.

However, the election results were a setback for UMNO in other regards.
Barisan Nasional’s victory came from its constituent parties’ strong showing
in Borneo and southern Malaysia, and among the Chinese. The ruling al-
liance did not do as well among Malays, which could be interpreted as a de-
feat for UMNO. UMNO did poorly in the northern Malay-dominated states,

 



and its total number of seats declined from eighty-eight in  to seventy-
two.21 PAS retained control of Kelantan, won state elections in Terengganu (a
critical state owing to its oil and natural resources), and improved its showing
in provincial elections in Perlis and Kedah (Mahathir’s home state). In Kelan-
tan PAS won forty-one of forty-three seats to the state parliament, and in Te-
rengganu, twenty-eight of thirty-two, virtually obliterating UMNO in those
states. PAS also increased its presence in the national parliament from eight
to twenty-seven.22 The National Justice Party, however, did poorly. It won
only five seats to the parliament, but none in Kuala Lumpur where its in-
tended constituency is concentrated and where the opposition relied on the
party to deliver the vote.

The election results prove that the collapse of the Mahathir-Anwar al-
liance has indeed opened up the political process to PAS and brought Islam to
the center of national politics. The results also show that the ABIM con-
stituency is either no longer there—given the fact that the National Justice
Party did poorly—or that is has been divided up between UMNO and PAS.
The elections therefore suggest that UMNO to some extent continues to be a
player in Islamist politics, but its dominance has been lessened by PAS’s
resurgence. The power of UMNO and the state after two decades of Islamiza-
tion is considerable, but its control of Islamism is not total. The state may not
altogether be able to keep Islamism in the moderate middle as easily as it did
in the s and the s. UMNO and state leaders will once again have to
contend with Islamism as an oppositional force over which they cannot exer-
cise absolute control. They will have to compete with PAS for that control.23

Without Anwar UMNO will be at a disadvantage in that competition.

The IMF, the Bomb, and Collapse of Pro-Islamization Alliance

The failure of Nawaz Sharif and the Muslim League to effectively rule Paki-
stan also owed to financial crises facing the state. Here, too, the political cost
of economic reform adversely affected the state’s ability to continue to man-
age Islamism in the political process. This combined with the mounting po-
litical crisis facing the Muslim League in – to precipitate a critical cri-
sis of governability that ended with the military coup of .

Pakistan was already facing a severe financial crisis when Nawaz Sharif
assumed office in . The financial crisis along with continued bickering
with IMF over the implementation of its austerity package had been one of
the principal reasons for the fall of the PPP government in . The interim
administration that governed Pakistan between the PPP and Muslim League
governments addressed some of the immediate problems. The Muslim League,
however, had to tackle the thornier issue of implementing an IMF austerity
package that was unpopular in Pakistan and faced stiff political and social re-
sistance.24 The most contentious issues were IMF’s recommendations regard-
ing greater taxation of the agricultural sector, increase in the price of fuel and
electricity, and an end to government subsidies.

 



The problem facing the government became more pronounced when in
 Pakistan followed India in testing a nuclear device. This led to eco-
nomic sanctions that pushed Pakistan’s already ailing economy to the brink
of collapse. Nawaz Sharif ’s efforts to manage the resultant financial crisis
and to put in place the IMF package began to divide the pro-Islamization al-
liance that had supported the government. The breakup of the political con-
stituency that Nawaz Sharif had inherited from Zia and was to serve as the
basis of the Muslim League’s domination of the state, and, in turn, the state’s
domination of society and politics, made Nawaz Sharif and his party vulner-
able to the resistance that his attempts to concentrate power was facing in
other quarters.

Islamist parties had been moving away from the Muslim League since
, and more openly since . However, before the financial crisis of
– these parties had not been able to draw away any social and political
groups from the Muslim League. The government’s response to the financial
crisis, however, presented them with that opportunity.

Islamist parties, and the Jamà at in particular, have been active in opposi-
tion to IMF policy prescriptions since the early s. When in  the pro-
visional government of Moeen Qureshi introduced an austerity package rec-
ommended by the IMF, the Jamà at quickly took the lead in protesting the rise
in prices and cutbacks in social supports and services. While the party’s aim
was to establish a base of support among those the reforms would squeeze, it
also used the IMF’s Western image to link its own anti-imperialist rhetoric to
a new populist stance.

This strategy found more coherent shape in the summer of , when the
PPP government introduced its new budget. The IMF had warned Pakistan
that unless it introduced new taxes to cover the growing government deficit,
the fund would withhold $ million in new loans. The IMF favored new
agricultural taxes that would extract resources from the landed elite, but the
government was not eager to precipitate a showdown with that class, and 
instead sought to cover its deficit through new sales taxes and closing exemp-
tions, all of which affected the industrialists, salaried middle classes, mer-
chants, and lower middle classes, who were the Muslim League and Islami-
zation’s base of support. The new measures proved to be highly unpopular
and led to demonstrations in several cities. The Jamà at was at the forefront of
a number of these protests, characterizing the government’s actions as pro-
tection of the wealthy and punishment of the poor. One showdown in Rawal-
pindi led to the death of four demonstrators at the hands of the police. Also
important in opposing IMF prescriptions were merchants who precipitated a
political crisis through a series of well-organized strikes.

Since  the Jamà at has systematically rejected the IMF’s prescriptions
as unnecessary, excessive, and tantamount to enslavement. In recent years the
anti-IMF position has gained strength in light of Mahathir’s tirades against
Western economic institutions during the Asian financial crisis. In  as
IMF prescriptions began to take effect, the Jamà at renewed its attacks on that
institution, posing as the defender of national rights. Claiming to speak for

 



the masses, the party warned the government against heeding the advice of
the IMF. The Islamist opposition to the IMF thus distinguished the Islamist
parties from the Muslim League, and laid the groundwork for it to benefit
from the political fallout of the Muslim League’s attempt to implement IMF’s
prescriptions in  following Pakistan’s nuclear test and the sanctions that
followed it.

Both the private sector and the merchant classes—bazaar merchants,
traders, and shopkeepers—had supported Pakistan’s nuclear test. After sanc-
tions were imposed on Pakistan, however, the private sector lobbied for sign-
ing of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and an end to sanctions. The
small-scale merchants, on the other hand, continued to support the national-
ist and Islamist position that rejected any compromise on the nuclear issue.
The private sector, moreover, openly supported implementation of the IMF
plan in hope of reforming the economy and generating growth. The mer-
chants followed the lead of the Islamists in rejecting IMF recommendations
as imperialist dictates.25 The private sector supported Nawaz Sharif whereas
the merchants gravitated to Islamist parties. The breakup of the alliance be-
tween private sector and small merchants that had been forged since the re-
sistance of both social groups to Bhutto in the s greatly weakened the
Muslim League. The merchants had been instrumental in the Muslim
League’s challenge to the PPP. For instance, between  and  the mer-
chants orchestrated a number of strikes across Pakistan that undermined Be-
nazir Bhutto’s authority. That power had now passed out of the hands of the
Muslim League and into that of its opposition. Moreover, since the private
sector and the small merchants had been two of the principal sociopolitical
pillars of Islamization their parting of the ways weakened that process as
well. The military coup of  and its secular orientation were a conse-
quence of the weakening of both the Muslim League and the Islamization
regime.

The defining issue in this process was the government’s decision to imple-
ment a % general sales tax that was demanded by IMF as a way of generat-
ing revenue for the government. The small merchants were strongly opposed
to this tax, for it would force them to reveal what they sold and at what prices.
This would them make them liable to more efficient taxation by the govern-
ment down the road. The merchants made their displeasure known through
three days of strikes in Karachi, along with protests in other cities.26 The op-
position to the sales tax drove a wedge between the Muslim League and the
merchants, who now openly joined the ranks of the opposition.

The sales tax issue was followed with renewed clashes between India and
Pakistan in Kashmir, and the Pakistan military’s decision to send guerilla
forces into the Kargil region of Kashmir to bog down Indian troops there.
This led to an international diplomatic crisis and brought India and Pakistan
to the brink of war. The crisis was resolved owing to American pressure and
pursuant to Nawaz Sharif’s meeting with Bill Clinton in Washington. The
withdrawal of the guerillas from Kargil was unpopular with the military, Is-
lamists, and the small merchants—who unlike the private sector saw no bene-

 



fits in either foreign trade or better relations with India. The Kargil episode
thus created a common ground between these erstwhile supporters of Islami-
zation who all stood opposed to Nawaz Sharif and the Muslim League. By
the end of  the Muslim League and its Islamization was narrowly based
in the private sector and traditional Muslim League supporters. That made it
vulnerable to a challenge by the military to resume its preeminent position in
the state.

In the end Islamization failed to either ensure the long-run viability of the
state or to produce a stable social base to support the state’s domination of so-
ciety. Islamization helped restore authority to the state in the s, but failed
to stop the erosion of that authority in the s. Islamization produced a so-
cial base for military rule over Pakistan, but that was never integrated into a
seamless source of support for state power. In fact, it came undone during the
democratic period and as a consequence of financial crises.

In both Malaysia and Pakistan Islamization ultimately proved untenable.
In Pakistan it lost its ability to bolster state authority and its social base be-
came undone. In Malaysia the fundamental incompatibility of the underlying
secularism of the postcolonial state and Islamist ideology surfaced to sepa-
rate the state from Islam. Here, too, a financial crisis served as the catalyst.
Still, the Asian financial crisis merely brought to a head the festering unease
of UMNO elite and their business allies regarding Anwar’s rise to the helm.

Was Islamization a failure? Was it a futile exercise? The answer is decid-
edly no. Islamization bore many costs for Malaysia and Pakistan, the most
obvious of which are bad laws, discrimination against women and minorities,
and ideologization of the public arena political discourse. It also encouraged
Islamist activism and militant attitude.27 However, judging Islamization as a
tool that was used by state leaders to serve state interests, it was in good
measure a successful strategy. Islamization served the interests of weak post-
colonial states at a critical juncture. It allowed those states to survive serious
challenges to their authority, and provided them with ideological tools that al-
lowed them to expand their power and reach and to create greater harmony in
state-society relations at a time when the society was turning to Islam. Ma-
laysia used the ensuing stability more successfully to pursue economic
growth. On the downside, Islamization allowed states to avoid fundamental
reforms in their economies, political structures, and policy making as it facil-
itated expansion of state power through successful manipulation of ideology
rather than rationalization of the structure and working of state institutions.
Islamization also allowed the state to regulate more and to spread its tentacles
into civil society and the private lives of its citizens. Whatever the merits and
costs of Islamization, it was nevertheless an important phase in state forma-
tion in Malaysia and Pakistan, the understanding of which is necessary for
taking stock of the powers and working of the state in these countries. 
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